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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

^xiE Journals of the Sieges in Spain were originally

r-^nned at the commencement of 1813, for the avowed

purpose of drawing general attention to the very inefficient

composition and inadequate strength of the siege esta-

..lishments of the empire, which certainly at that period

had the effect of rendering our attacks of fortified places

far less certain and less powerful than our natural advan-

tages, great resources, and liberal military expenditure,

entitled the nation to expect.

The first edition was exhausted in a few months ; but

the attention of those intrusted with regulating the en-

gineers' branch of the army being at that time zealously

engaged in giving it due organization and efficiency, any

further discussion of the subject would have been mis-

placed, and no second edition was allowed to appear.

In the twelve or thirteen years which have since elapsed,

a very near approach has been made to perfection, and

the Journals would have been left to sink into oblivion,

had not many officers pressed for their republication, as

the means of preserving the details of the engineers' and

artillery exertions during operations unlikely to be again

equalled in bold and arduous achievement.

Under this view, the narrative connecting the several

operations, and also the two chapters relating to defi-

ciencies, happily no longer existing, have been expunged,

and the work is now put forth merely as professional

VOL. I. b



VI PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

memoranda of the artillery and engineers' arrangements at

the Sieges in Spain.

It should he stated, that the additional artillery details

introduced into the Journals have been furnished by

Colonel Sir A. Dickson and Lieutenant-Colonel Sir J.

May, K.C.B., who directed the service of that arm at the

several sieges; but the observations on artillery in the

notes can boast of no such authority for their correctness,

being merely general reasoning on the properties and use

of ordnance, as connected with the science of attacking

fortresses, to the extent essentially necessary to be under-

stood for the due performance of an engineer's duty.



PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

The late Sir Lawrence Jones, Bart.,* shortly after the

Author's death, having been urgently solicited to allow a

third edition of the ' Journals of the Sieges in Spain,' and

of the ' Memoranda on the Lines thrown up in 1811 to

cover Lisbon,^ to be published, consulted me upon the

subject, and requested me to undertake the Editorship.

I willingly accepted the office, from an anxious desire

that the invaluable professional details which they con-

tain might continue available for the junior members of

the Corps of Royal Engineers ; and, still further, to

extend generally the benefits to be derived from the study

of the operations therein described. Since the period

to which they refer, there have not been any sieges under-

taken by the British army ; the value of the Journals is

therefore increased rather than diminished by the length

of time that has elapsed since their publication. Through-

out the work the Editor has preserved the text unaltered

:

his attention has been directed to render the narrative

* The melancholy death of Sir Lawrence Jones occurred while

the sheets of this edition were passing through the press. On the

7th of November last, while ti-avelling in Turkey, not far from

Maori, he and his Greek servant were shot by a concealed party

of banditti, five in number. ' It is satisfactory to be able to add

that, mainly owing to the energy of the British Ambassador, Sir

Stratford Canning, all the perpetrators of this terrible crime have

been apprehended. Sir Lawrence succeeded to his title on the

•26th of February, 1843.
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of those important Sieges as instructive as possible;

and with this view he has added numerous extracts from

the Dispatches of the Duke of Wellington, from French

Journals of the same Sieges, and also from French Official

Documents ; all of which, taken in conjunction with the

text, will, it is hoped, be considered as increasing very

materially the value of the work.

Some of the Dispatches explain the reasons which

influenced certain events ; others show the opinion of the

General commanding the operations ; and from the

French authors interesting details are given of the duties

performed and works executed by the several garrisons

previously to and during the Sieges, to strengthen the

places, and prolong their defence.

The * Memoranda on the Lines thrown up to cover

Lisbon,' which were originally printed for private circu-

lation, are now, with two additional papers by the Author,

formed into a third volume : copious selections have been

made from the Dispatches, principally with a view to

show what took place during the occupation of the Lines,

and the arrangements for repelling any attack which might

be made upon them.

IL D. J.



PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS

THE ATTACK OF FORTRESSES,

WITH REFERENCE TO THE SIEGES IN SPAIN.

A SIEGE is one of the most arduous undertakings on

which troops can be employed,—an undertaking in which

fatigue, hardships, and personal risk, are the greatest,

—

one in which the prize can only be gained by complete

victory, and where failure is usually attended with severe

loss or dire disaster.

Success or failure at a siege frequently decides the fate

of a campaign, sometimes of an army, and has more than

once that of a State. The failures before Pavia in 1525,

Metz in 1552, Acre in 1799^ Prague in 1757? and Burgos

in 1812, are examples of each of the above. By the first,

France lost her monarch, the flower of her nobility, and

her Italian conquests. By the second, she was saved from

destruction, and 30,000 of her enemies perished. The

third, stopped her most successful general in his career.

By the fourth, the greatest warrior of his age was brought

to the brink of destruction ; and by the last, a beaten

enemy gained time to recruit his forces, concentrate his

scattered armies, and regain the ascendancy. Innumerable

other instances of disastrous consequences attending the

failure of sieges might be adduced; but the above are

sufficient to make every one sensible of the importance of

the undertaking, and feel that the dearest interests of a
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country are frequently staked on the sure and speedy

reduction of a fortress.

It is, consequently, of great moment to a State, that its

sieges should be carried on in the best possible manner,

that is, by a due union of science, labour, and force, be

rendered not only short, but certain, and little costly in

men. It is well known that the English sieges have

never united these three qualities ; and the object of this

preliminary chapter is to offer an explanation on various

defects of organization, and other circumstances, which,

during the contest in the Peninsula, rendered such mode

of proceeding impracticable to the British army, and

necessitated a departure from all established rules and

principles of attack.

This is the more necessary, because scientific perfection

in carrying on sieges being in great measure the result of

superior wealth and civilization, seems to attach particu-

larly to England. It is observable that in all periods of

the world, and in all countries, the means employed for

.the reduction of fortresses, and the science displayed in

their application, have invariably increased, and become

more overwhelming and irresistible, with the growth of

refinement and knowledge ; but more jDarticularly in

Europe during the two last centuries, wherein an unusual

spread of wealth, knowledge, and talent, having been

turned to the support of military movements, has caused

the results of sieges (and, indeed, of almost all the opera-

tions of war) to depend far more on combination and ex-

penditure than on individual exertion or heroism.

This may be made apparent by a slight retrospect to

the sieges of the sixteenth century. At that period the

art of disposing the several works of a fortress to cover

each other, and be covered by their glacis from the view

of an enemy, was either unknown or disregarded. The
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small quantity of artillery in use, its unwieldiness, and the

gi'eat expense and difficulty of bringing it up, occasioned

so little to be used at sieges, that the chief object in forti-

fying towns was to render them secure from escalade and

surprise by lofty walls or height of situation; and all

places fortified prior to the sixteenth century are invariably

of such construction. The simplicity of the places to be

attacked gave the same character to the operation itself

:

every thing in those days was effected by desperate

courage, without the aid of science, and gallantly to con-

tend in individual combat, or heedlessly to confront

danger, were considered the perfection of a besieger.

Thus the contest dragged on for months together in

petty but costly affairs, and the most persevering, or most

hardy troops, however ill-organized or supplied, were the

most dreaded, and not unfrequently the most successful

besiegers. But as artillery became more moveable, and

large quantities of it began to l^e employed at sieges, lofty

and exposed walls no longer opposed a moderate barrier

to its effects ; large breaches were speedily effected—places

which had resisted for months were carried by assault in a

few days, and, to restore an equality to the defence, it

became necessary to screen the ramparts from distant fire.

The attempt to gain security by concealment rapidly

advanced towards perfection, whilst the means of the

besiegers remained the same ; and in the middle of the

sixteenth and commencement of the seventeenth centuries,

works were so well covered and so skilfully disposed, that

the defence of towns obtained a momentary superiority

over the rude efforts of the attack as then practised.*

Unhappily, however, for this pre-eminence, Louis XIV.

* In proof of this statement, see the remarkably obstinate and successful

defences made by the Dutch against the Spaniards during the reigns of

Philip II. and III.
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appeared personally on the scene, and brought to the

attack of fortresses a preparation in ordnance, ammunition,

and materials, so vast and costly, as even at this day to

excite astonishment; and thus supported, the genius of

one man (Vauban) perfected in the first offensive cam-

paigns of that monarch, a covered mode of attack, by a

combination of science and labour, which rendered easy,

by the steady advances of a few well-trained brave men,

the reduction of places capable of defying for ever the

open violence of multitudes. These increased means of

attack caused the art of concealment to be further studied,

till at length, in well-constructed fortresses, not a single

wall remained exposed to view, and the sap and the mine

became as indispensably necessary as the gun and the

mortar to the success of a besieger.

To render this intelligible to the general reader, it may

be necessary to give some slight description of the pro-

gress of a modern attack.

The first operation of a besieger is to establish a force

equal to cope with the garrison of the town about to be

attacked, at the distance of six or seven hundred yards

from its ramparts.

This is effected by approaching the place secretly in the

night with a body of men, part carrying intrenching tools,

and the remainder armed. The former dig a trench in the

ground parallel to the fortifications to be attacked, and

with the earth that comes out of the trench raise a bank

on the side next the enemy, whilst those with arms remain

formed in a recumbent posture in readiness to protect

those at work, should the garrison sally out. During the

night this trench and bank are made of sufficient depth

and extent to cover from the missiles of the place the

number of men requisite to coi3e with the garrison, and

the besiegers remain in the trench throughout the follow-
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ing day, in despite of the fire or the sorties of the besieged.

This trench is afterwards progressively widened and

deepened, and the bank of earth raised till it forms a

covered road, called a parallel, embracing all the fortifica-

tions to be attacked ; and along this road, guns, waggons,

and men, securely and conveniently move, equally shel-

tered from the view and the missiles of the garrison.

Batteries of guns and mortars are then constructed on the

side of the road next the garrison, to oppose the guns of

the town, and in a short time, by superiority of fire, prin-

cipally arising from situation, silence all those which bear

on the works of the attack. After this ascendancy is

attained, the same species of covered road is, by certain

rules of art, carried forward, till it circumvents or passes

over all the exterior defences of the place, and touches the

main rampart wall at a spot where it has been previously

beaten down by the fire of batteries erected expressly for

that purpose in the more advanced parts of the road.

The besiegers' troops, being thus enabled to march in

perfect security to the opening or breach in the walls of

the town, assault it in strong columns, and being much

more numerous than the garrison defending the breach,

soon overcome them, and the more easily as they are

assisted by a fire of artillery and musketry directed on the

garrison from portions of the road only a few yards from

the breach ; and which fire can, at that distance, be main-

tained on the defenders of the breach till the very instant

of personal contention, without injury to the assailants.

The first breach being carried, should the garrison have

any interior works, the covered road is by similar rules of

art pushed forward through the opening, and advanced

batteries are erected in it to overpower the remaining guns

of the place; which effected, the road is again pushed

forv/ard, and the troops march in security to the assault of
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breaches made in a similar manner in those interior works,

and invariably carry them with little loss.

To preserve the life of a single soldier is, however,

always an object ; therefore, when time is abundant, the

loss of the few men attendant on the assault of breaches

under these favourable circumstances is avoided ; as by a

small delay, the covered road can be equally well pushed

up and through the breach, without giving the assault, as

after the breach has been carried ; and thus, by art and

persevering labour, the strongest and most multiplied

defences frequently fall without any exertion of open force.

From the foregoing description it will readily be con-

ceived, that the most important object at a siege is to

carry forward the covered road to the walls of the place,

and that all the other operations are secondary to, and in

furtherance of, such an advance ; and, consequently, that

the efficiency of armies at sieges depends on their ability

rapidly to complete the road, and at a small expense of

life.

To enable the general reader to form his own judgment

on the means necessary for such efficiency, it should be

stated, that the formation of the covered road is attended

with different degrees of difficulty in proportion as it

advances.

At its commencement, being at the distance of GOO

yards from the fortifications, and not straitened for space,

the work can readily be performed by the ordinary soldiers

of the army. The second period is, when the road arrives

within a fair range of musketry, or 300 yards from the

place ; then it requires particular precautions, which, how-

ever, are not so difficult, but that the work may be exe-

cuted by soldiers who have had a little previous training.

The third period is, when it approaches close to the place

—when everv bullet takes effect—when to be seen is to
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be killed—when mine after mine blows up the head of the

roadj and with it every man and officer on the spot ; when

the space becomes so restricted that little or no front of

defence can be obtained, and the enemy's grenadiers sally

forth every moment to attack the workmen, and deal out

destruction to all less courageous or weaker than them-

selves.

Then the work becomes truly hazardous, and can only

be performed by selected brave men who have acquired a

difficult and most dangerous art called sapping, from which

they themselves are styled sappers.

An indispensable auxiliary to the sapper is the miner,

the exercise of whose art requires even a greater degree of

skill, courage, and conduct, than that of his principal.

The duty of a miner at a siege is to accompany the

sapper, to listen for and discover the enemy's miner at

work under ground, and prevent his blowing up the head

of the road either by sinking down and meeting him, when

a subterraneous conflict ensues, or by running a gallery

close to that of his opponent, and forcing him to quit his

work by means of suffocating compositions, and a thou-

sand arts of chicanery, the knowledge of which he has

acquired from experience. Sappers would be unable of

themselves, without the aid of skilful miners, to execute

that part of the covered road forming the descent into the

ditch ; and in various other portions of the road, the assist-

ance of the miner is indispensable to the sapper : indeed,

without their joint labours and steady co-operation, no

besiegers' approaches ever reached the walls of a fortress.

A siege, scientifically prosecuted, though it calls for the

greatest personal bravery, the greatest exertion, and ex-

traordinary labour in all employed, is beautifully certain in

its progress and result. More or less skill or exertion in

the contending parties will prolong or shorten in some
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degree its duration, but the sapper and the miner, skil-

fully directed and adequately supported, will surely sur-

mount every obstacle. On the contrary, the sieges of

armies destitute of these capable and confident auxiliaries,

are hazardous in the extreme. Their only chance of

success is in scrutinizing the exterior of a fortress to dis-

cover some spot from whence, in consequence of the irre-

gularity of the ground or faults of construction, the main

escarp wall can be seen at a distance sufficiently great

for ordinary soldiers to ai:>proach with the covered road,

and there establish batteries to form an opening through

the wall into the place.

That effected, the troops must advance to the assault of

the breach as in the sixteenth century, losing the shelter

of the covered road at the moment the fire of the place

becomes most powerful and destructive ; whereas, the fire

of the besiegers' distant batteries being necessarily sus-

pended to avoid killing their own storming party, the

garrison can, with impunity, mount on their parapets, and

use every kind of weapon and missile in their defence.

Should the columns, under these disadvantages, arrive

in good order at the brink of the ditch, they must descend

into it, down a wall from fourteen to sixteen feet in depth,

which cannot fail to break their order, and throw them

into confusion. No fresh formation can be attempted, in

a spot where death is incessantly showering down on the

assailants, and they rush to the breach more like a rabble

than a solid column.

From this moment, success hinges on the individual and

confident bravery of the officers and troops, and the un-

shrinking firmness of the commanding general in en-

couraging and supporting their efibrts.

These qualities, Avhen united in a high degree, may

obtain success at a considerable sacrifice of life ; but when-
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ever such nature of assault has ])een attempted under

ordinary circumstances and feelings, in former or recent

wars, repulse has invariably been the consequence.

Indeed, as the result of general experience, it may be

assumed, that should an army, unprovided with sappers

and miners, and the necessary materials and means to

render their services efficient, be opposed by a place forti-

fied according to the modern system, so as to have its

walls completely covered, all the usual and known efforts

to reduce it would prove unavailing; no period of time

nor sacrifice of men would purchase success, and the

prudent plan would be to decline the attempt.

These considerations have for many years had their due

weight with the great powers of Europe, and induced them

to form and keep up, as integral portions of their military

strength, every necessary auxiliary for the reduction of

fortresses ; and their sieges have, in consequence, become

certain, and comparatively bloodless. But England, con-

stitutionally jealous of permanent military establishments,

always discountenanced military organization and military

preparation till the hour of need, and with respect to

sieges, they being of rare occurrence, and moreover, ex-

clusively offensive operations, even carried her jealous

feelings beyond the bounds of rational prudence ; for, pos-

sessing a corps of officers professionally educated and well

grounded in the science of attack and defence, she denied

them every requisite establishment to render their acquire-

ments availing, and most unreasonably expected her

armies to reduce the skilfully fortified and well covered

places of the nineteenth century, with means inferior to

those brought against the exposed and ill-constructed

places of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

After this explanation, it being stated in plain and un-

equivocal language that the army in Spain was unattended
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by a single sapper or miner till late in 1813,—that the

works of a regular siege imperatively demand supj^lies of

ordnance, ammunition, stores, and materials, and a force

of men infinitely greater than could by any possibility be

collected together by the officers in the Peninsula; and

further require a period of time for their completion, which

the vigilance and judicious arrangements of a superior

enemy would not grant,—it must be evident to every

reader, that the reduction of the fortresses garrisoned by

the French in Spain would have been utterly hopeless,

had not the mind and nerve of the British commander,

rising superior to the trammels of rule, made scientific

theory bend to force, by skilfully planning and most

vigorously pushing forward the irregular and hasty, but

truly formidable modes of attack, detailed in the following

Journals.*

* This chapter has been prefixed to the Journals in consequence of the

recent appearance of a work written by the late General Foy, wherein, after

condemning in the most unquahfied manner, as unskilful and inetficacious,

the mode of attacking fortresses adopted by the British army in Spain, he

brings it forward as indisputable proof of want of mihtary acquirements in the

general, and want of professional knowledge in the engineers.

This is sm-ely both unreasonable and unjust ; for must it not strike eveiy

impartial person, that the more decidedly such modes of attack are pro-

nounced to be rash, hazardous, and inefficient, so much stronger is the in-

ference that considerable military talent and professional skill must attach to

those who were able to render them, when directed against Ciudad Rodrigo

and Badajos, of such undeviating firmness, rapid movement, and certain

result, as to outstrip the calcidations of the ablest of the French marshals,

deceive the vigilance of the French governors, paralyse the science of the

French officers, and render null every defensive expedient and every defensive

effort of their brave and veteran garrisons ?
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JOURNALS OF SIEGES

SPAIN AND PORTUGAL.

CHAPTER I.

RECAPTURE OF OLIVEN^A.

On the retreat of the French army under Marshal

Massena out of Portugal, at the commencement of

March, 1811, Lieutenant-General Sir W. Beresford

was destined, with three divisions of infantry, two

brigades of artillery, and a small body of cavalry, to

act on the Alemtejo frontier, where a French force

under Marshals Soult and Mortier had recently

captured Oliven^a and Badajos, and was at the

moment laying siege to Campo-maior.

That place, though strongly fortified and formerly c

well kept up, had of late years been utterly neg-

lected. As an efficient fortress, Campo-maior would,

from its size, require a garrison of 5000 men ; but,

under present circumstances, only 200 militia were

thrown in to guard five pieces of artillery mounted
on its ramparts. Major Tallaia, of the Portuguese

Engineers, was governor, and little more was ex-

pected from him than to hold out till seriously

menaced ; but he made such a skilful disposition

AMFO-MAIOR,
1811.
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^"'^^^o"i'^^'°^' of l^is small force, that the French, deceived as to
loll.

their numbers, were induced to sit down regularly

before the place with 5000 men, bring up a bat-

tering train, and open trenches.

They attacked on the north of the town, and

commenced by erecting a breaching battery of six

24-pounders in an abandoned crown-work, at 400

yards distant from the left face of the bastion of Con-

celho, with a counter-battery of three 12-pounders

against the opposite flank of the demi-bastion Do
Prencipe ; at the same time they put seven mortars

in battery, and pushing a sap to the glacis, formed

a trench along its crest for a close musketry fire.

The scarp to be breached w^as twenty-two feet high,

and the battery could not strike it lower than twelve

feet from the bottom of the ditch : still after five

days' battering, as the rubbish could not be removed

on account of the musketry fire, it formed a prac-

ticable breach, and the weak garrison became at the

mercy of the besiegers; even then, the governor

stipulated for twenty-four hours' delay, for the

chance of being relieved, which not occurring, he

marched out on the 23rd March.^

Sir W. Beresford crossed the Tagus on the 17th

March, on a bridge put down at Tancos, and pro-

'* In the French Journal of this siege it is stated that the fire of

the place did great injury to the works ; and it having been dis-

covered that the ramp communicating witli the covert-way from

the ditch opposite the breach had not been cut away, in conse-

quence of this discovery an attempt was made by two officers and

a few men to ascend the breach : this they accomplished, but

having been discovered by the garrison, they were driven back by

n fire of grape from the neiglibouring curtain.

—

Ed.
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ceeding by Ponte-de-sor, Crato, and Portalegre, Campo-m^

reached Campo-maior on the 25th. The French

had just evacuated the town, and their battering

artillery and stores were still in sight, moving along

the Badajos road under a strong escort: an im-

mediate pursuit being ordered, some smart skir-

mishing ensued, which continued to the very bridge

of the Guadiana.''

At this time the French had been in possession

of Badajos only a fortnight, and the works and bat-

teries of the recent siege still afforded considerable

^ Le 25, vers dix heures du matin, un corps de quinze mille

Anglo-Portugais, sous les ordres du Marechal Beresford, d^tach6

par Lord Wellington pour s'opposer aux operations offensives de

I'armee du midi, parut sur la route de Portalegre en vue de

Campo-Mayor. Deja, ce qui restait de I'artiUerie provenant de

cette place etait en marche et a une grande demi-lieue sur la route

de Badajoz, sous I'escorte du centieme regiment commande par le

Colonel Quiot ; tandis que le General Latour-Maubourg 6ta\t reste

en arriere avec la cavalerie et I'artillere legere. Une colonne

Anglaise de deux mille. chevaux fond soudain sur la cavalerie

Fran^aise et la met en pleine deroute. L'arriere-garde fit sa

retraite sur le centieme, qui, s'etant forme en carre par bataillon

sur la grande route, repoussa bravement toutes les charges de

I'ennemi. Le centieme marcha ainsi pendant deux lieues sans que

la cavalerie Anglaise put I'entamer. Les fuyards de notre cavalerie

furent poursuivis par quelques detachements de la cavalerie ennemie

jusque sur les glacis de la tete-de-pont de Badajoz, et un peloton

de dragons-legers Anglais parvint meme a la barriere du chemin

couvert qu'on eut a peine le temps de fermer ; niais le canon du

fort San-Cristoval forca Fennemi de s'eloigner.

L'ennemi regagna Campo-Mayor en toute hate, ayant eu vingt-

quatre hommes de tues, soixante-dix de blesses et soixante-dix-sept

de pris. Notre perte fut de vingt-cinq hommes tues et de cent

cinquante blesses. Nous eumes surtout a regretter le Colonel

Chamorin, du vingt-sixieme de dragons, qui fut tue au moment ob.

il cherchait h. rallier sa troupe.

—

Belmas : Ed.
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Campo-maior, cQygj. . ^\^Q breach was open, and the garrison ill

supplied with provisions, ammunition, or stores : its

recapture, therefore, seemed not only inevitable, but

easy, if speedily invested ; but the river Guadiana

interposed, and there was neither a pontoon train

nor other means with the army for crossing rivers.

The magazines at Elvas were ransacked in vain

to supply the deficiency : they were found to con-

tain neither timber nor plank, and only a small

quantity of cordage : but luckily one of them shel-

tered five Spanish boats and four old Spanish pon-

toons. These were immediately converted into rafts,

or flying bridges, and every means of the engineers

was promptly turned to fell trees and form a fixed

bridge on trestles.

On the 3rd April, the trestle-bridge (made only

7 feet in height, because trees to supply timber of

larger dimensions could not be found near the spot,)

was put down on the Guadiana under protection of

the guns of Fort Juramenha, and the following day

was fixed for the passage of the army ; but during

the night the water rose three feet, and passed over

the planking of the bridge.

On the 4th, the river continued to rise, and the

bridge having become perfectly useless, the troops

were ferried across on the rafts, between the 5th

and the 8th.

During the fortnight thus occupied the French

had filled in the trenches before Badajos, partly

built up the breach, thrown in a certain supply of

provisions and ammunition, and removed their bat-

tering train : therefore, as soon as the allies had

effected the passage of the Guadiana, Marshal
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Mortier, leaving a garrison of 4000 men in the

place for its defence, retired with the remainder of

his forces on Seville. He also left a detachment of

400 men in Oliven^a.

Oliven^a is a town containing 5000 inhabitants,
^"JiJ'^'^'

situated in an open country on the left of the Gua-

diana, two leagues from Juramenha, and not block-

ing up any communication. It is fortified with

nine regular fronts, the ravelin of each remaining

unfinished ; the scarp is of stone, from 21 to 25 feet

in height ; and the counterscarp varies from 5 to 9

feet in depth. It would be difficult to assign a

specious reason for leaving so small a body of men
as 400 in so large a place— a number totally inade-

quate for a protracted defence, and still far too

great to sacrifice without an object.''

On the 9th the army invested the town, forming

its bivouacs in the olive-grounds on the north and

west sides. Handsome terms were then proposed

to the governor, which being rejected, a recon-

noissance was made with a view of storming the

works; when an escalade appearing too hazardous

an enterprise, it was decided to raise batteries and

make a breach in the curtain of St. Francisco from

an abandoned lunette at 340 yards distance, the

*= It appears by the following extract from orders dictated by

the Emperor Napoleon, on the night of the 29th and 30th of

March, 1811, for the Prince of Neufchatel, Major-General, that

Napoleon disapproved of this place having been retained by

Marshal Mortier

:

" Sa Majeste n'approuve pas davantage le parti qui a ete pris

de garder Olivenza. II faut faire sauter cette place et en detruire

les fortifications."

—

Ed,
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terrepleiii of which was considered to be sufficiently

elevated for the guns to see the wall low enough

for that purpose.

Captain Squire was charged with the engineer

arrangements, and Major Dickson with those of the

artillery.

PREPARATIONS FOR THE ATTACK.

lOth Apiil.—Twenty-four mules, laden with the

following intrenching tools and stores, were dis-

patched from Elvas, viz.

6000 sand-bags, 35 spades,

130 shovels, 60 pickaxes ;

and about eighty enxados were collected in the

vicinity of the place. The officers of Engineers

were Captain Ross and Lieutenant Forster, and

there were present two rank and file of the corps

of Royal Military Artificers.

Six heavy brass 24-pounders on travelling car-

riages, with 300 rounds of ammunition per gun,

and all requisite stores, and also block carriages for

conveying the guns, were, by great exertion, pre-

pared in the arsenal at Elvas in the course of the

day; but the number of bullocks (104 pair) re-

quired for their removal could not be collected till

the following morning.*^

"^ The French attacked Oliven^a with 365 gunners, and 510

horses and 12 field-pieces, belonging to the first division. Three

additional companies joined previous to the end of the siege.

The Engineers were six officers, with one company of Sappers of

two officers and 106 men : tools for 200 men, which were carried

on the backs of mules. During the siege a company of Pohsh

Sappers ]oined, bringing with them a waggon containing tools for
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llth April.—The equipment moved this morning
^''JoTJ^^^'

about a league on the road to Juramenha : a com-

pany of Portuguese artillery of 100 men and officers

under Captain Jose de San Payo accompanied it

for the duties of the batteries.

Marshal Beresford advanced with the main body

of his corps towards Zafra, leaving Major-General

the Hon. Lowry Cole to carry on the attack with

his division.

JOURNAL OF THE ATTACK.

Night between Wth and \2th April.—At dusk a

working party of 150 men, supported by a covering

party of 200 men, commenced a battery for four

guns on the terreplein of the lunette.

The garrison kept up a brisk fire of musketry all

night, nevertheless good cover was obtained before

day-break, and the work was continued throughout

the following day.

Night of the \2th April.—In the course of this

night the breaching battery was completed, and

cover established for field-guns to enfilade and take

in reverse the curtain to be breached.

Night between 13^/^ and I4:th April.—The heavy

artillery crossed the Guadiana at Juramenha on the

12th, and having arrived in the vicinity of the point

of attack, it was attempted this evening to put the

guns in battery; but it was found impracticable,

300 men ; and before the close of the siege, Colonel Lamarre

arrived, bringing with him the engineers' stores, which the bad-

ness of the roads prevented from being brought up at an earlier

period of the siege.

—

French account.

There were 1 1 days and nights of open trenches.

—

Ed.
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^"sir^'
^^^"^ ^^^^ badness of the road, and the circuit the

guns were obliged to make, to arrive at the lunette.

I4ith Api^il.—The communication to the breach-

ing battery being rendered practicable, four brass

24-pounders, with the necessary ammunition and

stores, were moved in. The latter were admirably

secured in the original magazine of the lunette,

which had been left uninjured.

The supporting batteries were also armed with

the field-pieces of the German artillery, viz., one

5J-inch howitzer and three 6-pounders.

These preparations being all complete on the

morning of the 15th, General Cole, by means of a

flag of truce, offered handsome terms to the governor

if he would surrender in half an hour ; but no answer

being returned in the specified time, the batteries

opened at 8 a. m.

The point selected to be breached was on the left

of the gate of St. Francisco. The scarp was 23 feet

high, and the bottom line of the breach was made

8 feet above the level of the ditch.

The wall proved extremely bad, and a great effect

had been produced on the masonry by 1 1 a.m., when

the governor hoisted a white flag, and expressed his

readiness to accept the terms offered in the morning.

General Cole now refused him any terms, insisted

on an unconditional surrender, and ordered the artil-

lery to resume their fire. At 1 p. m. the breach be-

came nearly practicable, although only 320 shot had

been fired; and the governor, fearing an assault,

surrendered at discretion.

The garrison marched out prisoners, 370 men
and officers.
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The ordnance found in the place consisted of- Oliven^a,
1811.

MOUNTED.

8-pounder .
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0LIVEN9A, army which had taken post at Zafra and St. Martha,

to prevent supplies being thrown into Badajos;

and the preparations for the attack of that fortress

now received undivided attention. Working parties

were emplo3^ed to make fascines and gabions in the

pine-wood on the Valverde road, at OHven^a, at

Ahiioreira, and the Quinta da Falcata. Platforms

were prepared at Elvas, and some of the senior offi-

cers of Engineers were dispatched to Abrantes and

other places to collect and forward intrenching

tools, whilst the junior officers, as well as their sol-

diers, increased to twenty-seven in number, by a

detachment disembarked at Lisbon on the 22nd

March, but who had never seen a sap, battery, or

trench constructed, were daily drilled in these and

other siege operations. (1)

(1) See Note at the end of the volume.
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CHAPTER II.

ATTACK OF BADAJOS IN MAY, 1811.

Badajos is a large fortified town, situated on the

left bank of the Guadiana ; which river is there from Badajos,

300 to 500 yards broad, and washes one-fourth of

the enceinte, rendering it nearly inattackable. The

defences along the river are confined to a simple and Plate i.

badly flanked rampart, with an exposed revetment,

but on the other sides consist of eight spacious and

well-built regular fronts, having a good counter-

scarp, covered-way, and glacis, but the ravelins in-

complete. The scarp of the bastions exceeds 30 feet

in height, and that of the curtains varies from 23 to

26 feet. In advance of these fronts are two detached

works: one, called the Pardaleras, at 200 yards

distance, is a crown-work ; its escarps are low, its

ditches narrow, and its rear badly closed : the other,

called the Picurina, is a strong redoubt, 400 yards

in advance of the town, of which a plan and sections

are given, (Plate V. figs. 1, 2, and 3.) On the north-

east of the town, at the angle formed by the junction

of the river Rivillas with the Guadiana, rises a hill

to the height of more than 100 feet, the summit of

which is crowned by an old castle; and its walls,

naked, weak, and but partially flanked, here form

part of the enceinte of the place. (Section A D,

fig. 2, PL II.)

The space contained within the castle is consi-

derable, and various projects have at different times

been under consideration for occupying it with a
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citadel or some interior defensive post ; but nothing

had ever been carried into effect. Indeed the de-

fences of the castle had been unaccountably neg-

lected ; two or three field-pieces only being mounted

on its walls, and those without the shelter of proper

parapets.

Immediately opposite to the castle, on the right

bank of the Guadiana, at the distance of 500 yards,

are situated the heights of Christoval, rising to

nearly the elevation of the castle ; and as the terre-

plein or interior space of the castle is an inclined

plane towards the Guadiana, every part of it is seen

from the Christoval heights. To prevent a besieger

readily availing himself of this advantage in any

attack of the town, a fort has been constructed on

them : its figure is nearly that of a square of 300

feet; the scarp, which is well built of stone, is

20 feet in height, and mostly well covered by a

reveted counterscarp. (Section C F, PI. I.)

The communication between the town and Fort

Christoval is ver}^ open to interruption ; being either

by a bridge 600 yards in length, subject to be enfi-

laded, or by boats for which there is no security.

20th April.—Lord Wellington, arrived at Elvas

from the army in the north, determined to lay imme-

diate siege to Badajos, if any plan of attack could

be offered which should not require more than six-

teen days' open trenches, as in that period, and the

time required to complete the necessary preparations

for the siege, it was calculated that Marshal Soult

would be able to collect a force equal to its relief.

Various methods of attack were considered, but all

of them required more than the allotted time. Many
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of the most capable officers, and Lord Wellington
May^isTi.

himself, wished the attack to be directed against one -—
,

1st A.ttRck

of the south fronts ; nor can it be denied that, with

time, and adequate means in men, stores, and artil-

lery, such should have been the attack ; but to ap-

proach either of the south fronts, it is indispensably

necessary to reduce the Pardaleras detached outwork,

which would oblige the opening of the trenches at a

greater distance than the usual routine, and would

consequently require more labour and time to per-

form, than the attack of a similar front without

detached works. Eighteen days are usually calcu-

lated as the minimum of time required to penetrate

into such fronts as those of Badajos, and adding four

days for the additional labour to gain possession of

the Pardaleras, no period under 22 days could be

stated for the attack of the south fronts, even if the

means allotted had been abundant. Whereas, on

the contrary, they were limited to such guns and

stores as could be spared from the armament of

Elvas, and when collected were found totally unequal

to the most simple combinations of a regular siege.

Time and means thus proving inadequate to the

attack of either of the regular fronts, and it being of

the greatest consequence to the future operations of

the army that Badajos should be retaken, Lieutenant-

Colonel Fletcher, the commanding engineer, sub-

mitted the following plan for reducing the castle.*

^ Extract from the Emperor Napoleon's orders, dated 29th and

30th March :
—" Quant a Badajoz, tout depend de la possibilite de

I'approvisionner. Si on pent I'approvisionner promptement pour

six mois, il faut garder cette place ; sinon, il ne faut garder que

la citadelle, et faire sauter les fortifications de la ville."

—

Ed.
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Badajos,

^^^y- ^^1^- PROJECT OF ATTACK.

1st Attack.

PI. I. Section, From the inclination of the terreplein of the castle

towards the Christoval heights, and those heights

being situated somewhat in rear of the line of pro-

longation of the front defences of the castle, it is

apparent that Fort Christoval being reduced, and

powerful batteries erected in and near it, no body of

troops could stand in the castle for the defence of a

breach in its walls, without the erection of traverses,

and other cover, requiring a degree of labour much

beyond the power of the garrison to bestow during

a short attack.

The castle wall itself, being entirely exposed, and

apparently of very bad masonry, could not be ex-

pected to require more than three or four days' bat-

tering to form a practicable breach in it ; and as in

so short a period, keeping up a constant fire from

the batteries on the Christoval heights, no retrench-

ment could be formed capable of much resistance,

there could be little doubt that, a breach once made
in the outer wall, the castle would be readily car-

ried ; in which case Badajos could make no further

resistance, as the castle overlooks the town, and

there is no defensive line of separation between

them.

Under these ideas it was proposed, as a primary

measure, to break ground before Fort Christoval on

the right of the Guadiana, and having breached and

carried the fort by assault, to erect batteries in and

near it for the whole of the artillery to plunge into,

enfilade, and overwhelm the interior of the castle.

Secondly, on the night succeeding the capture of
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Fort Christoval, to open a parallel, AB, in the plain Badajos,

under the castle on the opposite bank of the river, -—
the left of the parallel being kept far retired from

the lire of the lunette St. Roque, and St. Pedro

bastion, but its right to approach within 450 or 500

yards of the castle, at which distance it was con-

sidered batteries might be erected which would

readily breach the exposed escarp-walls on the crest

of the castle hill, (fig. 2.) As the only artillery which

could be procured, beyond the guns required for

breaching, consisted of four howitzers, a single bat-

tery for that number and nature of ordnance was all

that could be proposed on the left of the river to

oppose the fire of the place and annoy the defenders.

In order to conceal this plan of attack from the

garrison, lest they should begin to throw up interior

defences in the castle before the batteries were pre-

pared to disturb them, it was proposed on the same

night that ground should be broken against Chris-

toval, to open false attacks against the two other

detached works of the place, and to continue them
till the breach in Christoval should become prac-

ticable ; then to relinquish those attacks, as conceal-

ment would be no longer possible, and the work-

men would be required for the parallel in the plain,

22nd April.— Lord Wellington with Colonel

Fletcher reconnoitred the place. They forded the

Guadiana below the Caya, with an escort of light

troops and cavalry, and having passed the road from

Valverde into the town, soon afterwards perceived a

considerable convoy moving along the same road at

some distance. Orders were given to attack the

approaching body, but before the troops could be
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^av\7u formed up for that purpose, the garrison had sallied

out with 1200 or 1500 men, and two field-pieces, to

their aid, which force, taking post on the Sierra del

Viento, effectually covered the return of the convoy.

Some sharp skirmishing, however, took place, and

the escort sustained some loss. After this brush

Lord Wellington minutely examined the defences

of the castle, and convinced himself of the feasibility

of the project under consideration. The next day,

being obliged to return with all speed to the army

on the Coa, in consequence of the movements of the

French in that quarter indicating an immediate

effort to raise the blockade of Almeida, he directed

Sir W. Beresford to undertake the siege with his

corps, and issued the following instructions for the

operation

:

MEMORANDUM.

Elvas, 23rd April, 1811.

1

.

The cutting tools having been sent to 01iven9a this

morning, a body of troops to be stationed to-morrow

morning in the wood between Olivenja and Badajos, to

cut materials.

2. As soon as a sufficient quantity of materials will be

cut, Badajos to be invested on the right as well as left

banks of the Guadiana.

3. If the weather should become settled before the ma-

terials will be cut, the place to be invested, as stated in

article No. 2, as soon as the weather will be so settled as

that the troops may be kept out without inconvenience ;

—

the importance of the early investment of the place will be

observed from what follows hereafter.

4. On the day the place will be invested, the following

measures to be adopted : 1st, The flying bridge to be fixed

on the Guadiana. 2nd, The guns and stores for which
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there are conveyance, to be moved up from Olivenpa to Badajos,

the station fixed upon for the formation of the depot on J

—

the left of the Guadiana. 3rd, The engineers' stores to ^** Attack.

be moved from 01iven9a, Elvas, and Juramenha, to the

same place, and to the place fixed upon for the depots on

the right of the Guadiana, in their due proportions. 4th,

The materials made at Elvas, Campo-maior, &c., for which

there may be a conveyance, to be moved to the ground on

the right of the Guadiana. 5 th, The materials prepared

at 01iven9a, in the wood, and all places on the left of the

Guadiana, to be moved to the ground on the left of that

river. 6th, The ordnance and stores, which there may be

means of moving, to be sent from Elvas to the ground on

the right of the Guadiana.

5. On the day after the place will be invested, the car-

riages and cattle to return to Elvas from the stations on

both banks of the Guadiana, for more ordnance and stores,

and to go back to those stations respectively with the pro-

portions of ordnance and stores required to complete each,

on the third day, and the same to be repeated on the

fourth and fifth day from the investing the place, till all the

ordnance and stores required will be collected in their

proper depots.

6. Ground to be broken for attacks on the Pardaleras,

Picurina, and St. Christoval, on the night of the day the

materials will be in deposits on the ground.

7. As soon as the British troops will be in possession of

St. Christoval, the flying bridge placed below the junction

of the Caya to be brought to a station above the town,

and, if possible, below the junction of the Gevora; and

with this view it is recommended that the fords and pas-

sages of the river above the town should be well recon-

noitred as soon as the place will be invested. W.

The same day Major Dickson was directed to

take upon himself the charge of the artillery ar-

rangements, and prepare for service the following

VOL. I. B
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proportion of ordnance and ammunition from the

armament of Elvas, including the heavy guns which

had been employed against Oliven^a, viz.

24-pounders . . . brass . . 16

16-pounders . , . ditto . . 8

10-inch howitzers . ditto . . 2

8-inch howitzers . ditto . . 6

with 800 rounds for each gun, and 400 rounds for

each howitzer. Two companies of Portuguese artil-

lery from Lisbon, and three at Elvas, were to be

assembled for the duties of the batteries.

24M April.—During the night of the 23rd the

river Guadiana rose 7 feet perpendicularly, and

carried away the bridge of casks, the materials com-

posing it floating down the stream, so that all com-

munication between Marshal Beresford's corps and

Portugal was cut off". On the 29th the communi-

cation was restored by means of a flying bridge, and

on the 1st May the bridge of casks was replaced,

and remained secure till removed ; indeed, at this

time the weather became so generally hot and dry,

and the stream diminished so much in force and

depth, that constant use was made of the ford.

INVESTMENT.

Ath May.— Major-General the Hon. William

Stewart, with 5000 men, marched from Talavera la

Real, at midnight, along the left of the river, and

effected the investment by 9 a.m. without an}^ loss.

The flying bridge was instantly fixed on the Guadi-

ana, immediately below the mouth of the Caya

;

roads of communication were formed round the
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place, and the guns and stores were moved from

Oliven^a, &c., to the depots established agreeably to

the instructions. No corps appeared to form the

investment on the right of the river, and the gar-

rison being left at full liberty to sally out, no pre-

parations could be made to forward the northern

attack.

It being extremely desirable to ascertain that the

fords under the castle had not been destroyed, an

ofhcer (Lieutenant Forster) this night examined the

Rivillas, and ascended the rocky height of the castle

nearly to the foot of the wall : he reported that the

fords of the Rivillas had not been touched, nor the

ascent of the castle hill rendered difficult.

5th May.—The garrison made a very bold recon-

noissance along the right of the Guadiana to the

banks of the Caya; which river having become

fordable, it was to be apprehended they would re-

turn in force, and destroy the flying bridge and the

siege stores collected in the entrepot at the Quinta

de Falcata close to its right bank. To prevent such

a misfortune the bridge was hauled on shore on the

left of the Guadiana, and a Portuguese battalion,

from the garrison of Elvas, occupied the Quinta.

^th May.—The investment of the town on the

northern side was effected by Major-General the

Hon. William Lumley. The arrangements were,

that the 17th Portuguese regiment should march

from Elvas, a squadron of Portuguese cavalry from

Campo-maior, and a British brigade from Oguela

;

the whole to unite at the Atalaya of Sta. Eugracia

at 3 A. M. The Portuguese troops were punctual to

the appointed hour ; but the order to the British to

tSADAJOS,

Mav, 1811.

1st Attack.
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,?^°Yo?; move was not received by them till half-past 3 a.m.
May, 1811. -^

,

^

—half an hour later than the period ordered for the

conclusion of their march, and they did not reach

Sta. Eugracia till 9 a. m.

At daylight, a squadron of about 60 cavalry,

with a few infantry, sallied out of the place and

took post about a mile in advance of Fort Chris-

toval, where they maintained themselves till com-

pelled to retire by the near approach of the investing

corps. During their retrograde movements they

continued to display great firmness and skill in

disputing the ground, and as the country was quite

open, and the artillery of Christoval supported

them with great accuracy of fire, the investing

corps lost much time and many men before they

succeeded in driving them into the place.

The guns and stores were then moved to the

depots near Fort Christoval, and the commencement

of the siege was fixed for the same evening.

ENGINEERS MEANS PROVIDED FOR THE ATTACK.

OFFICERS.

Lieutenant- Colonel Fletcher, commanding'.

Captain Squire, directing Christoval attack.

1st Brigade — Captain Fatten,

Dickinson (killed).

Lieutenant Alex. Thomson.

2nd Brigade— Captain Ross (wounded).

Lieutenant Emmett,

Melville (killed).

3rd Brigade— Captain By,

Lieutenant Forster.

4th Brigade — Captain Macleod,

Lieutenant Stanwav.
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5th Brigade— Captain Boteler (wounded),

Lieutenant Reid (ditto).

6th Brigade— Captain Mulcaster,

Meinecke,

Lieutenant Wright.

7th Brigade— Captain Wedekind,

Lieutenant Hunt.

Brigade-Major—Captain John T. Jones.

Adjutant—Lieutenant Rice Jones,

Twelve officers of the line, volunteers for this

service as assistant engineers, were attached in the

proportion of one or two to each of the above

brigades, and performed all the duties of engineers.

In contemplation of this siege, Lord Wellington,

by an order from Alfaiates, under date of the 6th

April, had directed an ample proportion of en-

gineers' stores to be forwarded from Lisbon to

Elvas, but, in the exhausted state of the country,

carriage could not be procured for them: a few,

however, of the most necessary articles were brought

up on mules hired in Lisbon, and some tools were

obtained on the spot ; but the total was altogether

inadequate to the contemplated operation. (2)

The supply for the attack of Christoval did not

exceed 500 intrenching tools, 2000 sand-bags, about

200 gabions,* 250 fascines, 7 platforms, a few planks,

and 43 splinter-proof timbers.

The engineers, however, in addition to 27 rank

and file of their own men, were liberally granted

100 men from the troops to aid in the work and

* An abundant provision both of fascines and gabions had been

made in the woods in the neighbourhood, but means of carriage

could not be procured to bring them to the dep6ts before the

commencement of the attack.

Badajos,
May, 1811.

1st Attack.
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direct the working parties, and also 48 carpenters

and 36 miners, similarly selected; all of whom
were, for the period of the siege, placed under the

orders of the commanding engineer exclusively,

were bivouacked in the engineers' park, and rationed

by the department.

ARTILLERY.

The ordnance arranged to be brought forward

for the first operation of the siege was as follows

:

ATTACK OF CHRISTOVAL.

24-pounders 3

8-inch howitzers 2

FALSE ATTACK OF THE PARDALERAS.

24-pounders 3

8-inch howitzer ...... 1

FALSE ATTACK OP THE PICURINA.

24-pounders 3

8-inch howitzer 1

INFANTRY.

The besieging corps for the attack of San Chris-

toval consisted of a British brigade, two battalions

of Portuguese, and a battalion of militia, making a

total of about 4000 men. The corps for the attack

of the castle consisted of the 2'nd and 4th divisions,

mustering between 9 and 10,000 men.

JOURNAL OF THE ATTACK.

Night between Sth ayid 9tk May.—The false

attacks against the three detached works were be-

gun : that against the Pardaleras consisted in open-

ing the old French parallel on the Sierra del Viento,
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and throwing up a battery for four guns. That
jJ^°Yg°fj'

against the Picurina was nearly a similar under-~ ^ 1 c+ Attar

taking on the hill of St. Michael, at 900 yards

distance from it.

ATTACK OF FORT CHKISTOVAL.

Working party . . . 400 men.

Covering party . . . 800 do.

Ground was broken before the fort immediately

after dark, and a battery commenced on the pro-

longation of the ditch of the right branch of the

work, through which opening tlie scarp of a short

flank (m), about 15 feet in length, was seen to the

bottom.

The battery was placed at the distance of 450

yards from the object, and was traced for the three

24-pounders and two 8-inch howitzers, having a

trench of support on its right, 100 yards in length.

The soil proved extremely hard and rocky, and

the garrison opened a very heavy fire of shot, shells,

and musketry, before the first gabion was placed

;

in consequence cover was only obtained to enable

ten men to work in the battery at daylight, nor

would the trench of support cover more than thirty

men; the guard of the trenches was therefore

placed behind the slope of the hills, in rear of the

battery. Captain Ross and Lieutenant Melville

were wounded, but resumed their duties before

morning.

^th May.—The garrison kept up such an in-

cessant fire throughout the day, both of artillery

and musketry, that little could be effected towards

the completion of the battery ; and notwithstanding
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M^^YsTi
^"^^^y precaution was taken to screen the -workmen

and guard, many were killed or wounded, amongst

the latter Captain Boteler.

Night between 9th and 10th May.—The work-

ing party was 400 men, and the guard of the

trenches 600 men; the workmen were employed,

as last night, to raise the battery, and to extend,

widen and deepen the trench of support ; but not-

withstanding their utmost efforts, the hard nature

of the rock, which was found generally within a

foot of the surface, prevented their obtaining suffi-

cient cover for the guard of the trenches, and, in

consequence, the greater portion of it was obliged

to be continued on the reverse slope of the hill in

rear of the battery.

lOth May.—At 7 a.m. the garrison made a sortie

with 700 infantry and two field-pieces, from Fort

Christoval, and the line between it and the tete-de-

pont. They gained possession of the battery (No. 2)

for a few minutes, till the guard of the trenches

could advance from behind the hills, when they

were instantly driven back with scarcely any loss

to the besiegers ; but the indiscreet ardour of some

officers commanding detachments induced them to

continue the pursuit to the very walls of the fort

and tete-de-pont, from which they received a most

destructive fire of musketry and artillery, and sus-

tained a loss ofmore than 400 in killed and wounded.

Lieutenant Reid was wounded in the endeavour to

protect the battery with the workmen. Lieutenant

Melville was the same day killed.^

^ " The enemy made a sortie on the 8th, and endeavoured to
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Night between lOth and llth May.—To prevent badajos,

sorties in future, it was decided to send to Elvas for -—
1st Attack.

three heavy 12-pounders, and to throw up a battery

for them, (No. 4,) in the exact line of enfilade of

the bridge across the Guadiana, on a knoll at 700

yards distance from the tete-de-pont, and 100 men
were employed upon it: 300 workmen were employed

on the original work, and the breaching battery

was completed and armed with three 24-pounders

and two 8-inch howitzers.

Wth May.—At 4 a.m. the battery opened; the

guns directed to breach the small flank {in) of Fort

Christoval, the howitzers to keep down the fire of

the fort.

The Portuguese artillerymen were young and

inexperienced, and after a few rounds their practice

became very uncertain ; whilst the garrison, on the

contrary, kept up a heavy and well-directed fire

from Christoval, and from a battery (E) erected on

the terreplein of the castle, against this single point,

and in the course of the day disabled the three guns

and one of the howitzers.

The battery to enfilade the bridge was nearly

prevent our troops from occupying the ground from which they

were to direct their attack against the outwork of San Christoval,

but the enemy were driven in. They had made another sortie on

the morning of the 10th in large force, and were driven in again

by our troops ; but I am concerned to add that our loss upon this

occasion was very severe, owing to the gallant but impnident

advance of the troops quite to the glacis of San Christoval, and

to a situation in which they were exposed to the fire of musketry

and grape from that outwork, as well as from the body of the

place."

—

Extract from Lord Wellington's Dispatch to the Earl of

Liverpool, Ibth May, 1811.

—

Ed.
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finished this evening. Captain Dickinson had his

head carried off by a cannon-shot whilst urging the

progress of the work.

Night between Wth and \2th May.—The events

of the day having proved the insufficiency of the

attack, it was decided to bring across the river four

of the 24-pounders intended for the attack of the

castle, and put them in battery against Christoval,

to endeavour to keep under the fire of the place,

and for that purpose a battery (No. 1) for four guns

was commenced on the left of the battery silenced.

The artillery during the night withdrew the four

damaged pieces from No. 2, leaving the serviceable

howitzer in battery only; and they armed battery

No. 4 with the three 12-pounders from Elvas, and

a howitzer from a field-brigade.

\2th May.—The corps acting against Christoval,

being now reduced (exclusive of militia) to 1800

men fit for duty, became unequal to furnish the

guard of the trenches and the requisite number of

men to carry on the work ; and in consequence the

labour in the trenches was nearly suspended.

LEFT BANK OF THE GUADIANA.-

THE CASTLE.

-ATTACK OF

In order to distract the attention of the garrison,

the batteries at both of the false attacks were com-

pleted, armed, and brought into play. That against

the Pardaleras certainly created great jealousy, as

the garrison kept a constant fire upon it.

On the 10th, Sir W. Beresford agreed with the

commanding engineer in the propriety of imme-
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diately commencing operations against the castle; Badajos,

but in the course of the day he received such infor-

mation of the movements of a French corps for the

reHef of the place, as induced him to defer it. On
the 11th, such further information was received of

the advance of the enemy, that orders were given

to move the depot at the flying bridge across the

Guadiana, from the left to the right bank, and to

have every thing in readiness to retire. On the 12th,

the accounts brought in gave reason to suppose that

the French were only manoeuvring to amuse, and

had no serious intention of advancing. The Mar-

shal therefore ordered ground to be broken that

evening against the castle, on the plain bordering

the left of the Guadiana.

Night betiveen I2th and I'dth May.—1400 men
paraded for work, and 1600 men as a covering

party. The parallel and the approaches to it were

opened as far as the number of the workmen would

extend, according to the plan laid down, and the

troops had pretty well covered themselves by mid-

night, when an order was received to retire the

workmen, and prepare to raise the siege; Marshal

Soult having arrived at Llerena on his march to the

relief of the place, and the junction of every man at

Valverde being required to assemble a force suffi-

cient to oppose him.

On the night of the 13th all the artillery was

withdrawn from the batteries, the platforms taken

up, and the splinter-proofs removed. On the 14th

every exertion was used to send the artillery and

stores to the rear, and at night the fascines, gabions,

and materials, which could not be moved, were
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,^^"Vo°,^' burned. At noon on the 15th, the whole of the
May, 1811. .

, ...
Siege artillery and ammunition being across the

Guadiana, the flying bridge was drawn ashore.

Part of the army had already marched to Valverde,

and the 4th division and some Spaniards only re-

mained on the left of the Guadiana to cover these

operations. On the loth they also moved, and the

siege was completely raised. At the moment the

rear guard drew off, the garrison made a sortie in

force, by which a Portuguese light battalion suffered

severely, making the total loss during the operation

above 100 killed and 650 wounded.

OBSERVATIONS.

At the period of this siege, the strength of Badajos

had not been duly appreciated, and the means pre-

pared for its reduction in artillery, ammunition, and

stores, were altogether too inconsiderable. The

besieging force itself, particularly at the attack of

Christoval, was also in a similar undue proportion

of strength to that of the garrison, and totally un-

equal to furnish men for the various duties required

of it : from this cause, and a deficiency of intrenching

tools, it arose that a sufficient extent of ground to

oppose a proper front of defence to the garrison

could not be opened the first night, and gave an

opportunity for the sortie on the 10th, which proved

so disastrous. The Portuguese gunners, though

brave and zealous, were very young and inexpert

;

and therefore, effectually to have opposed the

enemy's fire, their weapons should have been much
more numerous than those of the place, instead of
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being so much fewer. Every thing else was on the Badajos

same scale of inferiority, and it may be considered

as fortunate that the approach of Marshal Soult's

army caused the siege to be raised; as otherwise,

after a further sacrifice of men in other feeble

attempts, it would have brought itself to a con-

clusion from inability to proceed.
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Badajos,
Mav, 1811.

CHAPTER III.

Plate II. SIEGE OF BADAJOS IN MAY AND JUNE, 1811.

16^^ May.—Sir W. Beresford, in a severe battle

fought at Albuera, so completely discomfited the

army Marshal Soult had assembled to relieve Bada-

jos, that on the night of the 17th it retired on Seville

without having communicated with the garrison.

\Qth May.— General Hamilton's Portuguese di-

vision resumed the investment of the town, on the

left of the Guadiana.

The same day Lord Wellington returned to Elvas

from the banks of the Coa, where the victory of

Fuentes de Oiioro, and the consequent fall of Al-

meida, had so cleared Portugal of the invaders, as

to admit of his detaching two divisions of infantry

from thence to the Alemtejo. This measure gave a

decided superiority of force to the allies on the

Guadiana; but it was to be apprehended that as

soon as they showed serious intentions of resuming

the attack of Badajos, Marshal Marmont (who had

assumed the command of the army lately Massena's)

would move towards the Tagus, to be at hand to

co-operate for its relief. The siege could not be

recommenced in less time than eleven days, in con-

sequence of the artillery carriages having been

so much shaken by their late removals as to require
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a thorough repair.* In that period Marshal Soult
,?'^^Yg°j'{

would be able to draw together all the disposable

force under his command, and in a few days more

would form a junction between his army and that

on the Tagus, when their combined forces would

far exceed those of the British and Portuguese :

—

any thing to be undertaken against Badajos must

therefore be of a rapid nature.

22nd May.—Lord Wellington, after much con-

sideration, determined to follow generally the plan

decided for the last attack, correcting in the details

such parts as experience had shown to be faulty:

these improvements were to increase the means of

attack generally, to oppose the fire of the place by

counter-batteries of guns and mortars, to connect by

a parallel, batteries Nos. 1, 2, and 4, to prevent

sorties ; and that the undivided attention of the

place might not be directed, as during the last ope-

ration, against one attack, both were to be com-

menced at the same time.

ENGINEERS MEANS PROVIDED FOR THE SIEGE.

OFFICERS.

Lieutenant-Colonel Fletcher, commanding.

Captain Squire, director, attack of Christoval.

Burgoyne, ditto, attack of the castle.

1st Brigade — Captain Patton (mortally wounded).

Lieutenant Alex. Thomson,

2nd Brigade— Captain Ross,

Lieutenant Emmett.

* The guns were dragged to Elvas on their own carriages hy

the Portuguese officers, contrary to previous arrangement, and

the axletrees and wheels were in consequence very much injured.
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Badajos, 3r(i Brigade— Captain By,
Mav, 1811.

^ ^.^ ^'
,, .„ ,,

Lieutenant Forster (killed).

4th Brigade— Captain Macleod,

Lieutenant Stanway.

5th Brigade— Captain Meinecke,

Lieutenant Reid.

6th Brigade— Captain Mulcaster,

Lieutenant Wright.

7th Brigade— Captain Wedekind,

Lieutenant Hunt (killed).

8th Brigade— Lieutenant Rice Jones,

Marshall,

Hulme.

Captain John T. Jones, Brigade-Major.

Also eleven officers of the line, volunteers as assistant

engineers.

Since the last operation, a convoy of stores had

arrived at Elvas from Alcacer do Sal, and there

were now conveyed to depots, close to the two

attacks, 3500 intrenching tools, 60,000 sand-bags,

600 gabions, 600 fascines, a liberal supply of

splinter-proof timber, platforms, and plank, and all

the carpenters' and miners' tools and small stores

received from Lisbon.

The number of men selected from the line to aid

the department was increased to 169, with 48 car-

penters and 48 miners, and there were present

25 rank and file of the corps of Royal Military

Artificers.

ARTILLERY.

Lieutenant-Colonel Framingham, commanding.

"Want of time, and the means of transport in the

country, caused the artillery supplies for this attack

to be again confined to such as Elvas could supply.
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the ordnance at which place were all of brass, their ,^'^°Yo°,^'^
.

May, 1811.

carriages very unwieldy and defective, and the shot

of the rudest nature ; but by the resource and energy

of Major Dickson, who was charged with forming

the siege equipment, thirty 24-pounders, with 600

rounds of ammunition, and four 16-pounders, with

300 rounds, were rendered serviceable; also eight

8-inch howitzers, with 350 shells each, and four

10-inch howitzers, with 200 shells each : the wheels

of the howitzers to be taken off, and the carriages

placed on the ground so as to fire at 30° elevation,

in lieu of mortars.

These were divided between the two attacks as

follows :

—

ATTACK OF CHRISTOVAL.

24-pounders 12

16-pounders 4

10-inch howitzers 2

8-inch ditto 4

24-pounders in reserve, brass ... 4

ATTACK OF THE CASTLE.

24-pounders 14

8-inch howitzers 4

10-inch ditto 2

The experience of the late attack having created

considerable doubts of the sufiiciency of the Portu-

guese brass ordnance for the meditated operation,

and also of the skill of the Portuguese gunners,

orders were sent to Salvaterra to hasten forward to

Elvas six iron Portuguese ship guns, prepared on

garrison carriages as part of a proportion of ordnance

to replenish the armament of that fortress, (3) and

a company of British artillery was ordered up (20th

VOL. I. c
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Ma^YsTi ^^y) from Lisbon, by the most rapid conveyance,

to be distributed amongst the Portuguese, the pro-

portions being

Portuguese artillery 500

British ditto ........ 110

INFANTRY.

The besieging corps for the attack of Christoval

consisted of Major-General Houston's division (the

7th), the 17th Portuguese regiment, and the Tavira

and Lagos militia, making a total of 5000 men.

The besieging corps for the attack of the castle,

on the south of the Guadiana, consisted of Major-

General Picton's division (the 3rd), and Major-

General Hamilton's Portuguese division, being about

10,000 men.

INVESTMENT OF FORT CHRISTOVAL.

2^th May.—The 7th division, under the command
of Major-General Houston, invested the place on the

right of the Guadiana. This operation was effected

without loss, as the troops halted at some distance

from Fort Christoval till dark, when the advanced

positions were gained without opposition, and the

necessary piquets and sentinels were pushed out

unperceived : the flying bridge was the same day

fixed across the Guadiana, as at the last attack, and

the stores and materials were forwarded from Elvas

to the depot before the place.

21th May.—The 3rd division (Major-General

Picton's) marched from Campo-maior, crossed the

Guadiana by the ford above the town, and joined

the investing corps on the left bank.
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RECONNOISSANCE.

Officers from various points during the day ob-

tained a sufficient view of the interior of the castle

to ascertain that no work was going forward in it

beyond strengthening or enlarging battery E,* and

at night the banks and bed of the Rivillas and the

ascent to the castle walls were again tried, and

found to be as accessible as during the former at-

tack : indeed, no alteration could be perceived either

in the castle or Fort Christoval, but the establish-

ment of more fire, and the careful removal of the

batteries and trenches which had been raised against

the latter.

JOURNAL OF THE ATTACK. Plate IL

Night between 29th and 30th May.—On the 29th

every preparation being so far advanced as to insure

breaking ground, on the following evening it was

judged advisable to draw the attention of the gar-

rison from the real point of attack, by resuming the

false attack against the Pardaleras, and 300 work-

men were employed on it this night and through

the following day.

30th May.—The last divisions of the heavy ord-

nance marched from Elvas with a supply of am-

munition equal to 300 rounds per gun and 200 per

* As any retrenchment or second line in the castle would have

rendered an attack of the meditated nature quite impracticable, a

large telescope on a stand was carried up to the platform of the

tower, in the centre of Fort La Lippe, from which every evening-,

a little before sunset, the whole of the interior of the castle was

examined almost as satisfactorily as if on the spot.
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badajos, howitzer, being the quantity ordered to be kept in

the park and batteries at one time.

Night between the 30th and 3lst May.— Attack

of the Castle.

Working party ..... 1600 men.

Covering party ..... 1200 „

At dusk the commanding engineer, accompanied

by two officers, marked out the line of the parallel

;

and the covering and working parties paraded in

the engineers' park, where the latter were told off

into divisions, and received their tools.

As soon as it became sufficiently dark to prevent

discovery, the covering party marched from the

park by the left road (Jid), and was placed about

thirty yards in front of the intended parallel, the

main body (c) being in the centre, with strong de-

tachments (Jb) on either flank : small piquets were

pushed out in front of each battalion, and some few

light infantry were scattered in advance of them

;

the piquets and light infantry had the strictest

orders not to fire on the approach of any patrol

or other small body.

The working party was divided into four divisions

of 400 men each. Two of these divisions marched

by the centre road (z e), and on arriving at the trace

of the parallel (e), one division filed to the right,

the other to the left, whilst the remaining two

divisions of 400 each lined the approaches {g g),

which were more than 1000 yards in length. The

number of men remaining for the parallel (800)

would extend along only 11 00 yards of it from a to/.
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which was consequently all the front that could be
n^^^YsTi

opened this night.

As precisely the same details had been practised

on the same spot whilst breaking ground on the

night of the 12th May, the operation was conducted

with the greatest regularity, and every man was in

full employment before ten o'clock. The garrison

did not discover the parallel till daylight, and then

only opened from six guns upon it.

CHRISTOVAL ATTACK.

Working party 1200 men.

Covering party 800 ,,

The following work was undertaken.

No. 1 Battery— for five 24-pounders, to enfilade

the defences of the castle, and to assist in silencing

its fire.

No. 2 Battery— at 400 yards distance from the

covered-way of the work, for four 24-pounders and

four 8-inch howitzers ; the guns to breach the ex-

posed flank (in) of Christoval, the howitzers to be

used against the defences generally.

No. 3 Battery— at 800 yards distance, for four

24-pounders, to ruin the parapets and defences of

Fort Christoval.

No. 4 Battery—on an elevated knoll at 700 yards

distance from the tete-de-pont, for four 16-pounders

and two 10-inch howitzer-mortars, to enfilade the

bridge across the Guadiana, impede the communi-

cation between the town and Fort Christoval, and

check sorties. The howitzer-mortars to be turned

against Fort Christoval, the tete-de-pont, or the

castle, as circumstances should require.
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Also a parallel to connect and support the above

batteries.

The garrison discovered the working parties as

soon as they attempted to break ground, and opened

a heavy fire from the castle and Fort Christoval,

particularly directed against batteries Nos. 1 and 2

:

since the last operation every particle of loose soil

had been scraped off the surface of the ridge form-

ing the site of those batteries, and although the

precaution was taken of placing a row of stuffed

gabions in front of the workmen, still many casual-

ties occurred in the early part of the night.

31st May.—Attack of the Castle.

Working party 1000 men.

Guard of the trenches . . . 1200 ,,

The work of last night on the left of the Gua-

diana was in every part 3 feet deep and 3 wide at

daylight, and the morning relief was employed to

improve it. The garrison only fired at points where

the workmen were much exposed, and before even-

ing the parallel was every where six feet wide.

CHRISTOVAL ATTACK.

Working party 300 men.

Guard of the trenches .... 800 „

The sites of batteries 1, 2, and 3 were so rocky,

that their terreplein could not be sunken except by

the miners : every exertion had been used through-

out the night to bring soil for their parapets from

the rear, but it being 10 p.m. before the parties were

fully at work, and day beginning to dawn at half-
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past 3 A.M., the interval of obscurity did not suffice
j^^^YsTi

to raise the solid mass of those batteries more than

two feet. At daylight the garrison concentrated a

heavy fire of guns and mortars on the gabions from

the castle and fort, and speedily knocked them over,

after which the musketry from the covered-way of

the fort picked off all who showed themselves in

the battery, and the workmen were withdrawn ; but

along every other part of the trenches sufficient

cover was obtained for the morning relief to work.

Captain Rainsford's company of British artillery

joined the besieging force from Lisbon, having been

brought forward on mules sent to meet them at

Estremoz.

Night between Z\st May arid \st June.—Attack

of the Castle.

"Working party 1600 men.

Guard of the trenches . . . 1000 ,,

Of the 1600 men furnished for the working party,

1000 were employed to perfect the work opened

last night; and as it would have required all the

remainder to extend the parallel to the point laid

down for the breaching battery, it was decided, in

order to save time, to begin the battery this evening

at the point to which the parallel already extended,

and No. 5, for fourteen 24-pounders to breach, and

four 8-inch howitzers, and two 10-inch howitzers,

to be used as mortars against the defences of the

castle, was picketed out, and 600 men employed

upon it and its communications. (4)

The garrison kept up a good deal of fire all night
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Badajos, qjj ^]^q working party raising battery No. 5, but

without materially impeding its progress.

ATTACK OF CHRISTOVAL.

Working party 1200 men.

Guard of the trenches . . . 600 ,,

The workmen were distributed on the batteries

and throughout the parallel.

As soon as it became dark, additional gabions

stuffed with bushwood were placed in front of Nos. 1

and 2 batteries, and rows of fascines were laid over

them to secure the workmen ; nevertheless the gar-

rison caused such frequent casualties by a well-

directed fire of shot and shells, which went over or

through the screen, that no great progress was

made ; but on the right. No. 4 battery was finished

and armed without loss.

l5^ June.—Attack of the Castle.

Working party 1000 men.

Employed to raise the batteries and perfect the

parallel.

CHRISTOVAL ATTACK.

Working party 400 men.

Employed to perfect the parallel, batteries, and

approaches. The miners employed to blast the rock,

to obtain an even bed for the platforms in No. 1

battery.

The garrison had now obtained the range of that

battery and of No. 2 so accurately, from some large

mortars of 16 or 18 inches diameter, mounted in the

castle, that every shell fell amongst the workmen.

These enormous bodies descended with a noise, and

made an explosion which startled the bravest, and
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being seconded by a constant fire of grape and mus- /^"Ysn
ketry from the fort, materially interrupted the pro-

gress of the work. Luckily, however, Nos. 1 and 2

batteries being placed on the summit of a ridge,

many of these huge shells rolled into the ravine and

burst harmlessly, or otherwise they must have caused

the utter destruction of the work.

Under these circumstances, as the progress made
during these short nights in raising battery No. 1

with soil brought in sand-bags and baskets from a

distance was very slow, woolpacks were ordered to

be purchased in Elvas to the value of £ 300 or £ 400,

to be used for its completion.

Night between \st and '2nd June.—Attack of the

Castle.

Working party .... 1200 men.

ATTACK OF CHRISTOVAL.

Working party .... 1000 men.

The batteries, magazines, and platforms, at both

attacks, were nearly perfected in the course of the

night.

The substance of the parapet of No. 1 was speedily

formed with the woolpacks received from Elvas, and

was found throughout the siege to resist the shot,

and preserve its shape remarkably well.

2nd June.—The carpenters continued to be em-

ployed in completing the platforms, and fixing the

splinter-proof timbers for the magazines, which being

perceived by the garrison, they increased their fire

very considerably on the working parties throughout

the day.
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A distribution of the artillery officers and men
was made as follows by Major Dickson, directing

the battering train.

ATTACK OF THE CASTLE.

OFFICERS.

Captain Rainsford,

Latham,

Lieutenant Saunders,

Willis.

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND GUNNERS.

51 British,

250 Portuguese,

being only a small reserve above two reliefs.

ATTACK OP CHRISTOVAL.

Captain Cleves,

Lieutenant Hawker,

Connell,

with the same proportion of non-commissioned offi-

cers and gunners as for the attack of the castle.

Night between 2nd and ^rd June.—Attack of the

Castle.

Working party .... 400 men.

Battery No. 5 was completed in every particular,

and armed with

24-pounders 14

10- inch howitzers 2

8-inch ditto 4

20

ATTACK OF CHRISTOVAL.

Working party .... 950 men.

At dusk the workmen commenced opening the
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embrasures, which were in a perfect state before

morning.

The garrison, probably fatigued by their increased

exertions during the day, fired much less than

usual, and all the batteries at both attacks were

armed, and the ammunition deposited in the maga-

zines without any casualty, viz.

No. 1, with five 24-pounders,

No. 2, with four 24 do.

four 8-inch howitzers,

No. 3, with four 24-pounders,

which, with four 16-pounders and two 10-inch

howitzers, previously put into No. 4 battery, made

a total of twenty-three pieces of ordnance, including

one of the reserve 24-pounders.

3rc? June.—Attack of the Castle.

At half-past 9 a.m. the batteries opened against

the castle, and their fire was vigorously kept up till

night.

From the excessive windage of the guns, and dis-

tance from the point to be breached, (800 yards,)

the practice was at first very inaccurate, but by great

care and attention in elevating and pointing each

piece, the fire gradually became more certain, and

produced considerable effect, as before evening the

outer face or wall of the castle had been beaten

down, and a perpendicular bank of earth or clay

appeared to be the only obstacle to a breach, (fig. 3.)

The firing during the day was at the rate of 120

rounds per gun, and 50 per howitzer. Several casu-

alties took place in the batteries, and Lieutenant

Saunders received a severe contusion in the knee.

h5ADAJ0S,

June, 1811.
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Badajos, t^q 24-pounders were rendered unserviceable
June, 1811.

,

*

this day, one by the bouche of the vent flying out,

and the other by the muzzle drooping in consequence

of its own firing.

The garrison kept up a heavy and incessant dis-

charge upon the trenches.

ATTACK OF CHRISTOVAL.

The batteries against Christoval opened at the

same hour as those against the castle, and from

similar causes, the fire for some time was equally

uncertain, but it was briskly kept up, and at length

became steady and tolerably correct, and did consi-

derable damage to the fort, particularly at the point

intended to be breached.

The rate of firing during the day was about 100

rounds each for the 24-pounders, and from 40 to 50

rounds each for the 16-pounders and howitzers.

The garrison kept up a very heavy fire upon the

batteries from Fort San Christoval and the castle in

the early part of the day, but that of the fort was

nearly silenced before evening : several of the artil-

lerymen were wounded in the batteries, and one

24-pounder became unserviceable in No. 3 by the

muzzle drooping.

An 8-inch howitzer in No. 2 was disabled by the

fire of the garrison, and a 10-inch howitzer carriage

in No. 4 broke from its own fire.

The gun disabled in No. 3 was replaced from the

reserve.

Ammunition arrived this evening from Elvas to

replace the expenditure of the day, and such con-

tinued to be the daily practice.
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The transport necessary for this service, calculating

120 rounds per gun, fifty 10-inch, or fifty 8-incli

shells per howitzer, was

Mules 160

Bullock carts 115

Night between 3rd and Ath June,

Working party . . 1200 men.

A sufficient number of workmen being now dis-

posable, the parallel against the castle was prolonged

to its right according to the original design; and

battery No. 6, for seven guns, was traced out at 650

yards from the breach. The embrasures and revet-

ments of all the batteries were repaired.

Ath June.—Attack of the Castle.

Working party . . 600 men.

The fire was continued this day, with as much
rapidity as the soft nature of the guns would admit,

from the following pieces :

24-pounders 12

10-inch howitzers 2

8-inch ditto 4

18

The guns made good practice, but at sunset the

bank of earth at the breach remained nearly as per-

pendicular as on the preceding evening, (fig. 4.)

Rate of firing, 100 rounds per gun, and 50 per

howitzer.

The garrison opened a very vigorous fire from

several additional guns they had recently mounted

Badajos,
June, 1811.
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Badajos, Qji tijjg gi(je of the place, by which one artilleryman

was killed and three wounded.

Three guns rendered unserviceable this day, one

from the fire of the garrison, and two from drooping

at the muzzle ; one 8-inch howitzer and two 8-inch

howitzer carriages disabled.

The failure of the brass guns became now so very

alarming, that an interval of 7 or 8 minutes was

ordered between each round, to give the metal time

to cool.

Ath June.—Attack of Christoval.

Working party . . 50 men.

The fire on this side also was very lively this day.

Battery No. 2 made excellent practice, and the flank

intended to be breached was much injured : battery

No. 1 was of some service against the castle, but from

the length of range, and excessive windage of the

guns, its practice was very irregular.

Ordnance in battery this day.

No. 1.—24-pounders 5

No. 2.—24-pounders 4

8-inch howitzers ... 3

No. 3.—24-pounders 4

No. 4.—16-pounders 4

10-inch howitzer ... 1

21

One 24-pounder in No. 1 unserviceable from

drooping at the muzzle.

One 24-pounder carriage in No. 2 disabled.

One 10-inch howitzer carriage broke in No. 4 :

both this, and the 10-inch howitzer carriage broken

yesterday, were occasioned by the Portuguese officer
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in command firinoj at a hisrher ansjle than 30 de- ^^°\'^f:
^
^ =• o June, 1811.

grees. No carriages could be obtained to replace

them.

The breaching battery expended 100 rounds per

gun, and the remaining guns from 40 to 80 rounds

each. The howitzers fired about 50 rounds each.

Lieutenant Lopes, of the Portuguese artillery, and

four gunners, wounded.

Night between 4th and 5th June.—Attack of the

Castle.

Working party .... 1000 men.

Battery No. 6, and the parallel between it and

No. 5, were completed, and seven guns were moved
from No. 5 into No. 6.

ATTACK OF SAN CHRISTOVAL.

Working party .... 80 men.

The embrasures, platforms, and revetments of all

the batteries were repaired, which was the nightly

practice throughout the siege on both sides the

river.

5th June.—Attack of the Castle.

Working party . . 500 men.

Employed to deepen the parallel, and to erect

traverses in the batteries, the garrison having moved
a gun in Fort Christoval to bear on this attack,

which, from its very commanding height, plunged

into every part of the batteries and approaches.

The 24-pounder, which the bouche flew out of

on the 3rd, having been repaired, was brought into

play this morning, and the fire was continued from
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the following

o'clock.
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One gun in No. 1 and one in No. 2 disabled, from
j^^^^Ysii

drooping at the muzzle. Two gunners wounded.

Night between 5th and 6th June.—Attack of the

Castle.

Working party .... 1400 men.

Intelligence having been received that seven iron

guns would immediately arrive at Elvas from Lis-

bon, and the brass guns continuing to fail, the

parallel was again extended to its right, and battery

No. 7 was traced out for them at 520 yards from

the breach. The working part}^ was chiefly em-

ployed upon this new^battery, the approaches to it,

and the parallel of support. At this distance the

heavy grape which the garrison showered down
from the castle annoyed the workmen extremely,

and caused many casualties.

A ttack of Christoval.

Working party .... 250 men.

The fire of the place continuing nearly as brisk

as at the commencement of the attack, an addition

was made to No. 1 battery for one gun and two

howitzers, and an addition for one gun to No. 2,

being all the ground would admit: the howitzers

were brought from No. 4 battery, where they had

replaced the mortar -howitzers; and as the fire of

No. 3 was very ineffectual, it was dismantled, and

its artillery moved into Nos. 1 and 2, to replace the

guns become unserviceable.
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Qth June.—Attack of the Castle.

Working party . . 600 men each relief.

Employed to raise battery No. 7, and complete

the parallel and approaches.

The garrison during the night had kept large

parties at work in rear of the castle breach, and on

the battery E, and had created so much cover that

their workmen were able to continue their labours

throughout the day.

Ordnance in battery this morning.

No, 5.—24-pounclers 2

10-inch howitzers ... 2

8-inch ditto 3

No. 6.—24-pounders 7

14

The fire against the breach continued from nine

guns during the whole of this day, and much more

progress was made than in the two preceding days,

the breach in the evening appearing practicable for

a man to get up.

Expenditure 90 rounds per gun, and 50 per

howitzer. One 8-inch howitzer disabled this day.

Three gunners wounded.

Another gun and howitzer in Fort Christoval

brought to bear on batteries Nos. 6 and 7, and on the

trenches of communication, which caused a number
of casualties among the guard and working parties.

The fire of the mortar-howitzers was, in consequence,

directed against Christoval to check that of the

garrison.
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Attack of Christoval. T^^°Y«f,'•y Jane, 1811.

Ordnance in battery this morning.

No. 1.—24-pounders 4

8-inch howitzers ... 2

No. 2.—24-pounders 6

8-inch howitzer ... 1

No. 4.—16-pounders 4

17

The fire against Christoval, &c., continued during

the whole day, and the breach in the evening was

considered practicable.

Expenditure 80 rounds per gun, and 50 per

howitzer.

One 24-pounder and one 8-incli howitzer in

No. 2 rendered unserviceable by the fire of the

place.

Lieutenant Hawker, of the Royal Artillery, who
had never quitted the batteries Nos. 1 and 2 since the

commencement of the fire, was killed this morning.

One gunner was also killed, and one wounded, in

the course of the day.

Night between 6th and 1th June.—Attack of the

Castle.

Working party .... 800 men.

Employed as last night, and repairing the bat-

teries.

The carpenters finished the platforms in No. 7,

and perfected the magazines.

Attack of Christoval.

The breach in the flank had been closely exam-

ined during the last night by Lieutenant Forster,
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juie YsTi
^^^^ considered it to be then sufficiently practicable

;

and this day's firing having much improved its ap-

pearance, it was determined to assault it at dark
;

and the following disposition for the assault and

lodgement was issued with the sanction of General

Houstoun,

ASSAULT.

1. The detachment will consist of two companies of

grenadiers—one company will form the assaulting party,

the other the reserve.

2. The assaulting party will be divided into two equal

detachments, the second following at 100 paces from the

first; the advance of the assaulting party will consist of

an officer and twenty-five men, who will, on the appointed

signal, mount the breach and take immediate possession

of the gorge of the work and its entrance.

3. The advance of the assaulting party will be instantly

followed by the remainder of the first detachment, and

after the whole have entered and cleared the work, they

will extend themselves from one side of the fort to the

other, where they will remain covered as much as possible

from the fire of the castle.

4. The advance of the assaulting party will be accom-

panied by an officer of the Royal Engineers, with two

ladders, two crow-bars, and two broad axes; and ten

ladders will be issued to the first detachment as a reserve,

if found necessary.

5. The company forming the reserve will place itself

under the crest of the glacis on the east face of the work,

and continue to divert the attention of the garrison of the

fort by a brisk fire of musketry.

6. The whole of the guard of the trenches, or at least

300 men, will occupy the ravine between No. 2 and Fort

Christoval, and will detach fifty men to the west side of

the fort, which detachment, advancing as far as the ditch
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of the ruined intrenchment between Fort Christoval and Badajos,

the bridge-head, will cut off that line of communication

with the town.

7. One company, with one 6-pounder and a howitzer,

will advance along the lower road in the plain east of the

height of Christoval, so as to interrupt any communication

by boats across the Guadiana.

8. It should be clearly understood that the assaulting

party use only the bayonet, and that not a single musket

is fired on our part, unless the enemy, by their fire, make
our intentions evident. The company of grenadiers to the

east, and the fifty men detached from the guard of the

trenches on the west side of the fort, will then endeavour

to distract the attention of the garrison by rapid discharges

of musketry against the parapets of the work.

LODGEMENT.

One hundred workmen to be employed in the lodgement

in Fort Christoval, to be divided into two parties— fifty

men in advance, and fifty men in reserve ; twenty-five of

the first detachment will carry pickaxes, and twenty-five

shovels, the whole of the 100 men will carry a small

gabion ; besides these there will be six carpenters and six

miners ; the carpenters with three saws and three axes, the

miners with four crow-bars, besides miners' tools.

After the troops have gained possession of the work, the

workmen will be employed in forming a covered trench

across the whole terreplein fronting the castle, or in form-

ing a sap along the rampart, which, commencing in front

of the breach, shall continue from thence to the demi-

bastion on the opposite side ; thus forming a covered

communication from one side of the fort to the other.

Every exertion must be made to render the sap cannon-

proof before the morning, and to make the breach prac-

ticable for the admission of artillery : tlie nature and direc-

tion of the sap proposed must wholly depend on the form

of the interior of the work.
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EXECUTION OF THE ASSAULT.

The storming party consisted of 180 men.

At midnight the advance of twenty-five men,

conducted by Lieutenant Forster, Royal Engineers,

moved forward from No. 1 to the right salient angle

(s) of the ditch of the fort, without being opposed

by any great increase of fire from the ramparts.

The palisades had been all destroyed by the fire of

the batteries, and the counterscarp proved no ob-

stacle, being at that re-entering spot only 4 feet

deep ; the advance, therefore, readily descended into

the ditch in good order, but on attempting to mount

the breach, it w^as found perfectly impracticable, the

garrison having moved the rubbish from the foot of

it during the period between dark and the attack,

and the escarp standing clear nearly 7 feet high.

After making an unsuccessful attempt to get over

this obstacle, the advance were in the act of retiring,

and would have come away with very little loss, had

they not met the main body of the storming party

entering the ditch.

The fort was evidently weakly manned, and the

garrison not having yet brought any very destructive

fire on the assailants, the ofl[icers considered the op-

portunity favourable for an attempt to force in by

escalade, and directed twelve ladders of 15 feet in

length, which had been supplied with the view of

aiding in mounting the breach, to be applied against

the scarp wall. The scarp being more than 20 feet

in height, the attempt proved abortive : other points

of less height were sought, and the ladders were ap-

plied in vain to almost every face and flank of the
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work. The garrison showered down upon the as-
j^^^^sn

saulting party shells, hand-grenades, stones, &c., in

overwhelming quantities for an hour, in which these

impracticable attempts were persevered in. At 1 a.m.

the residue of the party retired, having lost 12 killed

and 90 wounded. Lieutenant Forster, at the close

of the combat, received a shot through the body, of

which he died.

1th June.—Attack of the Castle.

Working party . . . 300 men.

Soon after 6 o'clock, battery No. 7 was completed

in every particular for ten guns. The workmen

were then distributed along the approaches to the

battery and the trench of support, to deepen them,

as the artillery in Fort Christoval plunged com-

pletely into both. During the morning three 24-

pounders were moved into No. 7, viz., two from

No. 5, and one from No. 6, and it opened its fire in

the afternoon. After this alteration the ordnance

in battery was as follows

:

No. 5.—lO-inch howitzers ... 2

8-inch ditto 2

No. 6.—24-pounders 6

No. 7.—24-pounders 3

13

The fire this day certainly improved the breach,

but the continued resistance of the scarp of earth

gave reason to fear it would not become properly

practicable for some time : the 8-inch shells fired

against it would not penetrate, but they dropped to

its foot and burst amongst the rubbish.
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^^^Ynn This day the remaining reserve 24-pounder was
June, 1811,

brought from the northern side to this attack, and

at night put into No. 6.

Six iron 24-pounders (Portuguese naval guns) on

garrison carriages, arrived from Elvas this morning
;

they were run into No. 7 at night, as also an 8-incli

howitzer from No. 5.

The fire of the place was now sensibly diminished :

in the course of the day Captain Barreiros and two

gunners were wounded.

Attack of Christoval.

At daylight Lord Wellington, attended by the

commanding engineer, went to the advanced bat-

teries to examine the opening made in the flank (in),

and having convinced himself that the scarp wall

was sufficiently seen from the batteries to be effec-

tually breached, ordered the attack to be continued.

Ordnance in battery this morning.

No. 1.—24-pounders 4

8-inch howitzers ... 2

No. 2.—24-pounders 5

No. 4.—16-pounders 4

15

Soon after daylight the fire was renewed on the

breach with as much activity as the frail nature of

the guns would admit, and notwithstanding all the

precautions of allowing the prescribed interval be-

tween each round, one 24-pounder in No. 1, and one

in No. 2, were unserviceable at sunset, from droop-

ing at the muzzle. Only seven guns and two how-

itzers, therefore, remained serviceable in Nos. 1

and 2.
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The four 16-poimders in No. 4 continued in 2:ood Badajos,
^

. .

^ June, 1811.

order, being only fired from time to time to enfilade

the bridge and keep the tete-de-pont in check.

Two gunners killed and one wounded this day in

the batteries.

Night between 1th and 8th Jime.— Soon after

dark a working party of the garrison was discovered

clearing the castle breach, but a fire of grape-shot

being immediately opened upon them from No. 6,

they withdrew ; nevertheless the grape-shot was con-

tinued at intervals throughout the night. At Chris-

toval a fire of case-shot was kept up during the

night on the breach.

8th June.—Attack of the Castle.

Ordnance in battery this morning.

No. 5.— 10-inch howitzers ... 2

8-inch ditto .

No. 6.—24-pounders .

No, 7.—24-pounders .

8-inch howitzer

1

7

9

1

20

Being sixteen 24-pounders and one 8-inch howitzer

employed against the breach, and two 10-inch

mortar-howitzers and one 8 -inch howitzer against

the defences, &;c.

The iron guns, although far from correct in their

fire, were very superior to the brass 24-pounders,

and the breach at the end of this day's fire put on a

more favourable appearance ; for though the bank of

earth still preserved its upright character, the great

quantity of rubbish collected at the bottom of it,

apparently formed an easy ramp of some width to
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Badajos,
June, 1811. within a few feet of the top, so as to afford every

prospect of its very speedily being practicable.

—

Fig. 5.

This day two brass 24-poimders in No. 6 became

unserviceable from drooping at the muzzle, and one

iron 24-pounder in No. 7 was disabled by the fire

of the garrison, and three gunners wounded.

Attack of Christoval.

Ordnance in battery this morning.

No. 1.—24-pounders 3

8-inch howitzers ... 2

No. 2.—24-pounders 4

No. 4.— 16-pounders 4

13

A continued fire was kept up on the breach of

San Christoval, but in the evening it was not again

deemed practicable. The fire of the garrison this

day was very much slackened, but they kept parties

steadily at work in the castle. One gunner only

wounded. A fire of case-shot was kept up on the

breach durino; the nioht.

Night hetiveen Sth and 9th June.—The fords of

the Rivillas and the approach to the castle breacli

beyond the river were most strictly examined this

evening after dark by Captain Patton, (the officer

named to conduct the columns to the assault,) at-

tended by a trusty serjeant and three intrepid men.

A French piquet of nearly similar numbers, posted

near the spot, kept themselves concealed till the

reconnoitring party retired, when they started up,

fired, and mortally wounded Captain Patton ; he

was, however, able to report, on being brought into
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the trenches, that no obstacle whatever had been ^^^t'^,^:'

^
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created in the bed of the river, or on the bank be-

yond it. After this reconnoissance a continued fire

of grape and case-shot, both from No. 6 and No. 7,

was kept up on the breach during the night, but

without the requisite effect, for the garrison suc-

ceeded in clearing away the rubbish from the foot

of the breach, so as to expose to view in the morning

a considerable height of the perpendicular bank of

earth. This must be attributed to the bad quality

of the Portuguese grape and case, the iron and lead

balls it was manufactured with being exceedingly

small, so as to be of little or no use at 500 or 600

yards distance from the object.

9th June.—Attack of the Castle.

Ordnance in battery this morning.

No. 5.—10-inch howitzers ... 2

8-inch ditto 1 .

No. 6.—24-pounders 5

No. 7.—24-pounders 8

8-inch howitzer ... 1

17

The fire was continued with all possible activity

throughout the day, and by the evening the breach

was in a much better state than before the garrison

cleared it ; indeed it now wore a very favourable

appearance, the rubbish at its foot having increased

so much as apparently to form a road into the

castle.—Fig. 6.

One gunner killed and one wounded.

One brass 24-pounder in No. 7 became unser-

viceable from drooping at the muzzle.
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A quantity of 3-pounder shot having arrived from

Elvas, it was prepared to be used as grape against

the breach during the night, by putting eight or

ten shot into' a sand-bag, which formed powerful

grape fire from the 24-pounders.

Attack of Christoval.

Ordnance in battery the same as yesterday, viz.

24-pounders 7

16-pounders 4

8-inch howitzers 2

13

The fire was kept up this day with such effect,

that by the evening the breach in the flank of

Christoval was considered to be again practicable,

and the assault was ordered to take place as soon as

it should become sufficiently dark for the party to

approach unobserved. The fire of the place had

now become comparatively trifling to that main-

tained at the commencement of the siege, and no

casualty occurred in the batteries to-day.

Night hetiveen 9th and \Oth June.

DISPOSITION FOR THE ASSAULT OF FORT CHRISTOVAL.

1. The detachment for this service will consist of 400

men, and will be distributed in the following manner.

2. The assaulting party will consist of 200 men, and

will be divided into two detachments of 100 men each

;

they will march from the rear of Nos. 1 and 2 together,

having an interval between them of fifty paces : after ar-

riving at the foot of the heights of Christoval, the front

detachment will move up the hill in a direct line for the

breach, while the other detachment marches directly for
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the salient angle of the work : a subaltern and twenty-five -Badajos,

men will be detached from each party, and should always

advance with an interval of about thirty paces between it

and the remainder ; after arriving at the palisades the sub-

altern and twenty-five men of each party will proceed to

the assault with all possible dispatch, and as soon as the

advance shall have nearly entered the work, the remainder

of the 100 men of each party will follow, and take posses-

sion of the fort.

3. The advance against the breach will be accompanied

by six ladders, the advance against the salient angle by

ten ladders.

4. During the assault a detachment of thirty men will

keep up a brisk fire of musketry against the parapets of

the long face of the work between the breach and the

salient angle.

5. Seventy men will march along the lower road under

the height of Christoval, and will halt in the lower ground

about 300 yards from the east end of the height where it

meets the river. At that point will be placed a corporal

and three men to observe the passage of boats across the

river, and if any should attempt to cross over, the detach-

ment of seventy men will advance and prevent their land-

ing, the object of this detachment being to cut off" the

communication across the Guadiana.

6. One hundred men will move from the Campo-maior

road, nearly across the centre of the parallel, and advance

upon the west front of the work, keeping up a brisk fire

of musketry against the parapets, and at the same time

checking the communication between the tete-de-pont and

the fort.

7. The guard of the trenches will move forward to the

hollow between No. 2 and Fort Christoval, and be ready

to act as a support as circumstances may require, detaching

thirty men, who shall enter the advanced covered way, and

keep up a fire against the parapets of the work.

8. Further to distract the attention of the enemy, fifty
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yards to the front, which shall keep up a fire against the

parapets of the tete-de-pont. The officer charged with

this service will take care to place his men (dividing them
into two parties of twenty-five men each) as much as pos-

sible in the flanks of the work, so as not to be exposed to

its artillery.

9. As soon as the interior is entered by the whole of the

storming party, the detachment of thirty men which kept

up the fire against the parapets of the long face of the

work will enter the breach of the loopholed wall, and cut

off" the retreat of the garrison.

DISPOSITION FOR A LODGEMENT IN FORT
ST. CHRISTOVAL.

1. Officers employed.— Captain Ross, R. E. ; Lieut.

Hunt, R. E. ; Lieut. Davey, assistant engineer. Number
of workmen, 100.

2. Lieut. Hunt will follow in rear of the advance of the

storming party which moves forward to the breach, and

will be accompanied by twelve men, carrying four ladders,

two carpenters with saws and axes, and four miners with

crow-bars.

3. As soon as the advance have made good their en-

trance into the work, Lieut. Hunt, with the two carpenters

and four miners, will follow the party and endeavour to

overcome any obstacle which may oppose their progress.

He will reconnoitre the work wdth all possible dispatch,

and will search the magazine, and destroy any lighted

match or portfire he may meet with.

4. As soon as the whole of the storming party have

entered the fort, and we have completely established our-

selves. Captain Ross will advance with the working party,

which will be employed in the following manner.

5. The working party will be divided into two detach-

ments of fifty men each—twenty-five of the first detach-
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ment will carry pickaxes, and twenty-five shovels. The Badajos,

whole of the 100 men will carry a small gabion, and
'

Captain Ross will also be accompanied by twelve men of

the brigades now attached to the park.

6. After the troops have gained possession of the work,

the workmen will be employed in forming a covered trench

across the whole terreplein of the fort, or in forming a sap

along the rampart, which, commencing in front of the

breach, shall continue from thence to the demi-bastion on

the opposite side ; thus forming a covered communication

from one side of the fort to the other.

7. Every exertion must be made to render the sap

cannon-proof before the morning, and to make the breach

practicable for the admission of artillery.

8. The nature and direction of the sap proposed must

wholly depend on the form of the interior of the work.

9. Captain Ross will direct the tools and materials to be

moved to the depot in the course of the day, in rear of

Nos. 1 and 2.

EXECUTION OF THE ASSAULT.

The assaulting party paraded in the ravine be-

hind batteries Nos. 1 and 2 immediately that it

became sufficiently dark for concealment, and every

precaution of firing on the breach was adopted to

prevent a recurrence of its being cleared, and sixteen

ladders, from 25 to 30 feet long, were provided to

aid the assault by an escalade ; but circumstances

had changed since the former attack—the French

were then unprepared, and had only seventy-five

men in the fort ; this evening they were on the alert,

and had an ample garrison in it, who, elated by

recent success, received the assailants with cheers

and invitations to approach. The advance moved
forward at 9 p.m., under a most rapid fire of mus-
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junrYsTi
^^^^'y ^^^"^ ^^^ ^^^^ parapets of the work, which

opened upon them the moment they quitted the

shelter of the batteries. The first division of the

assaulting party followed at the prescribed distance,

with the utmost regularity, notwithstanding the

heavy fire to which they were exposed, and de-

scended into the ditch. Lieutenant Hunt, of the

Engineers, conducting this division, was killed on

the glacis. Major M'Geechy, the officer in com-

mand, immediately afterwards fell, and the next in

seniority and many men were at the same moment
disabled. The remainder, however, followed the

advance towards the breach ; but an immense num-
ber of shells and combustibles rolled down upon

them from the parapets of the fort, added to the

cool bravery displayed by the defenders, checked

their effi^rts, and saved the breach.*

The second detachment of 100 men advanced

with the same steadiness as the first, and descended

into the ditch without much loss. They then ap-

plied the ladders to the scarp, and succeeded in

rearing most of them. The men ascended the lad-

ders with great readiness, but every one who suc-

ceeded in reaching the parapet was instantly

* No authentic account could be obtained of the proceedings of

this party after they descended into the ditch ; some on their re-

turn reported that the breach had been again cleared and was im-

practicable ; others said that the attempt was not made on the

breach, but on the face of the right demi-bastion (n), which had

been much injured by stray shot fired at the flank, and in the

night might be readily mistaken for a breach : such was most

likely the case, but it is only justice to add that the attempt to

force in, wherever made, ajjpeared at the moment most spirited

and most determined.
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bayoneted down, and the garrison after a little
j^^^^^i^^l

while mounting on the parapet, upset the ladders.

At this time the two assaulting columns were com-

pletely mixed together, and united in many strenu-

ous endeavours to replace the ladders at various

points of the front; but the enormous quantity of

large shells, hand-grenades, bags of powder and

combustibles, which the garrison threw into the

ditch, rendered their perseverance and gallantry

unavailing; and after braving destruction till 10

P.M., and having 40 men killed and 100 wounded,

the remainder of the assaulting party was ordered

to retire.

The wounded Portuguese and English who lay

stretched in great numbers on the glacis preventing

an immediate renewal of the fire from the besiegers'

batteries, the French diligently availed themselves

of the opportunity to clear the foot of the breach,

and the rubbish produced by the two last days'

firing was in the course of the night completely

removed.

lOth June.—Attack of the Castle.

The grape-shot fire of last night had effectually

prevented the garrison from clearing the breach in

the castle wall, and the fire of round shot, which re-

commenced at daylight from twelve 24-pounders

and four howitzers, soon promised to render it of

easy ascent, but in the course of the morning orders

were received to cease firing.

One gunner wounded, and one 24-pounder

drooped at the muzzle.

VOL. I. E
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Attack of ChristovaL

At 10 A.M. a truce was obtained to bring into the

trenches the wounded and the dead.

The batteries at its expiration having fired a short

time, ceased by order. At this period the service-

able ordnance was as follows :

Against the fort.

•24-pouiiders 7

Howitzers 2

Against the t^te-de-pont and bridge.

16-pounders 4

A little before noon the senior general officers

with the commanding officers of artillery and en-

gineers, being called together by Lord Wellington,

his lordship told them that he had decided to raise

the siege, and stated as his reasons for this deter-

mination,—the impossibility of getting possession of

Fort Christoval without advancing to the crest of

the glacis, the still difficult situation of the breach

in the castle, the imprudence of attempting to storm

it when practicable without first having possession

of Christoval, on account of an intrenchment which

the garrison had found time to construct within the

breach ; and, finally, the approach of the French

armies in such force, that prudence could not allow

him to be caught by them in the midst of a siege.

Orders then being given to raise the siege, the

necessary measures were taken on both sides the

river to carry them into execution. As soon as it

became dark, the operation of getting the guns, &c.,

out of tlie batteries and sending the stores to the
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rear commenced ; nor were the garrison idle, for

during the night they comjDletely cleared away the

rubbish from the upper part of the castle breach,

and on the 11th, at daylight, the bank of earth pre-

sented a perpendicular front ten feet in height.

Night between Wth and 12th June.—Such was

the exertion used by the several working parties,

that by the morning of the 12th the whole of the

guns, stores, ammunition, intrenching tools, sand-

bags, platforms, &;c., had either reached Elvas, or

were at such a distance as to be in perfect safety

under every circumstance : the splinter-proof tim-

bers, gabions, fascines, &c., not worth moving, and

which might prove of service to the garrison, were

then burned, the troops withdrawn from the trenches,

and the siege raised ; but the blockade continued

till the 16th, on which day the allied army concen-

trated at Albuera, previously to retiring across the

Guadiana, and on the 19th the united forces of

Marshals Soult and Marmont entered the place.

CASUALTIES DURING THE SIEGE.

The loss of the besiegers during the operation

was 9 officers and 109 men killed, and 25 officers

and 342 men wounded and prisoners. That of the

artillery was as follows :

Lieutenant Edmund Hawker, killed.

Lieutenant William Saunders, wounded.

OFFICERS, PORTUGUESE ARTILLERY,

Captain Antonio Veller Barreiros, wounded.

Lieutenant Joze Baptista de Silva Lopes, ditto, dangerously.

iJADAJOS,

June, ISn.
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Killed. Wounded.

Non-commissioned officers and privates, Royal

Artillery 4

Ditto, ditto, Portuguese ditto 6 28

Total 6 32

ORDNANCE DISABLED.

The number of pieces of ordnance disabled during

the siegfe was as follows

:

Disabled by the fire
"1

of the enemy . . /
Do. by their own fire
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OBSERVATIONS.

In stating the project for this attack, it was shown

to have been adopted from the want of time and

means to undertake any other of a more certain

nature ; and a consideration of the details will make
it appear that even this operation, the slightest pos-

sible, failed from exceeding all the means that could

be procured for carrying it through in men, artillery,

and stores.

A practicable breach having been formed in Fort

Christoval at the point selected, it only required

the aid of a co-operating fire on the defences, with

a body of sappers, and the necessary fascines and

gabions, to have rendered the reduction of the work

certain; for in the period between the 30th May,

the night of breaking ground, and the 6th June, the

night of the assault, there was abundant time to have

carried a sap forward to the glacis, and to have

established such a close front of musketry fire as

should have prevented the garrison from clearing

the breach or showing themselves above the para-

pets during the attack. Then as the troops would

have been able to advance under cover to the as-

sault, it might have been made in daylight, and

with a certainty of success.

On the fall of Christoval depended the issue of

the siege, for it would have been a most imprudent

act to have led troops to assault the castle whilst

Fort Christoval, which commanded the foot of the

breach and the whole approach to it, remained in

the hands of the garrison ; therefore the circum-

stance of the breach in the castle wall liavinsr been

Badajos,
June, 1811.
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badajos, gQ \qyio- in formino; is of little account, as it would
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not under any circumstances have been assaulted

till Cliristoval fell. The principal cause of the great

length of time occupied in rendering the castle

breach practicable may be traced to the adventitious

circumstance of the enclosure of the castle, instead

of an ordinary wall, proving to be a natural bank

of earth cut perpendicularly down, and merely faced

with bricks laid in a hard and durable cement, to

resist the injuries of the weather. This facing came

down in the first day's firing, but the bank behind

it remained perpendicular, and to the very last

it peeled off" in perpendicular sections.— See figs.

3, 4, 5, and 6, Plate II.

It is admitted that the breaching batteries, con-

sidering the quantity and quality of the ordnance

to arm them, were much too far from the point to

be breached. Nevertheless they did succeed in

forming a practicable breach in seven days' firing,

and would have done so much sooner had not the

want of a sufficient co-operating fire on the defences,

and the scarcity of materials, prevented the ap-

proaches being pushed forward, so as to establish

a musketry fire on the breach, and prevent the gar-

rison from cleai'ing the rubbish from its foot. In-

deed there is reason to believe, that more than once

the defenders rendered the effects of a day's bat-

tering nugatory by the work of a few men in the

night ; and if so, no judgment can be formed of what

might have been the efficiency of good iron guns at

such distances, from the apparent effect of these

batteries. This clearance was certainly the case at

Cliristoval, and the exertions of a few sappers be-
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tween dusk and midnip-ht caused the failure of the P'^"Vo°,^'O
^
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first assault of the breach. No blame can be im-

puted to either officers or men employed on that

service. Each individual did his duty, and, as a

body, they showed the most distinguished courage.

The ordnance employed at this siege, besides

being of an excessively bad quality, was also totally

inadequate in quantity to the reduction of such a

fortress as Badajos, although every thing Elvas

could supply was drawn from that garrison. The

guns, it has been stated, were of brass, false in their

bore, and already worn by previous service ; and the

shot were of all shapes and diameters, giving a

windage from 1-1 0th to half an inch . The howitzers

used as mortars were defective equally with the

guns :
* their chambers were all of unequal size,

the shells did not fit the bore, and their beds were

unsteady, so that the practice was necessarily vague

and uncertain, and they proved of little service.

The Portuguese gunners were young and inexpe-

rienced, and the number of British mixed with them

far too few ; both however evinced the greatest ar-

dour and bravery,* and it is highly creditable to

* A small proportion of 10-inch mortars would have proved of

incalculable advantage in both attacks : at Christoval, by prevent-

ing the enemy from clearing the breach, and against the castle

shells would no doubt have greatly assisted to form a breach by

their explosions.

—

Ed.

* Some of the artillerymen never quitted the batteries during

the whole time they were open ; and two Portuguese, named

Oliveira and Ramos, received a special reward by order of Lord

Wellington for the coolness and intrepidity they displayed in re-

moving from the entrance of a powder magazine a lighted shell of

heavy calibre, which had fallen there, and which burst in a few

seconds after they quitted it.
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Bauajos, them and to the officers to have effected so much as
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they did with such crude materials, and under such

disadvantageous circumstances.

After the failure of the second assault of the

breach in Fort Christoval, no hope could be enter-

tained of the reduction of the place, as the shot

collected for the siege were nearly all expended, and

no more could with propriety be drawn from Elvas,

likely to become in a few days an uncovered frontier

town, and perhaps invested by an enemy. Further,

twenty-four pieces of ordnance with their carriages

had been disabled, and there were no others to re-

place them, so that had no army been approaching

to relieve the place, and time had been abundant,

means were wanting to make any greater effort.

The most critical examination of the operations

of this siege will not allow of blame for its failure

being thrown on any one. From the general to the

soldier each did his duty; nor should want of success

discredit the original project. It must be admitted

that there was a judicious application of all the

means that could be collected for the reduction of

Christoval. On trial those means proved insuffi-

cient ; many of the causes of their insufficiency

could not have been foreseen, and others, if foreseen,

could not have been remedied ; all that skill and

bravery could effect was done.

The successful resistance of Fort Christoval pre-

vented the complete execution of the project of

attack ; but such part of it as was carried through

augured favourably for the remainder, and a candid

consideration will, perhaps, grant that this attempt

to recover Badajos, although bold and hazardous in
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the extreme, and contrary to all rule, had much Badajos,
'.

,
*'

.
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merit as a feasible expedient, and deserved a happier

result. (6)

Extract from Lord Wellington's Dispatches. Memorandum

of Operations in 1811.

'^Accordingly the place was reinvested on the 25th

May, and the fire opened on the 2nd June. There ap-

peared every ground for belief that we should have been

able to obtain possession of the place before the day on

which it was possible that Soult could advance for its

relief. It is certain that its possession depended upon

the possession of the outwork of San Christoval, which

commanded the point of attack in the castle. This out-

work was deemed to be in a state to be taken by storm on

the 6th, and again on the 9th. Both attempts failed, and

the question whether Badajos could be taken or not in the

time which remained, during which the allied army could

be applied to that operation, came to be one of means,

upon which we were decidedly of opinion that we had it

not in our power to take the place, and therefore we raised

the siege on the 10th."

Note by Lord Wellington.—" I believe the failure in the

attack upon San Christoval is, like many other events, to

be attributed to the M'ant of experience in the British

army. First, the battery to breach the wall ought to have

been placed on the crest of the glacis. Secondly, if it was

not, care ought to have been taken from the commence-
ment to prevent the enemy from clearing the rubbish

while the fire continued upon the wall."

—

Ed.

OPERATIONS ATTENDANT ON RAISING THE SIEGE.

I6th June.— The large boats used as flying-

bridges on the Guadiana were transported to Elvas,

but the tin pontoons were delivered over to General
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Blake, to aid him in some operation lower down

the river.

\lth June.—The army began to recross the Gua-

diana by the fords above the town, and head-quarters

were transferred to Elvas.

It was this day arranged that a proportion of

intrenching tools for 300 men, carried on 30 mules,

should in future move with head-quarters, and a

selection of the most useful implements and small

stores was made to accompany the tools.

Idth June.—The armies of Marshals Soult and

Marmont entered Badajos. The head-quarters of

the allies moved to St. Vicente, and the troops were

placed en bivouac on the banks of the Caya.

20th June.—The corps left in Beira under Sir B.

Spencer having kept a parallel movement with

Marshal Marmont's army from the Coa, reached

Portalegre, and the whole of the allied forces were

concentrated between that place and Campo-maior.

2\st June.—Lord Wellington having decided to

give battle to the two marshals, should they attempt

to penetrate into Portugal, selected a position on the

left of Campo-maior for that purpose, and ordered

the intervening space between its right and the town

to be strengthened with works, and this afternoon

working parties of the troops were employed on

that duty.

22nd June.—Marshals Soult and Marmont made
a reconnoissance close to Campo-maior, with a strong

body of cavalry and light artillery, and in conse-

quence the army formed in masses behind the heights

selected for the position, in readiness to occupy their

allotted ground ; but the enemy, after driving in the
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cavalry posts, halted till evenino; on some heio'hts, Badajos,
•^ \
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at the distance of about 1200 yards from the posi-

tion, and the troops did not show themselves.

This reconnoissance seeming to be the prelude to

a general action, working parties were employed all

night to strengthen the position by means of em-

placemens for guns, &c.

From the 22nd to the 26th Jime.—The labour on

the position proceeded regularly every night : the

emplacemens were converted into redoubts, and

the redoubts between the position and town were

strengthened and connected with the dismantled

outwork on the north-east of the place, which was

also put into a state of defence.

27th June.—The works being complete, and the

French armies beginning to retire from Badajos,

the working parties were discontinued.

29th June.—A captain and three subalterns, in

command of a detachment of sixty rank and file of

the corps of Royal military artificers, disembarked

at Lisbon, and at the same time a train of twenty-

four pontoons. In consequence of this addition to

the engineer soldiers, the men of the line, hitherto

acting as overseers and mechanics on the lines of

Torres Vedras, were ordered to rejoin their respective

battalions, and their duty to be taken by the Royal

military artificers.

30^^ Jime.—One or two ofiicers of the engineers

being attached to each division of the army, the re-

mainder of the officers collected for the recent siege

returned to the duties of the lines, Oeyras, the Al-

mada position, Peniche, Abrantes, &c.

The following extract from Lord Wellington's Dispatches
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is inserted to show the opinion his Lordship entertained of

the conduct of the different branches of the Service em-

ployed at the siege, and particularly of the Engineers.

—

Ed.

" Quinta de Granicha, 13th June, 1811.

" To the Earl of Liverpool.

" In consequence of a report from the Chief Engineer, Lieut.

-

Colonel Fletcher, that the fire from San Christoval might occasion

the loss of many lives in the operations on the left of the Guadiana,

and the hreach in that outwork having been apparently much im-

proved by the fire throughout the 6th, I directed that an attempt

might be made to carry San Christoval by storm that night.

Major-General Houstoun, who conducted the operations of the

siege on the right of the Guadiana, accordingly ordered a detach-

ment under Major Macintosh, of the 85th regt., to make the

attempt. The men advanced under a very heavy fire of mus-

ketry and hand-grenades from the outworks, and of shot and

shells from the town, with the utmost intrepidity, and in the best

order, to the bottom of the breach ; the advanced guard being led

by Ensign Dyas, of the 51st regt., who volunteered to perform

this duty ; but they found that the enemy had cleared the rubbish

from the bottom of the escarp ; and, notwithstanding that they

were provided with ladders, it was impossible to mount it. They

retired with some loss.

" The fire upon San Christoval, as well as upon the place, con-

tinued on the 7th, 8th, and 9th, on which day the breach in the

wall of San Christoval appeared practicable, and I directed that a

second attempt should be made on that night to obtain possession

of that outwork. Major-General Houstoun ordered another de-

tachment for this service, under the command of Major M'Geechy,

of the 17th Portuguese regt., who, with the officers destined to

command the difi'erent parties composing the detachment, had

been employed throughout the 8th and 9th in reconnoitring the

breach, and the difi'erent approaches to it. They advanced at

about 9 at night, in the best .order, though opposed by the same

means, and with the same determination as had been opposed to

the detachment which had made the attempt on the 6th. Ensign

Dyas again led the service, and the storming party arrived at the

foot of the breach ; but they found it impossible to mount it, the

enemv having again cleared the rubbish from the bottom of the
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escarp. The detachment suffered considerably, and Major Badajos,

M'Geechy, the Commanding Officer, was unfortunately killed,
'

and others of the officers fell ; but the troops continued to main-

tain their station till Major-General Houstoun ordered them to

retire.

" When the reinforcements had arrived from the frontiers of

Castille, after the battle of Albuera, I undertook the siege of

Badajos, entertaining a belief that the means of which I had the

command would reduce the place before the end of the second

week in June, at which time I expected that the reinforcement

for the enemy's southern army, detached from Castille, would

join Marshal Soult. I was unfortunately mistaken in my estimate

of the quality of these means.

"The ordnance belonging to the garrison of Elvas is very

ancient and incomplete ; unprovided with the improvements

adapted by modern science to facilitate and render more certain

the use of cannon ; and although classed generally as 24-pounders,

the guns were found to be of a calibre larger than the shot in the

garrison of that weight. The fire from this ordnance was there-

fore very uncertain, and the carriages proved to be worse even

than M^e supposed they were ; and both guns and carriages were

rendered useless so frequently by the effect of our own fire as to

create delay, in consequence of the necessity which existed for

exchanging both in the advanced batteries. Those who are ac-

customed to observe the effect of the fire of artillery will be

astonished to learn that fire was kept up from the 2nd to the 10th

instant from fourteen 24-pounders, upon the walls of the castle of

Badajos, constructed of rammed earth and loose stones, of which

the foot was seen at the distance of from 400 to 600 yards, and

that it had not at last effected a practicable breach. It was im-

possible to estimate the length of time which would elapse before

a practicable breach could have been effected in this wall ; and,

even if one had been effected, it was the opinion of the engineers

and others, as well as my own, that although the breach could

have been stormed, we could not have formed our troops to attack

the enemy's intrenchment within, unless we had possession of

Fort San Christoval.

" We had failed in two attempts to obtain possession of Fort

San Christoval, and it was obvious to me that we could not obtain

possession of that outwork without performing a work which
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Badajos, would have required the labour of several days to accom-
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" On the morning of the 10th instant, I received the enclosed

intercepted dispatch, from the Due de Dalmatie to the Due de

Raguse, which pointed out clearly the enemy's design to collect

in Estremadura their whole force ; and I had reason to believe

that Bonet's corps, which had marched from Toledo on the 28th

and 29th May, and was expected at Cordova on the 5th and 6th

instant, would have joined the southern army by the 10th ; and it

was generally expected in the country that the southern army

would have moved by that time. The movement of this army

alone would have created a necessity for raising the siege ; but on

the same morning, I received accounts from the frontiers of

Castille, which left no doubt of the destination of the army of

Portugal to the southward, and gave ground for belief that they

would arrive at Merida on the loth instant. I therefore ordered

that the siege should be raised. I am concerned to add that this

measure was rendered expedient, not only by the military con-

siderations to which I have above referred, but by others relative

to the security of Elvas.

" If the siege had been continued only for two days longer

there would have remained in Elvas only 10,000 24-pound shot;

a quantity by no means sufficient for its defence, if the course of

events should enable the enemy to attack that place ; and I learn

that there are none at Lisbon, and if there were any, the Govern-

ment, under present circumstances, have not the power of pro-

curing means of transport to send it up.

" Since the troops under Sir W. Beresford have been in this

part of the country, General Hamilton's division of Portuguese

troops, consisting of three brigades, had been supplied with pro-

visions generally from the stores of Elvas, as well as the troops of

the garrison ; and the stores of Elvas had been very inadequately,

if it all, upheld to answer these demands. The consequence is,

that there are not at this moment in the fort supplies for the

garrison for one fortnight,

" All the means of transport which could be collected in this

neighbourhood were employed in aid of the operations of the

siege, from which they could not be relieved till the siege should

be raised, and the ordnance and stores returned to Elvas.

" The application of these means of transport, to bring a supply
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to Elvas from the British magazines at Abrantes (which is the Badajos,

resource from which at last it must be drawn), and the eventual
'

safety of that place, depended upon the early discontinuance of

the operations against Badajos ; and this, independent of the cir-

cumstances above referred to, and the military considerations

resulting from them, was a principal motive with me for raising

the siege on the 10th instant. From this circumstance, your

Lordship will see additional reason to lament the state of in-

efficiency of all the Portuguese departments attached to the army.

It affords an additional proof of the embarrassments which meet

me at every turn, from wants and deficiencies for which the Por-

tuguese Government ought to provide, but which invariably at

last fall, at the most critical moments, upon the resources which

have been provided, with great difficulty and labour, and at great

expense, by the departments of the British army.

" I have every reason to be satisfied with the conduct of all the

officers and troops employed at the siege of Badajos, whose labours

and exertions deserved a very different result. Major-General

Picton directed the operations on the left of the Guadiana, and

Major- General Houstoun on the right ; and I am much indebted

to those officers, as well as to Major-General Hamilton, and the

other General and Staff Officers, and the officers and troops under

their command respectively. Lieut.-Colonel Fletcher, of the

Royal Engineers, was the directing engineer, and immediately

superintended the operations on the left of the Guadiana, and

Captain Squire those on the right of that river ; and these officers,

and the corps of Royal Engineers, have, by their conduct on this

occasion, augmented their claims to my approbation.

" Lieut.-Colonel Framingham commanded the artillery, having

under his orders Major Dickson,* attached to the Portuguese

service, who, during the absence of Lieut. -Colonel Framingham

with the troops which were employed to cover the operations,

conducted all the details of this important department. I had

every reason to be satisfied with these officers, and most particu-

larly with Major Dickson, from whose activity, zeal, and intelli-

gence, the British service has derived great advantage in the

different operations against Badajos. Captain Cleves, of the Hano-

* The late Maj.-Gen. Sir Alex. Dickson, G.C.B., then Captain
Dickson, R.A., and Major in the Portuguese service. The details

and superintendence of the sieges were principally confided to him.
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Badajos, verian artillery, conducted that department on the right of the
""^' Guadiana with great success. The service of the batteries was

performed by detachments from the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd regts. of

Portuguese artillery, who conducted themselves remarkably well.

They were aided by Captain Rainsford's company of the Royal

artillery, who were indefatigable ; some of them having never

quitted the batteries."
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CHAPTER IV.

SIEGE OF CIUDAD RODRIGO.

PRELIMINARY MOVEMENTS AND ARRANGEMENTS.

1811.

Lord Wellington, after raising the siege of Badajos,

retained his army on the Caya, to cover the Alem-

tejo provinces till the forces of Marshals Soult and

Marmont should separate, and during that time,

foreseeing the probability of some opportunity of-

fering to recover Ciudad Rodrigo, gave orders for a

battering train, just arrived from England, con-

sisting of

24-pounders, iron

18-pounders, ditto . .

10-inch mortars, ditto .

5^-inch howitzers, ditto

5|^-inch mortars, brass

8-inch howitzers, ditto

Ammunition rounds,

grape, case, &c., included.

34 644

4 440

8 525

20 348

10 348

2 215

78

and a due proportion of engineer stores, to be sent

from Lisbon by sea to Oporto, to be moved in boats

up the Douro to Lamego, and from thence by land

carriage to Villa de Ponte, within 60 or 70 miles of

the Agueda.

VOL. I. F

Ciudad
Rodrigo,

1811.
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ClUUAD
RODRIGO

On the 19tli July, the arrival of the battering train,

1811.
'

&c., in the Douro being known to Lord Wellington,

he assembled at his head-quarters at the Quinta

da St. Joao, near Elvas, the commanding officers of

Artillery and Engineers, and the Commissary-Gene-

ral, and having stated to them his views and means,

directed that an officer of artillery and engineers

should immediately proceed to Oporto, to make the

necessary arrangements for moving the guns and

stores of their respective services towards the frontier

with as little delay as possible, and then drew up

the following memorandum for the guidance of the

three departments.

MEMORANDUM.

19th July.

1. The heavy ordnance and stores, and engineers' tools,

now embarked in the transports in the Douro, being re-

quired at Ciudad Rodrigo, measures must be adopted to

move them thither.

2. They must be removed into boats at Oporto, and

carried by water to Lamego.

3. At Lamego they must be landed, and the ordnance

removed at once by 384 pairs of bullocks to Trancoso.

The stores, that is to say, 350 rounds for each 18-pounder

and 24-pounder gun, and 160 rounds for each 10-inch

mortar, to be removed there on 892 country carts.

4. The engineers' stores to be removed to Trancoso upon

200 country carts.

5. The 892 carts mentioned in No. 3 to be unloaded at

Trancoso, and to return to Lamego to bring up to Tran-

coso the remainder of the stores.

6. Upon the arrival of the second quantity of the stores

at Trancoso, the whole ordnance and the stores for 350
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rounds a gun and for 160 rounds each mortar, in 892 carts, Ciudad
. , . /-,•!, RODRIGO,

and engineers stores in 200 carts, to move to Ciudad isii,

Rodrigo.

7. The ordnance stores to be unloaded at Ciudad

Rodrigo, and the 892 carts to return to Trancoso for the

second convoy.

8. Colonel Framingham to order from Lisbon to Oporto

1600 barrels of powder, to complete the quantity at that

place to what will be sufficient for the shot and shells with

the battering train.

9. Major Dickson is requested to proceed to Oporto, in

order to superintend the removal of the ordnance and

stores from thence, and Colonel Fletcher will send there

an officer of the engineer department.

10. These officers will act in concert with the gentlemen

employed by the Commissary-General to collect the neces-

sary boats and carts, and the matter should be arranged in

such a manner as that the stores could be at Lamego at

the time the carts would be ready to remove them.

11. The two companies of British artillery now at Lisbon

to be ordered to Oporto by sea.

12. Probably the time will take

ri2 days for Major Dickson's journey to Oporto.

V 6 days from Oporto to Lamego, (Pezo de Regoa.)

8 days from the boats moving up the hill to Lamego.

4 days from Lamego to Trancoso.

4 days carts to return and load.

4 days second trip to Trancoso.

6 days to Ciudad Rodrigo.

6 days to return to Trancoso.

6 days to bring the second quantity of stores to Ciudad

Rodrigo.

62 days. W.

^6 days for the removal of the ordnance and stores to

the boats.
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CiuDAD On the 23rd July, Marshal Marmont's forces
RODRIGO,

^

-J
"

1811. having recrossed the Tagus, and Marshal Soult's

forces having retired on Seville, Lord Wellington,

in furtherance of the meditated enterprise against

Rodrigo, moved his army to Portalegre ; and in the

middle of August cantoned it in the countr}^ between

the Coa and Agueda, placing one division bej^ond

the latter river, and fixing his head-quarters at

Fuente Guinaldo, within a few hours' march of the

fortress, so as to cut off all its communications.

Looking forward to a rapid siege, and anxious to

supply the deficiency of sappers, so severely felt

during the recent attack of Christoval, his Lordship

ordered a party of 200 men, volunteers from the

line, to be daily instructed in the practice of sapping,

making and laying fascines and gabions, and the

construction of batteries, &c., which Avas done with

the greatest zeal and activity till the 20th September.

The battering train at that date had also been, by

great exertion and good arrangement, brought for-

ward to Lamcgo, and the garrison of Rodrigo having

become much distressed for supplies, it was intended

to tr)^ some immediate enterprise against it, when
the French made a great eflfort for its relief. On
the 28th September, Marshal Marmont crossed the

Agueda with an overpowering force, on which the

allies, after some sharp affairs, fell back behind the

Coa, where they went into more retired cantonments,

head-quarters being at Frenada.*

^ The following dispatch from Prince Berthier, Major-General,

addressed to Marshal Marmont, as well as the extract from Mar-

shal Marmont's, addressed to Prince Berthier, are extremely inte-

resting, as showing how little Napoleon and his Marshal understood
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2nd October.—The enterprise against Rodrigo,

though thus baffled, was never for a moment relin-

the character of the British General : at the moment he was

making his arrangements for the siege of Ciudad Rodrigo, and

bringing up his battering train from Oporto, the French Emperor

and Marshal were planning a flank movement, which in their

opinion would force him back upon Lisbon, and permit the French

General to obtain possession of the strongly fortified town and

citadel of Elvas, on the southern frontier of Portugal.

—

Ed.

Projet d' operation pour V armee de Portugal, adressi au Mar^chal

Marmont, Due de Raguse, par le Prince Berthier, Major- General.

Compiegne, le 18 Septembre, 1811.

M. le Marechal, quand vous aurez quatre-vingts pieces d'artil-

leriebien attelees, que le General Vandermaesen vous aura rejoint,

ainsi que tous vos depots laisses dans le nord, que vous aurez recu

les habUlements destines pour votre arm^e, I'Empereur compte que

vous aurez alors une armee de quarante et un mille sept cents

hommes, et nous serons pres du P"" Octobre. Quand vous serez

certain que Ciudad-Rodrigo a ete ravitaille pour trois mois, I'Em-

pereur, M. le Marechal, vous laisse maitre, dans cette situation de

choses, de vous porter sur Badajoz, d'investir Elvas, et d'inonder

I'Alentejo. Dans ce cas, S. M. ordonne que le cinquieme corps

soit en entier sous vos ordres avec trois mille hommes de cavalerie

que le Due de Dalmatie vous fournira, ce qui vous fera une armee

de cinquante-sept mille trois cents hommes, appuyee a I'Estrama-

dure et a la place de Badajoz. Vous pourriez faire le siege d'Elvas,

prendre la ville et un des forts, ce qu'on ne considere pas comme
tres- difficile, inquieter les Anglais jusque vers Abrantes et Lis-

bonne, et prendre une bonne position pour les attendre s'ils

voulaient donner bataille pour faire lever le siege d'Elvas. S'ils

vous laissent faire le siege d'Elvas, sans attaquer votre position,

vous obtenez encore un veritable succes, vous degagez tout le

nord, et par ce seul coup vous jetez I'ennemi dans Lisbonne.

Elvas pourrait ^tre pris avant le 15 Novembre, hormis un des

forts qui est de peu d'importance, ce qui acheyninerait les choses

de maniere qii avant le mois de Fevrier la campagne se trouverait

tout a fait engagee dans Vinterieur du Portugal. Si I'ennemi

Ciudad
Rodrigo,
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CiuDAD quished, and to insure the power of commencing
1811. the siege at the first favourable moment, no sooner

voulait alors prendre I'ofFensive et se porter sur Salamanque et

Valladolid, il trouverait Salamanque fortifie et approvisionne pour

deux mois ; et le General Dorsenne aurait a se replier sur Valla-

dolid, et meme sur Burgos, ou il se trouverait avoir une armee de

cinquante mille hommes, non compris une division dans les

Asturies et les troupes restees dans les troisieme, quatrieme et

cinquieme gouvernements. Mais le mouvement des Anglais

n'etant pas probable, ils courront a la defense de Lisbonne, et ils

seront poursuivis sur la Coa par une armee de vingt-cinq mille

hommes, detachee de I'armee du nord, ce qui leur tiendra en echec

deux divisions. L'operation dont je viens de vous parler, M. le

Marechal, est la seule qui puisse rendre I'honneur a nos armes,

nous faire sortir de la defensive oil nous sommes, faire trembler

les Anglais, et marcher au grand denoument. Les vingt-cinq

mille hommes de I'arm^e du nord qui seraient sur la Coa, suivraient

I'armee Anglaise ; et, si celle-ci se concentrait entierement sur le

Tage, I'armee du nord detacherait quinze mille hommes pour vous

joindre, ce qui porterait votre armee a soixante-douze mille trois

cents hommes.

La prise d'une place forte sous les yeux de I'armee Anglaise, la

conquete d'une partie du Portugal, qui couvre notre armee du

midi, la reunion a votre armee de vingt-cinq mille hommes de

I'armee du midi, sont pour vous des motifs de gloire et de succes.

D'un autre cote, le Marechal Suchet marchera sur Valence, et

tout porte a croire que cette place sera prise quand vous prendrez

la place d'Elvas, ce qui permettra de vous renforcer encore d'une

bonne division.

Vous remarquerez bien, M. le Due, que pour executer l'opera-

tion dont je viens de vous parler, il faut que I'ennemi n'ait pas

d'artillerie de siege sur Ciudad-Rodrigo ; car si le siege de cette

place etait commence, il faudrait d'abord marcher pour la degager,

puisque I'armee du nord n'est pas en mesure de le faire a elle

seule, et que son role est de battre en retraite si, ce qui n'est pas

presumable, I'annee ennemie voulait tomber sur I'armee du nord,

quand vous marcherez sur le midi. Mais, si vous etes en mesure,

et que Ciudad-Rodrigo ne soit pas assiege, vous pouvez, avec le
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were the troops in their new cantonments than laro;e Ciudad
A ~ KODRIGO,

parties of them were employed to restore the forti- isn-

renfort du cinquieme corps, attaquer et culbuter de toutes ses posi-

tions, la ligne que les Anglais ont laissee sur la rive gauche ; cela

porterait I'alarme et inquieterait tellement Lord Wellington, qu'il est

cl prhumer quit retournerait d, grandes marches sur Lisbonne.

En cas de reunion avec I'armee du nord, pour marcher sur

Ciudad-Rodrigo si I'ennemi I'assiege, S. M. vous donne le com-

mandement des deux corps.

Vous trouverez ci-joint un duplicata d'ordre pour mettre le

cinquieme corps k vos ordres, quand vous serez decide a marcher

sur Elvas, ainsi que le duplicata de I'ordre au General Dorsenne si

vous marchez sur Ciudad-Rodrigo.
Signe : Alexandre.

Lettre du Marechal Marmont, Due de Raguse, au Prince Berthier,

Major- General.

Talavera, le 21 Octobre, 1811.

Monseigneur,

J'ai I'honneur de rendre compte a V. A. que les difficultes des

subsistances allant en croissant, je me suis vu dans la necessite

d'etablir mes troupes jusqu'a Tolede. Si je puis y parvenir, mon
intention est de faire les plus grands efforts pour reunir une cer-

taine quantite d'approvisionnements a Naval Moral ; ce magasin

sera egalement bien place pour tous les mouvements que pourrait

commander la defensive, et il serait un premier echelon pour

I'offensive. Aussitot que I'ofFensive sera indiquee, si j'ai des

moyens de transport, je porterai ce magasin k Gahsteo (sur la

route de Plasencia a Coria), excellent poste que je fais arranger,

qui exige tres-peu de monde pour etre garde, et qui mettra mes

magasins parfaitement en surete. Si ces magasins peuvent etre

proportionnes aux besoins de I'armee, ils seront d'un grand secours

pour I'expedition de Portugal, telle au moins que je la consols.

Quoique Sa Majeste soit parfaitement informee de la nature

des choses, je vous demande la permission de vous adresser un

projet d'operation tel qu'il me parait qu'il serait convenable de

I'executer.

A mon retour de Ciudad-Rodrigo, je suis reste a Plasencia pen-
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CiuDAD fications of Almeida, destroyed bv the French oti
RODRIGO, ' J J

1811. the retreat of Marshal Massena out of Portugal,

with the view of rendering it a secure place to as-

semble the battering train and siege stores. (7)

Early in November the volunteer sappers from

the 3rd division were re-assembled for further in-

struction ; and on the 12th November, Almeida

being again rendered defensible, orders were sent

for the battering train and siege stores to move

forward from Villa de Ponte. On the 22nd the

stores and first division of guns entered the fortress

under the pretext of being intended for its arma-

ment, though really to be in readiness to commence

the siege of Rodrigo at the favourable moment. (8)

With the same view the several divisions of the

army again moved forward their cantonments into

the country between the Agueda and Coa, and every

possible exertion was made to bring forward the

ammunition to Almeida.

At this time the French, apparently unsuspicious

of the meditated operation, gave an opportunity for

its accomplishment, by detaching from Marshal

dant quinze jours, afin d'etre mieux informe du mouvement de

I'ennemi. Les Ang-lais n'ont fait autre chose que de rapprocher

leurs postes de Ciudad-Rodrigo ; mais la plus grande partie de

leur arm6e est rest^e en arriere de la Coa, et aucun detachement

n'a pass^ I'Agueda. D'apres les dernieres nouvelles que j'ai

revues, I'ennemi s'est rapproche du Tage ; il me parait assez pro-

bable que, sentant son inferiorite pour I'offensive, il n entreprendra

rien de strieux, et qu'il n'a d'autre objet, en changeant de position,

et quittant le pays eleve ovi il s'etait etabli pendant les chaleurs,

que de rentrer dans celui ou il etait precedemment, qui a cesse

d'etre aussi malsain, et lui oifre plus de facilites pour vivre.

Siffne : Due de Raguse.
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Marmont's army three divisions of infantry and a Ciudad
•^

_ ... RODRIGO,

body of cavalry to the assistance of their armies in isu.

Valencia ; also a division to re-occupy the Asturias,

and a force to scour the province of Las Montanas.

Success depended on secrecy and dispatch ; but the

passage of the Agueda required considerable pre-

vious preparations, as the main ford and permanent

bridge are within musketry range of the walls of

Rodrigo, and all the other passages are either deep

or of difficult access ; and none of them can be de-

pended on in winter, as the river will often rise 5 or

10 feet from the rain of a single day descending from

the mountains. Therefore, previously to the army

moving, a bridge on trestles of sufficient scantling

to bear the weight of heavy artillery was to be con-

structed, and put down at Marialva, near Salices.

The construction of the bridge was confided to

Major Sturgeon, of the staff corps; and 148 soldiers,

artificers, selected from the army, were assembled

at Almeida, and placed under his orders for this

service. (9) The work was secretly performed in

the arsenal at Almeida, and when nearly completed,

in the middle of December, the several divisions of

the army nearest the Agueda commenced making

fascines and gabions at their respective villages by

the following General Order.

G. O. Adjutant-General's Office,

Frenada, 18th December, 1811.

1. The Commander of the Forces begs that the soldiers

of the regiments of the 1st, 3rd, 4th, and light divisions,

and Brigadier-General Pack's brigade, may be employed in

making fascines and gabions, and pickets, of the following

dimensions

;
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CiuDAD 2. Fascines of 1 foot thick and 6 feet in length.

1811.
' 3. Gabions 3 feet in height by 2 feet 3 inches diameter,

of the same numbers that there will be of the fascines.

4. Twice as many pickets as there will be fascines, 3 feet

6 inches long.

5. These articles, when made, are to be kept at the head-

quarters of the several regiments ; an officer of engineers

will be sent round to inspect them, and will pay those who
shall have made them, for the larger fascines two vinteens

each, for the gabions four vinteens each, and for the pickets

half a vinteen each.

6. Lieutenant-Colonel Fletcher will send with the en-

gineer officer to the head-quarters of each division, a pro-

portion of tools for the purpose of making fascines and

gabions, which will be distributed to the several regiments,

and will be returned when the work shall be finished.

7. The engineer officers will report on the progress of

the work every third day.

The numbers proposed to be made were, 2500

fascines, 6 feet long, 1 foot thick ; 2000 gabions, 3

feet high and 2 feet 3 inches in diameter ; 30 ditto,

5 feet 6 inches by 4 feet 8 inches ditto, for heads of

saps; 1800 tracing fascines, 4 feet long by 6 inches

thickness; 400 splinter-proof timbers, from 12 to

14 feet long, and about 8 or 10 inches thick; 200

sleepers for platforms, 15 feet long, 6X4 inches

square; 7000 fascine pickets, 3 and 4 feet in length.*

The same day the cutting tools, &c., were issued

* The tracing fascines were paid for at one vinteen each (the

value of a vinteen is 5*400 farthings) ; the splinter-proof timbers

and sleepers at eight vinteens each ; and by an order dated the

22nd December, the officers and non-commissioned officers super-

intending the parties making fascines and gabions were directed to

be paid at the customary rates of military working pay.
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ClUDAD
RODRIGO,

from Almeida, and on the 19tli an officer and forty-

three rank and file of each regiment of the divisions 1812

named in the order commenced these duties ; they

readily made 140 fascines and gabions per day, and

in the course of a fortnight the whole number had

been prepared and collected at Gallegos, Villa de

Cervo, &c., and the splinter-proof timbers and plat-

forms, &c., had been cut and collected at Espeja.

18th Decemhe7\—Orders were dispatched to Lieu-

tenant De Salaberry to march to head-quarters the

company of Royal military artificers employed on

the Lines of Torres Vedras, which, with this view,

had previously been embodied at Alhandra from the

different districts.

A confidential order was at the same time sent to

Lieut. Piper at Lisbon, to prepare for service and take

charge of 24 pontoons, to form a bridge at Abrantes.

\st January, 1812.— Every auxiliary arrange-

ment being complete, Lord Wellington, not to lose

the favourable opportunity which presented itself,

decided on the 1st January, notwithstanding the

mortar ammunition being still at Villa de Ponte,

to commence the siege instantly with guns only,

and directed the bridge for the heavy ordnance to

be put down forthwith, the stores immediately to

move forward, the investment to take place on the

6th, and ground to be broken on the 7th, to insure

which objects the following memoranda were issued.

MEMORANDA.

Frenada, January 1st, 1812.

1. The cars sent by General Alava, now employed in

collecting at Las Agallas the fascines, gabions, and pickets.
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CiuDAD made by the li2:ht and 3rd divisions, and all the cars at the
KODRIGO, "' "^ .,, 1 ,.,,... iTix-

1812, cantonments occupied by the light division, and Major-

General Colville's brigade in the 3rd division, to rendezvous

at Las Agallas on the 5th, to be loaded with gabions and

fascines and pickets on the same day, and to move on

the following morning to Ciudad Rodrigo.

2. Lieutenant-Colonel Fletcher will charge the officer of

engineers at Las Agallas with the management of this

concern.

3. The 90 cars unemployed and in readiness (see sepa-

rate memorandum), and the 66 expected to arrive this day,

are to be sent on the 2nd to Almeida; 50 of them are to

be loaded with the small stores required by Major Dickson,

106 must be loaded with what is required by Colonel

Fletcher, and to move on the 3rd to Gallegos.

4. All the carts in the cantonments occupied by the 3rd

division, except Major-General Colville's brigade, by the

4th division, including those sent by General Alava and

General Pack's brigade, by Major-General Stopford's bri-

gade, and the 40 carts expected from Don Julian, are to

rendezvous at Gallegos on the 5th, on which day they are

to be loaded with fascines and gabions.

5. The 16 carts at Salices are to be loaded with fascines

and gabions at Salices on the 5th.

6. The 50 carts which will have brought the small stores

of the artillery to Gallegos (see separate memorandum) on

the 3rd, are to be miloaded the same day, and to be loaded

at Gallegos with fascines and gabions.

7. The carts mentioned in the 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th

Articles, are to move to Ciudad Uodrigo, loaded with

engineers' stores and materials, on the 6th.

8. The mules (50) in the engineer department to be

sent on the 2nd to Almeida, to be loaded with engineers'

tools, and to proceed on the 3rd to Gallegos, on the

4th to return to Almeida for the remainder of the tools,

on the 5th to Gallegos, and on the 6th to Ciudad

Rodriffo.
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9. 53 mules with the 1st division, Ciudad

48 ditto ditto 3rd ditto, I812.

. 57 ditto ditto 4th ditto,

68 ditto ditto 7th ditto,

102 ditto ditto light ditto,

to proceed to Almeida on the 3rd, and to be loaded with

powder and shot in their proper proportions, and to pro-

ceed on the 4th to Gallegos.

10. The gun bullocks now grazing at and in the neigh-

bourhood of Celorico to go to Almeida as soon as possible

to draw the guns from Almeida to Gallegos on the ,

and from Gallegos to Ciudad Rodrigo on the

11. In proportion as the mules belonging to the reserve

ammunition of the 5th and 6th divisions, and cavalry, will

arrive at Almeida with powder and shot from Villa de

Ponte, they are to be loaded with powder and shot in their

due proportions, and sent on the 1st day to Gallegos, and

on the 2nd to Ciudad Rodrigo.

12. The carts now employed with Major Sturgeon, and

the new carts, are to be sent to Almeida as soon as he

will have done with them, to be loaded with powder and

shot in their due proportions, and to carry those articles

to Gallegos, then lay them down, return the following day

to Almeida, and the following day bring fresh loads to

Gallegos.

13. The mules mentioned in the 9th and 11th Articles

will be employed to carry this powder and shot forward

from Gallegos to Ciudad Rodrigo.

14. The carts mentioned in the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and
6th Articles, are to return to Gallegos and Las Agallas on
the day after they will have quitted those places, to be re-

loaded with fascines, gabions, &c., and to proceed on the

following day to Ciudad Rodrigo.

A^.J5. It is desirable that the mules mentioned in the

9th Article should lodge the ammunition (small-arm) at

the following places on their way to Almeida.

That of the 1st division, Alameda.
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That of the 3rd and 4th divisions, Gallegos.

1812. 7th ditto, Sabugal.

Light ditto, Guinaldo.

W.

SEPARATE MEMORANDUM FOR THE COMMANDING EN-
GINEER AND COMMANDING OFFICER OF ARTILLERY.

Frenada, January 1st, 1812.

Ninety cars now at Frenada, and 66 expected from

Brigadier Alava, to be sent on the 2nd to Almeida to be

loaded; 106 with engineers' stores, and 50 with small

stores of the artillery, to carry these articles on the 3rd to

Gallegos, return on the 4th to Almeida, and load with

powder and shot; return on the 5th to Gallegos and lay

down the powder and shot, and to be reloaded with en-

gineers' stores, to proceed to Ciudad Rodrigo on the 6th.

W.

The same night, however, heavy snow fell, which

lay on the ground to a considerable depth, and the

weather became very inclement : during the night

of the 3rd the snow increased considerably in depth,

and on the 4th it blew a violent gale with much
sleet, in consequence of which it was found that the

animals could not perform the journeys ordered in

the foregoing memoranda, and the following was

substituted, which deferred the investment till the

7th.

MEMORANDUM.
January 4th, 1812.

1. Eighty carts only of those which left Almeida yes-

terday, and are now at Gallegos, to be sent back to

Almeida, to be there loaded with articles for Colonel

Fletcher, and to proceed to Gallegos on the 6th.

2. Forty carts of those noAV at Gallegos to come to
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Frenada on the 5th, to be loaded with stores of Colonel Ciudad

Fletcher's at Frenada, and to go to Gallegos on the 6th. 1812.

3. The 45 carts which were sent to Almeida this morn-

ing to be loaded with powder and shot, and to go to

Gallegos on the 5th, and there remain ; the powder and

shot being laid down at Gallegos.

4. All the carts which will go to Gallegos, excepting

the 80 and 40 ordered away by the 1st and 2nd Articles

of this memorandum, to be detained there, and loaded

with materials and stores of the engineers' department.

The weather on the 5th was little improved, and

it was found that the cars could not make a turn

from Gallegos and back under four days, and in

consequence the investment was deferred till the

8th; but in order to expedite the siege, it was

arranged to break ground on the evening of the

same day.

Qth January.—Head-quarters moved to Gallegos,

and the next morning, Lord Wellington, attended

by Colonel Fletcher and some officers of the staff,

made a reconnoissance of the place :—they crossed

the Agueda by the fords about two miles below the

town, and, unattended by any escort, reached several

points from which they obtained a sufficient view of

the defences to decide on the attack, as detailed in

the following chapter.
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CHAPTER V.

DESCRIPTION OF ClUDAD RODRIGO, WITH THE
PROJECT AND JOURNAL OF THE ATTACK.

ClUDAD RoDRiGO is built on a rising ground on the

right bank of the Agueda, and has a double enceinte

all round it. The interior wall is of an old con-

struction, of the height of 32 feet, and is generally

of bad masonry, without flanks, and with weak

parapets, and narrow ramparts. The exterior en-

closure is a modern fausse-braie of a low profile,

constructed so far down the slope of the hill as to

afford but little cover to the interior wall ; and from

the same defect of the rapid descent of the hill, the

fausse-braie itself is very imperfectly covered by its

glacis. On the eastern and southern sides there are

ravelins to the fausse-braie, but in no part is there

a covered-way, nor are there any countermines.

Without the town, at the distance of 300 yards, are

the suburbs; they are enclosed by a bad earthen

retrenchment, hastily thrown up by the Spaniards

during the investment of the place in 1810, and

the French, since they had been in possession of

Rodrigo, had made strong posts of three convents, one

on either flank of the suburbs, and one in the centre,

and they had also converted into an infantry post

the convent of Santa Cruz, situated just beyond the

glacis at the north-west angle of the place. The
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works of the suburbs, therefore, thouojh of little
Ciudad

strength in themselves, being supported by these

convents, were considered fully equal to resist a

coup-de-main.

The ground without the place is generally flat,

and the soil rocky, except on the north side, where

there are two hills, called the upper and the lower

Teson. The one, fig. 2, at 180 yards from the

works, rises nearly to the level of the ramparts, and

the other, at 600 yards distance, to the height of 13

feet above them. The soil on these hills is very

stony, and during open weather in winter, water

rises at the depth of 6 inches below the surface.

The French had erected a small redoubt (R) on the

highest hill, which from its situation prevented any

attack on the northern side till it should be taken.

This redoubt was supported by two guns and a

howitzer in battery on the flat roof of the fortified

convent of St. Francisco at 400 yards from it, and a

large proportion of the artillery of the place (par-

ticularly mortars and howitzers placed behind the

rampart of the fausse-braie) was in battery to fire

upon the approach from the hill.

The difl[iculty of contending with a rocky soil,

and the fear of delay in gaining possession of the

suburbs, rendered an attack from the north most

advisable, notwithstanding the superior fire of that

front, and the opposition the redoubt would offer;

particularly as it was known from the recent siege

by the French that the walls of the place might be

breached on that side from the lower Teson over the

glacis ; whereas on the eastern and southern sides it

appeared doubtful, from the fall of the ground, if

VOL. I. G
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enough of the walls could be seen to breach them,

1812. without the tedious and difficult operation oferecting

batteries on the edge of the counterscarp. More-

over, on the northern side a small ravine at the foot

of the glacis, and its consequent steepness, would

conceal the workmen from the view of the place

during the operation of mining to blow in the coun-

terscarp, should it become necessary ; which cir-

cumstance could not but have great weight in form-

ing the plan of attack, where not a single officer had

ever seen the operation performed.*

'^ The following is the French account of the state of the place,

when the English army appeared before it.

—

Ed.

" La place etait en assez bon etat de defense. La breche du

fi-ont nord etait reparee, et tout ce front qui, depuis I'attaque faite

par le Marechal Massena en 1810, etait considere comme le plus

faible, avait ete perfectionne. On avait construit sur la hauteur du

grand Teso qui lui fait face, la lunette Renaud, ouvrage en terre,

palissade, arme de deux pieces et d'un obusier, et d^fendu par

cinquante hommes. Pour proteger cette lunette, on avait construit

une batterie de deux pieces sur la terrasse du couvent fortifie de

San- Francisco, qui s'en trouvait a moins de quatre cents metres

;

et, au pied du glacis a gauche, se trouvait le couvent de Santa-

Crux, crenele et converti en un poste pour I'infanterie. Le front

nord de la place situe en arriere etait arme de quarante-huit

bouches a feu, dont un grand nombre de mortiers et d'obusiers

;

il battait tous les cheminements qu'aurait pu entreprendre I'ennemi

en partant du grand Teso. Le reste de I'enceinte etait arme de

soixante-onze bouches a feu. Les magasins etaient d'ailleurs bien

approvisionnes de poudre et de projectiles. On avait conserve les

mauvais retranchements en terre que les Espagnols avaient eleves

autour du faubourg de San-Francisco, et, sous I'appui des convents

de San-Francisco, de Santo-Domingo et de Santa-Clara, ces

retranchements pouvaient etre regardes comme a I'abri d'un coup-

de-main."

The siege of Ciudad Rodrigo, by the French, in 1810, shows the

great importance of strongly fortifving such buildings in advance
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The first night, to storm the redoubt on the upper

Teson, and establish a lodgement near it, with a

communication from the rear.

The second night, to extend the lodgement to

the right to form a parallel, and in front of the

parallel to commence batteries for thirty-three pieces

of ordnance, to ruin the defences. As soon as these

batteries should be finished, to work forward under

protection of their fire to the lower Teson, and there

erect a battery to breach the main and fausse-braie

walls, and during the time of that operation to sap

up to the glacis, and blow in the counterscarp.

To avoid the loss attendant upon forcing such

retrenchments as the garrison might make behind

the main breach, it was determined to attempt to

form another opening in the scarp wall just before

the conclusion of the attack, by unexpectedly bring-

ing a heavy fire on a small projecting tower seen to

its base over the fausse-braie, and represented to be

excessively weak and bad, and requiring but little

battering to bring it down. A battery for seven

guns to be prepared for that purpose, and the guns

of a fortified place which can have any influence upon the approaches

of the besiegers, so as to act upon the flank of the attack. The

convents above mentioned occasioned considerable loss of life and

time to the besiegers before they were captured, and this merely

from the strength of the buildings as originally constructed : had

they been intrenched, or had ditches been sunk round them, so as

to have rendered them secure from a coup-de-main, their reduction

could only have been eff'ected by throwing up a gun or mortar bat-

tery against them, thereby retarding the capture of the place, and

increasing the difficulties of the besiegers.

—

Ed.

1812.
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1812. be deemed the proper moment.

The garrison to be driven from the convent St.

Francisco by the fire of the left battery on the upper

Teson, which it was concluded would cause the

abandonment of the suburbs.

The weather was excessively cold, and there being

no camp equipage with the army, nor cover of any

sort to be found in the vicinity of the place, it was

regulated that the troops should remain cantoned

in the nearest villages, and that the duties of the

siege should be taken by the light, 1st, 3rd, and

4th divisions alternately ; each remaining four-and-

twenty hours on the ground, to furnish the guards

of the trenches and the working parties. The divi-

sion coming on duty to march from its cantonments

so as to arrive on the ground at mid-day, when the

division relieved should return home.

To carry these arrangements into effect, the fol-

lowing memoranda were delivered to the general

officers commanding divisions.

MEMORANDA.
30th December, 1811.

The Commander of the Forces proposes to attack Ciudad

Rodrigo, and in order that the troops may suffer as httle

as possible from exposure to the weather, he intends that

the operations shall be carried on by each of the divisions

of the army employed alternately for twenty-four hours.

Brigadier-General Pack's brigade, with the exception of

the 4th Ca9adores, will do duty with the light division.

The 4th Cagadores will do duty with the 1st division.

When a division is ordered for the duty of the siege,

each of the battahons belonging to it is to march from its

cantonments before daylight in the morning, the troops
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from the several cantonments of the division separately by Ciudad

the shortest and most convenient route, which the general 1812,

officers commanding divisions are requested to ascertain.

The troops will be able to cross at the fords above La
Caridad, and all the fords below the ford of Carbonero

inclusive.

The troops are to have with them a day's provisions

cooked, and they are to be followed by two days' spirits,

and no other baggage.

A sufficient number of men to cook the provisions for the

day the division is relieved are to be left in the cantonments.

As soon as the first battalion of the relieving division

shall move on the ground, the general officer commanding
the division which has performed the duty for the pre-

ceding 24 hours will commence the relief by sending

off to their cantonments a proportionate number of troops,

those of course first which have the greatest distance to

go to their cantonments, and the relief will proceed in

proportion as the troops shall arrive.

The chief engineer will require daily from each division

twenty miners, thirty artificers or persons accustomed to

work, with a proportion of non-commissioned officers

;

these men will be fixed upon before the troops march from

their cantonments, and are to be placed under his direc-

tions (with a list of their names and the regiments to which

they belong) on the arrival of the troops on the ground.*

Each regiment to take along with it the intrenching

tools belonging to it.

There will be orders daily respecting the working

parties, covering parties, guards, &c. The musket and

* This arrangement was contemplated in consequence of the

severity of the weather, and the difficulty of supplying provisions

to any great number of men beyond the Agueda. When the ope-

ration however actually commenced, the daily tour of a party of

men to aid the engineers was changed into a permanent detach-

ment which encamped in their park.
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' taken to the ground the first day, and remain there.

The 9-pounders attached to the 4th division will like-

wise be taken to the ground the first day, and remain

there. The artillerymen are to be relieved daily by those

belonging to the brigades and troop attached to the 1st,

4th, and light divisions.

The engineers will order to the ground a sufficiency of

cutting tools to enable those men not immediately on

duty to supply themselves with fire-wood.

These tools to be handed over from the relieved to the

relieving division.

Each division to be attended by the medical staff be-

longing to it. A place will be fixed upon to which men
who may be wounded are to be carried to be dressed, and

means will be provided of removing them from thence to

their cantonments.

(Signed) W. Delancey,
Deputy Quarter-Master-General.

engineers' means provided for the attack.

The officers were at this period detached all over

the country on various professional duties ; but im-

mediately that the operation was definitively fixed

for the beginning of January, orders were sent to

every one who could possibly be drawn from his

employment, to join at head-quarters, and they

were brigaded as follows

:

Lieutenant-Colonel Fletcher, commanding.

Captain Burgoyne, director.

Ross, ditto, (killed).

1st Brigade— Captain EUicombe,

Lieutenant Marshall (wounded).

2nd Brigade— Captain Macleod,

Lieutenant A. Thomson (wounded).

3rd Brigade— Captain Williams,

Lieutenant De Salaberrv.
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4th Brigade— Captain Mulcaster (wounded), Ciudad

Lieutenant Skelton (killed).
'

5th Brigade— Captain M'Culloch (wounded).

Lieutenant Reid (ditto).

6th Brigade— Captain R. Jones,

Lieutenant Elliot.

7th Brigade—Lieutenant Lascelles,

Wright.

Captain John T. Jones, Brigade-Major.

Lieutenant Stanway, Adjutant.''

Twelve officers of the line to act as engineers,

and 180 rank and file from the 3rd division, under

the command of Captain Thompson, 74th regiment,

who during the summer had been instructed in the

practice of sapping, were attached to the depart-

ment; also 20 miners and 60 carpenters, selected

from the troops generally ; and there were present

18 rank and file of the corps of Royal military

artificers.

These several officers and detachments encamped

in the engineers' park, and were for the period of

the attack under the exclusive orders of the com-

manding engineer.

STORES AND TOOLS.

There were deposited in the park during the first

days of the siege,

Intrenching tools 2,200

Sand-bags 30,000

Fascines 600

Gabions 1,100

^ The number of engineers employed by the French when they

attacked the place was 22, besides 9 officers and 373 sappers.

Ten officers and 50 sappers were killed or wounded, and

scarcely one escaped without a contusion.

—

Ed.

1812.
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tools, small stores, plank, and tracing fascines.

During the operation, all the animals that could

be procured were employed to bring up additional

gabions and fascines.

INVESTMENT.

8th January.—At noon the light division having

crossed the Agueda at the fords of La Caridad,

arrived before the place and formed the investment.

At daylight 269 cars, laden with engineers' stores,

moved from Gallegos, crossed the river by the

bridge on trestles, which had been fixed at the ford

of Marialva, and arrived soon after the investment.

They were parked in a concealed situation, at 1800

yards from the place, immediately on the right of

the road from Salices. (10)

JOURNAL OF THE ATTACK.

Night between Sth and 9th Jariuary.—Storming of

Redoubt Renaud.

During the day every thing was kept as quiet as

possible, and an equal examination made of every

side of the town, so as to prevent any suspicion of

an immediate effort, or of the point about to be

attacked ; but as soon as it became dark, a brigade

formed under arms on the northern side of the

upper Teson, and a working party of 700 men
paraded in their rear, in two divisions of 300 and

400 men respectively, the former being intended to

make a lodgement near the redoubt as soon as it

should be carried, and the other to open a com-

munication to it from the rear.
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At 8 P. M. Lieutenant-Colonel Colborne, with three Ciudad
KODRIGO,

companies of the 52nd regiment, advanced along 1812.

the upper Teson to the assault of the redoubt.

The garrison of the work discovered the assailants

when about 150 yards distant, and had time to fire

two or three rounds from their artillery (two guns

and a howitzer) before the escalade commenced.

Lieutenant Thomson, who accompanied the de-

tachment with a party of sappers, carrying scaling

ladders, fascines, axes, &c., on arriving at the coun-

terscarp, finding the palisades to be within 3 feet of

it, and nearly of the same height, immediately

placed the fascines from the one to the other, and

formed a bridge, by which a part of the storming

party walked over the palisades, and jumped into

the ditch ; when, finding the scarp without a revet-

ment, they readily scrambled to the top of the para-

pet, and came into contact with the bayonets of the

defenders. Whilst this was going forward in front,

another party went round to the gorge, where there

was no ditch, and forced over or through the gate

:

thus enveloped on every side, the resistance was

short, and of fifty men, the garrison of the redoubt,

four only escaped into the town, two officers and

forty-three men being made prisoners, and three

left dead in the work.

The British loss was six men killed, and three

officers and sixteen men wounded.

Instantly the redoubt was carried, the precaution

was taken of making its rear perfectly accessible, by
breaking down the gates and forming openings in

its rear enclosure wall ; but in a very short time the

garrison directed such a quick fire into the work,
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that it was thought right to withdraw every one
1812. from its interior.

The first division of workmen opened a trench on

the flank of the redoubt as a lodgement, and the

second division opened the communication to it

from the rear across the upper Teson, both of which

operations were accomplished with little loss, as the

garrison continued to direct nearly all their fire

into the work throughout the night.

dth January.—The work of last night was every

where 3 feet deep and nearly 4 feet wide this morn-

ing, and at daylight a relief of fifty men was sent in

to improve the lodgement, and 350 men to perfect

the approaches. These parties were relieved by

similar numbers at noon.

From the lodgement a distinct view was obtained

of the defences of the place and of the intervening

ground, and the commanding engineer was enabled

to decide on the best trace for the parallel, and the

best sites for the batteries, and at dusk he picketed

them out.

The garrison fired a good many shells occasionally

throughout the day, but with little effect.

Night between 9th and lOth January.

Working party .... 1200 men.

Covering party .... 500 men.

The first parallel (a b) being only 600 yards in

length, and the communication to it from the rear

being already passable, the whole of the parallel

and the first batteries were commenced at the same

time. The parallel was from 580 to 600 yards

from the place, and batteries Nos. 1, 2, and 3, were
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each traced for eleven sruns, intended to ruin the Ciudad
cS ' KODRIGO,

defences. In No. 1 battery, a return was made for I812.

two guns to fire on the convent of St. Francisco.

These batteries being in face of a most powerful

artillery, were laid out with a thickness of parapet

of 18 feet at top, and to provide the great mass of

earth required for their parapets, it was proposed to

excavate an exterior ditch, as well as to sink their

terrepleins 3 feet.

The director on duty. Captain Ross, was killed

early in the night by a grape-shot fired from the

convent of St. Francisco, which unfortunate event

caused considerable interruption to the work, but

nevertheless every part afforded sufiicient cover at

daylight to continue the workmen. A row of

gabions had been placed between the battery and

the place, which served to conceal the workmen in

the front ditch, and a portion of the relief continued

to be employed there.

10^^ January.

Working party .... 1000 men.

The guard of the trenches was this day, and

during the whole siege, regulated by the number
of workmen employed, so that their united force

should form a body of men in the trenches, of at

least 1500, which was supposed to be equal to two-

thirds of the garrison ; and under all circumstances,

the workmen were kept prepared to act with the

guard of the trenches.

Part of battery No. 1 was so much shut in by
the redoubt in its front, that it was thought less

labour to remove five of the guns to the left of
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No. 3 battery, than to cut away the redoubt; and

1812. that battery was accordingly lengthened to contain

sixteen guns.

The garrison threw a good many shells amongst

the guard and workmen during the day, but with-

out any very great effect.

Night between \Oth and Wth January.

Working party .... 1200 men.

Five hundred workmen were employed to open

the communication from the parallel to the batteries,

to form a trench of communication and support be-

tween Nos. 1, 2, and 3 batteries, and to excavate

for the magazines. The remaining 700 were em-

ployed on the batteries, parallel, and approaches.

The garrison kept up a well supported fire of

shells throughout the night, and threw many light-

balls.'^

Wth January.— One thousand men were em-

ployed to raise the batteries, widen the approaches,

and excavate for the magazines.

At this period the garrison distinguished the

batteries from the other parts of the work, and

attained their range so precisely that two-thirds

of their shells fell into them, and their round shot

caused many casualties
;
particularly amongst those

at work in the ditch next the place, whenever they

unthinkingly exposed themselves. In consequence

of this, and some very destructive effects produced

from shells exploding in the ditch amongst the

'^ At this period of the siege thirty wall pieces were placed hy

the garrison along the front attacked.—Eu.
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themselves, the exterior excavation was discon- 1812

tinned altogether, and the interior of the batteries

was directed to be sunken to the necessary depth to

furnish earth for the parapets. About this time

also the garrison adopted the expedient of firing

shells filled with powder and having long fuses in

salvos. Some of these falling together into the para-

pets, blew away in an instant the work of hours.

Night between Wth and \2th Jajiuary.

Working party .... 1200 men.

The garrison advanced a howitzer into the garden

of the convent of St. Francisco, so as to enfilade

battery No. 1 ; it caused many casualties, and inter-

rupted the progress of the work.

\2th January.—1200 men employed on the bat-

teries, parallel, and communications, and in filling

up shell-holes, the number and depth of which were

found very inconvenient during dark.

The carpenters began to lay the platforms and to

place the splinter-proof timber of the magazines.

The brigade-major had been ordered to take upon

himself the duties of director, vice Ross ; but after

one tour of twenty-four hours in the trenches, it

was found incompatible with the general duties of

the siege, and Captain Ellicombe was named di-

rector.

Night between I2th and \3th January.—It being

found that from the extreme cold the same men
were incapable of working the whole night through,

the reliefs were regulated, 1000 men at dusk, and

500 men at one a. m.
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The workmen were chiefly employed to raise the

1812.
' batteries, and every effort was made by the officers

to push them forward ; but the incessant fire of the

place, the extreme cold, and the fatigued state of

the men, caused but slow progress to be made.

13^^ January.

Working party .... 1000 men.

Every exertion was used to complete the batteries,

but the front»they occupied was so very limited, and

the garrison directing their fire against them only,

had now attained the range so accurately, and threw

shells so incessantly and with such long fuses, that

half the time and attention of the workmen were

directed to self-preservation. To oppose this heavy

fire it became necessary to persevere in making the

parapets of the batteries of the thickness originally

traced, and all the excavation being confined to the

interior both night and day, the progress of the

work was very unsatisfactory; particularly as the

batteries being on the slope of the hill it required

considerable height of parapet to screen their rear.

A very large proportion of the 24-pounder shot

was still at Villa de Ponte, and Lord Wellington

havino; received intellio^ence which led him to cal-

culate that Marshal Marmont would advance for

the relief of the place, before the shot could be

brought up, and the whole of the proposed opera-

tion carried through, desired the opinion of the

commanding engineer as to the practicabilit}^ of

forming a breach from the first batteries. His

opinion being in the affirmative, his lordship de-

cided to use them for that purpose, and that the
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work should in other respects proceed according to Ciudad

the original plan ; when, as the movements of Mar- 1812.

shal Marmont should render it expedient, he would

either storm the place with the counterscarp entire,

or wait till it should be blown in.

Night between 13M and \4ith January.

Working party .... 800 men.

The batteries being now so much advanced as to

give every prospect of opening early in the morn-

ing, it was decided to push the approaches forward

this evening, and form part of the second parallel

:

500 men were allotted for this duty, and opened

the approaches and a sufficient length of the parallel

for a guard of support (c c c) by the flying sap with

trifling loss, although the garrison by means of

light-balls discovered the workmen and kept up a

continued fire on them. The remaining 300 men
were employed to open the embrasures of the several

batteries.

The garrison still maintained a strong guard in

the convent of Santa Cruz, which being situated

immediately on the right of the second parallel,

was escaladed, and not being obstinately disputed,

was carried without loss before the commencement

of the sap ; and in the course of the night a lodge-

ment was made in it.

ARTILLERY ARRANGEMENTS.

The gun bullocks having arrived at Almeida on

the afternoon of the 9th, the train marched the fol-

lowing day for Gallegos, and on the 11th reached

the ground marked out for the park, near that of

the engineers.
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^^^'^- 24-pounders, iron, of 9 feet, on travelling carriages , 34

18-pounders, ditto, of 8 feet, ditto 4

Total 38

with a proportion of spare carriages, forges, gins,

&c., complete. Two days' expenditure of ammuni-

tion for the thirty-eight pieces was deposited in the

park, and a similar proportion was left in an entre-

pot at Gallegos.

A proportion of bullock cars was assigned to

bring forward ammunition from Almeida to Galle-

gos ; and the small-arm ammunition mules of the

army were appropriated to convey supplies from the

entrepot at Gallegos to the siege, so as to keep al-

ways two days' ammunition in the park.

The officers of artillery were

Major- General Borthwick, commanding.

Major Dickson, directing the service of the siege.

Captain Holcombe.

Tliompson.

Power.

Dundas.

Dynely.

Lieutenant Bouchier.

Love.

Johnstone.

Ingleby.

Smith.

Grimes.

Captain May, Brigade-Major.

Non-commissioned officers and gunners, British artillery 171

Ditto, ditto, Portuguese 370

Total 541

being for the thirty-eight pieces of ordnance brought
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Up, at six gunners each, eighty-five men over two

reliefs for laboratory and magazine duties and es- 1812

corts, and to replace casualties.

During the two last days' firing it became neces-

sary to call detachments from the artillery of the

division on duty to assist in the service of the bat-

teries, as the labour was found too severe for the

above numbers.

This night the following guns were placed in the

batteries.

Against the convent of St. Francisco.

No. 1.—18-pounders 2

No. 2.—18-pounders 2

24-pounders 7

No. 3.—24-pounders 16

Wth January.

Working party .... 500 men.

The work executed by the flying sap last night

was not deemed to afford sufficient cover against

the artillery of the place to admit of a working

party being kept in it after daylight, and in con-

sequence no fresh men were sent in at the morning

relief.

Between 10 and 11 a.m., during the relief of the

divisions, the garrison made a sortie with about

500 men. This moment was seized for making the

sortie, in consequence of a bad custom which pre-

vailed, that as soon as the division to be relieved

saw the relieving division advancing, the guards

and workmen were withdrawn from the trenches,

by which means the works were left unguarded for

some time during each relief, which the garrison

VOL. I. H
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could observe from the steeple of the cathedral, where

1812. there was always an officer on the look out.

The sortie succeeded in upsetting most of the

gabions placed during the preceding night in ad-

vance i the first parallel. Some of the troops even

penetrated into the right of the parallel, and others

would have pushed into the batteries, and probably

spiked the guns, had it not been for the steady con-

duct of a few workmen, collected into a body by an

officer of engineers, who manned the parapets and

kept up such a steady fire as to induce the assailants

to halt when within a few yards. On the approach

of Lieutenant-General Graham with the advance of

the relieving division, the sortie retired into the town

with little loss.

The labour of opening and lining the embrasures

being much interrupted by a well directed fire from

the place, none of the workmen being skilful, and

the officer of engineers superintending the operation

(Lieutenant Skelton) being cut in two by a cannon

shot, it occupied till late in the afternoon before

every thing could be rendered complete for the

artillery. At half-past 4 p. m. twenty-three 24-

pounders, and two 18-pounders, opened to breach

the body of the place and the fausse-braie, at the

most salient point of the northern side of the fort-

ress, and two 18-pounders against the convent of

St. Francisco. The object of the latter was to lay

open the garden and other walls, which had been

converted into exterior defences; but the swell of

the ground between the battery and the object pre-

venting the guns striking sufficiently low,* their

* This is an error very likely to occur in placing artillery in
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fire was, after a few rounds, directed on the body of
^J^^^^l

the convent, and was so continued till dark. 1812.

The breaching batteries opened so late, that by

the time their fire became steady and correct, dark-

ness obliged them to cease.

Night between lAtk and 1 5th January/.

Working party . . 700 men.

The fire from the two guns in No. 1 not having

had the effect of driving the garrison out of the

convent of St. Francisco, from whence they saw

into the rear of the second parallel, an attempt was

ordered to be made to force into the building at

dusk by a party of the 40th regiment. As soon as

the troops had escaladed the outer wall, the French

retired into the town from the main building and

from the suburbs, leaving their artillery behind.

batteries on heights, as frequently a person standing upright will

see an object over a swell of ground, which a gun placed on the

front of a platform will not : this requires particular attention in

field-works where garrison carriages are used."^

^ The supposed want of attention to the line of fire of the

breaching battery by the French engineers, at the siege of Bada-

jos, in 1811, gave rise to very unpleasant discussions between the

French Marshal who commanded and the commanding officers

of artillery and engineers, as appears by the following extract

from the French account of that siege.

—

Ed.

" Tant d'evements rendaient le Marechal Soult impatient de

se rendre maitre de Badajos avant I'arrivee des Anglais devant

cette place et de pouvoir porter des secours en Andalous'ie. Le 9

vers trois heures de I'apres-midi accompagne du Due de Trevise,

des Generaux Lery et Bourgeat, et de plusieurs officiers superieurs,

il se porta sur la hauteur del Viento afin de juger du progres des

attaques et de I'etat de la place.

" Le general d'artillerie, trompe par les apparences, ouvrit une
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The 40th regiment immediately established them-

1812. selves in the suburbs, and held them during the

remainder of the siege.

discussion sur I'assiette de la batterie de breche, et fit pressentir

que le terreplein de la place d'armes rentrante et les maconneries

de la contrescarpe, qui se trouvaient en avant de cette batterie,

empecheraient le canon d'atteindre le revetement de la courtine

assez bas pour former une brecbe praticable. Les explications

que donnerent les officiers du genie pour ecarter cette apprehension

furent sans effet, et le sentiment du general prevalut assez, parmi

plusieurs personnes qui avaient pris part a la discussion, pour faire

naitre des craintes serieuses sur les bons resultats du feu de la

batterie. Cependant, il ^tait impossible d'envoyer quelqu'un

examiner d'asscz pres la place d'armes pour prononcer avec auto-

rite sur une question que la nature de la discussion avait rendue

des plus delicates. La batterie d'ailleurs n'etait pas encore finie,

et Ton manquait de cotes de nivellement pour dresser un profil et

resoudre le probleme. Le general en chef, pour trancher la diffi-

culte, dit au commandant du genie de pousser un rameau vers la

partie de la contrescarpe, qui etait le sujet des vives inquietudes

de I'artillerie, et de la renverser dans le fosse par un fourneau de

mine ; mais cet officier lui fit observer qu'une telle operation exi-

gerait au moins soixante heures de travail, en raison de la distance

oil Ton se trouvait de la contrescarpe. Irrite d'un contre-temps

auquel il ^tait loin de s'attendre, le Marechal, qui se croyait pour

ainsi dire au moment de la reddition de la place, dit de I'accent le

plus vif et le plus prononce, qu'il voulait avant quarante-huit

heures etre dans Badajoz ;
que faute d'autre expedient les macon-

neries de la contrescarpe seraient demolies cL la pioche pendant la

nuit, afin d'assurer le succes de la batterie de breche, et il pres-

crivit au chef de bataillon du ge'nie Lamare de prendre les mesures

necessaires pour une telle operation. Cet officier se rendit aussitot

a la tranchee, et chargea le capitaine du genie Gillet de dinger ce

travail perilleux. Celui-ci fit remarquer d'abord que la contrescarpe

etait inabordable, les remparts se trouvant garnis de soldats qui

feraient sur elle un feu de mousqueterie continuel ; mais, devant

obeir, il designa pour le suivre le Lieutenant Lessard avec vingt-

cinq sapeurs. Toutefois, le clair de June lui fit retarder son op^-
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The approaches to the second parallel destroyed Ciudad

by the garrison during the sortie in the morning

were reinstated, and 150 gabions were placed in

continuation of the second parallel. Some strong

gabions, supported by cross-pieces in their interior,

were laid on their sides along the bottom of the

small rivulet, to allow the water to run under the

parapet of the sap.

The garrison kept up a most heavy fire of shot

and shells throughout the night, particularly on the

sap, where Captain Mulcaster received a musket

ball through the thigh : they also threw many light-

balls into the sap, but which the sappers readily

extinguished or buried with sand-bags. (11)

\^th January.

Working party . . . 500 men.

Employed in the second parallel and the ap-

proaches to it.

ration jusqu'k minuit. Profitant alors de I'obscurite, il gagna avec

ses gens Tangle rentrant de la contrescarpe, oti il cominenca ?l

demolir la partie superieure du revetement. A peine les premiers

coups de pioche avaient-ils retenti sur la maconnerie que I'ennemi

dirigea sur les travailleurs une grele de balles. En un moment
seize sapeurs furent tues ou blesses, et les autres disperses. Apres

cette tentative infructueuse dont le resultat etait facile a pr^voir, le

Capitaine Gillet rentra dans la trancliee, ayant prouv6 du moins

par son sang-froid et par son courage heroique qu'aucun peril

n'etait capable de I'arreter. Au point du jour, le capitaine d'ar-

tillerie Lespagnol, qui commandait la batterie de breche, fit enfin

jouer les six pieces de 24, dont cette batterie etait armee, et

I'heureux efi'et des coups sur la courtine fit evanouir toutes les

apprehensions que Ton avait cues la veille.

"Nous eumes dans les vingt-quatre heures, onze hommes de

tues et quarante-sept de blesses."
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1812. of Royal military artificers from the Lines, and

Captain Williams joined from Villa Velha.

At daylight the breaching batteries resumed their

fire with twenty-three 24-pounders and two 18-

pounders, and continued to fire without intermis-

sion throughout the day. In the evening both the

main scarp and fausse-braie walls were so much

shaken and injured as to give hopes of speedily

bringing them down ; therefore, to be prepared to

form a second breach speedily in the tower, battery

No. 4, for seven 24-pounders, was marked out in a

favourable and more advanced situation.

The garrison kept up a heavy fire, particularly of

shells, throughout the day, which occasioned many

casualties.

Night between 15th and 16th Januari/.

700 workmen were employed.

400 on No. 4 battery and its communications,

100 to repair the batteries, and 200 to improve the

second parallel and the approaches to it.

The sappers were employed to extend the second

parallel.

The artillery ran five additional 24-pounders into

Nos. 1 and 2 batteries in the course of the night.

16th January.

Working party . . 700 men.

One-half was employed on the new battery No. 4,

and the other half in perfecting the second parallel

and the approaches to it.

The batteries opened soon after daylight with
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twenty -eight •24-pounders and two 18 -pounders j^^^^^Z

against the breach, but about half-past nine such

a thick fog came on that they were obliged to cease

firing. The engineers however took advantage of

the fog to place fifty gabions in prolongation of the

second parallel.

The expenditure of ammunition to this cessation

of fire was 2790 rounds of 24-pounder, and 340

rounds of 18-pounder shot.

Night between 16th and 17 th January.

Working party . . 700 men.

The embrasures, platforms, &c., were generally

repaired throughout the batteries.

The second parallel was pushed to its proper ex-

tent on the left and the lower Teson, at 180 yards

from the place crowned by it.

As many infantry as could be posted in the parallel

without materially impeding the workmen, were

employed to keep up an incessant fire of musketry

on the breach.

This being the spot from which it was originally

proposed to breach the fortress, a battery, No. 5,

for six 24-pounders, was commenced, to aid in

breaching, should circumstances require it. Rifle-

men were placed in pits in front of the workmen

along the face of the hill, to fire into the embrasures

and keep under the artillery of the place, which at

this short distance was found to destroy every gabion

opposed to it.

Lieutenant Marshall was struck by a musket ball

in the head whilst instructing the sappers to break

out the sap (cd).

Mth January.—Ihe morning was partially foggy,
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and the batteries could not open ; but about noon,

as soon as it was sufficiently clear to point the guns

accurately, the fire recommenced as yesterday, and

was continued without intermission till dark, when

a considerable portion of both walls had been beaten

down. The garrison was equally active, and by an

incessant fire of shot and shells occasioned many
casualties : a 24-pounder in No. 2 was rendered

unserviceable by being struck in the muzzle ; several

of the wheels of the 24-pounder carriages were

demolished, and many of the platforms blown up

by shells. General Borthwick, who happened to be

standing on a platform at the moment of its de-

struction, received several severe cuts in the face

from the splinters.

The workmen were continued throughout the day

in the second parallel, but the sappers could not do

any thing on the hill, and but little in the sap (c d),

as the artillery from the ramparts knocked over the

gabions nearly as fast as they could be placed.

In the early part of the day, the garrison, by means

of a well directed fire of grape, obtained an ascend-

ancy over the riflemen in the pits, and killed or

wounded several of them ; but two or three cool

fellows steadily persevering in firing at the gunners,

the discharges of grape became less correct, and in

the afternoon were only kept up from the distant

embrasures.

Night between 17 th and \8th January.—-The plat-

forms of battery No. 4 were laid, the magazine com-

pleted, the embrasures opened, and the guns were

in before daylight.

The sappers obtained sufficient cover at No. 5

battery to admit of its progress being continued
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after daylight : they also commenced the return in

the sap {de). I812

The guard in the second parallel kept up a con-

tinued fire of musketry on the breach throughout

the night, to prevent its being cleared.

\^th January.—The batteries opened at daylight

as follows

:

Against the great Breach.

Nos. 1, 2, and 3.—24-pounders . . 23

18-pounders . . 2

To breach the Tower S, distance calculated about 550 yards.

No. 4.—24-pounders .... 7

The fire continued throughout the day without

intermission, and in the evening the great breach

was considered practicable up its centre. The fire

of No. 4 was also very powerful in its effect on the

tower, which in the evening was in a very ruinous

condition.

The fire of the place was equally severe as yes-

terday, and very correct ; hitherto not a single shot

had been directed against the defences.

A 24-pounder burst in No. 3 from a high shot

getting jammed half-way down the bore. By this

accident one English and one Portuguese gunner

were killed, and two of the former and three of the

latter wounded.

The expenditure of ammunition from half-past

9 o'clock on the 16th to mid-day on the 18th, was

2754 rounds of 24-pounder, and 150 rounds of 18-

pounder shot.

The workmen continued to improve the second

parallel on the lower Teson, and to raise battery
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No. 5, throughout the day, notwithstanding an un-

1812. interrupted fire which the garrison kept on them

:

the sappers, however, could not advance the sap

{de), in consequence of the accuracy with which

two guns constantly struck the gabions.

Captain M'Culloch had a portion of his hair car-

ried away and his jaw broken by a cannon shot.

The little stream at the foot of the glacis running

between rather high banks, a bridge was prepared

in the park for the bottom of the sap, where it should

cross the rivulet, and also a wooden trough 3 feet in

diameter, to lay down longitudinally in the bottom

of the stream, to give the current a free passage under

the parapet of the approach.

Night between I8th and I9th January.—The

second parallel was perfected this evening. The

parapet of battery No. 5 was raised sufficiently to

afford cover, and two platforms being laid down, a

5J-inch howitzer and a 6-pounder from a field bri-

gade were placed in it, to maintain a fire on the

breach during the night, and prevent the garrison

working on an interior retrenchment which they

had commenced the preceding evening. These

pieces, under Lieutenant Smith, kept up a vigorous

fire throughout the night, and were considered to

have been particularly useful. Little progress only

was made with the sap {fg)., from the inexperience

of the sappers and the occasional fire of artillery

upon them : at daylight this fire augmented so

much as absolutely to annihilate all their defensive

guards.

\dth January.—At day-break the batteries re-

sumed their fire as follows

:
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Against the main Breach. Cicdad
RoDRIGO,

24-pounders 22 1812.

18-pounder 1

Against the Tower.

24-pounders 7

In the afternoon, the tower being nearly beaten

down, and the main breach being rendered ex-

tremely good, Lord Wellington, after a close recon-

noissance of both breaches, decided to give the

assault in the evening, and sitting on the reverse of

one of the advanced approaches, wrote the following

orders for that operation : in the mean time he di-

rected the fire of the batteries to be turned against

the defences, which was done with considerable

effect.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE ASSAULT.

The attack upon Ciudad Rodrigo must be made this

evening at 7 o'clock.

The Hght infantry company of the 83rd regiment will

join Lieutenant-Colonel O'Toole at sunset.

Lieutenant-Colonel O'Toole, with the 2nd Ca9adores,

and the light company of the 83rd regiment, will, 10

minutes before 7? cross the Agueda by the bridge, and

make an attack upon the outwork in front of the castle.

The object of this attack is to drive the artillerymen from

two guns (B) in that outwork, which bear upon the en-

trance into the ditch, at the junction of the counterscarp

with the main wall of the place: if Lieutenant-Colonel

O'Toole can get into the outwork, it would be desirable to

destroy these guns. Major Sturgeon will show Lieutenant-

Colonel O'Toole his point of attack. Six ladders, 12 feet

long each, will be sent from the engineer park to the old

French guard-room, at the mill on the Agueda, for the

use of this detachment.
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' at the point above referred to; Major Sturgeon will like-

wise show them the point of attack ; they must issue from

the right of the convent of Santa Cruz ; they must have

12 axes to cut down the gate by which the ditch is en-

tered, at the junction of the counterscarp with the body of

the place. The 5th regiment are likewise to have 12

scaling ladders, 25 feet long, and immediately on entering

the ditch, are to scale the fausse-braie wall, and are to pro-

ceed along the fausse-braie, in order to clear it of the

enemy's posts on their left, towards the principal breach.

The 77th regiment are to be in reserve on the right of

the convent of Santa Cruz, to support the first party,

which will have entered the ditch.

The ditch must besides be entered on the right of the

breach by two columns, to be formed on the left of the

convent of Santa Cruz, each to consist of five companies of

the 94th regiment. Each column must have three ladders,

12 feet long, by which they are to descend into the ditch,

and they are to have 10 axes to cut down any paUsades

which may be placed in the ditch to impede the communi-

cation along it.

The detachment of the 94th regiment, when descended

into the ditch, is to turn to its left to the main breach.

The 5th regiment will issue from the convent of Santa

Cruz 10 minutes before '].

At the same time a party consisting of 180 sappers,

carrying bags containing hay, will move out of the second

parallel, covered by a fire of the 83rd regiment, formed in

the second parallel, upon the works of the place, which

bags are to be thrown into the ditch, so as to enable the

troops to descend the counterscarp to the attack of the

breach : they are to be followed immediately by the storm-

ing party of the great breach, which is to consist of the

troojjs of Major-General M'Kinnon's brigade. Major-

General M'Kinnon's brigade is to be formed in the first

parallel, and in the communications between the first and
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second parallel, ready to move up to the breach imme- Ciudad
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diately in rear oi the sappers with bags. Ihe storming 1812.

party of the great breach must be provided with six scaling

ladders, 12 feet long each, and with 10 axes.

The ditch must likewise be entered by a column on the

left of the great breach, consisting of three companies of

the 95th regiment, which are to issue from the right of the

convent of St. Francisco. This column will be provided

with three ladders, 12 feet long, with which they are to

descend into the ditch, at a point which will be pointed

out to them by Lieutenant Wright: on descending into

the ditch, they are to turn to their right, and to proceed

towards the main breach ; they are to have 10 axes, to

eniable them to cut down the obstacles which may have

been erected to impede the communication along the

ditch on the left of the breach.

Another column, consisting of Major-General Van-

deleur's brigade, will issue out from the left of the convent

of St. Francisco, and are to attack the breach to the left

of the main breach; this column must have 12 ladders,

each 12 feet long, with which they are to descend into the

ditch, at a point which will be shown them by Captain

Ellicombe : on arriving in the ditch, they are to turn to

their left, to storm the breach in the fausse-braie, on their

left, of the small ravelin, and thence to the breach in the

tower of the body of the place : as soon as this body will

have reached the top of the breach, in the fausse-braie

wall, a detachment of five companies are to be sent to the

right, to cover the attack of Major-General M'Kinnon's

brigade, by the principal breach, and as soon as they

have reached the top of the tower, they are to turn

to their right, and communicate with the rampart of

the main breach : as soon as this communication can be

established, endeavour should be made to open the gate

of Salamanca.

The Portuguese brigade in the 3rd division will be

formed in the communication to the first parallel, and be-
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1812. up to the entrance of the second parallel, ready to support

Major-General M'Kinnon's brigade.

Colonel Barnard's brigade will be formed behind the

convent of St. Francisco, ready to support Major-General

Vandeleur's brigade ; all these columns will have detached

parties especially appointed to keep up a fire on the de-

fences during the above.

The men with ladders, and axes, and bags, must not

have their arms ; those who are to storm, must not fire.

Brigadier-General Pack, with his brigade, will make a

false attack upon the outwork of the gate of St. Jago, and

upon the works towards La Caridad.

The different regiments and brigades to receive ladders

are to send parties to the engineers' depot to receive them,

three men for each ladder.^ W.

^ The arrangements for the defence of the breaches appear to

have been as follows.

—

Ed.

" Le General Barrie pla^a trois compagnies a la grande breche

qui avait plus de vingt metres de large, et dont le talus etait tres-

doux. Deux pieces de 24 demontees, qui se trouvaient au sommet,

furent chargees a mitraille pour recevoir Teanemi. On fit des

approvisionnements d'obus et de grenades pour rouler sur les

assaillants ; des sachets remplis de poudre, relies par des saucis-

sons, furent disposes sous les decombres de la breche, et Ton

profita d'une ancienne poterne qui existait sous le rempart, pour

preparer un fourneau de mine que les defenseurs devaient faire

sauter s'ils etaient obliges de se retirer ; de plus la fausse-braie fut

garnie de troupes pour la defense du fosse. Une compagnie de

voltigeurs fut chargee de defendre la petite breche, dont on chercha

a fermer le mieux qu'on put les issues du c6t6 de la ville avec des

voitures et des bois. Les autres troupes se tinrent h. portee des

breches, ou furent reparties sur le pourtour de la place pour

repousser les tentatives d'escalade. Le gouverneur se posta entre

les deux breches avec son etat-major et une soixantaine d'hommes

formant sa reserve.
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EXECUTION OF THE ASSAULT.

Immediately it became dark, General Picton

formed the 3rd division in the first parallel and ap-

proaches, and lined the parapet of the second parallel

with the 83rd regiment, in readiness to open on the

defences. At the same time General Craufurd

formed the light division in rear of the convent of

St. Francisco, and the other detachments for the

assault paraded agreeably to the memorandum.

At the appointed hour the attack commenced on

the side of the place next the bridge, and imme-

diately a heavy discharge of musketry was opened

from the trenches, under cover of which 150 sap-

pers, directed by Captain Macleod and Lieutenant

Thomson, Royal Engineers, and Captain Thompson,

of the 74th regiment, advanced from the second

parallel to the crest of the glacis, each man carrying

two bags filled with hay, which they threw down
the counterscarp into the ditch, and having reduced

its depth from 13|^ to 8 feet, fixed the ladders upon

the bags. Major-General M'Kinnon's brigade fol-

lowed close in rear of the sappers, and immediately

jumped upon the bags into the ditch : the garrison,

who had prepared and ranged a vast number of

shells and combustibles at the foot of the breach and

on its ascent, precipitately fired them, and they

spent themselves before the troops reached the

sphere of their action.

General M'Kinnon's brigade instantly pushed up
the breach, in conjunction with the 5th and 94th

regiments, which arrived at the same moment along

the ditch from their right. The men mounted in a

ClUDAD
RODRIGO,

1812.
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most gallant manner against an equally gallant re-

1812. sistance, and it was not till after a sharp struggle of

some minutes that the bayonets of the assailants

prevailed and gained them a footing on the summit

of the rampart. The defenders then concentrated

behind the retrenchment, which they obstinately

maintained, and a second severe struggle commenced.

General Vandeleur's brigade of the light division

moved from behind the convent of St. Francisco at

the same time with the brigade of the 3rd division

from the parallel, and during its advance received a

heavy fire of musketry from the ramparts, by which

Major-General Craufurd was mortally wounded.

Bags of hay were thrown into the ditch, and as

the counterscarp did not exceed 11 feet in depth,

the men readily jumped upon the bags, and without

much difficulty carried the little breach, which,

having no interior defence, was not obstinately dis-

puted.

The division, on gaining the summit, immediately

began to form with great and most praiseworthy

regularity, in order to advance in a compact body

and fall on the rear of the garrison, who were still

nobly defending the retrenchment of the great

breach. The efforts of the 3rd division to force

that retrenchment increased with their duration;

and after losing many men and officers thrown

down the scarp into the main ditch, a depth of 30

feet, a desperate effort was directed along the para-

pet on both flanks, which succeeded in turning the

retrenchment. The garrison then abandoned the

rampart, having first exploded a quantity of powder

in the ditch of the retrenchment, by which General
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M'Kinnon and many brave men perished in the ^1"°^°
'' ^ KODRIGO,

moment of victory. I812.

It is probable that the success of the column at

the lesser breach had become known to the defenders

of the great breach before the final effort which

overpowered them, as they suddenly relaxed in their

defensive efforts, individually dispersed, and sought

refuge in the town, where they were pursued from

house to house till all the survivors were made pri-

soners.

The Portuguese, under Brigadier-General Pack,

spiritedly escaladed the small redan in front of the

gate of St. Jago, defended by a small guard, which

they overpowered and bayoneted ; but no attempt

was made to escalade the main rampart, on account

of its great height, and the double obstacle created

by the fausse-braie.

LOSS OF THE INFANTRY,

The loss of the besiegers during the operation

was 9 officers and 217 men killed, and 84 officers

and 1000 men wounded. Of the above numbers, 6

officers and 140 men were killed, and 60 officers

and 500 men wounded, in storming the breaches

;

amongst the latter was Lieutenant Thomson, the

engineer with the third division.

LOSS OF THE ARTILLERY.

The loss of the artillery during the siege was 8

gunners killed, 17 gunners severely, and Captains

Power and Dynely, and 49 gunners, slightly

wounded.

VOL. I. I
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AMMUNITION EXPENDED.

The expenditure of ammunition was

24-pounder rounds .... 8950

18-pounder ditto 565

Barrels of powder of 90 ibs. . 834
*"

Three 24-pounders remained in the park, to be

brought forward if required.

^ The following Table is inserted to show the expenditure of

ammunition, &c., by the French artillery, when Ciudad Rodrigo

was besieged by them in 1810.

—

Ed.

'Etat des consommutions faites par l'Artillerie pour le Siege de

Ciudad-Rodrigo, et de ce qui restait au pare /e 10 Juillet, epoque

de la reddition de la place.

Designation des objets.

\-

existant 1
i

avant
;

existant

le |Consom-| au
siege.

I

mees.
|

pare.

Bouclies 11 feu. -^

r de 24 .

.

Canons . . . . < de l6 .

.

Idel2..
Obusiers

de 12 p.

Mortiers . . < de
6 p.

^ canons

d'obusieri

de 12 p.

de mortiers •^ de 8 p.

r de 24
^ de 16 ....

Lde 12 ....

'

r'de

-^de

Lde

Projectiles

de pierriers .

r
f
de 24

Boulets. . . . -^ de 16

lde 12

\ fde 12

Bombes ou J de 8

r poudre de guerre (kil.^

\ Miches

nements. . . ri.,K;„„.

6,805

4,253

11,391

2,063
2,351

10,785

116,550

890

32,124

597
2,615

6,285

3,617

60,900
244

597
2,615

2,475

1,190
4,122

467
456

2,936

55,650

T On n'a pas
compris dans cet

etat 5934 boulets

>-et 427 bombes

I
provenant de la

place, et rache-

J t^s aux soldats.

Le General Commandant en Chef I'^Vrtillerie de I'Armee

de Portugal.
,

Signe : Eble.
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The small breach measured 30 feet in front, and

that portion of the large breach thoroughly accessible

about 100 feet. The former was in no way re-

trenched: figs. 1, 8, and 9, Plate VII., show the

manner in which the retrenchment of the great

breach was formed, by means of cuts (w) through

the terreplein perpendicular to the parapet, with a

breastwork in rear of them. Consequently, on gain-

ing the summit of the breach, in order to advance,

it became necessary to force over those cuts, or to

jump down a wall 16 feet in depth, at the foot of

which had been ranged a variety of impediments,

such as iron crows' feet, iron chevaux-de-frize, iron

spikes fixed vertically, and the whole being encircled

with the means of maintaining a barrier of burning

combustibles.

Lord Wellington to the Earl of Liverpool.

" To the Earl of Liverpool. Gallegos, 20th Jan. 1812.

" I informed your Lordship, in my dispatch of the 9th,

that I had attacked Ciudad Rodrigo, and in that of the

15th, of the progress of the operations to that period, and

I have now the pleasure to acquaint your Lordship that

we took the place by storm yesterday evening after dark.

" We continued, from the 15th to the 19th, to complete

the second parallel, and the communications with that

work, and M^e had made some progress by sap towards the

crest of the glacis. On the night of the 15th we likewise

advanced from the left of the first parallel down the slope

of the hill towards the convent of San Francisco, to a

situation from which the walls of the fausse-braie and of

1812.
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1812. constructed, and these commenced their fire on the morning

of the ISth. In the mean time the batteries in the first

parallel continued their fire ; and yesterday evening, their

fire had not only considerably injured the defences of the

place, but had made breaches in the fausse-braie wall, and

in the body of the place, which were considered prac-

ticaljle ; while the battery on the slope of the hill, which

had been commenced on the night of the 15th, and had

opened on the 18th, had been equally efficient still farther

to the left, and opposite to the suburb of San Francisco.

" / therefore determined to storm the place, notwith-

standing that the approaches had not been brought to the

crest of the glacis, and the counterscarp of the ditch was

still entire. The attack was accordingly made yesterday-

evening, in 5 separate columns, consisting of the trooj^s of

the 3rd and light divisions, and of Brig.-General Pack's

brigade. The 2 right columns, conducted by Lieut.-Col.

O'Toole of the 2nd Ca9adores, and Major Ridge of the 5th

regt., were destined to protect the advance of Major-

General Mackinnon's brigade, forming the 3rd, to the top

of the breach in the fausse-braie wall ; and all these, being

composed of troops of the 3rd division, were under the

direction of Lieut.-General Picton.

"The fourth column, consisting of the 43rd and 52nd

regts., and part of the 95th regt., being of the light

division, under the direction of Major-General Craufurd,

attacked the breaches on the left in front of the suburb on

San Francisco, and covered the left of the attack of the

principal breach by the troojDs of the 3rd division; and

Brig.-General Pack was destined, with his brigade, forming

the fifth column, to make a false attack upon the southern

face of the fort.

" Besides these 5 columns, the 94th regt., belonging to

the 3rd division, descended into the ditch in 2 columns,

on the right of Major-General Mackinnon's brigade, with

a view to protect the descent of that body into the ditch
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and its attack of the breach in the fausse-braie, against Ciudad111 1 • 1 • 11 11 RODRIGO,
the obstacles which it was supposed the enemy would 1812.

construct to oppose their progress.

"All these attacks succeeded; and Brig.- General Pack

even surpassed my expectations, having converted his

false attack into a real one; and his advanced guard, under

the command of Major Lynch, having followed the enemy's

troops from the advanced works into the fausse-braie,

where they made prisoners all opposed to them.

" Major Ridge, of the 2nd batt. 5th regt., having es-

caladed the fausse-braie wall, stormed the principal breach

in the body of the place, together with the 94th regt.,

commanded by Lieut.-Colonel Campbell, which had moved
along the ditch at the same time, and had stormed the

breach in the fausse-braie, both in front of Major-General

Mackinnon's brigade. Thus, these regiments not only

effectually covered the advance from the trenches of Major-

General Mackinnon's brigade by their first movements

and operations, but they preceded them in the attack.

" Major-General Craufurd, and Major-General Vande-

leur, and the troops of the light division, on the left, were

likewise very forward on that side ; and, in less than half

an hour from the time the attack commenced, our troops

were in possession, and formed on the ramparts of the

place, each body contiguous to the other : the enemy then

submitted, having sustained a considerable loss in the

contest."

" It is but justice also to the 3rd division to report that

the men who performed the sap belonged to the 45th,

74th, and 88th regts., under the command of Captain

Macleod of the Royal Engineers, and Captain Thompson
of the 74th, Lieut. Beresford of the 88th, and Lieut. Met-
calfe of the 45th, and they distinguished themselves not

less in the storm of the place than they had in the per-

formance of their laborious duty during the siege."

" I likewise request your Lordship's attention to the

conduct of Lieut.-Colonel Fletcher, the chief engineer.
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' of the Royal Engineers. The ability with which these

operations were carried on exceeds all praise; and I beg

leave to recommend these officers to your Lordship most

particularly.

" Major Dickson, of the Royal Artillery, attached to

the Portuguese artillery, has for some time had the direc-

tion of the heavy train attached to this army, and has con-

ducted the intricate details of the late operation, as he

did that of the two sieges of Badajos in the last summer,

much to my satisfaction. The rapid execution produced

by the well directed fire kept up from our batteries affi^rds

the best proof of the merits of the officers and men of the

Royal Artillery, and of the Portuguese artillery, employed

on this occasion ; but I must particularly mention Brigade-

Major May,t and Captains Holcombe, Power, Dynely,

and Dundas, of the Royal Artillerj^, and Captains Da
Cunha and Da Costa, and Lieut. Silva, of the 1st regt. of

Portuguese artillery. I have likewise particularly to re-

port to your Lordship the conduct of Major Sturgeon of

the Royal Staff corps.J He constructed and placed for

us the bridge over the Agueda, without which the enter-

prise could not have been attempted; and he afterwards

materially assisted Lieut.-General Graham and myself in

our reconnoissance of the place, on which the plan of the

attack was founded ; and he finally conducted the 2nd

batt. 5th regt., as well as the 2nd Cayadores, to their points

of attack."—Ed.

OBSERVATIONS.

The operations of this siege alone, of the five here

recorded, were carried on with certain and uninter-

rupted success, which must be attributed to the more

* The late Major-General Sir J. T. Jones, Bart., K.C.B.

t Major-General Sir J. May, K.C.B.

I Killed near Vic Bigorre, in 1813.
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scientific nature of the attack, and the mao^nitude of Ciudad
'

_
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RODRIGO,

the means employed. On a comparison of the rela- 1812.

tive strength of the different fortresses, the supplies

of every nature for this siege will be found infinitely

greater than for either of the other attacks; and

further, the assistance of the men of the 3rd division,

who had been instructed during the summer in the

practice of sapping, proved invaluable to the en-

gineers, as it enabled them in a less space of time,

and under a much heavier fire, to push the approaches

300 yards nearer to the place than at the previous

attack of Badajos, and to establish a musketry fire

on the breach, which prevented the rubbish being

cleared away, or any obstacles to the assault being-

placed on its summit.^ Indeed it is not improbable,

that had circumstances permitted, and the first bat-

teries been used against the defences onl}^, the coun-

terscarp would have been blown in, the approaches

carried to the very foot of the wall, and the place

reduced with less than half the actual loss. The

artillery provided was excellent in its nature, and

ample in quantity, and the officers and gunners were

both zealous and expert, and are entitled to the

greatest praise for their exertions. The besieging

s From the official accounts of the French siege of Ciudad

Rodrigo, in 1810, it would appear that the operations were not

carried on more to the satisfaction of Marshal Massena, than the

Enghsh attacks against Badajos, in 181 1, were satisfactory to Lord

Wellington : both armies attempted to capture the place by

breaching from a distance ; the French failed to effect this, and

were compelled to place the breaching batteries more in advance

;

the English made good breaches, but from the want of a corps of

Sappers and Miners could not crown the glacis, and prevent the

garrison of Christoval from clearing the foot of the breach.

—

Ed.
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army was in a full proportion to the strength of the

1812.
' garrison, and the soldiers seemed conscious that the

operations were differently conducted from those of

the former sieges. Every man felt confident of

success, and acted accordingly. Patient and inde-

fatigable at work, impetuous and daring in the

assault, they shone throughout this siege in their

proper light, and gave strong proofs of possessing

superior qualities for such undertakings.

The batteries were certainly an unusual length of

time throwing up, which must be attributed prin-

cipally to the small front of the work, against which

the garrison directed an incessant fire of shells. It

not unfrequently happened that three or four large

shells exploded in the middle of the parapet of a

battery in the course of an hour, each having the

effect of a small mine, and scattering the earth in

every direction. In consequence of this dire destruc-

tion, the parapets were of necessity made of a great

thickness ; and the troops, having to march every

morning from their different cantonments, six or

eight miles distant from the trenches, were fatigued

before they began to work ; and as whilst they re-

mained on duty they could not take any rest from

the extreme cold, they became worn out, and in-

capable of any exertion long before the expiration

of their tour of 24 hours' duty, which impeded

materially the progress of the work. (12)

The French, aware of the weakness of the point

attacked, had concentrated a very heavy fire on the

approaches to it. Forty-eight pieces of ordnance

were in battery for that purpose, and they fired from

them during the siege 8000 13 and 10-inch shells,
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and 3000 shells of 6 and 8 inches, and nearly 10,000

shot. The practice they made was remarkably ac- 1812

curate, and not one shot was fired at them in return.

The place was amply provided with every thing;

there being, besides 109 pieces of ordnance mounted

on the ramparts, 44 dismounted battering guns with

their carriages, and an immense quantity of shot,

shells, and musket-ball cartridges, remaining after

the siege, with a well filled armoury, and an amply

supplied arsenal.

Seventy-eight ofiicers and 1700 soldiers having

been made prisoners after the assault, leaves no

doubt that the garrison exceeded 2000 men at the

commencement of the attack ; besides which an army

of 60 or 70,000 men, cantoned within sound of their

guns, watched over their preservation. Therefore,

taking all the difiiculties and peculiarities of the en-

terprise into consideration, the reduction of Ciudad

Rodrigo, whether viewed in its conception, arrange-

ments, or execution, must be ranked as one of the

happiest, boldest, and most creditable achievements

recorded in our military annals.^

JOURNAL OF THE RESTORATION OF THE DEFENCES.

20^A January.—At daylight the Royal military

artificers and sappers commenced the destruction of

the batteries, and the artillery began to withdraw

the guns and send them across the Agueda. About

9 A. M. Lord Wellington came into the town, and

^ Ciudad Rodrigo was besieged in 1706 by the Portuguese,

English, and Dutch, and taken after nine days of attack from the

same side as the French in 1810, who were twenty-four days so

employed.

—

Ed.
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having examined the state of the defences, ordered

1812. that immediately on the arrival of the troops to

form the garrison, a i)arty should be employed to

clear away the rubbish from the breaches. Lieu-

tenant-General Leith marched in with his division

about mid-day, and in the afternoon the work com-

menced.

21st January.—1200 men were employed to level

the trenches and clear the breaches. Reports being

brought in that the French army was approaching

from Salamanca, to attempt to recover the place by

a coup-de-main, the engineers' stores were moved
from the park into the town, and every exertion was

made to render the works immediately defensible.

22?i(i January.—A thick fog prevailed all day

—

the working party employed as yesterday. The

last of the batterino^ train crossed the Ao;ueda.

23?'c? January.

Working party 1200 men.

The trenches being in the course of the morning

completely filled in, the batteries demolished, and

the spare fascines, gabions, and stores, brought into

the place, a party of workmen was employed to

repair, enlarge, and improve the redoubt (R) on

the great Teson.

2\th January.—The front of both breaches was

now built up with fascines to the height of the

cordon line, and the carpenters commenced laying

a row of fraises on that level, preparatory to the

parapets being formed. As many men as could

work with advantage were employed on the breaches
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Lord Wellington to the Em-l of Liverpool.

" To the Earl of Liverpool. Gallegos, 29th Jan. 1812.

" You will see from my dispatch that we are hard at

work at Ciudad Rodrigo, and that place^ as well as Al-

meida, will be quite secure for the end of next month.

Ciudad
RODRIGO,

and at every other point, but their exertions were

much impeded by a fall of snow. 1812

2^th January.—The remains of Major-General

Craufurd were deposited this morning in a grave

excavated in the ditch at the foot of the lesser breach,

which his division had carried. Lord Wellington

and a very numerous body of officers attended the

ceremony.

An advanced redoubt was picketed out, and com-

menced on the lower Teson.

The sappers of the 3rd division, who had so ably

assisted the engineers throughout the siege, marched

to rejoin their several battalions.

28^^ January.—The commanding engineer, in a

conference with Lord Wellington at Gallegos, on

the 26th instant, having arranged the preliminaries

for besieging Badajos, sent orders this day to the

engineer commissary at Lisbon, to embark a pro-

portion of stores for Setuval, (13) at which place

the Commissary-General was directed to hire boats

to convey them to Alcacer do Sal. Orders were at

the same time sent to Cadiz for four officers and a

company of Royal military artificers to embark for

the Guadiana, and march from thence to Elvas, as

an addition to the engineers' means in the contem-

plated operation.
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1812. nave ordered all the preparatory arrangements to be made,

and I hope that every thing will be in readiness to enable

me to invest the place by the second week in March. We
shall have great advantages in making the attack so early,

if the weather will allow of it.

First; all the torrents in this part of the country are

then full, so that we may assemble nearly our whole army

on the Guadiana, without risk to any thing valuable

here.

Secondly ; it will be convenient to assemble our army

at an early period in Estremadura, for the sake of the

green forage, which comes in earlier to the south than

here.

" Thirdly ; we shall have advantages, in point of sub-

sistence, over the enemy, at that season, which we should

not have at a later period.

" Fourthly; their operations will necessarily be con-

fined by the swelling of the rivers in that part as well as

here.

" The bad weather, which we must expect, or other

circumstances, may, however, prevent us from carrying

our plan into execution, but I can only assure you that I

shall not abandon it lightly ; and I have taken measures

to have the best equipments for this enterprise."

—

Ed.

29^/i January.— Showery weather. Forty-nine

Spanish masons commenced the foundation of a new

revetment for the part of the scarp breached. They

were allowed the ordinary ration, and paid at four

rials each (twenty to the dollar). Eleven, who were

deemed superior to the others, were paid at six rials,

the usual rate of payment in Spain being, superior

masons, ten rials—common masons, seven rials.

30//i January.—Heavy showers. The level of

the bottom of the new revetment of the breaclies
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being, for the sake of covering the masonry, fixed

8 feet lower than the bottom of the original ditch, I812

the excavation constantly filled with water, notwith-

standing every endeavour to bale it out, which very

much retarded the workmen.

3lst January.— Settled heavy rain after 11

o'clock. Lord Wellington met General Castanos,

and rode with him along all the defences and the

ground round the place, when it was decided, in

consequence of the great numerical strength which

the Spanish General proposed for the garrison, to

construct an advanced redoubt on the northern face

of the upper Teson, to see into the ravines beyond

it, and keep an enemy distant from that side ; also

to strengthen and make more considerable posts of

the convents in the suburbs.

l5^ February.—Showery day. A work for 220

men, in furtherance of the above idea, was marked

out on the upper Teson, about 500 yards north of

the redoubt (R), and a caponniere of communication,

supported in the centre by a redan, was traced out

to connect them.

A working party of the troops of 1000 men com-

menced the above service, but their labour was

seriously interrupted by the wet weather.

During the attack the prevalence of sharp frosts

and cutting winds was deemed by every one pecu-

liarly unfortunate; but since the change of weather

they were found to have been the besiegers' best

friends, as water now rose every where at the depth

of a few inches below the surface, even on the sum-

mit of the upper Teson. The ground also between the

second parallel and the place became quite swampy.
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1812. had remained perfectly dry.

2nd February.—Heavy rain. The Agueda over-

flowed the suburbs on its left bank nearly two feet,

and cut off the communication with Portugal over

its western branch, and the place was left entirely

to its own resources.

In consequence of strong reports being brought

in, of the advance of the French army, and the

isolated situation of the garrison, every expedient

was adopted against a coup-de-main.

3rc?, Ath, and 5th February.—Rainy inclement

days, extremely detrimental to the progress of the

work. The river much swelled but passable.

From the 6th to I9th February.—Fine weather

prevailed, and every exertion was made to push on

tlie repairs and render the new works defensible,

by means of military working parties from the 5th

division. On the latter day about 3000 Spanish

troops marched into the town to form the garrison, and

relieve the British ; from which period the working

parties were furnished from the Spanish garrison,

but continued to be directed by the English officers.

23rc? February.—The Royal military artificers

marched for Elvas to be in readiness for the medi-

tated siege of Badajos, and orders were sent for the

company employed on the Almada position to march

for the same destination.

Ath March.—The works on the upper Teson, the

improvement of the redoubt Renaud, the strength-

ening of the several convents, and the additional

securities ordered to the western front of the place,

were reported as being complete. At the same
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time the breach in the fausse-braie was reported as Ciudad
^ RODRIGO,

being built up, its parapets renewed, the counter- 1812.

scarp in its front increased to 18 feet in depth, and

the new revetment of the breach raised 3 feet above

the level of the ditch.

^th March,—On this report Lord Wellington

came over to Ciudad Rodrigo, and caused the

Spanish governor, General Vivas, and the Spanish

chief engineer, General Calvet, to attend him round

the place, and having pointed out to them the

motives for the several changes and additions made

to the defences, and having supplied the latter with

the necessary funds (12,000 hard dollars) for their

completion, directed Lieutenant-Colonel Fletcher to

give up the charge of the fortifications to General

Calvet.

In the afternoon head-quarters commenced their

march for Elvas ; the several divisions of the army-

having been put in movement some days previ-

ously on the same place, with a view to undertake

the siege of Badajos.
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Badajos,
1812.

CHAPTER VI.

JOURNAL OF THE SIEGE OF BADAJOS IN MARCH
AND APRIL, 1812.

On the 11th March head-quarters were established

at Elvas, and the troops from Beira were cantoned

in the surrounding country, preparatory to the

investment of Badajos. The reduction of that fort-

ress had long been secretly preparing by Lord Wel-

lington, and on the capture of Rodrigo he con-

fidentially communicated to the heads of the com-

missariat, artillery, and engineer departments, his

views and means for the undertaking. The prin-

cipal difficulty was to collect a sufficient battering

train, the only heavy ordnance in the country, be-

sides the equipment at Almeida, being sixteen

24-pounders in transports in the Tagus. At first it

was intended to move the former along the frontier

of Beira into the Alemtejo ; but on a representation

of the reduced condition of the draft bullocks, from

want of due supplies of forage, which rendered it

unlikely they would be able at this season of the

year to overcome the difficulties of the road, parti-

cularly at the pass of Villa Velha, that idea was

abandoned, and it was decided to send along the

frontier the sixteen iron 24-pounder howitzers only,

with a certain proportion of the gun carriages, and

write to Admiral Berkely, commanding on the Lis-
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bon station, to request twenty 24-pounders from the

fleet to be sent to Setuval, with the sixteen already

in the transports, and to add to their numbers every

thing serviceable at Elvas.

Admiral Berkely, in reply to the request for

24-pounders, stated that no ship under his com-

mand carried guns of so heavy a nature, but offered

to supply twenty 18-pounders with carriages and

ammunition complete. This proposition being made

known to the commanding officers of artillery and

engineers, they were of opinion the siege might be

undertaken with a probability of success with the

above proportion of the train, 18-pounders, though

they would greatly have preferred all the guns being

24-pounders.*

Lord Wellington then drew up the following me-

morandum.

MEMORANDUM FOR MAJOR-GENERAL BORTHWICK,
MAJOR DICKSON, AND MR. BISSET.

January 26.

1. As soon as the gun bullocks will have brought in the

ordnance to Almeida, it is desirable that the sixteen

24-pounders carronades (howitzers) should be sent off to

the Alemtejo by eight bullocks to each.

They might go by easy stages, and the 150 bullocks re-

quired to draw the bridge might accompany them, in

order to assist in their removal.

* The difference of effect produced by the concussion of a

24-pounder or an 18-pounder shot striking a wall, particularly at

the distance of four or five hundred yards, is far greater than

would be conceived by those who have not watched the practice

with the two natures of ordnance at the same time. No engineer

should ever be satisfied with 18-pounder guns for breaching, when

he can by any possibility procure 24-pounders.

VOL. I. K

Badajos,
1812.
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Eadajos, 2. Twenty 24-pounder guns and their carriages, and six

spare carriages, with their necessary small stores, should

likewise be removed from Almeida to Barca d'Alva.

They should there be embarked in boats and sent down

to Oporto, and thence by sea to Setuval.

3. A letter has been written to Mr. Boyes, to request

him to send to Oporto all the 24-pounder shot and sphe-

rical case-shot that is at Villa de Ponte, and all the powder

(900 barrels) that is at Pezo de Regoa to Oporto ; to be

there embarked and sent to Setuval by sea without loss of

time.

4. As soon as the timber will be brought to Almeida

from Ciudad Rodrigo, and the bridge will be brought on

the transporting carriages to the same place from the

neighbourhood of Gallegos, the bullocks should be turned

to grass.

5. 1000 barrels of gunpowder, recently arrived from

England at Lisbon, to be ordered immediately to Setuval.

W.

MEMORANDUM ON THE OPERATIONS AGAINST BADAJOS,
FOR MAJOR-GENERAL BORTHWICK, MAJOR DICK-
SON, COLONEL FLETCHER, AND THE COMMISSARY-
GENERAL.

January 28, 1812.

Major Dickson will proceed to Setuval in order

to arrange the removal of the ordnance and stores

from Setuval to Elvas, passing by Elvas.

Feb. 5. He will require to go to Elvas 7 days.

7. To go to Evora 2 days.

8. To Alcacer do Sal 1 day.

10. To Setuval 2 days—in all 12 days.

Mr. Bisset will be so kind as immediately to

order an intelligent commissary to Setuval, with

directions to make the preparations of boats to

convey the heavy ordnance and stores from Setu-

val to Alcacer do Sal.

The same commissary is likewise to communi-
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cate with the magistrates of Evora and Alcacer do Badajos,

Sal and Setuval to procure bullocks and carts to

remove the ordnance and stores from Alcacer do

Sal to Elvas.

Supposing these arrangements to be ready by

the time of Major Dickson's arrival at Setuval,

and that he can immediately commence to remove

the ordnance and stores from the transports, it

will then take seven days to remove the ordnance

and stores from the transports to the boats, 4 days

Feb. 17. rto arrive at Alcacer do Sal, 4 days to prepare to

25* •< move from Alcacer do Sal, 12 days to march to

Mar. 8. LElvas—in all 38 days. W.

In compliance with these arrangements, Lieut.

Love marched from Almeida for Elvas on the 30th

January, with the sixteen iron 24-pounder howitzers,

and a proportion of stores ; and a few days subse-

quently Captain Power followed with twenty 24-

pounder and five 18-pounder travelling carriages,

and a further considerable proportion of stores.

The former arrived on the 25tli February, and the

latter on the 3rd March, and were parked on the

glacis with the divisions of the train as they suc-

cessively arrived from Alcacer do Sal, and on the

8th March the whole of the ordnance was col-

lected. (14)

Local preparations for the meditated enterprise

had been silently proceeding at Elvas from the

commencement of February, and on the arrival of

head-quarters were found to be in a very forward

state. The cutting tools, which had been sent from

Lisbon by land carriage, had been received in the

middle of the month ; and the Portuguese troops,
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^1812""' ^^^^^^ *^^^ pretext of improving the defences of the

place, had prepared between three and four thousand

gabions and fascines in the woods around, and had

brought about fifteen hundred into the fortress, also

a considerable number of splinter-proof timbers and

some plank. The bridge apparatus of twenty-two

pontoons, which had marched from Lisbon to

Abrantes in January, had arrived in good condi-

tion. Many of the stores from Alcacer do Sal had

also been received, and further quantities were daily

coming in.

I4tk Ma7xh.— All the engineer and artillery

means being collected, and every other preparation

being complete, the pontoons moved from Elvas in

the evening to form a fixed bridge over the Gua-

diana, and two large Spanish boats to form a flying

bridge. The latter were drawn by horses borrowed

from the artillery for the occasion.

1 5th March.—One of the large boats having been

overturned on the road, it was late before the bridges

were completed, and only General Le Marchant's

brigade of cavalry crossed.

INVESTMENT.

16th March.—Marshal Beresford, with the third,

fourth, and light divisions, under Generals Picton,

Colville, and Colonel Barnard, and one squadron of

Portuguese cavalry, altogether composing a force of

about 12,000 men, crossed the Guadiana on the

bridges, and invested Badajos on its south side

without opposition.

The garrison permitted a vidette to be pushed

forward and remain posted on the height of St.
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Michael within 200 yards of the Picurina fort, ^'\°5^2°^'

which enabled the commanding engineer to make

unnoticed a close reconnoissance of the point he

considered the most vulnerable, whilst the attention

of the garrison was much occupied by a recon-

noissance of the south and north fronts, by officers

who were desired to be persevering in obtaining a

view of the defences.

RECONNOISSANCE. Plate I.

On reconnoitring the place, it was found that the

French had strengthened it very considerably since

the attack of last year. In the castle they had

formed an interior retrenchment, and had mounted

many guns on its ramparts. They had also well

secured the rear of Fort Christoval, raised its glacis

and counterscarp before the flank breached, thrown

up a formidable redoubt on the site of the breaching

battery, and had brought into a state of great for-

wardness a covered communication from the tete-

de-pont to the fort.

On the south they had finished one ravelin, and

brought two others into a state to be useful, and

had commenced a cunette in the ditch, which in

many parts was full of water and impassable. They

had well enclosed the gorge of the Pardaleras out-

work, and had connected it with the place by inter-

mediate works ; and had erected very powerful

batteries looking into the rear of it. They had also

countermined the three right fronts. On. the east

side they had built up the arch of the bridge over

the Rivillas in rear of the lunette St. Roque, so as

to impede the flow of the current, and liad by that
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means formed an impassable inundation, spreading

along the foot of the glacis to the breadth of 200

yards, and entirely covering fronts 7— 8.» To at-

^ The following details of the works performed by the gamson

to strengthen the defences of the place, cannot fail to be interesting

to Engineers, as well as to military men in general.

—

Ed.

" Badajoz avait des vivres pour quarante ou cinquante jours

;

mais ses magasins ne renfermaient qu'un tres-petit nombre de

projectiles creux et cent cinquant mille livres de poudre seulement.

Le Colonel Picoteau, directeur de I'artillerie, avait demande avec

instance qu'il lui fut envoye de Seville cinq ou six mille bombes

et deux cent mille livres de poudre. Deux fois un convoi de ces

objets etait parti pour Badajoz ; mais a chaque fois le General Hill

I'avait fait retrograder, de sorte que la place ne put etre suffisam-

ment approvisionnee.

"La garnison etait forte de cinq mille hommes, y compris trois

cents hommes a I'hopital, et a peu pres autant de non-combattants.

Or, le developpement de la place et des ouvrages exterieurs exi-

geait au moins sept mille hommes, et, lors du siege de 1811, les

Espagnols en avaient neuf mille ; mais les difficultes d'approvi-

sionner une garnison de plus de cinq mille hommes avaient ete un

obstacle a son augmentation. La population de la ville, qui etait

de dix-sept mille ames en temps ordinaire, se trouvait reduite a la

moitie par la fuite des habitants. Les fermes et les moissons

avaient ete brulees par les Anglais lors des premieres attaques,*

et les paysans s'etaient enfuis, de sorte que les terres etaient

restees sans culture. Le General Philippon avait pris le parti de

faire labourer les terres dans un rayon de trois mille metres autour

de la place, au moyen des boeufs destines a I'approvisionnement du

siege, et de les faire ensemencer par les soldats. Les jardins aban-

* Au mois de Mai, 1811, a la suite d'un feu de joie allume par

des artilleurs Portugais qui campaient pres de Badajoz sur la rive

gauche de la Guadiana, la flamme gagna les champs et les buissons

voisins, et s'etendit avec une telle violence que, dans I'espace de

trois jours, elle arriva pres de Merida ; cette ville elle-meme ne se

trouva preservee de la plus horrible catastrophe que par sa position

sur la droite du fleuve. L'incendie dura quinze jours, et devora

des maisons, des bois, des paturages, les moissons deja presque

mures, et enfin tout ce qu'il rencontra.
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tack the castle in its improved state of defence was ^^812°^'

out of the question; and without miners, without

donnes avaient ete r^partis entre les corps et les officiers de I'etat-

major ; et, dans la prevoyance de I'interruption presumee des

communications avec le dehors, rien de ce qui pouvait mettre la

garnison en etat de se suffire a elle-meme n'avait ete neglige.

"La place etait en assez bon etat de defense, et Ton estimait

qu'elle pouvait resister de vingt a vingt-cinq jours de tranchee

ouverte. Dans les deux premiers sieges, I'ennemi avait battu en

breche le chateau, et afin de prendre cette breche de revers, il avait

attaque en meme temps le fort de San-Cristoval qui le domine.

Ce fut aussi sur ces deux points qu'eurent lieu les principaux per-

fectionnements. On construisit la lunette Verley, cotee 36, atrois

cent soixante metres en avant du fort San-Cristoval, sur I'emplace-

ment meme ou les Anglais avaient etabli leur batterie de breche

contre ce fort. Les fosses de cette lunette fui'ent tallies dans le

roc, a I'aide du petard, sur une profondeur de quatre metres

cinquante centimetres. On en releva de beaucoup les glacis, afin

de couvrir les escarpes, et la gorge de I'ouvrage fut fermee par un

bon mur crenele. Cette lunette, bien qu'eloignee du fort San-

Cristoval, etait a I'abri d'un coup-de-main. EUe dominait tous les

environs, si ce n'est du cotd de la hauteur d'Atalaya ; mais elle

etait bien defilee de ce point par une traverse sous laquelle on

avait construit un magasin a poudre et un logement blinde pour

cinquante hommes. Telle fut I'activite des travaux, qu'en moins

de quatre mois cet ouvrage fut achev6 et arm6.

"Les deux brecbes faites par les Anglais au fort San-Cristoval

avaient ^te reparees, les fossds approfondis dans le roc, les

contrescarpes relevees en magonnerie, et les glacis exhausses de

maniere a couvrir les escarpes, qui, precedemment, etaient vues

jusqu'au pied. On avait aussi amasse des materiaux dans I'inte-

rieur du fort pour y construire un magasin a poudre, une citerne

et une caserne a I'epreuve de la bombe.

" La tete-de-pont, ruinee dans le dernier siege, avait ete reparee,

ainsi que sa communication avec le fort San-Cristoval. Tous les

ouvrages de la rive droite de la Guadiana se trouverent ainsi dans

un bon etat de defense.

" Le chateau, situe au nord de la ville sur un rocher cleve de
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Badajos, mortars, and having only inexperienced sappers,

and a most inadequate number of guns to attack

the south fronts, which were countermined, and

would necessitate three or four lodgements being

quarante-quatre metres au-dessus du niveau des eaux de la Guadi-

ana, etait un excellent reduit pour la garnison. II renfermait une

partie des vivres et des munitions, et 1' unique magasin a poudre de

la place. Son antique muraille, flanqu6e de tours, et d'une hauteur

qui variait de sept a quatorze metres, avait ete reparee avec soin,

ainsi que la breche que les Anglais y avaient faite. Dans la partie

du chateau qui fait face au fort San-Cristoval, on avait eleve une

batterie dirigee contre ce fort et un retranchement exterieur qui

en defilait en partie le terre-plein. On avait remis en etat les

anciennes batteries, et Ton avait escarpe davantage le rocher du

cote de la campagne, ovi le ruisseau le Rivillas, flanque par la

lunette Saint-Roch, formait un autre obstacle. Tout cela faisait

regarder le chateau comme le point le plus sur de la place.

" Pour augmenter la force de la ville, on eclusa le pont du

Rivillas, situe a la gorge de la lunette Saint-Roch, ouvrage revetu

et entoure d'un bon fosse qui assurait bien le barrage, et Ton fit

encore un batardeau en ma9onnerie a I'extremite du fosse de la

face gauche. Les eaux remplirent les fosses du front 7-8, et re-

fluerent jusqu'a douze cents metres dans le vallon, de maniere k

couper les communications de I'ennemi devant la place, ou a le

forcer de rejeter ses attaques sur les fronts les mieux defendus.

" Le fort de Pardeleras avait ete releve de ses ruines, et ferme

a la gorge par un mur cr^nele. On fit une double caponniere

pour y communiquer de la porte del Pilar. On creusa plus pro-

fondement ses fosses pour donner plus de hauteur a I'escarpe, et

Ton rehaussa le front de droite, qui aurait pu prendre de revers les

approches de I'ennemi le long de la basse Guadiana. On con-

struisit dans ce fort un magasin a poudre et une caserne al'epreuve.

Le chemin couvert fut repare et palissade a neuf.

" Tous ces travaux, diriges par le colonel du genie Lamare et

les officiers sous ses ordres, ofFrirent de grandes difficultes. Les

troupes de la garnison etaient, pour ainsi dire, les seuls travailleurs

dont un put disposer, et la ville se trouvait d^pourvue de toute

espece de matdriaux."

—

Bclmas.
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formed, could not be recommended. Therefore, as ^"^^^2°^'

the only practicable measure, it was proposed to

take advantage of a defect in the fortifications, and

from a distance breach the main rampart, leaving it

to the valour of the troops to surmount the inter-

mediate obstacles, which, in a properly conducted

siege, would be removed by art and labour.

DETAILS OF PROJECT OF ATTACK. Plate IV.

This project of attack was formed on the know-

ledge that the counterguard in front of the right

face of the bastion of La Trinidad being left in an

unfinished state, the main scarp of the bastion might

be seen sufficiently low down from the hill on which

Fort Picurina stands, to be breached from thence.

In consequence it was proposed to establish a parallel

which should embrace Fort Picurina with its left,

and extend so far to the right as to form a first

parallel against the place in which enfilading bat-

teries might be established to keep under the fire of

all the faces and flanks bearing on the Picurina

hill : also to throw up batteries on the left of the

parallel to injure the front defences of Fort Picurina,

and to plunge into its interior with small charges,

fired at high elevations, so as to break down the

palisades along its gorge.

These batteries to open at daylight, and on the

evening of the same day it was proposed to assault

Fort Picurina, make a lodgement in it, and connect

it with the first parallel. Then to throw up breach-

ing batteries in the most eligible situations on the

Picurina hill, to breach the right face of the bastion

Trinidad ; and as the attack would not admit of the
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^"18^2°^' oppos^t^ flank of the bastion of Sta. Maria being-

silenced by enfilade fire, it was proposed to breach

it also at the same time with the face. Further, as

from the distance of the breaching batteries, several

days would be required to render the breaches

practicable, during which time the garrison might

retrench them, it was proposed, as soon as the great

breaches should become practicable, to turn the fire

of all the breaching guns upon the curtain between

them, and make a third breach in it, which would

from its situation turn the defences of the other

two.* The obstacle of the inundation to be avoided

by forming the columns for the assault behind the

hills to the south and west of it. The covered-way

and ditch to be entered as at Rodrigo. (15)

engineers' means provided for the siege.

OFFICERS.

Lieutenant- Colonel Fletclier, commanding.

Major Squire, director.

Burgoyne, ditto.

1st Brigade— Captain Ellicombe,

Lieutenant Gipps (wounded).

2nd Brigade—Major M'Leod (wounded).

Lieutenant Elliot (wounded),

3rd Brigade—Captain Nicholas (mortally do.),

Lieutenant Emmett (wounded).

* About the year 1757, the King of Spain ordered the enceinte

of Badajos to be rebuilt upon a much superior profile to the works

then existing. The bastions, however, only were finished, and

they are still connected by the original curtains, which are very

low, and of extremely bad masonry: no doubt was therefore enter-

tained that a breach could be efi'ected in the curtain in one day's

firing. Probably the French were informed of this particular, and

in consequence selected the curtain for the place of their breach.
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4tli Brigade—Captain Williams (wounded),

Lieutenant de Salaberry (killed).

5tli Brigade— Captain Holloway (wounded).

Lieutenant Stanway.

6th Brigade— Captain Mulcaster (killed).

Lieutenant Melhuish (wounded).

7th Brigade— Captain Wedekind,

Lieutenant Lascelles (killed),

Wright,

Reid,

Wells, -]

Veitch, Joined from

^^ ^ ,
Cadiz during

Harry Jones,
j

the operation.

Pitts.

Major John T. Jones, Brigade-Major.

One hundred and twenty rank and file, all that

remained effective of the men of the third division

instructed in sapping, again joined the department

under Major Thompson ; and there were present

115 rank and file of the corps of Royal military

artificers, being the detachment from Ciudad Rod-

rigo, and the company from Almada. The company
from Cadiz did not join till nearly the conclusion of

the siege. On the 21st March, 80 carpenters from

the line marched into the park for the purpose of

laying the platforms.

At daylight on the morning of the investment,

120 bullock cars, laden with engineers' stores,

marched from Elvas, also 1000 Portuguese militia-

men, carrying 500 gabions. The latter reached the

investing corps in the evening, but the cars did not

arrive till 4 a. m. on the following morning (the

17th), although the distance was not sixteen miles.

\lth March.—The park was fixed on a gently

rising ground, about 1800 yards from the place, a

ADAJOS,
1812.
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'm?^' ^^^^^^ ^^ *^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ Talavera road. The inter-

vening heights of St. Michael concealed it from the

view of the garrison.

In the course of the siege there were deposited in

the park, 3000 intrenching tools, 80,000 sand-bags,

1200 gabions, 700 common fascines, and an equal

number of tracing fascines, with a sufficient supply

of plank and splinter-proof timber and small stores.

A quantity of brushwood was collected in the vicinity,

and made serviceable during the operation.

ARTILLERY MEANS PROVIDED FOR THE SIEGE.

OFFICERS.

Lieutenant-Colonel Framingham, commanding.

Robe, joined 30th March.

Major Dickson, directing the service of the siege.

May, Assistant Adjutant-General.

Major Holcombe.

Captain Gardiner.

Power.

Latham (killed).

Dansey.

Dundas (wounded, lost an arm).

Lieutenant Bourchier.

Weston.

Connel (killed).

Grimes (wounded).

Love (slightly wounded).

GERMAN ARTILLERY.

Captain de Rettberg.

Daniel.

Lieutenant Luchow.

Thiele (slightly wounded).

De Goeben (severely wounded).
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PORTUGUESE ARTILLERY. BadaJOS,

Major TuUoch (wounded severely).

Captain Cox.

Michell.

Also two captains, and twelve lieutenants, natives

of Portugal.

GUNNERS.

Rank and File.

British Artillery ....... 296

Portuguese ditto 566

862

Artificers attached to the battering train . . 25

ORDNANCE AND AMMUNITION.

24-pounders, iron 16

18-pounders, do. (Russian guns) ... 20

24-pounder howitzers, iron * . . . . 16

52

24-pounder round shot from the

north, fi'om Alcacer do Sal, and col-

lected at Elvas, (including 6720

22-pounder and 23-pounder) . . . 22,367

18-pounder round shot from Alca-

cer do Sal, and collected at Elvas . 17,837

5^-inch common shells 2,526

5|-inch spherical do 2,440

24-pounder grape 1,680

24-pounder case 424

18-pounder grape 1,000

18-pounder case 500

with an ample supply of powder.

* A species of ordnance invented to give the greatest effect to

spherical case-shot. They are made only six calibres in length,

without a chamber, and weigh 13 cwt. The charge one-twelfth

the weight of the shot.''

^ This piece of ordnance no longer forms part of the siege

equipment.

—

Ed.
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^1812°^' Some additional supplies of 24-pounder and 18-

pounder round shot were received from Alcacer

during the operation.

The inequality of the 18-pounder shot was so

great that it became necessary to divide them into

three sizes, and paint them of different colours, to

preserve regularity in practice.

The first division of ordnance, consisting of eight

24-pounders, ten 18-pounders, and eight 24-pounder

howitzers, marched from Elvas on the morning of

the investment to the bridge over the Guadiana.

Plate IV. JOURNAL OF THE ATTACK.

Night between the 17 th and 18th Mm^ch.

Working party 1800 men.

Covering party 2000 „

The commanding engineer, having thirty armed

men as a support, proceeded at dusk to the heights

of St. Michael, whilst the covering party paraded in

front of the engineers' park, and the workmen re-

ceived their tools. The trace of the parallel was

soon picketed out at 160 yards from the covered-

way of the fort ; but there being great irregularity

in the line of ground over which the approaches

were to be traced, and the evening being very wet

and windy, full three hours passed before the parties

were ready to begin work.

From the proximity of the intended parallel to

the Picurina redoubt, the covering party could not

be placed in front of the workmen, but was distri-

buted in the hollows, ccc.

From this same cause of the parallel being so
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very near to the fort, as almost to render the dis-
^'\'J^2°^'

covery of the workmen certain, the moment they

should begin to use their tools, it was decided to

line the approaches with workmen, as a preliminary

measure, and then to line the parallel.

The communication (h h) from the rear to the

parallel measured 4000 feet, and therefore should

only have taken 1000 workmen to open it; but the

night being excessively wet and windy, it may be

supposed that some irregularities prevailed, and

when the approaches were lined, only 600 men in-

stead of 1000 were found disposable for the parallel.

They were placed at 3 feet apart, and opened 600

yards of it from a to b.

The wet and tempestuous weather during the

night, added to the little suspicion entertained by

the garrison of any such immediate and bold effort,

prevented their discovering the workmen till day-

light, although from the trenches a good deal of

bustle was occasionally heard in the work.

IS th March.

Working party 1200 men.

Guard of the trenches . . . 1500 „

At daylight the approaches and parallel were

generally 3 feet deep, and 3 feet 6 inches wide, and

the relief was employed to improve them. As soon

as the work of the night was perceived, the garrison

of Fort Picurina was greatly reinforced, and a con-

tinued musketry fire was kept up from the parapets

and covered-way. They also fired frequently from

a howitzer and three or four field-pieces in the fort

;

and occasionally a few rounds were fired from some
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^'i8'i2°^'
^^^^"^y guns on the ramparts of the fortress, hut

without much effect.

Frequent and heavy showers throughout tlie day.

Night between 18th arid 19th March.

Working party 1800 men.

Guard of the trenches . . . 1500 ,,

Battery No. 2, for four 24-pounders, against the

Picurina fort, and battery No. 1, for three 18-

pounders and three S^-inch iron howitzers, were

traced out at dusk ; the latter was intended to en-

filade the communication from the town to the fort,

as well as to assist No. 2 in breaking the palisades

and ruining the defences of the Picurina.

400 men were employed on those two batteries

and their communications, 400 in the parallel opened

last evening, 600 to render the approaches (hh)

passable, and the remaining 400 to prolong the

parallel about 450 yards to d on the right, and also

to extend it from a to k beyond battery No. 1 on

the left.

19th March.

Working party 1400 men.

Guard of the trenches . . . 1500 ,,

The workmen were distributed throughout the

parallel, approaches, and batteries.

During the night the garrison had raised the

parapets of Fort Picurina, and had formed good

cover with sand-bags for their tirailleurs in the

covered-way, from behind which they kept up a

steady discharge on all exposed to their view. As

many men of the guard of the trenches as could be
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posted in the parallel, without stopping the work, ^

were similarly employed against the fort.

The fire of artillery from the town was greatly in-

creased this morning, particularly on the portion of

the parallel opened during the night; but being

almost entirely from guns, and spread over a con-

siderable front, it appeared so much less formidable

than the concentrated volleys of shells at Ciudad

Rodrigo, that the workmen and guard almost dis-

regarded it.

At 1 P.M. the garrison made a sortie with 1500

infantry and 40 cavalry. They filed out of the

town by the Talavera gate, and the infantry formed

into line, unobserved, in the communication from

the lunette St. Roque to the Picurina redoubt. As
soon as formed they pushed forward in good order

at a quick rate, and were in the parallel before

the workmen could stand to their arms, or the

guard be regularly formed to receive them. At

the same moment with the advance of the infantry,

the cavalry came round the right flank of the

parallel at a hand - gallop, and were in a few

minutes in the depots at 1000 yards in rear of

the trenches.

The guard and the working party being thus

surprised, were driven out of the parallel in great

disorder; but before they had fallen back fifty

yards they were rallied by the ofiicers, and in

their turn charged the assailants, dislodged them
from the parallel, and pursued them far be-

yond it.

The French cavalry caused great confusion

amongst the unarmed men in the engineers' park,

VOL. I. L
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^18^2°^' ^^^^^^^ ^f whom received severe sabre cuts ;
but on

the approach of an armed force the assailants re-

tired without having destroyed any of the stores or

materials.

The French sappers who accompanied the in-

fantry filled in a small portion of the parallel during

the few minutes the sortie held possession of it, and

carried off about 200 intrenching tools.

The loss of the besiegers from this sortie amounted

to nearly 150 officers and men killed and wounded ;

amongst the latter was Lieut.-Colonel Fletcher, the

commanding engineer.*

To prevent any similar dashing enterprises of the

French cavalry, some squadrons of dragoons joined

the besieging force, and one squadron, with a

brigade of field-pieces, was kept constantly mounted

behind the heights of St. Michael. A signal -post

was also in the course of the afternoon established

on the Sierra del Viento, at a point from which

the reverse of the covered communication from

the town to Fort Picurina could be seen, to

give the commanding officer in the trenches

instant notice of the assembly of the smallest body

of troops.

Half the battering train was this day brought

forward and parked in a concealed situation on the

* Colonel Fletcher was struck in the groin by a musket-shot

fired within the distance of thirty or forty yards ; but happily a

silver dollar piece received the blow on its surface, and saved his

life. Nevertheless the ball forced the dollar into the groin nearly

an inch, and occasioned so severe a wound as to deprive the

army of his active personal services till almost the conclusion of

the siege.
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north-east of the engineers' park, about 2500 yards ^"^"3^2°^'

from the place, the other half being left at the

bridge on the Guadiana. The ammunition was

conveyed in bullock cars from Elvas to the bridge,

and brought from the bridge to the park by the

small-arm ammunition mules of the army.

At 3 p. M. a heavy and uninterrupted rain began

to pour down.

Night between \dth and 20th March.

Working party .... 1400 men.

Guard of the trenches . . 1400 „

The working party in the approaches (h) being

no longer required, and that in the parallel between

a and b being reduced to 100 men, there remained

500 men to break fresh ground; and the parallel

was opened to its full extent on the right from d to

n, in a direction clear of the redoubt in front of

Christoval, and also as far as the inundation on its

left, being altogether more than 600 yards.

The night was extremely wet and unfavourable,

and there was little fire kept up on either side.

20th March.

Working party .... 800 men.

Guard of the trenches . . 1400 „

Colonel Fletcher was unable to leave his bed

from the pain of his wound, and there was every

appearance of his being disabled for the remainder

of the siege ; nevertheless Lord Wellington ordered

that he should retain the direction of the attack,

and to enable him to do so. came to his tent at
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Badajos, 8 A. M. to decide on the work for the next twenty-

four hours, and such continued to be the practice

till nearly the conclusion of the operation.

The brigade-major attended these meetings with

a report and sketch of the work performed during

the past twenty-four hours, and a proposition for

the next similar period; which, when approved or

amended, was communicated to the director on duty,

and carried into effect.

The addition to the parallel on the right was ex-

cavated last night to 3 feet deep, and 3 feet 6 inches

wide ; but in consequence of a sudden fall of 5 feet,

caused by the difference of level between the Tala-

vera road and the ground on its left, added to the

extreme hardness of the road itself, over which the

rain flowed in torrents, a space of 20 yards of the

parallel was left with insufficient cover. Upon this

opening the garrison kept up a constant fire of mus-

ketry from the covered-way of the lunette, and of

grape-shot from the ramparts, whenever any one

showed himself; it was not therefore deemed pru-

dent to file the workmen of the morning relief past

the opening.

Before noon this gap was blinded up with the

loss of only three men killed or disabled by means

of a great number of filled sand-bags thrown into

it, and the relief of the afternoon was extended

throughout the parallel.

But little progress could be made on the right, as

the trenches were full of water ; and from the dead

level of the ground there was no possibility of

draining them.
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Night between 20th and 21st March. ^Ist^^'

Working party .... 1400 men.

Guard of the trenches . . 1400 ,,

and during the remainder of the siege it varied

from 1200 to 1400 men.

The parallel was extended on the left across the

Seville road, and the following enfilading batteries

were commenced

:

Battery No. 4, for six 24-pounders and one 5^-inch

howitzer, on the prolongation of the right face of the

bastion La Trinidad.

Battery No. 5, for four 18-pounders, on the pro-

longation of the right flank of the bastion St. Pedro.

Battery No. 6, for three 24-pounders, iron howit-

zers, on the prolongation of the right face of the

lunette St. Roque.

These batteries were placed in rear of the parallel

on account of the soft state of the ground, which

rendered it doubtful if guns could cross or be

moved along the parallel ; and also under the idea

that they would be more secure from any sortie

which the garrison might make from the lunette

St. Roque. Some of these batteries not being more
than 300 yards from the lunette, and the parallel

measuring above 1800 yards in extent, whilst the

guards of the trenches mustered only 1400 men, it

seemed probable that a sudden rush might succeed

for a time sufficient to spike the guns.

As there was no investing corps on the right of

the Guadiana, and several French officers had been

seen making observations from thence, it was ap-

prehended they thought to enfilade the right of the

parallel, and it was therefore thrown back in the
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direction ef. During the night the garrison made

a small sortie ; it caused the workmen to stand to

their arms, and consequently created some little

delay, although it was instantly driven in by the

guard of the trenches.

Lieutenant Wright was wounded.

^ " Au jour, lorsque nous apercumes les travaux de ces bat-

teries, nous crumes que I'ennemi voulait battre en breche le front

8-9, dont I'escarpe etait fort mauvaise et vue jusqu'au pied, qui

n'avait pas de fosse ni de chemin convert, et dont la courtine,

resserr^e par les maisons de la ville, etait sans parapet. On se

hata done de renforcer ce front. Le colonel du genie Lamare fit

commencer, en avant de la courtine, un retranchement en terre

pour en couvrir les magonneries, et il fit raser dans la ville les

maisons qui resserraient le plus le rempart.

" II tomba beacoup de pluie dans la journee, et I'inondation du

Rivillas, tendue a sa plus grande hauteur, baignait les fosses du

front 7-8 jusqu'a la moitie de la face droite du bastion 7. La

lunette Saint-Roch, prenant par sa position des revers avantageux

sur les cheminements de I'ennemi, on jugea necessaire d'en as-

surer la communication ; mais au lieu de construire un parapet en

terre, qui eut exige plus de huit jours de travail, on se contenta

de tendre, a partir de la porte de la Trinite, de shnples rideaux de

toile soutenus par des perches: nos troupes purent alors passer

derriere sans etre apercues, ce qui fit le desespoir des tirailleurs

Anglais. Trois nouvelles pieces de 24 furent placees sur la courtine

du front 7-8. Le bastion 8, outre ses trois pieces de 24, rcfut

deux mortiers de douze pouces, quatre obusiers de 8, dont deux

montes sur afi"uts de mortiers, et sept mortiers eprouvettes.

Comme la place ne se trouvait pas tres-resserree sur la rive droite

de la Guadiana, le gouverneur fit sortir de la tete de pont deux

pieces de 12 allongees, qui furent mises en batterie au bord du

fleuve pres de I'embouchure de la Gevora, afin d'enfiler la parallele

de I'ennemi. Ces deux pieces firent beaucoup de mal aux

Anglais, qui furent obliges de changer la direction de la partie

droite de leur parallele."

—

French account. Ed.
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2lst March. Badajos,
iyi2.

Working party .... 1400 men.

Employed on the batteries and in perfecting the

parallel. Battery No. 2 was brought into a state

to be armed.

At 7 A. M. the garrison advanced two field-pieces Plate iv.

(A) on the right of the Guadiana, to enfilade the

parallel ; but from the change of direction in the

night they did but little mischief; and a few rifle-

men being immediately posted on the banks of the

river, and firing with effect, they quickly withdrew

their guns.

Two French ofl&cers having been observed making

a strict reconnoissance of the hills on the flank of

the Pardaleras, on the left of the approaches, gave

rise to an idea that they were about to establish

artillery there to enfilade the left of the parallel, in

like manner as they had done the right. Lord

Wellington in consequence ordered a picket of forty

men to take post in a hollow way near the bridge

over the Calamon, and supported them by a detach-

ment of 200 men encamped behind the hill between

the Calamon and Rivillas. Two 9-pounders were

also brought up to the same spot.

Heavy showers all day.

Night between 2lst and 22nd March.

Working party, 1 600 men at dusk.

1400 at midnight.

1200 at daylight.

The exact enfilade of the right face of the lunette

St. Roque falling on a hollow, which would render

the fire from battery No. 6 uncertain, a direct bat-
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tery (No. 3) against the lunette, for four 18-pounders,

was picketed out.

The relief at dusk was by some mistake 350 men
short of its numbers, which however was of little

consequence ; for at 1 1 p. m. came on a heavy rain,

which continued throughout the night, and little

progress could be made with the batteries on the

low ground.

The left battery against the Picurina (No. 1)

being in an elevated situation, had all the mass of

its parapet thrown up, and its sand-bag revetments

raised nearly to the genouillere.

22?z<i March.—The parallel on the low ground

was full of water, and the whole morning was

occupied in emptying it, and making an artificial

bottom of fascines and sand-bags, to enable the troops

to move along it ; and in ineffectual attempts to es-

tablish efficient drainage cuts.

During the last night the garrison threw up

cover for three field-pieces on the right bank of the

Guadiana, and soon after daylight brought them out

and opened a very destructive fire, which continued

throughout the day, the shot pitching into the

parallel beyond the return at e, a range of 1400

yards. (16) In consequence of this, Lieut.-General

Leith, with the 5th division, was ordered to march

from Campo-maior, and invest the place on that

side.

At four p. M. fell one of the heaviest showers

imaginable, which again filled the trenches with

water. The pontoon bridge across the Guadiana

was carried away by the rise of the river ; eleven of

the pontoons sunk at their anchors, and the current
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became so rapid that the flying bridges could with ^"^g^g"^'

difficulty work. It therefore became a question if

it would be possible to supply the army with pro-

visions, and bring over the guns and ammunition

for the attack ; and serious apprehensions were en-

tertained that it would be necessary to withdraw

from before the place.

Lieutenant Piper was sent to resume his charge

of the pontoons and flying bridge on the Guadiana,

and Lieutenant Lascelles to secure and re-establish

the brid2:e of communication over the Tao^us at Villa

Velha ; and in consequence the brigades of officers

for the attack were reduced to seven.

Night between 22nd and 23rd March.

Working party . . 1400 men.

In the early part of the night the platforms of

No. 1 battery were laid down, and before daylight

that battery and No. 2 were armed : three artillery-

men were wounded whilst bringing in the guns.

On the low ground the working party did little

beyond clearing the trenches of water and rendering

them passable, as the men sunk at every step nearly

knee deep.

23rd March.

Working party .... 1200 men.

The garrison had large parties at work all last

night and this morning, in front of the curtain

between the bastions St. Pedro and St. Antonio,

and in strengthening the castle, evidently mistaking

the point of attack.*^

^ " De notre cote, nous poussames activement nos travaux de
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The morning was fine, and the ground having

become tolerably firm, every exertion was made to

get the platforms laid down. This being attempted

in some of the batteries on the right, the parapets

of which barely afforded cover, the garrison con-

centrated a good deal of fire on the carpenters, and

killed or wounded several. Nevertheless the work

was persevered in with spirit, and at noon all the

batteries were so far advanced as to leave no doubt

of their opening on the following day ; but at 3 p. m.

torrents of rain began to fall, which continued till

7 p. M., and every part of the trenches again became

full of water.

Night between 237'd and 24M March.

Working party . . 1400 men.

The rain which fell in the afternoon had so com-

pletely saturated the ground, that the water stood

every where in pools ; the earth lost its consistency,

and would not retain any form, but fell into the

ditch as fast as thrown out ; the revetments of the

batteries also fell, and no solid foundation could be

obtained upon which to lay the remaining plat-

forms.

The guns could not travel along the parallel, or

across the fields into the batteries, and no progress

was made with the attack.

defense auxquels huit cents hommes etaient employes constam-

ment. Deja le massif en terre, entrepris pour couvrir la courtine

du front entre las bastions de St. Pierre et St. Antoine, avait un

assez grand relief."

—

French account. Ed.
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2Mh March.
^""i^tT'

Working party . . 700 men.

The morning was wet, but the afternoon proved

fine, and the batteries were all nearly perfected be-

fore dark.

The garrison throughout the afternoon maintained

a much heavier fire on the trenches than at any

period since the commencement of the attack. It

was, however, principally from guns, and the men
being well covered by the parapets, few casualties

occurred.

The 5th division invested Christoval.

Night between 24th and '25th March.

Working party, 1000 men at dusk.

800 at midnight.

The night was fine, and the garrison, probably

fatigued with their exertions during the day, fired

but little ; and all the batteries were completed and

armed as follows, without loss

:

5j-inch

24-prs. IS-pra. howitzers.

No. 1. The guns to enfilade the left face of
Picurina, and the communication to it from

the town ; the howitzers to plunge into

the interior and beat down the rear pali-

sades, &c.

No. 3. For a direct fire against the Picu- \ a n
rina. j

No. 3, For a direct fire against the right"! ^ .

face of the lunette St. Roque. J

No. 4. To enfilade the right face of La") „ ^
Trinidad bastion. J

No. 5. To enfilade the right flank of bastion "1 ^ .

St. Pedro. j-
o 4

No. 6. To enfilade the right face of the "I

q q
lunette St. Roque. j

10 11
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Badajos, ^ sufficient supply of ammunition was deposited

in the magazines, and every thing prepared for the

batteries to open in the morning.

The artillerymen were divided into three reliefs,

composed of British and Portuguese, in proportion

to their relative numbers, under the command of

the three senior captains, Holcombe, Gardiner, and

De Rettberg.

Majors Tulloch and May were appointed to a

general superintendence of the fire.

25th March.—At 11 a.m. the above-mentioned

batteries opened, and the fire was continued very

briskly throughout the day. The garrison also fired

briskly throughout the day from the ramparts of

the place ; but their artillery in Fort Picurina and

the lunette were speedily silenced.^ The howitzer in

No. 4 battery was rendered unserviceable by a shot

from the place.

Captain Mulcaster was killed in the parallel by a

cannon-shot, and immediately afterwards Lieutenant

Rammadge, assistant engineer; Captain Pereira

de Amaral, of the Portuguese artillery, was also

killed, and Lieutenant Grimes, of the Royal Artil-

lery, wounded.

The day's firing, beyond breaking down some of

the palisades in the covered-way, had produced very

little visible effect on the defences of Fort Picurina

;

nevertheless the trenches being now well supported

by a good parallel, and the batteries to enfilade all

the faces and flanks of the place, bearing on the

^ " L'ennemi parvint a dcmonter les pieces de la lunette Picu-

rina et endommager fortement le parapet de cet ouvrage, qui

n'avait que quatre metres d'e'paisseur."

—

French account. Ed.
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Picuriiia fort, being in full play, it was determined ^ jg^g"^'

to assault and make a lodgement in that work this

evening.

Night between 25th and 26th March.

Working party for twenty-four hours.

1400 men at dusk.

1400 at midnight.

700 at daylight.

600 at noon.

DESCRIPTION OF FORT PICURINA. Plate V.
figs. 1,2, and 3.

Fort Picurina is a work in the form of a bastion,

of nearly 200 feet faces and 70 feet flanks, the rear

being closed by a front of fortification. The profile

from the bottom of the ditch to the crest of the

parapet measures above 30 feet in height, but only

the lower 14 feet of the scarp is perpendicular : at

that height a row of fraises was fixed on the wall,

and the remainder of the height of the profile was

gained by a slope which men could ascend. The

counterscarp measured generally 9 feet in depth;

and at the rounding before the salient angle of the

faces four splinter-proof casemates had recently been

finished, which flanked the ditch before the faces.

The rear, or gorge, was without a counterscarp, but

was well flanked from its trace, and well secured by

a treble row of inclined palisades. The two flanks

alone were without flank defence.

Within the work three splinter-proof casemates,

loopholed, and having their entrances well secured,

served as a retrenched guard-house.

There were seven pieces of ordnance mounted on
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the ramparts, and the garrison, commanded by a

colonel on the staff, mustered nearly 300 men.

Major -General Kempt, commanding in the

trenches, made the following arrangements for

Plate IV. the assault:

Two detachments of 200 men each to be formed

in the parallel, the one on the extreme left, the

other in the opening {d). Each detachment to be

preceded by six carpenters with cutting tools, six

miners with crow-bars, and twelve sappers carrying

ladders. Lieutenant Stanway to lead the left column,

and Lieutenant Gipps the right column ; and both

detachments to quit the parallel at the same moment,

by signal. The left detachment to move round the

right flank of the work, and endeavour to force in

at the gorge. The right detachment to move direct

upon the communication from the town to the

Picurina, and leave there 100 men posted at w, to

prevent any succours being sent to the fort ; whilst

the other 100 should march upon the work to assist

the left detachment in forcing the gorge, and pre-

vent the garrison escaping. A third, or reserve

party of 100 men, to be conducted by Captain

Holloway, was formed in No. 2 battery, in readi-

ness to assist the other detachments by a front at-

tack, should they find much difficulty in forcing in

at the gorge.

EXECUTION OF THE ASSAULT.

It was 10 p. M. before these arrangements were

completed, at which hour the signal was made, and

the detachments advanced. The left party reached

the gorge of the work without being discovered

;
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but on attempting to cut down or force over the Badajos,

palisades, the defenders opened such a heavy fire of

musketry that no one could effect it, although the

utmost resolution and perseverance were displayed

by both men and officers.

The right detachment strictly obeyed its orders,

and the half of it which proceeded to the gorge of

the work were received with such a heavy fire, that

after two or three fruitless attempts to get over the

palisades, they drew round to the left flank of the

fort, where the ditch was not flanked, and fixing

their ladders against the fraises projecting from the

escarpe, the foremost were quickly on the top of

the parapet, overlooking the garrison defending the

rear. The French troops on the ramparts imme-

diately concentrated to oppose this efiTort, when a

spirited conflict ensued, and those first up the lad-

ders seemed likely to be beaten back.

Whilst the contest at the gorge was still doubtful,

Major-General Kempt ordered the reserve party to

advance from No. 2 battery. It entered the covered-

way at the points where the palisades had been

beaten down, descended the counterscarp, and ap-

plied the ladders to the fraises. The foremost men
readily mounted, and waited on the fraises till some

twenty or thirty were assembled ; when they pushed

up the parapet, but were so firmly received by the

defenders that many were shot or bayoneted back,*

and they only forced in at the same moment that

* Several officers and many men, shot dead or severely wounded,

were found lying on the fraises after the assault, which incontest-

ably proves, as the upper part of the work was not flanked, that

the defenders disputed the parapet.
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^1812°^' *^^^ right detachment mounted the flank. Some of

the garrison continued to resist even after the assail-

ants were in possession of the rampart, and were

consequently bayoneted; and many were drowned

in the inundation in attempting to escape; but a

colonel, two other officers, and 80 men, were made
prisoners.

This brilliant achievement cost the troops 4 officers

and 50 men killed, and 15 officers and 250 men
wounded. Captain Powis, who commanded, and

Captain Holloway, who conducted the reserve de-

tachment, were each badly shot on the parapet of

the left face of the work; and Lieutenant Gipps

received a bayonet wound on that of the flank.

^

Immediately the work was carried three battalions

were moved up from the trenches and posted in its

vicinity, to prevent the possibility of the garrison

recovering it by an offensive effort.

Whilst these battalions were still in movement,

the alarm bell rang in the town ; many rockets

were thrown up, and a random fire of musketry and

cannon was opened from every part of the ramparts,

the garrison evidently apprehending a general as-

sault. Shortly afterwards the beating of a drum in

the lunette of St. Roque created the alarm of a sortie*

^ " Le Gouverneur et le General Veiland t^raoignerent haute-

ment leur mecontentement de la faible defense qu'avaient faite les

defenseurs de la lunette, qui, en efFet, negligerent de faire rouler

sur I'ennemi les bombes et les barils foudroyants disposes sur les

parapets, moyens qui avaient ete si efficacement employes en 1811

au fort San-Cristoval."

—

Belmas. Ed.

* It appears from the journal of the defence, that a sortie was

actually attempted at this moment, and sustained considerable loss

from the fire of the guard in the trenches.
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in the trenches, and the guard and troops in reserve ^^

commenced a heavy firing : this occasioned a still

heavier firing from the town, which increased that

from the trenches, and it was long past midnight

before quiet was restored.

A lodgement was then formed on the terreplein,

and a communication into the work secured by

means of a ramp carried up the exterior slope at

the salient angle: this lodgement was connected

with the first parallel by the boyau (t d), and sup-

ported on its left by a part of the second parallel

extending to the inundation.

Major Macleod was severely wounded, directing

these works ; nevertheless by the exertions of the re-

maining officers sufficient cover was obtained to

secure the men before daylight.

2Qth March.—A proportion of the guard of the

trenches was placed in the trench on either side of

the Picurina, but none but sentinels were permitted

to enter the work.

The fire from the place into the fort was constant

and very heavy, and in the course of the day utterly

demolished the lodgement of last night ; but before

evening the sappers had completed a fresh lodge-

ment along the exterior of the unflanked faces of

the work.

Batteries 3, 4, 5, and 6, and the three howitzers

in No. 1, continued their fire against the defences

with the greatest activity during the whole of this

day. The garrison also kept up a very vigorous

fire, and a 24-pounder gun was disabled in No. 4

by their shot.

The ricochet fire of the batteries was less eff"ectual

VOL. I. M
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^^m2^^'
*^^^^ might have been expected, but none of the

distances were less than 600 yards. The lines to be

enfiladed were short, and it required the greatest at-

tention to keep the artillerymen, particularly the

Portuguese, to the proper system of direction for

this species of fire. They would not believe they

were doing good in firing over the parapet, and

they preferred striking the wall whenever they

could do so unobserved ; and this was done to such

a degree, that the left face of the bastion La Trini-

dad was very much injured at the salient angle.

In the evening ever}^ portion of the second parallel

was in a state to cover the guard.

Nos. 1 and 2 batteries were dismantled.

Night hetiveen 26th and 21 th March.

Working parties for twenty-four hours.

1200 men at dusk.

1200 at midnight.

600 at dayhght.

600 at noon.

The following batteries and communications were

traced out and commenced at dusk.

No. 7 batter}^ for twelve 24-pounders, to breach

the right face of the bastion Trinidad.

No. 9 battery, for eight 18-pounders, to breach

the left flank of the bastion Sta. Maria, defending

the principal breach to be made in La Trinidad.

No. 10 battery, for three 24-pounder iron howit-

zers, to enfilade the ditch in front of the principal

breach, to prevent the garrison working in the

ditch and creating obstacles to the approach to the

breach.
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A boyau from No. 1 to the salient angle of the ^^812°^'

Picurina, as being a nearer and more convenient

communication to the new batteries.

21th March.—The garrison, which, till after the

capture of Fort Picurina, had been completely in

error with respect to the plan of attack, now per-

ceiving that front 6, 7, was the point menaced, had

employed working parties during the last night to

raise and put in order the covered-way and un-

finished ravelin of that front; and this morning

those defences were lined with men well covered

behind sand-bags or gabions, who kept up a well

directed musketry fire on the working parties throw-

ing up the new batteries.

Strong working parties were also employed

throughout the day by the garrison to raise the

unfinished counterguard before the bastion of La

Trinidad.

The fire from the besiegers' batteries 3, 4, 5, and

6 was maintained with vigour the whole day, and

the ricochet practice was much improved. The

garrison also fired briskly, and disabled one 18-

pounder gun in No. 3, and one 18-pounder in

No. 5.

The last division of the heavy ordnance was

brought from the bridge to the park.

During the night the precaution had been taken

to place a row of well filled gabions in front of the

ditches of the several new batteries, to enable the

workmen to continue the excavation after daylight

;

but the artillery of the garrison soon knocked many
of the gabions down, after which the casualties from

musketry became so frequent, that it was deemed
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^^^°^^°^' right to employ workmen in the interior of the

batteries only.

Sub-Lieut. Wallace was amongst the wounded.

The new communications from the first parallel

to the advanced batteries were passable this evening.

Night between 21th and 28th March.

Working parties for twenty-four hours.

1200 men during the night.

1000 in the day.

As the lunette St. Roque covers the dam (V),

which retains the water in the inundation, it was

deemed advisable to force the garrison to abandon

the lunette and break down the dam ; when, as the

inundation would immediately subside, the troops

would not be cramped in their movements, and the

works might be pushed much nearer the place.

With this view the second parallel was extended to

the right (su), but could not be carried across the

Talavera road from the hardness of the soil, and the

light colour of the road, on which the moon shining

bright discovered the workmen to the garrison, who
picked them off as at noon-day.

The carpenters began to lay the platforms of No.

9 battery. The terreplein of No. 7 was not suffi-

ciently sunken for that purpose, but the platforms

were sent to the trenches by the evening relief.^

^ " On se prcpara dans la place a repousser I'assaut, bien que la

muraille n'eut pas encore etc battue en breche. On fit a I'arsenal

des barils foudroyants avec de gros tonneaux bourrcs de paille

goudronnce, de poudre, de grenades et de dix-huit ou vingt boulets

creux de 24. On construisit des chevaux de frise avec des lames

de sabres de cavaleric, implantces dans des poutres. On plaga
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2%th March.— The gabion screen before the
^^si?'^'

batteries had been so much strengthened during

the nio-ht, that the workmen this morning were

posted both in the ditch and interior of the bat-

teries.

That portion of the second parallel opened last

night was converted into a good trench.

Between daylight and noon the carpenters com-

pleted the platforms of battery No. 9.

The garrison last night withdrew their artillery

from the parapets of the lunette of St. Roque ; but

kept the salients of the covered-way and the interior

of the work well lined with expert marksmen, who
fired with much eifect.

The besiegers' fire continued as yesterday from

batteries 3, 4, 5, and 6, but in the course of the day

two of the howitzers having been dismounted in No.

6, and a number of casualties having taken place in

it from the plunging fire of the castle, that battery

was dismantled, and the howitzers placed under

cover of the parapet.

Lieutenant Connell, of the Royal Artillery, was

killed this day.

No other changes were made this day or during

the ensuing night with regard to the artillery in

sur les remparts, aux points d'attaque presumes, des bombes, de

vieux boulets, des essieux de voitures et de grosses pieces de bois,

pour etre jetes sur I'ennemi. Le chef de bataillon Billon, du

neuvieme regiment leger, charge de la defense du bastion 1, eut

I'idee de faire creuser dans le parapet et au bord de I'escarpe une

tranchee en guise de chemin de rondes, afin de de'couvrir le fosse,

et de repousser plus avantageusement toute tentative d'escalade.

Le meme travail fut fait par les autres chefs de corps sur presque

tout le de'veloppement de la place."

—

Belmas. Ed.
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^Ysl?^' ^^^^ batteries, except completing and making good

by exchange all damaged carriages, &c.

Night between 28th and 29ih March.

Working parties for twenty-four hours.

1200 men during the night.

1000 in the day.

The howitzers from No. 6 battery being exchanged

for guns from the other enfilading batteries, and

two guns being disposable from No. 4, admitted of

that addition to the breaching batteries ; and No. 8

battery, for six 18-pounders, against the flank of

Santa Maria, was commenced.

The second parallel was carried across the Tala-

vera road by the sap, and a trench for riflemen {g g)

was struck out in front of the breaching batteries.

29th March.—The sap of last night was attempted

to be turned into a trench, but the fire of artillery

knocked over the gabions so constantly that the

party was withdrawn.

No. 10 battery, for three 24-pounder howitzers,

to enfilade the covered-way and ditch of the front

to be breached and assaulted, was completed this

morning.

The fire from batteries 3, 4, and 5 was maintained

throughout the day as yesterdaj^.

The garrison continuing to raise the Trinidad

counterguard, and to add materially to the strength

of front 6, 7, Lord Wellington ordered six addi-

tional guns to be brought from Elvas and placed in

a battery No. 11, to assist in driving the garrison

from the lunette of St. Roque. These guns after-

wards to breach the curtain of front 7, 8, which it
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seemed probable an assaulting column might find

means of approaching, should the dam be destroyed

and the water of the inundation lowered.

Night between 29th and 30th March.

Working party for twenty-four hours,

1000 men each relief.

The sap across the Talavera road was converted

into a good trench, and the sappers extended the

second parallel some yards to its right.

Battery No. 11 was commenced at dark, on the

glacis of the communication betv/een the lunette and

the Picurina fort, and a good blind of gabions

being immediately formed in front of the ditch, the

party worked without much loss under a sharp fire

of musketry throughout the night.

This night breaching battery No. 9 was armed

with eight 18-pounder guns, three of which were

those employed in No. 1, and five were brought

from the park.

No. 10, enfilading battery for the ditch before

the breach in the face, was also armed with three

24-pounder howitzers brought from No. 6.

30^^ March.—Batteries 3, 4, and 5 continued

their fire, and breaching battery No. 9, of eight 18-

pounders, opened against the left flank of the bastion

of Sta. Maria. The practice was excellent, but the

wall proved so hard and solid, that apparently very

little impression was made by the shot.

Soon after this breaching battery opened, the

magazine for its supply, which was in the ditch of

the right face of Picurina, was unfortunately blown

up by a shell from the place, by which accident

Badajos,
1812.
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^^8^12°^' ^^^^ artillerymen were killed and several wounded,

and it also occasioned a good many casualties other-

wise. There were upwards of 300 18-pounder car-

tridges in the magazine when the explosion took

place, but no delay was occasioned in the fire of the

battery, as cartridges were obtained from No. 3, till

a supply arrived from the depot.

The gunners serving No. 9 were at first much
annoyed by the enemy's musketr}^ but riflemen

being posted in the trench (g g), they kept it under.

In consequence of the advance of Marshal Soult

to the relief of the place, the 5th division was with-

drawn from before Christoval, and marched to the

front. Some squadrons of Portuguese cavalry ar-

rived to watch the town on that side.

Night between 30^A and ^\st March.

Working parties, 1000 men at dusk.

800 at midnight.

500 throughout the day.

The magazines and platforms of Nos. 7 and 8

batteries being finished, they were armed as follows :

No. 7 breaching battery, twelve 24-pounder guns

against the right face of the bastion of Trinidad,

viz.

24-pounders, from No. 4 5

24-pounder, formerly employed in No. 2 . 1

24-pounders, from the park 6

12

No. 8 breaching battery, of three 24-pounders

and three 18-pounders, against the flank of Sta.

Maria, viz.
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24-pounders, formerly in No, 2 ... 3

18-pounders, from the park 3

6

The sappers continued to approach the Umette

St. Roque : Captain Williams and Lieutenant Elliot

were wounded in directing them.

3l5^ March.—The distribution of the battering-

train ordnance was now as follows

:

24-prs.

24-pTs. 18-prs. howitzers.

No. 1 3

No. 3 3

No. 5 3

No. 7, to breach Trinidad .12
No. 8, to flank Sta. Maria .3 3

No. 9, do. do. ... 8

No. 10 3

In the park 1 9

Unserviceable 1 2 1

16 20 16

Six Portuguese 24-pounders were prepared at

Elvas for arming battery No. 11, but these guns

never moved from that fortress.

Batteries 3, 5, and 9 continued their fire, and 7,

8, and 10 opened for the objects before mentioned.

Lieutenant-Colonel Robe, at his particular re-

quest, took charge of breaching battery No. 7, against

the face of La Trinidad.

The garrison, since the 26th, had succeeded in

raising the counterguard before the part intended to

be breached about 4 feet, as shown by the light

shade, a, b, c, in section 5, Plate V.; and at the

period the batteries opened the counterguard covered

Badajos,
1812.
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^ISi?"^'''
1^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ lower part of the scarp, the total

height of which was 31 feet.

The fire against the two breaches was kept up

with the greatest vigour during the day, and the

practice was excellent, but still had little effect on

either point, and in the evening the flank of Sta.

Maria appeared but little injured, notwithstanding

the increase of fire upon it, (17)

The fire of the garrison this day w^as particularly

active ; Captain Barreiros was mortally, and Lieu-

tenant Thiele slightly, wounded.

Night between Z\st March and \st April.

Working parties, 800 men during the night.

500 in the day.

A boyau from No. 10 to 11 was formed this

night, to secure a more ready communication be-

tween the batteries and parallels. The boyau was

traced in the direction to u, but the fire from the

covered-way of the lunette obliged the sappers to

change the direction to their left.

\st April.—It w^as discovered this morning that

the garrison had succeeded in raising the counter-

guard considerably in consequence of the enfilading

batteries not having been sufficiently active during

the night.*

* The following order was issued in consequence.

"Reserve Orders, Camp before Badajos,\st April.

" It having been reported to the commanding officer by the

commanding engineer that the batteries, with the exception of that

commanded by Lieutenant de Goeben, did not fire at the breach

last night, according to orders given, he is determined to report

every otiicer to Lord Wellington who shall neglect this duty,"
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The breaching batteries continued their fire the

same as yesterday, and by this evening the revet-

ment of the face of Ti-inidad was at several points

pierced through, and the clay behind it clearly seen.

The flank of Sta. Maria also began to show some

injury; it was, however, a very solid mass of masonry,

and evidently casemated. Captain Dundas lost an

arm and was dangerously wounded in the side by a

cannon-shot.

The garrison, notwithstanding the enfilade fire,

kept working parties steadily employed on the

rampart behind the breach.

The sappers and working party in the trenches

were employed to improve the work of last night.^

Night between \st and 2nd April.

Working parties, 800 men during the night.

400 during the day.

All the batteries not actually firing were tho-

roughly repaired, which was the nightly practice

throughout the siege.

The sappers were employed to approach the lunette

by zigzags {in m), and succeeded in placing and fill-

ing 120 gabions.

During the night a fire of grape-shot and spheri-

cal case was ordered to be kept up from Nos. 7, 8,

^ " Au matin, les batteries de I'ennemi recommencerent leur

feu, et a la fin du jour une partie de I'escarpe s'etait ecroulee, en-

. trainant le parapet, tant k la face droite du bastion 7 qu'au flanc

gauche du bastion 6. On fit aussitot un nouveau parapet au som-

met des deux breches avec des sacs a terre et des ballots de laine ;

mais on eut bien de la peine a le maintenir centre les boulets de

I'ennemi."

—

Belmas. Ed.

Badajos,
1812.
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and 10, to prevent the garrison raising the counter-

guard in front of the right face of Trinidad.

2nd April.—A most active and well directed fire

was maintained from the breaching batteries the

whole of this day.

The escarpe of the right face of La Trinidad was

nearly beaten down, but the clay behind it being

supported by the counterforts, remained standing

very perpendicularly.

In the flank of Sta. Maria the piers and arch of

the casemates were laid quite open to view, and

proved a serious impediment to the formation of

the breach.

Lieutenant Aranjo was mortally, and Lieutenant

Love slightly, wounded.

Night between 2nd and 3rd April.

Working parties, 600 men during the night.

200 during the day.

Battery No. 11, intended to assist in expelling the

garrison from the lunette of St. Roque, and to form

a breach in the curtain behind it, was completed and

armed as follows

:

18-pounders, from No. 3 3

1 8-pounder, from the park 1

18-pounders, from No. 5 2

6

Three 24-pounder howitzers were brought from

the park to No. 5, which was then armed as fol-

lows :

—

1 8-pounder gun 1

24-pounder howitzers 3
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A fire of grape-shot was kept up on the faces being ^^g ^2"^'

breached during the night.

A bold attempt was made between 9 and 10 p. m.

to blow down the batardeau (S) retaining the water

in the ditch of the lunette, which would have had

the effect of drawing off the inundation. The powder

could not be placed precisely at the foot of the

batardeau wall as intended, and in consequence

failed to blow it down. (18)

^rd April.—Battery No. 11 opened on the curtain

between the bastions Trinidad and St. Pedro; but

the wall proving very hard, after a few rounds the

fire was turned against the right shoulder of the

lunette, it being considered that the supply of am-

munition would not warrant a great expenditure to

form a breach, the possibility of approaching which,

since the failure in blowing down the batardeau, had

become very doubtful.

The fire of the breaching batteries continued all

this day with unabated activity, and in the evening

both breaches wore a very promising appearance.

Nearly the whole of the parapet over the great

breach had been cut away, so that the terreplein

became quite open to view. The garrison never-

theless kept parties at work in rear of both breaches

and under the counterscarp wall ; they had also

many men at work throwing up a large battery (T)

on a level with the castle, in a situation to overlook

the great breach.

Lieutenant Da Silva was killed, and Lieutenant

Pereira da Rosa, Portuguese artillery, lost an

arm.
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Night between 3rd and Ath April.

Working parties, 600 men during the night.

200 during the day.

A battery (No. 12) was traced out this evening

on the extreme right of the parallel, for fourteen

iron howitzers, to open with spherical case and

grape on the enemy's new battery (T) at the mo-

ment of the assault.

The sap was pushed nearly to the crest of the

salient angle of the covered-way of the lunette, and

extended from thence to the right and left.

Ath April.—Marshal Soult having advanced to

Llerena, an arrangement was made to leave two

divisions to guard the trenches, and give battle with

the remainder of the army.

The fire of artillery upon the head of the sap ren-

dering it very improbable that the sappers would be

able to work up and gain possession of the lunette,

before the breaches would be practicable, two guns

in No. 7 battery were turned on its rear enclosure,

(a wall between 2 and 3 feet thick,) to make an

opening in it, with a view of forcing in during the

night ; but from the obliquity of the object they did

not produce the desired effect.

The fire from the breaching batteries continued

as before, and by the evening both breaches appeared

practicable, though not quite in a state to be as-

saulted.

An 18-pounder gun in No. 11 rendered unser-

viceable by a shot from the place.'

' " Dans Taprfes-midi, nous vimes arriver au camp des Anglais

une longue suite de chariots charges d'echelles, et faire d'autres
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Night between Ath and 5th April.

Working parties, 400 men during the night.

300 at daylight.

200 at noon.

Battery No. 12, for the howitzers, was finished.

This battery being only to fire during the assault,

was little more than a screen, and a plank for each

wheel formed the only platforms.

5th April.—The chief work of the day was to

extend and improve the trench for musketry (g g) in

advance of the breaching batteries, it being found

dispositions qui nous annoncaient un prochain assaut. Le gouver-

neur prit des le soir meme des niesures pour le repousser. Des

chevaux de frise a lames de sabre furent places en ligne en avant

du parapet artificiel, construit au sommet de chaque breche, et

Ton disposa, en avant de cet obstacle, un chapelet de bombes de

quatorze pouces et de barils foudroyants, que des canonniers,

postes en arriere pour y mettre le feu, devaient faire rouler dans

le fosse a I'approche de I'ennemi. Le sommet des breches etait

en outre borde par I'infanterie, couverte par le parapet artificiel,

et Ton donna trois fusils. ^ chaque soldat pour que le feu fut plus

nourri au moment be I'assaut. L'ennemi ne s'etant pas presente,

on enleva a la pointe du jour tons ces moyens de defense pour

qu'il n'en eut pas connaissance et empecher que son artillerie ne

put les detruire; une semblable manoeuvre eut lieu les nuits

suivantes.

" On continua a travailler au grand retranchement en terre

commence depuis quatre jours en arriere du front d'attaque ; mais

son foss^, qui n'avait encore que cinq ou six pieds de profondeur

sur autant de largeur, n'etait pas un obstacle sur lequel on put

compter pour arreter l'ennemi.

" Un grand bateau, qui dans la journ^e avait ete amene a la

porte de la Trinite, fut lance a la nuit tombante dans la partie du
fosse plein d'eau du bastion 7, et place au saillant de ce bastion

perpendiculairement a sa face droite. Ce bateau recut la compagnie

de tirailleurs, qui se trouva ainsi avantageusement placee pour

fianquer la breche k une courte distance."

—

Belmas. Ed.

Badajos,
1812.
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tliat the riflemen, who occupied the finished parts of

the trench, fired into the embrasures of the place

with great effect.

The fire from the breaching batteries was resumed

with the usual vigour till nearly noon, when the

breaches appearing to be sufficiently easy, three

guns of No. 8 were turned upon the curtain through

the opening between the Trinidad bastion and the

unfinished ravelin, to try the strength of the revet-

ment. The wall was visible to the bottom, and a

few rounds produced a very great effect.

The fire of the place was very lively in the early

part of the day, and was particularly kept up through

all the embrasures in the right flank of the bas-

tion St. Pedro, notwithstanding enfilading battery

No. 5 had been ricocheting the line of the parapet

for ten days. The little effect of the fire of No. 5

was attributed to the superior height of the rampart,

it being between 30 and 40 feet above the battery,*

and also to the inconsiderable length of the flank.

This morning the breaches were reported to Lord

Wellington to be in such a forward state, that a few

hours' more firing must render them as practicable

as could be desired ; and it was taken into con-

sideration, whether to storm them in the evening, or

delay the assault for twenty-four hours, in order to

form a third breach. At noon his lordship made a

close personal reconnoissance of the breaches from

the most advanced point of the trenches, and seeing

the great extent of wall beaten down, and having

* Recent experiments however prove that an elevation of 40

feet does not affect ricochet practice.
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assured himself of both openings being of very easy Badajos,

ascent, and the close approach of Marshal Soult's

army for the relief of the place rendering the gain

of a single day highly important, decided to give

the assault in the evening, and issued instructions

accordingly.

At 2 p. M. the commanding engineer was desired

to obtain the best view he possibly could of the ob-

stacles created by the garrison behind the breaches

;

and after a most attentive examination from various

points, having reported that the principal breach

appeared to be prepared for an obstinate and pro-

tracted resistance, it was determined to carry the

original plan into effect, and turn all the guns of

the batteries on the old wall of the curtain between

the two breaches, so as in one day's firing to obtain

an opening into the place which should turn the

retrenchment of the bastions, and which opening

being assaulted as soon as made, could have no in-

terior defence.

At 4 p. M. the orders for the assault this evening

were countermanded, and directions given for a

continued fire of grape-shot to be kept up on the

breaches throughout the night.

Night between 5th and 6th April.

Working party, 300 men at dusk.

300 at midnight.

Such of the embrasures of the breaching batteries

as could be turned to see the curtain were so changed,

and the platforms made to correspond.

The batteries throughout the night fired grape at

intervals on the breaches, and occasionally enfiladed

VOL. I, N
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^Tsl?^'
^^^^ ditch and rampart of the front breached, with a

view to interrupt the working parties of the garri-

son; but an incessant clinking of tools heard be-

tween the discharges, and the great appearance of

work in the morning, proved without much effect.^

In consequence of the advance of Marshal Soult

with an army to raise the siege, the covering force

under Sir R. Hill (having destroyed the two centre

arches of the bridge at Merida) fell back on Tala-

vera this evening.

The 5th division, under Lieutenant-General Leith,

joined the besieging force, and bivouacked in rear

of the Sierra del Viento, to support the operations

of the assault.

Fourteen 24-pounder howitzers were run into

No. 12 during the night.

' ^ " Le 5, les breches etaient praticables a tel point qu'il eut

ete possible d'y faire passer un escadron de cavalerie : on ne

pouvait plus en d^blayer le pied, tant les decombres etaient con-

siderables. L'ennemi tirait a mitraille sans discontinuer, et nous

ne perdions jamais a ce travail moins de cinquante travailleurs

par nuit. Nous fimes rassembler sur les breches tous les ob-

stacles que I'art et la necessite pouvaient nous faire inventer

:

chevaux de frise en bois et a lames de sabres, ballots de laine,

sacs a terre, fascines, cordages, bateaux, haquets, barils foudroy-

ants, chapelet de bombes de quatorze pouces ; enfin sept cents

hommes, I'elite de la garnison, armes chacun de trois fusils,

attendaient le moment de I'assaut. L'ennemi, intimide par ces

preparatifs, crut qu'il ^tait indispensable pour mieux assurer le

succes de son entreprise de faire une troisieme breche.

" Le 6, des la pointe du jour, il dirigea toutes ses batteries sur

la courtine des deux bastions battus, et y fit breche en douze

heures. Dans la nuit et pendant la journee, nous fimes les plus

grands efforts pour retrancher cette breche comme les deux

autres."

—

Journal de la Defense par le Colonel Lamare. Ed.
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n±i A •/ Badajos,
bth April. 1812.

Working party, 150 men at daylight.

150 at noon.

This morning eight 24-pounder guns and six

18-pounder guns of the breaching batteries were

directed on the curtain through the opening be-

tween the Trinidad counterguard and the unfinished

ravelin R.

The escarpe was considered to be 23 feet in height,

and the guns saw to its very base.

The masonry, as had been represented, proved

extremely bad, and after two hours' firing had been

quite pierced through, and by 4 p. m. a good prac-

ticable breach had been formed.

Lord Wellington soon afterwards, having recon-

noitred the three breaches, ordered the assault to

take place in the evening, and in the mean while

directed all the guns to be turned against the

defences.

MEMORANDUM. ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE ASSAULT „,
Plate III.

OF THE BREACHES.

There may he some alteration in this plan, which will be communicated

by reference to the number of the paragraph altered.

1. Th€ fort of Badajos is to be attacked at 10 o'clock

this night.*

* The hour originally named was half-past seven, being imme-

diately after dusk, but it was subsequently changed to ten, in

consequence of the arrangements being found to require that delay.

The garrison took advantage of the interval between the breaching

batteries ceasing to batter, and the commencement of the assault,

to cover the front of the breaches with harrows and crows'-feet,

and to fix a chevaux-de-frize of sword-blades on their summits.
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BadAJOS, 2. The attack must be made on three points ; the castle,

the face of the bastion of La Trinidad, and the flank of the

bastion of Sta. Maria.

3. The attack of the castle to be by escalade; that of

the two bastions by the storm of the breaches.

4. The troops for the storm of the castle, consisting of

the third division of infantry, should move out from the

right of the first parallel at a little before 10 o'clock, but

not to attack till 10 o'clock.

5. They should cross the river Rivillas below the broken

bridge over that river, and attack that part of the castle

which is on the right, looking from the trenches, and in

the rear of the great battery constructed by the enemy to

fire on the bastion of La Trinidad.

6. Having arrived within the castle, and having secured

the possession of it, parties must be sent to the left along

the rampart, to fall on the rear of those defending the

great breach in the bastion of La Trinidad, and to com-

municate with the right of the attack on that bastion.

7. The troops for this attack must have all the long

ladders in the engineers' park, and six of the lengths of

the engineers' ladders. They must be attended by twelve

carpenters with axes, and by six miners with crow-bars, &c.

8. The 4th division, with the exception of the covering

party in the trenches, must make the attack on the face of

the bastion of La Trinidad, and the light division on the

flank of the bastion of Sta. Maria.

9. These two divisions must parade in close columns of

divisions at 9 o'clock. The light division, with the left in

front ; the 4th division with its advanced guard, with the

left in front ; the remainder with the right in front. The

4th division must be on the right of the little stream, near

the picket of the 4th division, and the light division must

have the river on their right.

10. The light division must throw 100 men forward

into the quarries, close to the covered-way of the bastion

of Sta. Maria, who, as soon as the garrison are disturbed.
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must keep down by their fire the fire from the face of the ^'\°'^^°^'

bastion of Sta. Maria, and that from the covered-way.

11. The advance of both divisions must consist of 500

men from each, attended by twelve ladders ; and the men
of the storming party should carry sacks filled with light

materials, to be thrown into the ditch, to enable the troops

to descend into it. Care must be taken that these bags

are not thrown into the covered-way.

12. The advance of the light division must precede that

of the 4th division ; and both must keep as near the inun-

dation as they possibly can.

13. The advance of both divisions must be formed into

firing parties and storming parties. The firing parties

must be spread along the crest of the glacis to keep down
the fire of the enemy; while the men of the storming

party who carry bags will enter the covered-way at the

place d'armes, under the breached face of the bastion of

La Trinidad; those attached to the 4th division on its

right, those to the light division on its left, looking from

the trenches or the camp.

14. The storming party of the advance of the light divi-

sion will then descend into the ditch, and turning to its

left, storm the breach in the flank of the bastion of Sta.

Maria, while the storming party of the 4th division will

likewise descend into the ditch, and storm the breach in

the face of the bastion of La Trinidad.

The firing parties are to follow immediately in the rear

of their respective storming parties.

15. The heads of the two divisions will follow their

advanced guards, keeping nearly together, but they will

not advance beyond the shelter afforded by the quarries

on the left of the road till they will have seen the heads

of the advanced guards ascend the breaches : they will

then move forward to the storm in double quick time.

16. If the light division should find the bastion of Sta.

Maria intrenched, they will turn the right of the intrench-

ment by moving along the parapet of the bastion. The
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Badajos,
4^;Ji division will do the same by an intrenchment which

appears in the left face, looking from the trenches of the

bastion of La Trinidad.

17. The light division, as soon as they are in possession

of the rampart of Sta. Maria, are to turn to their left, and

to proceed along the rampart to their left, keeping always

a reserve at the breach.

18. The advance guard of the 4th division are to turn

to their left, and to keep up the communication with the

light division. The 4th division are to turn to their right,

and to communicate with the 3rd division, by the bastion

of St. Pedro, and the demi-bastion of St. Antonio, taking

care to keep a reserve at the bastion of La Trinidad.

19. Each (the 4th and light) division must leave 1000

men in reserve in the quarries.

20. The 4th division must endeavour to get open the

gate of La Trinidad ; the light division must do the same

by the gate called Puerto del Pillar.

21. The soldiers must leave their knapsacks in camp.

22. In order to aid these operations, the howitzers in

No. 12 are to open fire upon the batteries, constructed by

the enemy to fire upon the breach, as soon as the officers

will observe that the enemy are aware of the attack, which

they must continue till they see that the 3rd division are

in possession of the castle.

23. The commanding officer in the trenches is to attack

the ravelin of St. Roque with 200 of the covering party,

moving from the right of the second parallel, and round

the right of the ravelin, looking from the trenches, and

attacking the barriers and gates of communication between

the ravelin and the bridge, while 200 men, likewise of the

covering party, will rush from the right of the sap into the

salient angle of the covered-way of the ravelin, and keep

up a fire on its faces. These last should not advance from

the sap, till the party to attack the gorge of the ravelin

will have turned it. That which will move into the

covered-way on the right of the ravelin looking from the
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trenches, ought not to proceed further down than the ^•^"'^2°^'

angle formed by the face and the flank.

24. The remainder of the covering party to be a reserve

in the trenches. The working parties in the trenches are

to join their regiments at half-past seven o'clock.

Twelve carpenters with axes, and ten miners with crow-

bars, must be with each (the 4th and light) division. A
party of one officer and 20 artillerymen must be with

each division.

25. The 5th division must be formed, one brigade on

the ground occupied by the 48th regiment; one brigade

on the Sierra del Viento; and one brigade in the low

grounds extending to the Guadiana, now occupied by the

pickets of the light division.

26. The pickets of the brigades on the Sierra del

Viento, and that in the low grounds towards the Guadiana,

should endeavour to alarm the enemy during the attack

by firing at the Pardaleras, and at the men in the covered-

way of the works towards the Guadiana.

27. The Commander of the Forces particularly requests

the General Officers commanding divisions and brigades,

and the Commanding Officers of regiments, and the

Offiers commanding companies, to impress upon their men

the necessity of their keeping together, and formed as a

military body after the storm, and during the night. Not

only the success of the operation, and the honour of the

army, but their own individual safety, depend upon their

being in a situation to repel any attack by the enemy, and

to overcome all resistance which they may be inclined to

make, till the garrison have been completely subdued.

W.

It will be seen by the omission of all mention of

the third breach, that these orders were written for

the assault as intended to have taken place on the

evening of the previous day.
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On the 6tli a memorandum was sent to Major-

General Colville to allot a jDortion of the advance of

the 4th division to storm the breach in the curtain

between the bastions Sta. Maria and La Trinidad.

Further, the garrison being hourly improving their

defensive expedients, Lieutenant-General Leith was

directed to employ a brigade of the 5th division to

escalade the bastion of St. Vicente, or the curtain

and flank between it and the bridge over the Gua-

diana, and to be prepared to support this brigade

with the remainder of his division : at the same time

the following notes on the foregoing instructions

were issued.

Note upon the 6th Paragraph.— It is recommended

that the attack of the 3rd division should be kept clear

of the bastion of St. Antonio, at least till the castle, which

is above and commands that bastion, will be carried.

Note upon the 9th Paragraph.—This arrangement of the

columns is made in order that the light division may
extend along the ramparts to the left; and that the 4th

division, with the exception of the advanced guard, which

is to communicate by its left with the light division, might

extend along the ramparts to the right. It may be neces-

sary, however, for these divisions mutually to support

each other, and attention must in this case be paid to the

formations.

No. 13 will run thus :—after the words " while the

men of the storming party who carry bags will enter

the covered way," insert, "those of the light division,

at the place d'armes on the left, looking from camp, of

the unfinished ravelin ; those of the 4th division, on the

right of that ravelin, at the place d'armes under the

breached face of the bastion of La Trinidad."

No. 14. General Colville will observe that a part of the
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advance of the 4th division must be allotted to storm the ^^JiV<?^'
1812.

new breach in the curtain.

Note on No. 15.—The place here pointed out may be

too distant. The heads of the columns should be brought

as near as they can without being exposed to fire.

Note on No. 19.—It will be necessary for the command-

ing officer of the light division to attend to the ditch on his

left as he will make his attack. He should post a detach-

ment in the ditch towards the salient angle of the bastion

of Santa Maria^ so as to be covered by the angle from

the fire of the next bastion on its left, looking from the

trenches.

Note upon No. 22.— Some signal must be arranged

between the commanding officer of the artillery and the

officer who will command the attack on the castle, for

ceasing the fire in No. 12.

Note upon No. 23.—It would be better that this attack

should move from the right of the sap. The commanding

officer in the trenches must begin it as soon as he will

observe that the attack of the 3rd division on the castle is

perceived by the enemy.

No. 26. The commanding officer of the light division

will attend to this.

General Power will likewise make a false attack on the

tete-de-pont. (19)

EXECUTION OF THE ASSAULT.

The assault commenced at the appointed moment,

by the party allotted to escalade the lunette St.

Roque moving into the rear of that work, whilst

the guard in the sap opened a musketry fire on its

faces.

This front fire so completely occupied the attention

of the garrison of the lunette, that the escalading

party fixed the ladders and mounted the rear en-
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^'I'sli"^'
^lo^^^'6 wall almost unopposed, and actually came

into contact with those defending the faces before

they were aware of the work being carried.

During this time the third division, under Major-

General Picton, had reached the banks of the

Rivillas, where the garrison discovered their ap-

proach, and opened a fire on them from the whole

of the eastern works ; nevertheless the troops as-

cended the heights with perfect regularity, and at-

tempted to rear the ladders against the walls of the

castle.

The opposition to an escalade was most obstinate.

The defenders, by means of logs of wood, large

stones, loaded shells, &c., which had been ranged

along the crest of the parapet, crushed all those em-

ployed to rear the foremost ladders ; and even after

having expended these useful auxiliaries, the garri-

son continued to make a successful resistance by

means of a well directed musketry fire on the body

of the assailants, and bayoneted down all those

brave fellows who first ascended the ladders; but

by the persevering and stimulating endeavours of

General Picton and the officers of the division, who
personally exerted themselves to raise the ladders,

and brought up fresh men as fast as the foremost

fell, an entry was at length forced up one ladder.

That effected, the resistance slackened, the remain-

ing ladders were quickly reared, the men ascended

in rapid succession, bayoneted the defenders, and

established themselves in the castle. The division

was then immediately formed, with the view of

marching down in an overpowering body on the

breaches ; but all the gateways were found walled
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up or too strongly barricaded to be forced, and no

further effort could at the moment be made.'

• " On pensa qu'il (I'ennemi) avait I'mtention de livrer I'assaut,

et que pendant cette canonnade ses colonnes etaient en mouvement.

Tout a coup une tres-vive fusillade se fit entendre de tous cotes.

L'ennemi se presenta sur la contrescarpe, vis-a-vis des br^ches,

et se jeta dans le foss^. A ce moment, on fit jouer les chapelets

de bombes qui etaient sous ses pieds et qu'il n'avait point de-

couverts : tous ceux qui etaient dans le fosse furent tues ou

blesses. La place ressemblait a un volcan. Deux fois l'ennemi

tenta de gravir les breches, mais deux fois il fut repousse : il

laissa plus de deux mille hommes dans ce lieu de carnage.

" Le gouvemeur etait sur la place Saint-Jean, a peu pres au

centre de la ville, lorsque le chef de bataillon Rio, de I'artillerie

Espagnole, vint lui annoncer que l'ennemi avait penetre dans le

bastion 6. On pouvait croire a un tel rapport d'apres les cris

efiroyables qui se faisaient entendre de ce cote ; mais le gouver-

neur, voulant s'en assurer par lui-meme, s'y porta aussitot, et eut

la satisfaction d'apprendre que l'ennemi, apres un dernier effort

qu'il avait tente, venait d'etre repousse,

"La fusillade continuait toujours au chateau. Le gouverneur,

regardant ce point comme le plus fort, avait donne I'ordre aux

commandants des bataillons de s'y retirer, en cas que Ton fut

force dans la ville, afin d'y obtenir une capitulation ; lui-meme

y avait envoy^ ses bagages, ainsi que ceux des officiers. II fut

done tres-surpris lorsqu'un officier vint lui rendre compte que

l'ennemi en avait escalade les murailles. Le gouverneur envoya

aussitot au secours du chateau quatre compagnies de reserve,

fortes ensemble d'environ deux cents hommes ; mais ces troupes

ne purent y rentrer ; l'ennemi, deja maitre d'une partie de ce

reduit, avait ferme la porte qui se trouve vers le bastion 9. Le
gouverneur envoya encore contre le chateau deux autres com-

pagnies du quatre-vingt-huitieme, conduites par I'aide-de-camp

Saint-Vincent. Ces deux compagnies arriverent par I'autre porte

du chateau qui n'etait point ferm^e, mais elles furent revues par

un feu tres-vif, et perdirent en peu d'instants leur capitaine, et

I'aide-de-camp Saint-Vincent fut blesse, ainsi qu'un grand nombre

de soldats. Par I'effet d'une mdprise malheureuse, les troupes du

Badajos,
1812.
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^T8'i2°'''
^^^^ ^^S^^* ^^^^ ^^^^ divisions, commanded by Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Barnard and Major- General the

Honourable C. Colville, marching along the western

or left bank of the inundation, were discovered by

the garrison when on the glacis, and a heavy fire

was poured upon them ; nevertheless the troops ad-

vanced in good order to the covered-way, which

they entered without difficulty at various points

where the palisades had been destroyed by the fire

of the besiegers' batteries. Bags of hay were then

thrown into the ditch by the sappers to lessen its

depth, and the ladders placed down the counterscarp.

The troops readily descended the ladders or jumped

down on the bags, and in a little while the ditch

became filled with men. The garrison at this time

exploded the fougasses, shells, and other combusti-

bles, which they had ranged in incredible numbers

along the foot of the breach and in the ditch. Their

effect was truly appalling as well as destructive, and

naturally caused much confusion amongst the as-

sailants. In the midst of this unusual degree of fire,

smoke, and noise, the 4th division mounted the un-

finished ravelin (R) in the most willing and deter-

mined manner, conceiving it to be the breach ; but

M^hen having attained the summit of the ravelin

they discovered their error, and became exposed to

a musketry fire from the parapets of the whole front,

and seeing a difficult descent before they could even

reach the foot of the breach, they hesitated, and be-

gan to return the fire of the garrison. At this crisis

regiment de Hesse, qui defendaient le chateau, avaient pris cette

derniere colonne pour des Anglais."

—

Journal de la Dt'fense par

le Colonel Lamare. Ed.
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the light division, being led too much to its right, ^^8^2°^'

joined the fourth division on the summit of the un-

finished ravelin, which added to the confusion already

existing.

The officers of both divisions, on becoming ac-

quainted with their situation, did every thing in

their power to restore order and arrive at their

points of attack. This after much difficulty having

accomplished, they spiritedly led up the breach in

the face and in the flank ; but there being no forma-

tion of the troops to make them move as a machine,

only the bravest, prompted by their individual gal-

lantry, or those nearest the spot, followed the officers.

During the ascent of the first party of assailants,

the defenders rolled upon them an astonishing num-
ber of loaded shells from the crest of the parapet,

and exploded a variety of combustibles which had

been ranged on the face of the breach. Nevertheless,

several officers and men reached the summit and

grappled with the chevaux-de-frize of sword-blades

in front of the retrenchment ; but being in insuffi-

cient numbers to force over them by a rush, they

were much cut and bayoneted in the attempt to

remove them, and were, after many highly creditable

efforts, driven down the breach by the defenders

with great loss.

The garrison never appeared intimidated nor to

lose their decision and coolness for a moment on
any point; for whilst some were repelling the as-

sailants with their bayonets from the summits of

the breaches, others continued to roll down with

the greatest precision and effect, shells and fire-

barrels on the men in the ditch below, and their
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^^m?*^'
tirailleurs unceasingly fired with accuracy and

steadiness from cuts in the parapets between the

points of contention.

Similar gallant efforts to those above described

were frequently repeated to carry the breaches, but

the combustibles prepared by the garrison seemed

inexhaustible. Each time the assailants were op-

posed by appalling and destructive explosions, and

each time were driven down with a great loss of

officers and of the bravest soldiers.

After several effi^rts, the remaining men, dis-

couraged by such constant repulses, could not be

prevailed upon to make a further effort. Their

situation in the ditch of a front with an incessant

fire upon them from the parapets* was most trying
;

still not an individual attempted to withdraw—they

remained patiently to be slaughtered—though far

too discouraged to make a fresh attempt to extricate

themselves by forcing the breaches.

The Earl of Wellington, who with his staff had

taken a station on the left of the Calamon, in

readiness to give any general directions which

might become necessary, on being acquainted with

this state of things about midnight, ordered the two

divisions to be withdrawn, and to be formed a little

before daylight for a fresh effort.

Immediately after this order was issued, an aide-

de-camp arrived to report the situation of the 3rd

division in the castle, and was sent back with in-

* It is almost unnecessary to observe, that under the actual cir-

cumstances of the assault, the arrangement in Memorandum No.

13, for firing parties to be spread along the crest of the glacis, to

keep down that of the place, could not be carried into effect.
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structions to General Picton to blow down the gates, ^'V'g^g"^'

but otherwise to remain quiet till the morning,

when he should sally out with 2000 men on the

rear of the defenders of the breaches at the time of

the assault in front ; and orders were given to in-

crease the exertions for securing the lodgement in

the lunette of St. Roque, and to prepare the dam
and bridge of the inundation to be blown up, if

thought proper.

The officer of the 5th division, in command of

the party carrying the scaling ladders, lost his road

between the engineers' park and the bivouac of his

division ; and Lieutenant-General Leith could not,

in consequence, move off his ground till after eleven

o'clock. He then proceeded to the west angle of

the place, forced the barrier of the covered -way,

descended into the ditch, and placed the scaling

ladders against the left face of the bastion of St.

Vicente. The front was prepared for defence, and

the defenders discovered the troops when on the

glacis ; nevertheless the men forced in by escalade.

As soon as General Walker's brigade was formed,

he advanced, according to his orders, along the

ramparts, to fall on the rear of the French troops

defending the breaches. A momentary stand was

attempted to be made by a party of the garrison

between bastions 4 and 5, and the British, struck

by an unaccountable panic, suddenly dispersed;

when the French, in an instant, becoming the as-

sailants, bayoneted them back to the bastion which

they had escaladed, killing many men, and severely

wounding General Walker, whilst endeavouring to

rally his party. General Leith, by a judicious
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^^^q\^2^' arrangement, had ordered a battalion of the 38th

regiment to follow the leading brigade into the

place by the ladders, and to remain, formed as a

reserve, in the bastion of St. Vicente. This small

body, little exceeding 200 men, under Colonel Nu-
gent, preserved the best order, and received the

pursuers with a volley and a charge which almost

annihilated them; when the whole force immedi-

ately advancing to the breaches, the French troops,

already discouraged by the loss of the castle (20),

dispersed almost without a struggle, although the

assault in front had ceased.

On this intelligence being communicated to the

light and 4th divisions, they marched in at the

breaches, and the French troops were all made
prisoners in the town. The governor. General

Philippon, with some of the principal officers, re-

tired into Fort Christoval, where they surrendered

in the morning.

LOSS OF THE BESIEGERS.

The total loss of the allied army at this siege was

72 officers and 963 men killed ; 306 officers and

3483 men wounded, and about 100 missing; of

which loss 59 officers and 744 men killed, 258

officers and 2600 men wounded, occurred on the

night of the assault. The loss of the artilleiy was

6 officers and 40 men killed; 8 officers and 101

men wounded.

The only officers of rank who fell during the as-

sault were Lieutenant-Colonel Macleod, command-
ing the 43rd regiment, and Major O'Hara, of the

95th regiment; but amongst the wounded were
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Generals Picton, Colville, Kempt, Walker, and ^^8^2°^'

Bowes. Of the engineers, who accompanied the

several columns, Captain Nicholas was mortally

wounded on the great breach, Lieutenant De Sala-

berry killed on the breach in the flank, Lieutenant

Lascelles fell in the ditch before St. Vicente, and

Captain Williams and Lieutenant Emmett were

severely wounded on the covered-way. The ar-

tillery had to regret the loss of Captain Latham on

the great breach, and Lieutenant De Gruber wounded

at the castle.

The killed and wounded of the artillery during

the siege were

—
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S^°^jos, Brought over 34,850

.... 328

.... 168
18-pounders . I^IH^

Total number of rounds . . 35,346

Powder, whole barrels of 90 libs, each . 2,523

ORDNANCE DISABLED.

The ordnance disabled by the fire of the place

was

—

Guns—24-pounder ......... 1

18-pounders 3

24-pounder howitzer 1

Total 5

The 24-poimder guns were much blown at the

vent, and all required bouching. The 18-pounder

guns, however, were very little blown at the vent,

which may be attributed to the great windage of

the larger proportion of the shot, the ill effect of

which was very observable in want of force and

precision.

engineers' stores expended.

The expenditure of engineers' means during the

attack was

—

Intrenchmg tools, including those carried

off by the sortie 1,570

Sand-bags 70,000

Gabions 1,200

Fascines 700 *

Money disbursed during the operation <§^ 3,500

* The 10,000 sand-bags remaining unexpended, also 250 ga-

bions and 200 fascines made in the park, were most urgently

required at several points during the progress of the attack.
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LOSS OF THE GARRISON.

The following memoranda were extracted from

the governor's papers, found after the assault

:

Strength of the Garrison on the day of the Investment, 1 1th March.

Badajos,
1812.
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Badajos, _ ._ „. . ^^,,r 7

1812, Loss in Fort Picurma, 25th March.

Officers. Soldiers.

Killed and made prisoners . . 8 . . 278

OBSERVATIONS.

It is a singular circumstance, perhaps without a

parallel in the events of sieges, that an army with a

powerful artillery, after twenty days' open trenches,

and having formed three good practicable breaches

in the body of a place, should at the moment of

giving the assault employ two divisions on other

points to escalade the defences where entire, and

that each of the escalades should be crowned with

complete success, whilst the efforts against the

breaches were attended with utter discomfiture.

Such an arrangement shows no very great con-

fidence to have been placed in the main operation

;

aftd to the correct judgment formed on that head

by Lord Wellington, with his firmness and re-

source, in seconding the assault by such unusual

efforts, the army is indebted for its success against

Badajos.

It has been stated in a note, that nothing but the

absolute impossibility of doing any thing more

scientific, from the want of means, could justify the

attack adopted. If the defenders stand firm, it is

nearly impossible to carry a breach without march-

ing to it regularly formed. The descent into the

ditch, whether by ladders or by jumping down,

must break all order in the troops ; and therefore

such an attack should never be attempted against a

place with a revetted counterscarp. At Badajos cir-

cumstances combined to render this confusion more
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than ordinarily great. The French had excavated ^'\°g^2°^'

a ditch at the foot of the counterscarp wall, which —

-

increased its depth to 16 and 17 feet; and along a % 7, a.

considerable part of this excavation had introduced

water from the inundation, which took from the

space calculated on for the formation and move-

ment of the troops in the main ditch, besides causing

the loss of many men, who were drowned by jump-

ing into the water.

The Spaniards have ever been remarked for leav-

ing their public works in an unfinished state, and

their consistency at Badajos proved fatal to the

assaulting columns.

In the improvement of the works of the place

before mentioned, the main ditch of the front, 6—7,

was so much widened as to include within it the

covered-way, and part of the glacis of the original

trace ; and it being the intention to build a ravelin

to the new front, the old glacis and covered-way,

included in the space to be occupied by that work,

were not removed, but remain in the present ditch

as an ill-shapen rock, the interior of it being the

old counterscarp, and the front, where it has been Plate v.

cut down to admit of building the new counter- ^" '

scarp, being very steep and diflftcult of ascent. The
troops, conceiving this ascent to be the breach,

cheered each other up, and mounted to the top with

great readiness; but when there they became ex-

posed to the fire of the whole front, and from the

height on which they stood, the space between them
and the foot of the breaches appeared like a deep

ditch ; and, in reality, in front of the breach in the

curtain there were some deep excavations {h b), suf-
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ficiently spacious to prevent an indiscriminate rush

forward.

The water which had been introduced from the

inundation along the foot of the counterscarp pre-

cluded all approach to the breach in the face or cur-

tain, except by passing over this rocky mound, or

through the very restricted opening between it and

the right flank of the Trinidad counterguard ; and

from this cause a body of men could advance on

either point on only a very small front.

The troops for the assault of the breach in the

flank had a much more open field, and their meeting

with the 4th division on this unlucky spot was an

unfortunate accident, which the obscurity of night,

and the officer of engineers, who was to show them

their point of attack, having been early disabled,

can alone excuse.

Plate V. The extent of front of the three breaches open

was above 500 feet, and the greater part of it as

good as can be formed. The main breach alone

was retrenched (fig. 5) : the rampart behind it being

narrow, and retained by a wall 14 feet in height,

the breach was isolated in a manner exactly similar

to the breach at Ciudad Rodrigo, by a ditch and

parapet made across the whole breadth of the ram-

part, perpendicular to the parapet, as shown by figs.

Plate VII. 1, 8, 9. Consequently, after gaining the summit of

the breach, the assailants must by a fresh effort force

over the ditch and parapet, or jump down a wall 14

feet in height. The ascent of the breach had been

covered after dark on the evening of the assault by

harrows, extending over nearly its whole surface,

and a row of chevaux-de-frize, formed of extremely
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well-tempered sword-blades, had been placed along ^^,'^'52°*'

its summit.

The flank of the Sta. Maria bastion (fig. 6), which

had been so entirely beaten down as to form one

great breach, had no interior defence, the rampart

being narrow, and not retained by a wall.

Along the top of the breach a row of chevaux-

de-frize, similar to that on the great breach, had

been placed on a low interior parapet ; but which,

though excellent to resist individuals, was incapable,

from its lightness and small base, to withstand the

efforts of a body.

The breach in the curtain (fig. 7) was particularly

low and easy of ascent, and could not possibly have

had any interior retrenchment from the short time

it was forming ; and, in fact, the simplest precaution

had not been adopted behind it.

The garrison had endeavoured to cut off the whole

front by a retrenchment, but which had not been d, e, Plates

sufficiently perfected to be in a defensive state, as is
^^^ ^^'

shown by the sections 6, 7, Plate V. c c.

From this statement it is evident that the breaches

were such as would have been readily carried, could

they have been properly assaulted by strong columns

closely formed up ; but, in fact, there was no power-

ful effort of that nature made, and scarcely at any
one time did more than fifty men ascend either

breach in a compact body. The party which was
allotted to storm the breach in the curtain was not

in the first instance led to it, in consequence of the

engineer officer appointed to conduct it having been
disabled on the glacis; but having halted on the

unfinished ravelin, it became of necessity intermixed
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with the main body of the division, and could not

again be separated from it. It is therefore probable

that the breach in the curtain was never attempted;

at least, not a single body nor wounded man was to

be seen lying upon it at day-break in the morning,

whilst the foot and ascent of the other breaches

were choked with them.

It is not difficult to conceive that these deviations

and failures might arise from the nature of the un-

dertaking, and all occur without the slightest blame

attaching to any individual employed. Certain it

is that all the officers acted with the most distin-

guished gallantry, and did every thing in the power

of men to insure success ; but many of them were

killed on the glacis; most of those who stood on

the edge of the counterscarp to regulate the descent

of their men were disabled, and as soon as a certain

number of troops had entered the confined space of

the ditch, the greatest confusion took place, and the

effi)rts of the remaining officers were unequal to re-

store order: they could then do no more than set

the heroic example of ascending the breaches, ac-

companied by those who might be induced to follow

them. Probably never since the discovery of gun-

pow^der were men more seriously exposed to its

action than those assembled in the ditch to assault

the breaches. Many thousand shells and hand-gre-

nades, numerous bags filled with powder, every

kind of burning composition and destructive missile,

had been prepared, and placed behind the parapets

of the whole front. These, under an incessant roll

of musketry, were hurled into the ditch, without in-

termission, for upwards of two hours, giving its
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whole surface an appearance of vomiting fire, and ^^812°^'

producing occasional flashes of light more vivid than

the day, followed by momentary utter darkness.

Description, however, conveys but a faint idea of

the imposing nature of such mode of defence : the

doors of success were certainly thrown open ; but

they were so vigilantly guarded, the approach to

them was so strewn with difficulties, and the scene

was altogether so appalling, that far from thinking

ill of the troops for not forcing through them, it is

rather a subject for pride and exultation, that they

had firmness to persevere in the attempt till recalled.

The height and general inaccessibility of the

castle being deemed to render it secure from as-

sault, only a small body of men had been placed in

it ; but as the length of wall to which ladders could

be applied did not exceed 120 feet, and its thin

parapet was very favourable for resistance to an

escalade, and the garrison (chiefly Hessians) showed

the utmost determination, the opposition to General

Picton's effort was as great as could well be made
from a wall of that extent, from 18 to 24 feet in

height, tolerably flanked. (21)

In ordinary military reasoning, such a spot would

be considered secure from assault; but the efforts

of British troops occasionally set all calculation at

defiance; and when a few years shall have swept

away the eye-witnesses of their achievements on

this night, they will not be credited, particularly

the escalade directed by General Leith, which is

here minutely detailed, not as being an undertaking

generally to be followed, but as marking what it is

possible for brave men to eflfect.
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^^812.'''' "^^^ bastion of St. Vicente, which Major-General

Walker's brigade escaladed, had an escarpe 31 feet

6 inches in height, flanked by four guns at the

ordinary distance, the palisades of the covered-way

were entire, the counterscarp wall 1 1 feet 9 inches

deep, and in the ditch a cunette had been excavated

5 feet 6 inches deep, and 6 feet 6 inches broad.

The approach of the troops was heard whilst

they were still on the glacis, and a destructive fire

was maintained on them whilst forcing the barrier

gate, so that the defenders were not taken unpre-

pared; but being few in number, and the thick

parapets of the bastion unfavourable to the use of

their bayonets, the assailants, covered by the ob-

scurity of night, succeeded in escalading the face of

the bastion, without making any effort against the

flank. It had been arranged that this escalade

should be made on the face and flank of the front

towards the river, and the expectation of success

was chiefly founded on the flank being very much
lower than the face ; but the sharp fire of two field-

pieces in the flank prevented the men approaching

it with the ladders, and they were applied to the

part of the scarp nearest the spot where the troops

descended into the ditch, and which happened to be

the highest.

There were only twelve ladders supplied from

the engineers' park for this escalade, and two or

three of that number w^ere never reared : the loss

of the assailants, above 600 in killed and wounded,

shows that the garrison behaved well, and it is

believed that no one gave way till overpowered.*

* The author considers it a duty to endeavour to rectify an
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Indeed it would be gross injustice towards ^^812°^'

General Philippon and the French garrison, not

to state that throughout the defence the most

skilful arrangements were made on every point,

and supported with the utmost gallantry by the

troops, whose conduct during the assault (although

overcome) excited the admiration and commanded

the respect of the victors.

The judgment which will probably be formed on

this siege is, that the plan of attack was altogether

too hazardous, and more particularly against such

brave and skilful opponents as the French ; but that

as an engineer and artillery operation it succeeded

to the utmost letter ; that the troops, though they

did not carry the breaches, fully supported their

erroneous impression which the above statement conveys, of a well

flanked scarp, 31 feet 6 inches in height, having been carried by

an open and unaided escalade, by mentioning a fact which he has

ascertained since he published the first edition.

In the reform of the defences of Badajos in 1757, when the

bastion of St. Vicente was enlarged, the new scarp wall of the left

face was built up perpendicularly only to the height of about

20 feet {b c), from which level, for want of funds to complete the

wall, it was made to incline at an angle, so as to join the original

scarp or parapet wall at a, as shown in the section. Fig. 4,

Plate V.

The Spaniards, intending to put a guerite or watch tower at

the salient angle of the bastion, had left some feet of this sloped

wall on either side of the angle in a rough state. It was at this

unfinished spot that the troops first entered and gained a footing

on the rampart, when, spreading right and left, the defenders taken

in rear dispersed, and the assailants on the other ladders scrambled

in. This fact takes away every thing marvellous from the assault,

but still leaves it sufficiently briUiant to excite the highest admi-

ration.
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'^^12°^' ^^P^t^tio^ "^ the attempt, and in the escalades even

surpassed themselves.

RESTORATION OF THE DEFENCES.

1th April.—At daylight the first object of at-

tention was to remove the numerous wounded into

buildings set apart as hospitals, which occupied

large working parties of the troops, and, added to

the fatigued state of the men from their previous ex-

ertions, prevented any effort being made to fill in

the trenches.

In the early part of the morning, considerable

numbers of the soldiers dispersed themselves over

the town in search of liquor, and after a time became

so drunk that subordination ceased, and sad scenes

of plunder and licentiousness every where prevailed

in the houses and streets, in spite of the police.

8th April.— Brigadier -General Power's Portu-

guese brigade marched into the place to form the

garrison.

Many very disgraceful scenes of irregularity still

continuing to prevail, Lord Wellington ordered the

troops to remain on parade under arms throughout

the day. He also ordered patrols to be in constant

movement through the streets, and the provosts to

take post in the squares, with full discretionary

power to punish on the spot every man caught in

the act of marauding, according to the degree of

his offence.

Intelligence was received that Marshal Soult, on

hearing of the fall of the place by some cavalry

which escaped over the bridge after the assault, had

immediately countermarched on Seville, and in con-
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sequence Lord Wellington, wishing to give the
^'^g^J^"^'

troops a day's repose, deferred commencing to fill

in the trenches.

dth April.—At noon a party of 500 men paraded

for work, and commenced filling in the trenches.

Each relief was directed to perform a certain por-

tion of work, and the men were not allowed to

return to their bivouacs till it was completed.

Lord Wellington minutely examined every part of

the defences, and afterwards having ascertained that

perfect order reigned throughout the town, per-

mitted the troops to be dismissed from their parade.

lO^A April.—A working party of 500 men at day-

light, relieved by similar numbers at noon, continued

to be employed as yesterday, filling in the trenches.

Intelligence having been received that the cavalry

of Marshal Marmont were approaching Castello

Branco, an officer was detached to Villa Velha with

orders to move the bridge down the stream, and haul

it ashore on the left bank of the river, at a point

where it could not be destroyed by a fire of artillery.

The volunteer sappers from the 3rd division

marched to rejoin their battalions.

Wth April.—Head-quarters being transferred into

Badajos, the officers and men broke up their camp,

and with all the tools, stores, and materials remain-

ing in the park, moved into the town. The artillery

sent all their guns and stores to Elvas.

12^^- April.—In consequence of the mode adopted

of tasking the men, the quantity of work performed

was so considerable that every part of the trenches

was filled in last evening, and the clearing and re-

pair of the breaches commenced this morning.
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^Isi^''
"^^^^ officers of engineers and the company of

Royal military artificers, brought from Cadiz for the

duties of the seige, marched to re-embark for that

garrison.

I3th April.—The main body of the army was

put in movement on Beira to drive back Marshal

Marmont ; and the preservation of Badajos till the

breaches could be repaired, and the place provi-

sioned, was intrusted to Sir R. Hill with his corps.

Under these circumstances Lord Wellington desired

the commanding engineer to remain in the fortress,

and press forward the restoration of the defences.

Sir R. Fletcher in consequence retained the Royal

military artificers and six officers for that duty :

the few remaining officers effective were ordered to

join the divisions to which they were attached pre-

viously to these sieges, or were dispersed on various

duties throughout the country,

16th May.—Four officers and 80 rank and file of

the Royal military artificers marched from Badajos

for Lisbon, to embark and proceed to the Medi-

terranean, with a battering train for the service of

a corps to be employed from Sicily in besieging

Tarragona ; but Colonel Fletcher himself remained

in the place till the breaches were completely re-

paired, the castle walls heightened, the Picurina

fort strengthened and flanked, and every part of

the fortress put into the best possible order. The

outlay for this service was 65,000 dollars. (22)

It becomes the duty of the Editor to remove the very

injurious and unmerited censure cast upon the Officers of
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Engineers who were employed at the siege of Badajos, Badajos,

and which is contained in a letter from the Earl of

Wellington to Major-General G. Murray, a copy of Avhich

is published in the collection of the dispatches of the

Duke of Wellington, and is as follows :

Lord Wellington to Major-General Murray.

" To Major-Gen. G. Murray.

"Fuente Guinaldo, 28th May, 1812.

" You will have appreciated the difficulty and importance

of our late operations. The siege of Badajos was a most

serious undertaking, and the weather did not favour us.

The troops were up to their middles in mud in the

trenches ; and in the midst of our difficulties, the Guadiana

swelled and carried away our bridge, and rendered useless

for a time our flying bridge. However, we never stopped,

and a fair day or two set all to rights. The assault was a

terrible business, of which I foresaw the loss when I was

ordering it. But we had brought matters to that state that

we could do no more, and it was necessary to storm or raise

the siege. I trust, however, that future armies will be

equipped for sieges, with the people necessary to carry them
on as they ought to be ; and that our engineers will learn

how to put their batteries on the crest of the glacis, and

to blow in the counterscarp, instead of placing them
wherever the wall can be seen, leaving the poor officers

and troops to get into and cross the ditch as they can."

It is easy to understand that the Earl of Wellington,

when writing to Major-General Murray at a moment when
preparing for an active campaign, should have deplored

the loss of life his army had sustained in the late siege,

and the consequent reduction of his effective force ; but

had his Lordship reflected for one moment, he would
have recollected the reasons which influenced him in

deciding upon the nature of his attack, the successful

termination of which could only be accomplished by a
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great sacrifice of men. In the foregoing account of the

siege, the Author states, that " to attack the castle in its

improved state of defence, was out of the question ; and

without miners, without mortars, and having only in-

experienced sappers, and a most inadequate number of

guns, to attack the south fronts, which were countermined,

and which would necessitate three or four lodgements

being formed, could not be recommended." (See also

Note 15.) These, no doubt, were the reasons which in-

fluenced the Earl of Wellington in deciding upon the

nature of his attack.

The Earl of Wellington was well aware of the very

inefficient organization of the Engineer branch of the

service : at that period there was not such a body of men
belonging to the army of Great Britain as Sappers and

Miners : in the month of February, previous, and im-

mediately after the siege of Ciudad Rodrigo, where the

want of such a corps had been experienced, his Lordship

wrote to the Government as follows

:

Lord Wellington to the Earl of Liverpool.

" To the Earl of Liverpool. Freneda, 11th Feb. 1812.

"While on the subject of the artillery, I would beg

to suggest to your Lordship the expediency of adding

to the Engineers' establishment a corps of sappers and

miners. It is inconceivable with what disadvantage we

undertake any thing like a siege for want of assistance of

this description. There is no French corps d'armee which

has not a battalion of sappers and a company of miners.

But we are obliged to depend for assistance of this de-

scription upon the regiments of the line; and although

the men are brave and willing, they want the knowledge

and training which are necessary. Many casualties among

them consquently occur, and much valuable time is lost

at the most critical period of the siege."

Time was a great object with the Earl of Wellington,
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and it is probable that if his Engineer establishment had Badajos,

been more perfectly organized, that he would have at-

tacked Badajos more en regie, which is by the slow and

sure process of working up to the place under cover: to

have done so would have required a much longer period

of time than was consumed in the attack brusquee, which

succeeded.

The French who attacked Badajos in 1811, and who
had 100 miners, 483 sappers, 60 artificers, 37 drivers,

with 58 horses, did not take the place under 41 days of

open trenches, and without assaulting the body of the

place: 15 days were required to take Fort Pardaleras,

19 days to crown the covert-way of the body of the place,

7 days to establish the breaching batteries and passage of

the ditches—total, 41 days.

The loss at the storming of the breaches of Badajos

would not have been near so great had there been a

proportion of mortars employed, the vertical fire from

which would have prevented the intrenchments being

made which were formed in rear of the front attacked

:

600 men were employed day and night, 200 to clear

away the foot of the breach, 100 to destroy the ramps

leading to the covert-way, and 100 to close the entrance

to the castle. Nearly all these operations, and those

detailed in the note, page 194, were performed unex-

posed to the besiegers' fire : had there been a powerful

vertical fire, these obstacles could not have been formed, piate v.

The only part where casualties could occur by the fire of ^^^' ^' ^' ^*

the besiegers' batteries was the crest of the breaches.

Had the artillery been provided with ammunition suf-

ficient to have kept up a constant discharge of grape

upon the breaches between dusk and the hour named
for the assault, it would have been impossible, under a

heavy and continued fire of grape, for the enemy to have

made the formidable preparations for resistance which he

accomplished : the chevaux-de-frize and harrows could

not have been placed upon the summit of the breaches

;
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^^8^2°^' "°^ could the enemy have posted himself in a position to

resist the assault; for a fire of grape might have been

poured upon the summit of the breaches until the moment
that the assaulting columns had descended into the ditch,

and reached the foot of them.

From the above it will be apparent that the great losses

sustained by the troops at the storming of Badajos were

not caused by the deficiency of skill in the Engineers,

or by want of knowledge of their profession, as the

Earl of Wellington states in his letter to Major-General

Murray, but by the deficiency of means and the imper-

fect state of organization of their particular branch of the

Service.

—

Ed.
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CHAPTER VII.

ESCALADE AND CAPTURE OF THE FRENCH WORKS
AT ALMARAZ BY LIEUTENANT-GENERAL SIR ROW-
LAND HILL, IN MAY, 1812.

On the approach of the allied forces from the

Alemtejo, Marshal Marmont hastily retired out of

Portugal, and head-quarters were fixed on the 25th

April at Fuente Guinaldo.

The Earl of Wellington, having now by the re-

capture of Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajos secured the

best entries into Portugal on the north and south of

the Tagus, and having converted those barriers into

points of support for offensive operations, decided

to manceuvre against Marshal Marmont's army on

the right of that river. With these intentions, in

order to prevent the French forces on the two

banks readily combining their movements to oppose

him, he wrote on the 24th April to Sir Rowland
Hill, then at Almendralejo, to move with part of

his corps to the Tagus, to reduce the French posts,

and destroy their bridge of communication across

that river at Almaraz.

30th April.— Sir Rowland Hill, in consequence,

sent orders to Elvas for the following equipment of

artillery and engineers' means to be prepared to

march when required, viz.

Six 24-pounder iron howitzers, having 200 rounds

Almaraz
1812.
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"^^mT^' °^ ammunition each, in due proportions of round

shot, shells, spherical and common case.

Six of the pontoons recently used on the Guadiana,

provided with all the necessary apparatus to form

three flying bridges.

Twelve of the longest ladders used at the escalade

of Badajos, and a proportion of felling axes, crow-

bars, &c.

The mules of a field-brigade of Portuguese ar-

tillery were allotted to draw the howitzers; and

Spanish mules and mule carts were provided to

draw the pontoons and transport the stores.

The whole equipment to be arranged by Lieut.

-

Colonel Dickson, and to move under his orders.

Major Squire and Lieutenant Wright, the oflicers

of engineers employed on this service, were in the

mean while to form a bridge across the Guadiana

at Merida, to admit of the passage of the troops

from Almendralejo.

1th May.— Every preparation being complete at

Elvas, the train marched about one league beyond

the Xevora on the road to Montijo. The following

were the details of its force and equipment

:

ARTILLERY MEANS.
Officers, non-

commissioned
officers, and men.

Company of British artillery, commanded by

Captain Power 80

Company of Portuguese artillery, commanded

by Major Arriaga, including the drivers of

his brigade 185

265

Six 24-pounder howitzers, with six limber wag-
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gons, forge, spare carriage, &c., drawn by 118 ar-

tillery brigade mules. Thirty-two Spanish mule

carts with two mules each, conveying shot, shells,

and stores.

The ammunition conveyed in the limber waggons

and Spanish mule carts was as follows

:

24-pounder round shot . . . 600"^ ^.^^^
5^-inch common shells . . . 300 I

q^^^j.
5i-inch spherical . ... . . 240 f ^l i^^^
5|^-inch common case ... 60 J

^

Total . .1200

ENGINEERS MEANS.

Mr. Packenham, bridge-master, with twenty-

eight infantry soldiers and four sailors.

Six tin pontoons, each drawn by three pair of

mules. Two Portuguese block carriages, drawn by

four pair of mules each, conveying twelve ladders,

30 feet in length, with a proportion of cordage and

spare articles for repairs.

In order to conceal the object of the expedition,

the officers were instructed to give out that the pon-

toons were intended to form a bridge across the

Guadiana at Lobon, or some other spot in the vicinity,

to enable the guns to join Sir R. Hill at Almen-

dralejo.

8^^ Mai/.—The equipment marched to Montijo,

where it obtained an addition of ten Spanish mule

carts, it being found that the carts with the ammu-
nition were overloaded.

To augment the belief that the armament was in-

tended to cross to the left of the Guadiana, great

anxiety was expressed respecting the repair of the

Almaraz,
1812.
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^^^q\1^^' bridge of Merida, and many inquiries were made

respecting the best roads leading to the castle of

Belalcazar. The approach of other troops by this

route was also mentioned.

9tk May.—The equipment marched to Merida,

where it halted till the repair of the bridge should

be complete, which operation had been much re-

tarded from want of tools and materials, the latter

of which were principally obtained from some ruined

buildings near the spot.

\2th May.—The bridge was completed this after-

noon, and the infantry and cavalry for the operation,

which had marched from Almendralejo in the morn-

ing, immediately passed over and halted at Merida

and its neighbourhood.

The force thus assembled under Sir R. Hill was

as follows

:

-•-.,. ^ , u f 50th, 71st, and 92nd re^i-
Maior-General How-

J

<. vi,•*,,,., < ments, with one company
ards brigade. ^ 60th rifles.

Part of Colonel Wil-J^Sth and 34th regiments

, , . J < with one company 60th
sons brigade.

| ^.^^^^
^ ^

c5 /-(I 1 A I. 4.U' fGth and 18th Portuguese
Colonel Ashworths I .^

^^^ ^^^ g _

r Battery of six 24-pounder

Artillery,under Lieut.- J howitzers and three 9-

Colonel Dickson. j pounders of Captain Max-
[_ well's brigade.

Engineers, Major Squire and Lieutenant Wright.

\^th May.—The corps advanced to the river

Burdalo on the route to Truxillo.

14M May.—It proceeded to Villa Mesia.
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I5th May.—To Truxillo.
^"Si^^'

Immediately on the arrival of the troops at Trux-

illo, a statement of their force and equipment was

sent off by the partisans of the French to General

Foy, at Talavera de la Reina, particularly mention-

ing that they were accompanied by a pontoon train.

This communication materially tended to the unin-

terrupted completion of the enterprise ; for General

Foy concluded that Sir R. Hill was marching with

a bridge apparatus to pass the Tagus at some un-

expected point, in correspondence with a forward

movement of Lord Wellington on the right bank,

and in consequence entertained no apprehension for

the safety of Almaraz.

DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKS.

The works at that place had been constructed Plate vii.

with great expense and labour by the French,

under the view of securing their communication

across the Tagus on both banks. On the right

of the river, they consisted of a redoubt for 400

men, on a very respectable profile, called Fort

Ragusa, with a masonry tower in the interior 25

feet high, having two rows of loopholes for mus-

ketry.

This work being situated so far from the bank of

the river as to admit of the possibility of an attempt

being made in the night to destroy the bridge in

its rear, a fleche had been constructed on the river

bank, which also served to flank Fort Ragusa.

On the left bank, a well flanked tete-de-pont,

revetted with masonry on a good profile, secured

the bridge, and as the ground rose immediately
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^^812^^' ^^'^^ ^^® ^^^^^' *^ some heights which commanded
the tete-de-pont at a short distance, a redoubt for

450 men had been constructed on their summit.

This work, called Fort Napoleon, had a retrench-

ment across its rear, supported by a loopholed tower

in its centre 25 feet in height.

The scarp of the exterior work was injudiciously

divided into two steps, by means of a very wide

berm, and was certainly not a difficult obstacle to

overcome ; but the ditch of the retrenchment was

well palisaded, the entry of the tower well secured

by a drawbridge, and the retrenchment altogether

formed a post capable of an excellent defence after

the loss of the outer enceinte.

The road leading to Almaraz from the south,

when at the distance of four or five miles from the

bridge, passes over an extensive range of high

mountains, which form an impassable obstacle to

artillery or wheel-carriages, except along the road.

On the summit of this range of heights at a short

distance from the road stands the old tower of Mira-

vete. That tower the French had surrounded by a

lower wall and rampart 12 feet in height, and had

mounted seven or eight pieces of ordnance upon it.

They had also fortified a large house (used as a

venta) standing on the road, and had constructed

two small works between the house and the tower,

forming a strong line of defence across the pass of

Miravete.

The next best road over this range of mountains

is through the pass of La Cueva, three or four miles

to the eastward of Miravete. On the southern side

of the ridge, cars can ascend by this road ; but the
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descent toward Almaraz is little better than a goat's-

path to the village of Ramangorda.

These roads were pretty well known to Sir Row-

land Hill, but all the information he could obtain

of the nature of the defences at Miravete and of the

works at Almaraz being from civilians, was far too

vague and imperfect to serve as a foundation on

which to plan a military enterprise, and he moved

forward, determined to act as circumstances should

render necessary.

I6th May.—The corps marched from Truxillo at

two o'clock A.M., leaving its baggage at that place,

but provided with three days' bread, and bullocks

for four days' meat. It halted at the Ponte de

Alcoxeia, near Jaraceijo, till the evening, and at

half-past seven moved on in three columns to sur-

prise and carry by a rapid attack the French posts

round Almaraz.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE ATTACK.

INFANTRY.

The left column, commanded by Lieutenant-

General Chowne, consisting of the 28th and 34th

regiments, under Colonel Wilson, and the 6th Ca^a-

dores, was directed to carry the castle of Miravete.

The centre column, under Major-General Long,

consisting of the 6th and 18th Portuguese infantry,

under Colonel Ashworth, with all the artillery, was

ordered to advance by the high road to the pass of

Miravete.

The right column, under Sir R. Hill's personal

directions, consisting of Major-General Howard's

brigade, the 50th, 71st, and 92nd regiments, to

Almaraz,
1812.
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make a considerable detour to the right, in order to

cross the sierra at the pass of Puerto de Cueva, and

descend from thence on Almaraz.

ARTILLERY.

Lieutenant Thiele to accompany the left column

to the attack of Miravete, with one Serjeant and

twenty rank and file of the British and Portuguese

artillery ; and to take with him

Two boxes, each containing fifty pounds of powder for breaking

open barriers, and fitted to sling on handspikes for conveyance.

Three hntstocks dressed with match.

Twenty common spikes.

Three claw hammers, six prickers, fifty tubes, six portfires, and

some wet clay.

Lieutenant Love to march with the right column

to the attack of the works at Almaraz, with one

Serjeant and twenty British and Portuguese artil-

lerymen ; and to take with him

Two boxes, each containing fifty pounds of powder for breaking

open barriers, and fitted to sling on handspikes for conveyance.

Three lintstocks dressed with match.

Twenty common spikes.

Three claw hammers, six prickers, fifty tubes, six portfires, and

some wet clay.

ENGINEERS.

Major Squire had become so seriously ill as to

be obliged to remain at Truxillo, and Lieutenant

Wright moved with Sir Rowland Hill's staff.

The following implements and tools were de-

livered to the troops, viz.

:

To Colonel Wilson's brigade.

Six long scaling ladders.

Two crow-bars.

Eight felling axes.
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Almaraz,

To General Howard's brigade. 1812.

Six long ladders.

Four crow-bars.

Twelve felling axes.

Five broad ditto.

MOVEMENTS TO THE ATTACK.

The march of General Howard's brigade to gain

the pass of Cueva was considerably longer than had

been expected; but no great difficulty was experi-

enced in reaching the top of the sierra. The descent,

however, on the other side, was by a steep and

intricate winding goat -path amongst rocks, and

occasioned such delay in the movement of the

column, that it was broad daylight before the troops

were half-way down.

\lth May.—All hope of a surprise being in con-

sequence at an end, Sir Rowland Hill ordered the

brigade to halt, and afterwards made it retrograde

to the rear of the Puerte de Cueva, where it bi-

vouacked out of sight of the French posts.

General Chowne, with his column, ascended the

ridge and advanced close to the castle of Miravete

;

but on examination its defences proved so much
stronger than anticipated, that it was not thought

assailable without the aid of artillery, and in con-

sequence he desisted from the attack.

The centre column reconnoitred the pass of

Miravete, and found it so well protected by the

venta and chain of fortified posts between it and

the castle, that to force through the pass was also

considered impracticable.
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Almaraz,
1812. RECONNOISSANCE.

The whole of the 17th passed in examining the

ridge of hills, to try and discover a passage for the

artillery into the valley of Almaraz. A situation

was found where the guns might have been lowered

down the precipitous bank, but to have moved them

out again would have been such a long and difficult

operation, that it was not deemed advisable to try

the experiment.

The three bodies of troops passed the night en

bivouac on the mountain.

18^^ May.—This morning Lieutenant Wright

was sent out to gain all the information possible

respecting the works and the ground around them,

whilst the artillery officers should renew their search

for an opening to get their guns forward. The

result of these examinations taking away all hope

of forcing the pass of Miravete, or of finding any

other passage over the ridge practicable for artillery,

the enterprise must have been abandoned, without

some extraordinary decision on the part of its com-

mander. Happily that was not wanting, as will be

seen below.

PROJECT OF ESCALADE.

The reconnoissance of the morning having as-

certained that the garrisons were all perfectly quiet

and unsuspicious, and every account agreeing that

General Foy had made no movement from Talavera

for their support. Sir R. Hill resolved to leave his

guns on the mountain and seize the opening affi)rded

by the goat's-path through Ramangorda, to attempt.
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by a bold and dashing enterprise with a column of
"^"-J™'

infantry alone, to escalade Fort Napoleon and the

tete-de-pont.

It was proposed to aid the escalade by appearing

unexpectedly before the forts at day-break, to effect

which the mountain must be descended in the night,

and as the short returns of the path amongst the

rocks would render it very tedious, if not imprac-

ticable, to carry down ladders of the length of 32

feet, they were ordered to be cut into two lengths.

As a preliminary arrangement, General Howard's

brigade at the Puerto de Cueva, from whence the

attack was to be directed, was reinforced by the 6th

Portuguese infantry, a company of the 60th rifles,

and the artillery detachment from General Chowne's

column.

MOVEMENTS TO THE ESCALADE.

At nine p.m. the troops began to descend the

sierra, and the head of the column arrived in the

vicinity of Fort Napoleon at day-break; but from

the difficulties of the road, although the distance

from La Cueva did not exceed five or six miles,

a considerable period elapsed before the rear closed

up. Luckily, however, some intervening hills ad-

mitted of the head of the column being kept con-

cealed from the garrison, at about 800 yards distant;

and the troops remained undiscovered till completely

formed.

19 th May.— Soon after daylight, as had been

concerted, under the expectation that it would be

almost a simultaneous effort with the escalade of the

forts, General Chowne made a false attack upon
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^^812^^' Miravete, and the 24-poimder howitzers commenced

a distant fire of round shot and spherical case

against the castle. This firing naturally attracted

the attention of the garrison of Fort Napoleon, and

put them on the alert. They crowded on the parapet

and watched with earnest curiosity the defensive

efforts of their comrades in Miravete, but did not

seem to have the slightest suspicion of the blow

about to be struck against themselves,

EXECUTION OF THE ESCALADE.

About 8 A. M. the rear of the descending column

having closed up, the 50th regiment and one wing

of the 71st moved forward to the assault of Fort

Napoleon, regardless of a brisk fire that opened on

them as soon as discovered. They descended into

the ditch of the outer work at three points, and im-

mediately reared the ladders; but from the great

breadth of the berm, the ladders could not be made

to rest against the parapet. Each party, however,

without being dismayed or confused, immediately

ascended to the berm and took footing upon it ; then

drew up the ladders, fixed them on the berm as a

second operation, and almost simultaneouslymounted

the parapet against a vigorous resistance.

As soon as fifteen or twenty men were on the top

of the parapet, the defenders of the exterior line

gave way, and made for the communication to the

retrenchment. This was by a narrow doorway

through a small building covered by the parapet of

the outer line, from which a narrow bridge led to

the inner defence, and seemed to render it secure

;

but the assailants followed the garrison so quickly
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that they entered the doorway together, and a sharp

but momentary contest took place, in which the

French commandant was wounded and made pri-

soner. Overpowering numbers of the troops having

now escaladed the fort, the garrison abandoned the

retrenchment and the tower, and fled in the greatest

confusion to the tete-de-pont, the assailants pursuing

them so closely that both parties pushed together

into that work, when all resistance ceased. The

flying enemy crowded on the bridge to escape

across the river, but those first over cut away three

of the boats, in consequence of which a number of

men and officers leaped into the river and were

drowned, and the remainder, above 250, were made

prisoners.

The garrison of Fort Ragusa, seeing what had

happened, opened a fire of artillery against Fort

Napoleon ; but Lieutenant Love with his artillery-

men most promptly turned the guns of Napoleon

against Ragusa, and after he had fired a few rounds,

the French garrison evacuated the fort, made a

hasty formation at the foot of the glacis, and then

marched off" towards Naval Moral.

LOSS OF THE ASSAILANTS.

The reduction of these formidable works was thus

effected by means of the musket and bayonet alone,

with the loss of 2 officers and 31 men killed, and

13 officers and 131 men wounded: amongst the

latter were Lieutenant Wright, of the engineers,

and six rank and file of the British and Portuguese

artillery.*

* This loss can scarcely be considered the amount likely to

Almaraz,
1812.
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DESTRUCTION OF THE WORKS.

The bridge was soon rendered passable by means

of two or three spare boats and some plank found

on the left bank, and measures were taken for the

immediate destruction of the works and stores. The

towers and magazines in both forts and in the tete-

de-pont were blown up,* and all the guns thrown

into the river. The palisades being taken up and

collected into a pile, with the barriers, pontoon car-

occur in the escalade of similar works when well defended. No
doubt the decision, the arrangement, and the spirit of the attack,

were the principal cause of the assailants not having suffered more ;

but the errors of the defence also saved them many lives. For

instance, the ditch of the inner work or retrenchment of Fort Napo-

leon being strongly palisaded all round, if the commandant had

secured the entrance of the retrenchment, and sacrificed the de-

fenders of the outer work, the complete reduction of the fort would

still have been very difficult, even after the first success ; or at all

events the garrison would have gained time to recover from their

panic, and secure the tete-de-pont. Again, no attempt at defence

was made in the tower of Fort Napoleon, which, if occupied by a

few men, might have made considerable resistance, and occasioned

great loss to the assailants,

* To blow up the towers, six barrels or 450 ibs. of powder were

placed on the centre of the basement floor ; and for the greater

security of the miner, the powder was exploded by means of quick-

match and a train carried up to the first floor, at which level the

entrance gate was placed. Notwithstanding this precaution.

Lieutenant Thiele, of the German artillery, who undertook to light

the portfire that communicated with the train in the tower of Fort

Ragusa, perished in the explosion. This accident could only be

accounted for by supposing that, in laying the train, some powder

had been scattered on the floor without being observed, and that

sparks from the match or portfire had fallen upon it. The towers

were utterly demolished by the explosion.
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riages (sixty in number), and the various implements ^^^^^"^^

of wood, were set on fire and utterly consumed.

As soon as the destruction on the Ragusa side

was complete, the bridge was hauled over to the left

bank, and the superstructure, with many empty

casks, and a variety of combustible articles, being

placed on the boats, the whole were set on fire and

burnt till nearly consumed.

After this the storehouses in the tete-de-pont,

with their contents, consisting of timber, tools, rope,

&c., &c., were set on fire, by which time night had

set in, and Sir R. Hill had retired with the troops

to Puerte de Cueva, leaving only a small detach-

ment to cover the operations of those employed in

the work of destruction.

20th May.—This morning a strict examination

was made to ascertain if any thing combustible re-

mained to be destroyed, when a magazine containing

more than five hundred loaded shells, with many
combustibles and cartridges, which had escaped ob-

servation on the preceding day, was discovered by

Lieutenant-Colonel Dickson, close to the ruined

tower of Fort Napoleon. It was immediately ex-

ploded, when, nothing further remaining to be de-

stroyed, the covering party marched to join the

corps at Jaraceijo, where it halted for the night.

2\st May.—The corps returned to Truxillo, and

remained there during the 22nd and 23rd. Both

officers and men learnt with the greatest regret that

Major Squire had died on the morning of the 19th.

24^A May.—The corps marched to Miajadas.

25M May.— Sir R. Hill's head-quarters were at

St. Pedro.
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^^812!'''' ^^^^ Maij.—The corps reached Merida.

29th May.—The howitzers and pontoons marched

for Elvas, where they arrived on the 31st May.

The garrisons of the works in the pass of Miravete

were, by the success of this enterprise, completely

isolated, and being watched by the guerillas, it was

not till the 11th July, when on the point of capitu-

lating from famine, that the French found oppor-

tunity to march to their relief They then blew up

their several posts on the sierra, and the pass of

Almaraz became completely open."*

^ " Too much cannot be said of the brave officers and troops

who took by storm, without the assistance of cannon, such works

as the enemy's forts on both banks of the Tagus, fully garrisoned

and in good order, and defended by 18 pieces of artillery."

—

Ex-

tract fro7n Lord Wellington's Dispatch to the Earl of Liverpool. Ed.
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Salamanca,
Fortified Posts,

1812.

CHAPTER VIII.

REDUCTION OF THE FRENCH FORTIFIED POSTS

AT SALAMANCA, IN JUNE, 1812.

The very essential object of preventing the French

armies on the north and south of the Tagus readily

combining their movements having been attained

by the destruction of their bridge and works at

Almaraz, as detailed in the preceding chapter, the

next enterprise of the Earl of Wellington was to

dislodge the French from the town of Salamanca,

where they kept a considerable depot of stores and

ammunition ; for the protection of which, and to

command the passage of the Tormes, they had

constructed formidable works, which also served as

a citadel to keep the inhabitants in subjection.'*

* The following extracts from the letter of Prince Berthier to

Marshal Marmont, Due de Raguse, dated Paris, 18th February,

1812, will show the great importance which Napoleon attached to

the possession of Salamanca; but more particularly so after the

capture of Ciudad Rodrigo.

—

Ed.

" La prise de Ciudad-Rodrigo par les Anglais, le 20 Janvier,

1812, fit sentir plus vivement encore toute I'importance de la po-

sition de Salamanque. Le Marechal Marmont, commandant de

I'armee de Portugal, et dont les troupes etaient alors dans la vallee

du Tage, recut de I'Empereur I'ordre de se porter a Salamanque

et de s'y fortifier.

"'Prenez votre quartier general a Salamanque, lui ecrivait le

major-g^n^ral le 18 Fevrier; travaillez avec activity a fortifier
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FortificTposts
^^^^^^1 this view his Lordship directed the arch of

1H12. the bridge over the Tagus at Alcantara, destroyed

cette ville ; faites-y travailler six mille hommes de troupes et six

mille paysans ; reunissez-y un nouvel equipage de siege qui servira

a armer la ville ; formez-y des approvisionnements ; faites faire

tous les jours le coup de fusil avec les avant-postes ennemis. . . .

" ' Appuyee a Salamanque avec autant d'artillerie et de munitions

que vous voudrez, votre armee, forte de cinquante mille hommes,

est inattaquable Un camp clioisi, une retraite

assur^e sur la place, des canons et des munitions en quantite, sont

un avantage que vous savez trop bien appr^cier .

" ' II n'y a ni si, ni mais. II faut choisir votre position a Sala-

manque, etre vainqueur ou perir avec I'an-nee Francaise, au champ

de bataille que vous aurez choisi

" ' Comme vous etes le plus fort, et qu'il est important d'avoir

I'initiative, dvitez de faire des travaux de camp retranche, qui n'ap-

partiennent qu'a la defensive, et avertiraient I'ennemi. II suffira

de reconnaitre les emplacements, et de travailler a force a la place.

Si on prend un systeme de fortification serree, et quon nadmette

pas trop de developpemcnt , en six semaines on peut avoir une

' bonne place, qui mette votre quartier general, vos magasins et vos

hopitaux a I'abri de toute surprise de I'ennemi, et qui pmsse servir

a votre corps d'armee de point d'appui pour recevoir la bataille, ou

de point de depart pour marcher sur Ciudad-Rodrigo et Almeida

quand le temps en sera venu

" ' Placez votre arm^e de manifere qu'en quatre marches vos

troupes puissent se reunir et se grouper sur Salamanque, ayez-y

votre quartier general ; que vos ordres, vos dispositions annoncent

a I'ennemi que la grosse artillerie arrive a Salamanque, que vous

y formez des magasins, que tout y est dans une position offensive.

" ' Profitez du moment oil vos troupes se r^unissent pour vous

bien organiser et mettre de I'ordre dans le nord ; quon travuiUe

jour et nuit cl fortifier Salamanque ; qu'on y fasse venir de grosses

pieces ;
qu'on reforme I'dquipage de siege, enfin qu'on cr^e des

magasins de subsistances

" ' Je donne I'ordre que tout ce qu'il sera possible de fournir,

vous soit fourni pour completer votre artillerie et pour armer Sala-

manque.'
"
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in 1809, to be repaired, and on the 31st May sent Salamanca,
' ... .

Fortified Posts,

orders to Elvas for the train of six 5|-inch howitzers,- IB12.

prepared for the reduction of the works of Almaraz,

to cross over the bridge the moment it should be

rendered passable, and to move by Perales on

Ciudad Rodrigo.

Lieutenant -Colonel Dickson, charged with this

movement, was directed to bring with him as many
spherical case-shot and common shells as his means

of conveyance would admit ; but to give a prefer-

ence to spherical case, as measures would be taken

to have round shot and powder in readiness to meet

the train at Rodrigo. The company of British and

the company of Portuguese artillery were directed

to continue with and accompany the howitzers.

3rd June.—Agreeably with these instructions,

the round shot were all put aside, and the propor-

tion of ammunition was regulated as follows :

Common
Spherical. case.

In 12 limber waggons, at 45 rounds each 300 240

In mule and bullock cars 300 1 60

Total 1000 rounds with powder complete, 600 400

7th June.— The howitzer equipment marched

from Elvas as follows :

Howitzer brigade, partly drawn by mules and partly by bullocks.

Reserve ammunition, intrenching tools, and other stores, in

30 bullock cars and Spanish mule carts.

Two ladder carriages as before, carrying also spare articles for

repairs, each drawn by 4 pair of bullocks.

7th June. — Lieutenant - Colonel May was de-

tached from head-quarters at Fuente Guinaldo to
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ForMeTpo^sts
^^"^^icla, to prepare and bring forward as speedily

1812. as possible,

Four iron 18-pounders, drawn by 10 pair of bullocks each.

Six hundred 24 -pounder shot, in 20 bullock cars, being in-

tended for the howitzers from Elvas.

Four hundred 18-pounder shot, in 10 bullock cars.

Sixty barrels of powder, in 10 bullock cars, for the howitzei's

from Elvas.

Thirty baiTels of powder, in 5 bullock cars, for the 18-pounders.

Spare stores in 5 carts.

Twenty ladders on a transporting carriage drawn by 5 pair of

bullocks.

lltk June.—The foregoing equipment of guns

marched from Almeida to Gallegos; on the 12th,

to Ciudad Rodrigo; the 13th, to Santos Espiritos;

the 14th, to St. Martin del Rio; the 15th, to

Tejadillo; and on the 16th, to Calzadilla, on the

left of the Tormes.

The equipment of howitzers from Elvas reached

Alcantara on the 9th June, but the bridge was not

in a state to admit of their crossing the Tagus till

the 11th June.

12^^ June. — The howitzers reached Perales,

having been joined by sixty pairs of mules from a

Portuguese field-brigade, which greatly aided their

movements, and on the 13th, continuing their march

by Peiia Parda, Fuente Guinaldo, and Ciudad Rod-

rigo, arrived at St. Martin del Rio on the 17th

June.

17 th June.—To keep pace with these movements,

the army had broken up from its cantonments on

the 14th, and this day crossed tlie Tormes early by

the ford of Santa Martha, one mile above the city,

and by tliat of El Canto, four miles below it.
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The sixth division, under Major-General Henry
po^M^'^pos'J;

Clinton, immediately invested the French works, 1812.

whilst the remainder of the army was placed in

position, to cover the attack, on the heights of

Christoval, three miles in advance of the town,

having its right on the Tormes near Cabrarizos,

and its left near Villares de la Reyna, on a stream

which falls into the same river below the town.

RECONNOISSANCE.

On reconnoitring the works from the cathedral

and other high buildings, they were found to be

far more respectable than had been supposed ; the

information regarding them on commencing the

march having been only to the extent that some

convents had been fortified, and a confused sketch

of the buildings by a Spaniard, not a military man. Plate vi.

They consisted of a fort on the north-west of the

city, formed out of the large convent of St. Vicente,

which stands in the centre of an angle of the old

town wall, which is there very lofty, and built on a

perpendicular cliff over the river. The windows of

the convent had been closed up with masonry and

loopholed, and its exterior connected on both sides

with the town wall, by lines of works, with masonry

scarps and counterscarps loopholed, and the em-

brasures arched over.

A re-entering angle of the convent (A), not

enclosed by these lines of works, was occupied with

a fascine battery, protected by a loopholed wall,

having a row of strong inclined palisades in front of

it. A palisaded retrenchment formed an interior

defence.
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F^ HtiTrTt'
^ ^^^y large quantity of fine timber, collected

1812. from the convents and colleges, which had been

destroyed to clear the ground for the forts and

esplanades, amply supplied gates, drawbridges, pali-

sades, and splinter-proofs, and the whole was con-

structed to be well flanked in every part.

On the south side, that is, towards the bridge

over the Tormes, the ground from St. Vicente falls

with a deep descent into a valley, and on the oppo-

site bank of the valley, at 250 yards distance, two

redoubts had been constructed from the ruins of

convents.

The walls of those buildings, by removing the

roofs, were made in parts to form the scarp and

counterscarp, so that by preserving some walls and

building up others, with much ingenuity, two re-

doubts, full of bomb-proofs, with well covered per-

pendicular scarps, deep ditches, and casemated

counterscarps, had been obtained. The largest was

called Gayetano, from a convent of that name, out

of which it was formed, and the smallest, (standing

immediately above the river,) La Merced : the bomb-

proofs in these redoubts were constructed by sup-

porting a roof with strong beams horizontally and

vertically, and covering it with 6 feet of earth.''

engineers' means for the attack.

OFFICERS,

Lieutenant-Colonel Burgoyne.

Lieutenant Pitts.

Reid.

^ For details of the works executed by the French, see p. 264.
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Salamanca,
SAPPERS AND MINERS. p^rti^g^ p^^^3^

Nine rank and file of the corps of Royal military

artificers.

TOOLS AND STORES.

These consisted of the proportion carried on 30

mules with head-quarters, and amounted to a sup-

ply of intrenching tools for 400 men, with a few

bill-hooks, hatchets, and other small articles.

On the day of the investment a large supply of

baskets and sacks was readily obtained from the in-

habitants.

ARTILLERY MEANS.

OFFICERS.

Lieutenant-Colonel Framingham, commanding.

May, directing the service of the siege.

Captain Elig^ (killed).

Power.

Greene.

Dynely.

Thompson.

Michell.

Lieutenant Seward,

PhiUips.

Johnstone.

Shaw.

Woodyear,

Pascoe,
Staff.

ORDNANCE AND AMMUNITION.

The equipment from Almeida crossed the Tormes

at a ford below the town on the afternoon of the

17th, and entered Salamanca at 9 p.m. It was

there joined by three 24-pounder howitzers, taken
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Salamanca,
f^.^^-j^ ^ field-bris:ade with the army, makino- the

Fortified Posts, => J

'

&
1812. total for the attack,

18-pounder guns 4

24-pounder howitzers 3

AMMUNITION.

1 8-pounder shot 400

24-pounder ditto 600

The gunners were furnished from the field-

brigades.

PROJECT OF ATTACK.

This extreme paucity of means necessitated the

attack being of the simplest nature, and it was pro-

posed merely to breach the main wall of the convent

Plate VI. of St. Vicente, from a battery. No. 1, to be erected

on a favourable spot at 250 yards from the wall to

be breached, and 200 from the covered-way of the

fort, and as soon as the breach should become prac-

ticable to give the assault.

JOURNAL OF THE ATTACK.

Night of the 17 th June.

Working party 400 men.

About 10 p. M., battery No. 1, and its communica-

tions, were commenced; but it being nearly full moon,

the work was soon discovered by the enemy, and a fire

ofmusketry directed on it. The night was very short,

and the ruins rendered it impracticable to excavate

either the interior or exterior of the battery, and

the mass of earth for the parapet was brought from

a distance in baskets. None of the workmen had

served at the previous sieges, and under these un-
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favourable circumstances little could be done, and ^''^.t^J'^^^''
Fortified Posts,

the battery at daylight was not raised to the height 1812.

of the genouillere.

The ditch of the fort presenting a considerable

obstacle to the assault of the proposed breach, Lieu-

tenant Reid, with 4 miners of the line, protected by

20 men of the covering party, was ordered to attempt

to blow in a part of the counterscarp opposite to the

intended breach. The glacis in its front not being

complete, seemed to offer cover to the miners, but

all attempts to approach the ditch undiscovered were

rendered vain by a dog, which on every movement
gave the alarm to a picket outside of the fort, at a

short distance from the spot. The picket was in con-

sequence driven in, and the miners set to work at

all hazard, but the spot not proving secure from the

plunging fire from the top of the convent, and

several men having been wounded, the party was

withdrawn.

18 th June.

Working party . . 200 men.

The battery did not afford sufficient cover to

work in by day, and the workmen were placed in

the communications, &c.

A battalion of light infantry of the King's German
Legion, of about 800 strong, joined to take the day

duty of the pickets and firing parties. They were

immediately put on dut}^, and being dispersed under

cover amongst the ruins, by a continued and well

directed fire silenced that of the garrison, except

from their loopholes.''

<^ "Nous eumes a regretter de ne pas avoir quelques petits
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Salamanca, Jj^ i\^q evening;, two field six-Dounders were placed
Fortified Posts,

.

'^' ^
p o -r> i

1812. in the upper windows of the convent of St. Bernardo

(a building a little north of the hospital), and opened

at 5 p. M., with round and spherical case-shot, upon

the artillery in the fort; but did not succeed in

keeping its fire under.

Night between ISth and I9th June.— Battery

No. 1 was completed and armed with four 18-

pounders, and three 24-pounder howitzers.

A battery No. 2, for the two remaining iron how-

itzers of the field-brigade, was thrown up in a good

situation for assisting to breach the convent of St.

Vicente; and cover was also made for two brass

field-howitzers on a small height to the right of St.

Bernardo, favourable to enfilade the side of the fort

opposed to the breaching batteries.

\9th June.—At 6 A. M., No. 1 battery opened with

seven pieces, to bring down part of the wall of the

convent, at the distance of rather more than 250

yards, which was effected by 9 o'clock as low down

as the counterscarp would permit the wall to be

seen. About that time battery No. 2 being finished,

a 24-pounder howitzer was withdrawn from No. 1,

and No. 2 was armed with two 24-pounder how-

itzers, to batter the lower part of the wall, which

had been partly breached from No. 1. This battery

opened with some effect as soon as it was ready, but

No. 1 having ceased firing, to save ammunition, the

whole attention of the enemy was directed to No. 2,

and they concentrated upon it a very brisk fire, par-

mortiers pour inquieter I'ennemi dans ce convent et clans les de-

combres qui se trouvaient pres du fort."

—

French account. Ed.
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ticularly of musketry, from loopholes in the ^^ppei*
j^^^^^^^J^'^p'^^^^

windows of the convent. This fire was more than 1812.

ordinarily destructive, from the large openings of

the embrasures necessary for such short pieces as

the iron howitzers, and the casualties amongst the

gunners were in consequence so frequent and severe,

that it became necessary to bring in a second relief;

but encouraged by the example of intrepidity and

coolness shown by Lieut.-Colonel May and their

other officers, they continued to serve the guns with

a steadiness and correctness of fire which excited the

admiration of all in the trenches. In the course of

the day Captain Elige fell, and above twenty gunners

were killed or wounded.

Notwithstanding this spirited conduct and a great

accuracy of fire, it was found that the howitzers had

not sufficient force to breach the lower part of the

wall, without a greater expenditure of ammunition

than the equipment would admit of. After several

hours' firing, the wall still continuing perfect to a

considerable height, and it being evident that the

access to the body of the convent from this point

could easily be cut off in the night, it was not deemed

advisable to prosecute this attempt any further, and

orders were sent to Almeida for more ammunition.

There were expended in the course of the day,

18-pounder shot 200

24-pounder ditto 300

and a proportion of shells, &c.

This night No. 2 battery was lengthened for three

additional pieces.

During the night two 18-pounder guns were
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Salamanca, removed ffom No. 1 to No. 2, and a 24-pounder
Fortified Posts,

'

t i i i

1812. howitzer in No. 2, which had been disabled, was

withdrawn.

20thJune.—At daybreak thismorning, the division

of six 24-pounder howitzers from Elvas marched

from Calzadilla by Donifias and El Canto, from

whence four howitzers were detached to the field-

brigades, to replace their howitzers employed in the

batteries : the other two howitzers continued their

march to Salamanca, where they arrived at 11 a. m.,

and were immediately taken into No. 2 battery.

About 12 o'clock. No. 2 battery opened with two

18-pounders and three 24-pounder howitzers against

Plate VI, a re-entering angle of the convent (A). It soon

pierced through the lower part of the wall, when at

one round a considerable portion of the convent,

with the roof, suddenly came down with a tremendous

crash, and the interior of the building became quite

open to view. Carcasses were then fired into the

interior in hopes of setting the convent on fire, but

the exertions of the garrison prevented them taking

effect. The defenders must, however, have sustained

a great loss of men when the wall gave way, as it

was at the moment of its fall thickly lined with

tirailleurs firing through the loopholes.'^

^ "3^Nuit, dul9 au 20 Juin.

" L'ennemi travailla ^ agrandir sa batterie No. 2, pour y mettre

en plus deux pieces de 18, qu'il tira de sa batterie No. 1 ; et, ayant

recu les six obusiers de 24 qu'il avait fait venir d'Elvas, il pla^a

immediatement deux de ces obusiers a la batterie No. 2. Vers

midi, cette batterie ouvrit son feu avec deux pieces de 18 et trois

obusiers de 24 ; mais, au lieu de continuer la premiere breche, elle

en ouvrit une nouveUe un peu a droite dans Tangle rentrant du

couvent. Les deux pieces de notre batterie en fascinage, situee
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The moment No. 2 opened, the garrison aban- Salamanca,

^ .
^ ® Fortified Posts

doned an excellent fascine battery, but they main- 1812.

tained a very brisk fire of musketry and from seven

pieces of ordnance till dark, by which Lieutenant

Love was wounded and fifteen artillerymen killed

or disabled.

After this day's battering, there only remained 60

18-pounder shot and 160 24-pounder shot for the

further prosecution of the attack.

Marshal Marmont advanced with 15,000 men,

and after manoeuvring for some time in front of the

position of Christoval, took up ground below it, just

out of cannon-shot.

One brigade of the 6th division in consequence

marched to the camp in the evening, and the attack

was suspended till more ammunition could be

brought up.

2l5^ June.—Reinforcements joined the enemy,

en avant de ce point, lutterent vainement centre le feu de Tennemi.

Le Lieutenant Furgole, commandant du genie, fut tue d'un boulet

dans cette batterie. On y ^tait plong^ par les tirailleurs de I'en-

nemi, qui s'etaient postes dans les decombres du college de Cuenca,

et son parapet n'ayant que deux metres d'epaisseur, n'^tait pas a

r^preuve du boulet : nous fumes obliges d'^vacuer cette batterie.

Nous maintinraes cependant notre feu au moyen de trois pieces du

couvent, et d'une vive fusillade qui fit perdre a I'ennemi dans sa

batterie No. 2 un officier et quinze canonniers. Neanmoins en

quelques heures cette batterie eut perce de part en part la partie

inferieure de la muraiUe du couvent ; et au choc d'un dernier boulet,

une portion considerable du mur de face et de la toiture s'^croula

tout k coup avec un horrible fracas : plusieurs de nos tirailleurs

furent ensevelis sous les decombres. L'edifice se trouvant ouvert,

I'ennemi jeta dans I'interieur des carcasses enflammees dans I'espoir

de I'incendier ; en efFet le feu se d^clara plusieurs fois avec violence,

mais nous parvinmes a I'^teindre."

—

Belmas. Ed.
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Salamanca, j^^^ j^q movemeiit was made: the armies remained
rortined Posts,

_

'

1812. close in front of each other ; the French in the bot-

tom, the allies on the heights.

All the ordnance was drawn out of the batteries

last night, and in consequence of the approach of

the French army, the 18-pounder guns and stores

were sent off this morning to Doniiias, and the 24-

pounder howitzers joined the army on the position

of St. Christoval.

22ndJune.—The brigade of the 6th division, which

went out to camp, returned to Salamanca, and the

German light infantry went out.

As possession of the Gayetano redoubt would

give great facility for establishing a lodgement close

to St. Vicente, from which a mine might be carried

under it, or the convent set on fire, it was proposed

to expend the remaining 220 rounds of ammunition

in an attempt to breach the gorge of that work. At

night, battery No. 3, for four guns, was thrown up

with these views, at a spot from which the gorge

of Gayetano could be seen obliquely at 450 yards

distance.

23rd June.—The French army retired during the

last night, in different columns, and the cavalry

was ordered to follow it. At 4 p.m., the Earl of

Wellington receiving information that one of the

enemy's columns had crossed the Tormes about

twelve miles above Salamanca, he immediately or-

dered two divisions to the ford of Sta. Martha, and

went himself to the camp to counteract any move-

ment Marshal Marmont might make to succour the

forts, or to draw off the garrison.

The 18-pounders and howitzers returned to Sala-
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manca early this morning, and battery No. 3 was portmeTposts

immediately armed with ^^^^•

18-pounder gun 1

24-pounder howitzers 3

Two 24-pounder howitzers were run into No. 2,

to fire shells.

The four pieces in No. 3 opened their fire at

11 A.M., and continued it till all the round shot

were expended, but v/ithout success in making a

practicable breach in the gorge of Gayetano. The

24-pounder howitzers were defective both in force

and precision, besides which the position of the

battery was very oblique to the object, and their

shot glanced oflP the wall at this distance of 450

yards, without making any apparent impression

upon the masonry.

The parapet of Gayetano, however, being much
injured, and the palisades beaten down, an attempt

was ordered to be made at night to carry that work,

and also La Merced, by escalade. The undertaking

was difficult, and the troops seemed to feel it. At

10 P.M. the storming party advanced, attended by

Lieutenant Reid, with men carrying ladders. The

garrisons made a determined resistance ; two ladders

only were reared against Gayetano ; no one mounted

them, and the party returned with the loss of 120

in killed and wounded : amongst the former was

Major-General Bowes, who directed the operation.

The ammunition expended this day was

From No. 3, 18-pounder round shot ... 60

24-pounder do, ... 160

From No. 2, 24-pounder shells, common and

spherical 100

VOL. I. R
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TorMedp^^'
^'^^^^ Juiie.-—There being no round shot remaining',

1812. the 18-poiinders and the 24-poimder howitzers were

sent off this day to Doninas.

By a truce in the evening the killed and wounded

were removed.

At night an approach {he) of 150 yards in extent

was carried from the right of No. 3 towards St.

Vicente, to bring a musketry fire on its artillery,

which from that side was open to view.

2^th June.—Marshal Marmont manoeuvred on

the right of the army, but without effect.

The 18-pounders and howitzers were ordered back

from Donifias.

At night a communication {fg) was carried along

the bottom of the ravine, between the redoubts and

the great fort, and a picket was lodged under the

gorge of Gayetano. The garrisons were very jealous

of this work, and many casualties occurred amongst

the working party.^

26 ^A June.—A supply of shot from Almeida ar-

rived this morning, viz.

24-pounder round shot .... 600

IS-pounder do. ... . 400

with powder in proportion.

e "9 Nuit, du 25 au 26 Juin.

" L'ennemi entrepiit un boyau au fond du ravin des Tanneries,

pour couper la communication du fort Saint-Vincent avec lea

redoutes. Nous fimes un feu tres-vif pour empecher ce travail, et

l'ennemi essuya de grandes pertes ; neanmoins il parvint a se loger

j usque sous la gorge de la redoute San-Gayetano. C'est alors que

nous eumes a regretter de n'avoir pas construit a travers le ravin

un retrancbement solide qui cut assure notrc communication avcc

let redoutes."

—

Belinas. Ed.
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No. 3 battery was immediately armed with four
Fort^ifir/pos'ts

18-pounders (one of which, however, was much in- 1812.

jured in the muzzle by a shot on the 20th). This

battery, intended to complete the breach in the gorge

of Gayetano, was under the charge of Major Arriaga

and Captain Power.

No. 2 battery, armed with four 24-pounder how-

itzers, to fire hot shot into the roof of the convent of

St. Vicente, was under Captain Michell.

Two long 6-pounders and one brass 5^-mch how-

itzer from a field-brigade were placed in the convent

of St. Bernardo, under Captain Greene, to keep the

fire of the forts in check.

The batteries commenced their fire at three in the

afternoon, and before sunset a tower of the convent

of St. Vicente was on fire, as well as the main roof

in several places ; but by the exertions of the garri-

son these fires were extinguished.

The howitzers were ordered to continue the fire of

hot shot through the night.

At dusk the communication along the ravine

under Gayetano was pushed to the old town wall

(h), and the pickets from the bridge spreading them-

selves along the houses to their left, Gayetano and
Merced were surrounded and comj)letely cut oflT

from St. Vicente.

An approach (n 5) was also opened from the ruins

of the college of Cuenca, along the side of the ravine,

to within 40 yards of the escarpe of Gayetano. The
object of this approach was to gain some ruins close

to the fort, from which a gallery might be run under
the defences, and a mine formed, to be Used should

the guns fail in effecting a breach. During the
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FordfieTposts "^'s^^^ ^ commimication {t u) was also made through

1812. some houses to within 20 yards of the cliff on which

the redoubt Merced was built, with a view of mining

under it likewise, the cliff being composed of a sandy

stone very easy to work in.

21th June.—A hollow (u) in the cliff just under

Merced presenting itself which would shelter the

miners, and the close fire of musketry from the ad-

jacent houses preventing the garrison from materially

interrupting the communication with it, at 7 a.m.

two miners of the line were attached to the hollow.

They were ordered to gain 24 feet horizontal dis-

tance, on a rise of 12 feet, which it was expected

would leave a line of least resistance to the redoubt

of 12 feet. During the first relief 6 feet of gallery

were completed.

At day-break the fire of hot shot was accelerated,

and the breaching batter}^ No. 3 resumed its fire.

About 10 A.M. the breach in the gorge of Gayetano

became perfect^ practicable, and about the same

time, a tremendous fire broke out in the roof of the

convent of St. Vicente, which proved beyond the

efforts of the garrison to extinguish, and the whole

building was soon in flames.

The troops were formed in the trenches in the

ravine {fg h) ready for the assault of Gayetano,

when a white flag was displayed, and the command-

ing officer proposed to surrender it and La Merced

in two hours ; which time he wished to have to

represent his situation to the superior commandant

in St. Vicente.

The Earl of Wellington offered him five minutes

to march out, in which case he should preserve his
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bao;p'ae:e ; but after trying many evasions, he said he Salamanca,
»o ^ '

. ,
' Fortified Posts,

could not comply with such terms, and was ordered I812.

to take down his white flag. In the mean time, the

commandant of St. Vicente sent out a flag of truce,

and offered to surrender in three hours. Lord Wel-

lington, however, being determined not to lose the

favourable moment of the convent being in flames,

limited him also to five minutes, during which time

he might march out with the honours of war and

preserve his baggage. The five minutes having

passed, and no appearance of the garrisons quitting

tlie forts, the fire of the batteries was renewed, and

shortly after the assaulting party advanced and car-

ried Gayetano by the gorge, the garrison making-

little or no resistance. Some of the Portuguese Ca-

^adores from the adjacent houses entered St. Vicente

also at the fascine battery (A) without opposition,

and the besiegers became masters of the whole.

The commandant stated that the garrison had

extinguished eighteen fires the day before in the

convent of St. Vicente.

The number of prisoners amounted to nearly 800,

and there were found in the forts 36 pieces of ord-

nance, and a great quantity of stores and gunpowder.

The ordnance and stores were given over to the

Spaniards, and the works were destroyed with the

latter.

LOSS OF THE BESIEGERS.

The loss of the troops during the attack was 5

officers and 94 men killed, 29 officers and 302 men
wounded. The loss of the artillery was Capt. Elige

and 15 men killed, Lieut. Love and 42 men wounded.
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Salamanca,
Fortified Posts, EXPENDITURE OF AMMUNITION.

1812.

The whole of the original supply of ammunition,

and about half the 24-pounder shot, and nearly all the

18-pounder shot of the second supply, were expended.

During the attack one 18-pounder gun and one

24-pounder howitzer received so much injury from

the fire of the forts as to be unfit for further service.

OBSERVATIONS.

This operation speaks so plainly for itself as to

render any observations on it nearly unnecessary.

The result of the attack proves that these forts were

not capable of more than two or three days' resist-

ance against a certain proportion of artillery em-

ployed merely to batter down their exposed walls,

and set fire to their interiors, and that consequently

the delay and loss in their reduction must be alto-

gether imputed to the inadequacy of the ammunition

brought up.

As a post to resist the guerillas or the advance of

a light corps, the works were very well planned

and sufficiently strong ; but surely the lesson the

French had so recently received in the capture of

Rodrigo ought to have made them hesitate, before

they deemed such posts of a nature to risk the loss

of 800 men in their defence when opposed to a

regular army.

Lord Wellington to the Earl of Liverpool.

" Fuente la Peiia, 30th June, 1812.

" To the Earl of Liverpool.

" The ammunition to enable us to carry on the attack

of the forts having arrived at Salamanca in the afternoon
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Salamanca,
Fortified Posts,

of the 26th, the fire was immediately recommenced upon

the gorge of the redoubt of San Gayetano, in which a 1812.

practicable breach was effected at about 10 o'clock in the

morning of the 27th ; and we had succeeded nearly about

the same time in setting fire to the buildings in the large

fort of San Vicente, by the fire from which the approach

to San Gayetano by its gorge was defended.

" Being in Salamanca at this moment, I gave directions

that the forts of San Gayetano and La Merced should be

stormed; but some little delay occurred in consequence

of the commanding officer of these forts in the first in-

stance, and afterwards the commanding officer of San

Vicente, having expressed a desire to capitulate after the

lapse of a certain number of hours.

" As it was obvious that these propositions were made
in order to gain time till the fire in San Vicente should be

extinguished, I refused to listen to any terms, unless the

forts should be instantly surrendered; and having found

that the commanding officer of San Gayetano, who was

the first to offer to surrender, was entirely dependent upon

the governor of San Vicente, and could not venture to

carry into execution the capitulation which he had offered

to make, I gave directions that his fort and that of

La Merced might be stormed forthwith.

*' The enemy had been employed for nearly three years

in constructing these works, but with increased activity

for the last eight or nine months. A large expense had

been incurred; and these works, sufficiently garrisoned by
about 800 men, and armed with 30 pieces of artillery, were

of a nature to render it quite impossible to take them, ex-

cepting by a regular attack; and it is obvious that the

enemy relied upon their strength, and upon their being

sufficiently garrisoned and armed, as they had left in San
Vicente large depots of clothing, and military stores of

every description. I was mistaken in my estimate of the

extent of the means which would be necessary to subdue

these forts; and I was obliged to send to the rear for a
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Salamanca, fresh supply of ammunition. This necessity occasioned a
Fortified Posts,
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^

1812, delay of six days.

"The enemy withdrew their garrison from Alba de

Tormes as soon as they heard of the fall of the forts of

Salamanca; and I have ordered that the works at both

places may be destroyed." ^

^ Salamanca having been considered by the Emperor Napoleon

as an important strategetical point for the French armies in the

north of Spain, directed that no labour should be spared to render

it as strong as art and time would permit. The following details of

the works executed cannot fail to be highly interesting to military

men, but more particularly so to the young Engineer, who may

gain much useful instruction by an attentive perusal and study of

the same. For these reasons the Editor trusts that he shall be

excused for inserting them as an appendage to the Journal of the

Siege of those works, more particularly as they were levelled with

the ground immediately after their capture by the English

army.

—

Ed.

" On reconstruisit en maconnerie et Ton bastionna le mur en

pierre seche du front 1-2, qui fermait le fort du cote de la ville.

On eleva sur I'escarpe un mur de cinquante centimetres d'epaisseur,

derriere lequel on mit en batterie trois pieces de 4 et une vieille

coulevrine de six pouces montee sur affut de cote. On demolit

toutes les maisons qui se trouvaient en avant de ce front, et Ton

en employa les de'combres a former, au pied du fort, un chemin

convert avec glacis, qui fut tenu aussi haut que possible, afin de

couvrir I'escarpe. Les bois de demolition servirent a faire des

palissades, des barrieres, des blindages et des herses qui, formees

de chevilles plantees dans des poutres, furent placees jointives sur

le glacis. On rait aussi en magasin une tres-grande quantite de

bois, dont une partie devait servir a former un retrancbement in-

terieur en arriere du front 1-2, que Ton regardait comme le point

d'attaque.

" On couvrit par une lunette en maconnerie la porte de la ville,

dite de Saint-Vincent, servant de porte de secours. Cette lunette

ctait percee de deux rangs de creneaux avec banquettes en char-

pente, et flanquait la partie de I'ancienne muraille que fermait le

fort du cote de I'ouest.
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" Sur les fronts de Test et dans Tangle rentrant du convent, on Salamanca,

avait construit precedemment une batterie basse destinee a battre 13^2
'

le ravin des Tanneries, ainsi que le plateau de San- Gayetano, situc

au dela. Cette batterie, revetue en fascines, fut armee de deux

pieces et couverte par un mur crenele, formant chemin des rondes,

precede lui-meme d'un rang de fortes palissades inclinees. Une

batterie a barbette pour quatre pieces fut etablie plus a droite, afin

de battre le plateau de San- Gayetano, et de prendre de revers le

pied des hauteurs le long de la Tormes jusqu'au pont. Sur les

fronts du sud, les escarpements de la riviere mettaient le fort a

I'abri de toute insulte ; neanmoins en y placa un obusier, une

vieille coulevrine turque de 6, et une piece courte de 24, afin de

battre les hauteurs de la rive opposee, d'oii I'ennemi aurait pu

inquieter le fort.

" On executa aussi plusieurs travaux importants dans I'interieur

meme du convent de Saint-Vincent. L'c'glise fut perce'e de deux

rangs de creneaux, et transformee en un reduit auquel on commu-

niqua au moyen d'un pont-levis jete sur un petit fosse, situc dans

Tangle des batiments, et creuse pe'niblement dans le rocher. Ce

reduit contenait un des magasins a poudre, qui fut blinde et couvert

de sacs a terre. Un second magasin a poudre se trouvait dans

une cave a pen pres au-dessous de Tendroit oii fut faite la deuxieme

breche. La garnison etait logee dans le cloitre, qui renfermait

aussi Thopital et le magasin des vivres.

" Le batiment avance auquel les Anglais firent la premiere

brfeche, fut se'pare du reste du couvent par des coupures pratiquees

a tous les etages. On construisit sur ces coupures de petits ponts-

levis perces de creneaux, et tout fut prepare pour que ce batiment

ne put etre utilise par Tennemi, s'il parvenait a s'en emparer. II

fut crenele au rez-de-chaussee, et arme au premier etage de quatre

pieces de 4, dont deux tiraient au nord et deux sur le plateau de

San-Gayetano. La fenetre situce au bout du corridor qui occupait

le milieu du batiment, fut convertie en une embrasure dans laquelle

on mit un orgue compose de sept a huit canons de fusil, monte's

sur un avant-train de charriot a munitions. Une piece de 4 fut

placee au-dessous et au rez-de-chaussee.

" On avait eu le projet de raser la toiture du couvent pour le ter-

rasser, ce qui Taurait mis a Tabri du feu ; mais le manque de temps

et de bras empecha de re'ahser ce projet : le Mare'chal Marmont
ne pouvait tenir que huit a neuf bataillons a Salamanque, faute de
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Salamanca, subsistances ; ce n'ctait qu'a prix d'or qu'on pouvait avoir
Fortified Posts, , . , ,

'

^ , i u-, \ V • .- •

1812. quelques scieurs de long du pays, et les habitants etaient si

hostiles que nous eumes plusieurs factionnaires assassine's par

des hommes qui s'en approchaient, couverts de leurs grands

manteaux.

" Le fort Saint-Vincent ne pouvait battre que tres-obliquement

et a une distance de quatre cents metres le pont de la Tortnes ; de

plus, il etait a craindre que I'ennemi n'etablit de prime abord contra

ce fort des batteries de breche sur le plateau de San-Gayetano, qui

n'en e'tait qu'si deux cents metres, et qui avait sur lui un com-

mandement de quelques metres. On se determina done a occuper

ce plateau par deux redoutes.

" La premiere redoute, dite de la Merced, fut formee d'une

partie du college del Rey, qu'on isola des maisons voisines. Mal-

heureusement les demolitions ne furent pas poussees assez loin,

parce qu'on manqua de temps et de bras, et que I'on voulut ma-

nager les habitants auxquels nos travaux avaient deja fait eprouver

bien des pertes. Les batiments de la redoute furent crenele's ; on

enleva leur toiture et Ton blinda le plancher supcrieur, qui fut re-

couvert de terre. Cette redoute se trouvait a une distance de

moins de deux cents metres du pont qu'elle battait obliquement

avec deux pieces.

" La seconde redoute, dite de San-Gayetano, etait situee a

gauche de la premiere et plus rapprochee du fort Saint- Vincent.

EUe fut formee du couvent de San-Gayetano, dont le cloitre servit

de fosse' apres qu'on en eut detruit les voutes ; les murs lateraux

furent utilises comme revetements d'escarpe et de contrescarpe, et

Ton forma le glacis en remblayant le derriere de la contrescarpe

avec de grosses pierres provenant des edifices voisins, qui furent

rases. Ce remblai permit de former, pour la defense du fosse, une

galerie a feux de revers adossee a la contrescarpe, et dont le ciel

fut compose de trongons de colonnes retires des couvents dcmolis.

On enleva les toitures des batiments de la redoute, et Ton blinda

le plancher superieur au moyen de poutres jointives recouvertes

d'un peu de terre. Cette redoute fut arme'e de quatre pieces qui

furent garanties par deux rangs de sacs a terre place's sur le mur

servant de parapet.

"Tout le sol environnant les redoutes de la Merced et de San-

Gayetano etait reconvert d'une telle masse de pierres, qu'il etait

impossible d'y cheminer a la sape, et ces deux redoutes n'ayant
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rien k craindre de I'incendie, paraissaient etre plus fortes que le Salamanca,

, 1 o • ^ Tr- ^ ^ A Fortified Posts,
couvent de Samt-Vincent lui-meme. jgj2.

" La communication du fort Saint-Vincent a la redoute de San-

Gayetano se faisait par un petit chemin pratique a travers le ravin

des Tanneries, le long de I'ancienne muraille de la ville. On eut

h regretter de ne pas I'avoir couvert par un retranchement trace

en cremaillere, et soutenu par un corps de garde place au fond du

ravin. Une caponniere servait a communiquer de la redoute de

San-Gayetano a la redoute de la Merced.

" Les deux redoutes etaient protc'gees du fort Saint-Vincent par

les quatre pieces de droite du front du sud et par les deux pieces

placdes dans le batiment avanc^ du couvent. Pour rendre le

flanquement de ces pieces plus efficace, on fut oblige de baisser

apres coup le sol entre les deux redoutes ; ce qui necessita un tra-

vail considerable, parce que leurs glacis, qui etaient en moellons,

se trouvaient deja etablis.

"Tous ces travaux furent diriges avec beaucoup d'art et une

grande activite par le chef de bataillon du genie Beaufort d'Hau-

poul et par le lieutenant du genie Furgole. lis furent executes en

moins de trois mois par cinq ou six cents soldats d'infanterie, et

par quatre compagnies de sapeurs. Le temps manqua pour les

terminer entierement ; neanmoins au moment du siege, le fort et

les redoutes etaient fermes et en etat de defense. Quant a la cita-

delle, on avait du renoncer depuis longtemps a y travailler."

—

Belmas.
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CHAPTER IX.

CAPTURE OF THE RETIRO AT MADRID, IN AUGUST,

AND JOURNAL OF THE SIEGE OF BURGOS, IN

SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER, 1812.

The reduction of the French posts in Salamanca

was followed, on the 21st July, by a complete vic-

tory over their army on the Tormes, and the ex-

pulsion of the intrusive king and his forces from

Madrid. The Marquis of Wellington, after a sharp

affair in passing the Guadaramma Mountains, en-

tered that capital on the 12th August without

opposition, the Frencli confining their defensive

efforts to the occupation of a spacious retrenched

post on the site of the Retiro.

Plate VII. Those heights had been converted into an ex-

tensive citadel, with the view of overawing the city

and placing the arsenal in security, and also of

sheltering the inhabitants attached to the French

interest, in the event of a temporary reverse or a

popular tumult ; and further, to admit of a small

force being left in cliarge of the city, should circum-

stances demand it. To meet these views, the works

had a triple line of defence. The interior was

formed by the palace of the Retiro, the large build-

ing of the Museum, and the park-wall, having

advanced fleches well disposed to flank it. The

second defence was made of a bastioned trace of

nine large fronts on a field profile, but without

s. 6 and 7.
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other outworks than a ravelin to one front and an jj™°'

advanced lunette. The interior post consisted of an 1812.

octagonal star-fort of similar profile to the second

line, almost tlie whole interior of which was occu-

pied by a large square building originally a porce-

lain manufactory.

The post thus created had many very serious

defects. First, the only supply of water secured to

the defenders being the content of a small well in

the star-fort, little more than sufficient for the con-

sumption of its own garrison, the exterior lines

were altogether dependent for water on an aqueduct

which might at any moment be cut by an enemy,

and consequently could never be occupied by the

numerous garrison required for their defence, nor

afford refuge to any number of the inhabitants.

Again, the star-fort itself was scarcely susceptible

of any defence against heavy guns or mortars, as

the building occupying its interior might be battered

down or burned, and the garrison smothered in its

ruins.

The French commander-in-chief added to the

inconsistencies of this post, by leaving a garrison far

too small for the exterior enceintes, but much too

considerable for the interior ; and, as if conscious of

this, committed to paper instructions to the com-

mandant, that, if seriously attacked, he should

confine his efforts to the defence of the star-fort. A
copy of this order, left by a staflp officer in his quar-

ters, in the hurry of the retreat, was luckily found

;

and in consequence, on the night of the 13th, the

troops were ordered to force into the botanical

garden and the park opposite the circus for bull-
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fights. As was expected, on their approach the

garrison witlidrew all their posts from the outer

line, and concentrated within their second defence.

14th August.—This morning arrangements were

made for attacking and driving the garrison from

the bastioned work, when, if they should retire in

good order into the star -fort, heavy guns were

prepared to ruin its defences, and batter down the

china manufactory in its interior. The governor,

Colonel La Fond, however, seeing the badness of

his post, prevented the execution of this project by

capitulating on honourable terms.

The garrison, thus made prisoners of war, con-

sisted of 2 colonels, 4 lieutenant-colonels, 22 cap-

tains, 35 subalterns, 7 staff, and 1982 rank and

file, besides 6 officers and 429 rank and file in the

hospital; and there were found in the arsenal 180

pieces of ordnance, 20,000 stand of arms, with a

great quantity of ammunition, artillery and other

carriages, clothing and stores of all kinds.

ATTACK OF THE CASTLE OF BURGOS.

1st September.—This day the Marquis of Wel-

lington quitted Madrid for Arrevalo, where four

divisions of infantry had been ordered to assemble,

preparatory to a movement to the northward,

against the army beaten at Salamanca, which had

re -occupied Valladolid : the 18 -pounder brigade

and 24-pounder howitzers, fitted out for the reduc-

tion of the forts at Salamanca, were ordered to

accompany this movement.

On the 7th, the French were driven from Valla-
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tlolid, and on the 17tli, being forced back on ^1^^°^'

Burgos, they threw a garrison into that place of

between 2000 and 3000 men, and retired to Bre-

viesca.*

INVESTMENT.

On the 19th September, the castle of Burgos Plate viii.

was invested by the 1st, 5th, 6th, and 7th divisions

of infantry and two independent Portuguese bri-

gades. The 6th division took up ground on the

left of the Arlanzon, whilst the remainder of the

investing corps forded the river, and marching

round the heights of St. Michael, drove the gar-

rison from three advanced fleches (G) which they

were constructing, to see into the ravines and

hollows on the side and reverse of the heights.

^ " Burgos est situe sur la rive droite de I'Arlanzon, a I'em-

branchement des routes de Reynosa et de Valladolid avec la

grande route de Bayonne a Madrid. Des le commencement de

la guerre, I'Empereur, sentant I'utilite d'occuper ce point im-

portant, avait ordonn^ de fortifier le chateau pour proteger la

ville, oil se trouvaient leS grands depots de I'arm^e ; mais les

travaux entrepris dans ce but n'avaient pu etre acheves, faute

d'argent, d'ouvriers et de moyens de transport. Ce chateau,

situe sur une hauteur attenante a la ville, etait bien place pour

battre les ponts de I'Arlanzon et les routes qui s'y croisent. II

ofFrait trois enceintes, dont I'une, servant de reduit, renfermait un

vieux donjon et I'eglise de la Blanca. La premiere enceinte seule

etait revetue : elle etait surmontee d'une fraise, et avait un fossd

de dix metres de large. A deux cent cinquante metres au nord,

se trouvait, sur la hauteur de Saint-Michel qui domine le chateau

et n'en est separee que par un ravin profond, un grand ouvrage a

cornes en terre non encore acheve, et dont I'Empereur avait lui-

meme arrete le projet. Les deux branches de cet ouvrage

n'avaient pas de fosse. On avait commence un reduit a la gorge

et une communication a travers le ravin, mais ces travaux etaient

a peine ebauches."

—

French account. Ed.
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\TiT*' -^.fter a good deal of skirmishing, the advanced

posts and sentries of the besiegers were fixed on

various points of the heights where they found cover.

The remainder of the army advanced and took a

position across the high road to France, in front

of Monasteria, to cover the attack of the castle.

engineers' means for the attack.

OFFICERS.

Lieutenant- Colonel Burgoyne, commanding.

John T. Jones (severely wounded).

Captain J. A. Williams (killed).

Lieutenant Pitts.

Reid.

Ten officers, volunteers, to act as engineers, and

81 soldiers of the line, being either miners, car-

penters, or masons, also volunteers, joined the

department on the day of the investment; and

there were present eight rank and file of the corps

of Royal military artificers.

A party of 200 men was also at the same time

selected from the troops, to make fascines and

gabions.

PARK.

The engineers' park was formed under shelter

of the heights between Villa Toro and the castle,

and contained

Picks and shovels 600

Felling axes 100

Bill-hooks 200

with a few small tools and stores, being a propor-

tion carried on fifty mules, with the head-quarters

of the army.

A few days subsecpiently to the investment, a
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depot of French tools and sand-bags was found

in the town of Burgos, and moved to the park.

A portion of the artificers were employed constantly

in the park, throughout the siege, in superintending

the making of fascines and gabions, and cutting

plank for platforms. The remainder went on duty

in the trenches with the officers.

ARTILLERY MEANS FOR THE ATTACK.
OFFICERS.

Lieutenant- Colonel Robe, commanding.

Dickson, in charge of the resei-ve.

Captain Power.

Lieutenant Robe.

Pascoe.

• Elgee.

Haugh.

Captain C. Blatchley, joined 1st October.

Gardiner. "i

Dansey. Alternate days
-'

y from the

Greene. I
field-brlgades.

Lieutenant Monro. J

Major Ariga, and 5 subalterns, Portuguese artillery,

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND GUNNERS.

British 90

Portuguese 57

Total . . 147

aided by occasional detachments from the field-

brigades.

ORDNANCE AND AMMUNITION.

The park was formed near Villa Toro, and con-

tained

—

18-pounder guns 3

24-pounder iron howitzers .... 5

24-pounder round shot 900

24-pounder common shells .... 208

VOL. I. S

Burgos,
1812.
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Burgos, 24-pouncler spherical case .... 236
1812.

IS-pounder round shot 1306

Do. spherical case .... 100

BESIEGING FORCE.

The troops employed on the duties of the siege,

were the 1st and 6th divisions of infantry, under

Major-Generals Campbell and Clinton, and Briga-

dier-Generals Pack's and Bradford's Portuguese

brigades, composing altogether a force of twelve

thousand men.

RECONNOISSANCE.

Plate VIII. Immediately, on being invested, the place was

reconnoitred.

The defences were found to occupy an oblong,

conical hill, and to be of a triple nature nearly all

round. The lower or outer line consisted of the old

escarp wall of the town or castle, modernized with

a shot-proof parapet, and flanks ingeniously pro-

cured by means of palisades, or tambours, at the

salient and re-entering points.

The second line was of the nature and profile of

a field retrenchment, and well palisaded.

The third, or upper line, was nearly of a similar

construction to the second ; and on the most eleva-

ted point of the cone, the primitive keep had been

formed into an interior retrenchment, with a modern

heavy casemated battery, named after Napoleon.

The situation of this fortified post was very com-

manding, except on the side of the hill of St.

piateix. fig. 1. Michael, the summit of which, at less than 300

yards distance, is nearly on the same level with the

upper works of the castle, but separated from them
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by a deep ravine. This height was occupied by

a hornwork of large dimensions ; the front scarp of

which, hard and slippery, 25 feet in height, stood at

an angle of about 60°, and was covered by a counter-

scarp 10 feet in depth. The branches were not

perfect, and the rear had been temporarily closed,

on intelligence of the fall of Madrid, by an ex-

ceedingly strong palisading. No part of the front

or branches was palisaded or fraised.

The whole of the interior of the hornwork was

under fire of the battery Napoleon, and its branches

were well flanked from the works of the castle.

From the best information, the garrison consisted

of 2000 men, with 9 heavy guns, 11 field-pieces, and

6 mortars or howitzers, in battery; and the place

was well provided with ammunition and provisions.

The side of the castle selected for attack was

that under the south end of the church of La

Blanca, because it presented the smallest front, and

the fall of the hill there was so rapid, that the ffuns Plate ix.

,. 1 , 111 m-i figs. 2 and 3.

mounted in the works could not be sulhciently

depressed to see down it; and further, each of the

lines on that side were faulty and weak.

The outer wall, but imperfectly flanked, had a

thick parapet of earth without embrasures, and

might be attacked on its left flank as well as in

front. The second line had likewise little prepara-

tion for front fire, and its parapet and escarpe were

much exposed to the hornwork of St. Michael, (the

obtaining possession of which was a necessary pre-

liminary to an attack on any side, except that of

the city,) and the upper defences had no space

within them, being encumbered with the church of
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^m2^' ^^ Blanca, a weak building which presented few

defensive resources.

The interior lines were palisaded or fraised, but,

from their weak profile and bad trace, were not

esteemed capable of resisting an assault, after they

should have been cannonaded for a short time, by

batteries to be erected for that purpose on the hill

of St. Michael ; and as the extremely limited means

of the artillery would not admit of any further aid

being drawn from their fire, it was proposed to

attempt each line successively by assault, after the

preceding line should be well secured by a good

lodgement, with safe communications to it ; and the

following detail of the operations received the sanc-

tion of Lord Wellington.

DETAIL OF THE PROJECT OF ATTACK.

Plate VIII. The first night, to assault the hornwork of St.

Michael, and make a lodgement in it, with proper

communications from the rear. The following night,

to commence battery No. 1, for five guns, under

cover of a rising knoll, which battery should see

the part of the. castle to be attacked, and itself be

protected by the knoll from the heavy fire of the

battery on the keep of the castle ; then to strike out

a communication from the suburbs of St. Pedro,

and under cover of a steep bank, at 50 yards from

the wall, establish a parallel, and connect it with

the upper works. From the parallel, to approach

the wall by sap, as near as its superior height

would admit without being seen into ; and from

that point to run galleries under the escarp, and

form breaches by mines. A short time before the
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period of springing the mines, to open from battery
^igfj^'

No. 1, on the second line; and during, and after

the assault, to maintain such an incessant fire upon

that line, as should prevent the garrison collecting

a force within it to annoy the troops whilst forming

the lodofement on the breach in the first enclosure.o
In similar manner, it was proposed, when the

lodgement should be finished above the first wall,

and the troops prepared to assault the second line,

to turn the fire of battery No. 1 on the third line,

as had been practised against the second line.

Afterwards to employ that battery to knock down

part of the enceinte of the third line, in front of

the church of La Blanca (H), which, for want of

space, had been formed of a loopholed wall, only

2 feet thick. On carrying the second enclosure,

either to lodge in it, or on the upper terreplein,

where the loophole wall had, been knocked down,

as circumstances should point out. To favour these

operations, a trench for musketry {pp) to be made on

the brow of the hill, and a concealed battery (No. 2)

to be prepared in the interior of the hornwork, in

readiness to receive all the guns and howitzers, on

the fall of the third line, to batter the keep, should

the garrison be obstinate enough to ofier a resistance

in it, after the loss of all their other defences.

JOURNAL OF THE ATTACK.

Night between 19th and 20th September.—The

hornwork was ordered to be assaulted this evening

at eight p.m.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE ASSAULT.

The arrangements for the attack were, that two

parties to storm should march, one upon each salient
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Burgos, angle of the demi-bastions, and enter the ditch at

points where the counterscarp was still unfinished.

At the same time that these parties should advance,

a firing party of 150 men to march direct on the

front of the work, halt at the edge of the ditch, and

keep up a brisk fire on the garrison defending the

parapets : under protection of this fire, the storming

parties in the ditch to raise the ladders against the

faces of the demi-bastions, and escalade them. A
third storming party, under Major the Honourable

Edward Cocks, 79tli regiment, to be formed behind

the fleche (G c), to march round the rear of the

work, and endeavour to force in at the gorge.

EXECUTION OF THE ASSAULT.

The firing party, on being put in movement,

were discovered by the garrison of the hornwork,

and instantly a heavy discharge of musketry was

directed on them from the whole front. This fire

induced the British line, contrary to orders, to open

their fire also, although 120 yards distant from the

hornwork ; and the men continuing to fire whilst

advancing to the edge of the counterscarp, by the

time they reached that alignment, such numbers

had been killed or wounded, that the few remaining,

able to move, dispersed.

The Portuguese troops allotted for the escalade

of the left demi-bastion were preceded by a party

of Highlanders under Lieutenant Pitts, Royal En-

gineers, carrying the scaling ladders. The High-

landers coolly raised the ladders against the escarpe,

and the attention of the garrison being much occu-

pied by the firing party, they mounted to the upper

staves of the ladders almost without opposition

;
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but the assaulting party, notwithstanding this sti- ^Vofg^'

mulating example, could not be prevailed upon to

enter the ditch.

The escalade of the right demi-bastion was also

unsuccessful.

During this time. Major Cocks had led his party

along the glacis of the branches into the rear or

gorge of the hornwork, but not without the loss of

nearly half his numbers from the fire of the castle.

The principal strength of the garrison being en-

gaged on the ramparts in repelling the attack in

front, and only a few men being left for the defence

of the gorge, the scaling ladders were placed against

the palisades with but little opposition, and the as-

sailants scrambled over them into the work.

Major Cocks then divided his detachment into two

bodies, and with one pushed forward and ascended

the parapet of the front to facilitate the entry of the

co-operating force, whilst the other moiety should

remain formed at the gateway to insure the garri-

son being made prisoners ; but they, from weight of

numbers, literally ran over the party left to oppose

them, and mostly escaped into the castle.

The loss in carrying this hornwork was 6 officers

and 65 men killed, 15 officers and 334 men
wounded, which casualties occurred almost exclu-

sively amongst the firing party in front, and the

troops that escaladed the gorge.

The French official journal states the loss of the

garrison to have been 6 officers and 137 men killed

or wounded.

Seven field-pieces were found in a serviceable

state on the ramparts.
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As soon as the hornwork was carried, the lodge-

ment {d e) was formed, and a communication to it

from the rear of the hill, along the ditch of the

front, and through the gateway. The working

party was 300 men.

The fire directed on the lodgement from the castle

was very heavy throughout the night ; but there

was urgent necessity for persevering with the work,

as the besiegers, being without any communication

to the gorge round the branches, the garrison,

unless a lodgement were established in the interior,

might recover the work by a sortie at daylight, or

at least might bring on a very unequal and de-

structive affair under a close fire of the artillery of

the castle.''

20th Septembe7\—The lodgement in the hornwork

afforded sufficient cover at daylight to continue the

work, and 150 men were employed throughout the

day to improve it, and form secure communications

from the rear.

The garrison kept up a vigorous fire all day on

the work in progress ; but the workmen being

^ " Le second bataillon du trente-quatri^me regiment de ligne,

qui defendait cet ouvrage, fit tous les efibrts possibles pour repous-

ser Tennerai ; mais le grand developpement des fortifications ne

lui ayant pas permis de garder tous les points accessibles, et le

palissadement de la gorge n'etant pas achevc, il n'a pu empecher

les Anglais de pen^trer j usque dans le terreplein, sous le feu sou-

tenu de toutes les parties du fort principal. Les defenseurs,

accables par le nombre, sont cependant parvenus a se frayer un

passage a la baionnette, et sont rentres dans le fort, mais non pas

sans avoir eprouve des pertes graves. M. Thomas, chef de

bataillon, a c'te grievement blesse, et notre perte totale s'eleve a

cent quarante-deux hommes tues ou blesses, dont cinq officiers."

—Extrnctfrom General Dubretons Report. Ed.
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much circumscribed for space, it was thought better

to keep the guard of the trenches under cover, than

to reply with musketry; and they were placed

along the ditch of the front of the hornwork, and

on the reverse of the hill where cover could be

found, two or three sentries only being posted

within the hornwork.

Night between 20th and 2\st September.

Working party . . . 600 men.

Battery No. 1, for five guns, was begun, and the

approaches to it (//), in front of the left branch of

the hornwork, were opened.

The garrison kept up throughout the night con-

stant discharges of shot and shells from howitzers

on the workmen ; but the battery was so well shut

in from the right of the castle, by an inequality of

the ground on its left flank, that few casualties

occurred.

2lst September.

Working party .... 150 men.

Fifty men were distributed in battery No. 1, and

the remainder to perfect the trenches and commu-

nications, which was the employment day and night,

during the remainder of the siege, of every man
not required to open fresh ground.

The garrison fired a good deal, but without any

particular object.— During the last night they

mounted several additional pieces of ordnance to

bear on the approaches.

Night between 21st and 22nd September.

Working party . . . 600 men.

A trench of support {g g) to battery No. 1 was

Burgos,
1812.
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opened this evening, and the communication (e g)

from the lodgement in the hornwork.

In carrying this communication through the rear

defences of the hornwork, which were formed of a

palisaded line, on a higher level than the ground in

its rear, the greatest difficult}^ was found in obtain-

ing cover ; and the garrison maintaining a constant

fire of grape, round shot, and shells, on the working

party throughout the night, a space of some yards

remained very imperfect at day-break (T).

The guard of the trenches was chiefly placed in

the approaches {ff), or under cover of the flank of

the hill, having a strong detachment prepared to

stand to their arms in the lodgement in the

hornwork.

22nd September.-—Soon after daylight the gar-

rison directed a most heavy fire of artillery against

the work opened last night ; but there being good

cover every where, except at the fall of the ground

at the rear of the hornwork, the parties continued

to labour throughout the day with little loss.

A portion of the guard was posted in the ad-

vanced parts of the trenches, and some men on the

left of No. 1 fired with great effect at the distance

of 200 yards.

Wight betweeri 22nd and 23rd September.

Working party . . . 600 men.

Battery No. 1 was armed with two 18-pounders and

three 5|-inch howitzers, in readiness to open on the

interior lines of the castle, whenever the outer line

should be assaulted.

Battery No. 2, for six pieces, intended to bring
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down the keep of the castle, whenever the earthen
^y^j^J^^'

lines should be carried and the enemy's artillery

silenced, was commenced at the gorge of the horn-

work of St. Michael.

The working parties continued to perfect the

communications, &c., and the exposed point at the

gorge of the hornwork was well filled up with

gabions and fascines.

With a view to abridge the attack, and save the

troops from unnecessary fatigue. Lord Wellington

determined to make an effort to carry the exterior

defences of the castle by escalade, and form a lodge-

ment on the top of the wall. The escarpe wall at

the point selected (P) was from 23 to 25 feet in

height, built on a steep bank, but without any

revetted counterscarp ; and midnight was the hour

fixed for the enterprise.

ARRANGEMENT FOR THE ESCALADE.

A party of 400 men, provided with five ladders,

to be carried by six men each, was directed to march
into the hollow road [h i) running from the suburbs

of St. Pedro parallel to the wall to be assaulted,

about 60 yards from its foot, in the bottom of

which they would find themselves in security from

the fire of the place. Half the party, that is, 200
men, to take post near the top of the bank {rk), and
arrange themselves in line, so as to fire over the

bank against the work to be assaulted, with the

view of preventing the garrison from mounting the

thick earthen parapet to use their bayonets.

The other 200 men were to be divided into sec-

tions of twenty men each, and, on the ladders being
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^mT^' I'sared against the wall, an officer, with the first

section, was to advance from under cover of the

bank, and mount to the assault. That accomplished,

the next party of twenty to advance from under the

bank and follow up the ladders : these to be suc-

ceeded by other twenty men, and so on successively

till the whole 200 should be in. The firing party

on the bank then to become a working party, and

pull down a portion of the wall to form a ramp up.

For this latter purpose, and to make a secure com-

munication to the spot from the trenches, a more

considerable working party was held in readiness

by the engineers, with gabions, fascines, &c.

To favour this escalade, a Portuguese battalion

was ordered to assault the same line by its left flank

on the side of the town, at a point (D) where the

defences are of a weak profile, and where the gar-

rison only kept a small guard, not yet having any

suspicion of its being the intention to direct the

principal effort against the south end of the castle.

EXECUTION OF THE ESCALADE.

The attack of the flank defences by the Portu-

guese battalion never came to any thing like a

serious attempt. They were checked whilst ad-

vancing by a fire from a guard-house on the line,

and did not enter the ditch. The escalade in

front, therefore, even if correctly executed, would

not, probably, have had more than a momentary

success. As it was, the men with the five ladders

reached the wall, and reared them almost unop-

posed ; but the main body, although the ground

was perfectly open, advancing on a front of only
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four men, had lengthened out so considerably before ^13^2^'

they reached the point of contention, that, on the

garrison opening their fire, much confusion was

created by the efforts made to close up the ranks,

and, in consequence, the firing party never took

post on the bank, but the whole pushed forward

together into the ditch. Several gallant attempts

were made to ascend the ladders, and some of the

assailants each time gained a momentary footing,

but were as often bayoneted down ; after which

the garrison mounted on the top of the parapet,

and in addition to a fire of musketry, threw over a

great number of 4-pound shot and much burning

composition, which caused many of the men's

pouches to explode."

Major Laurie, 79th regiment, the commanding-

officer, being killed, and the party being composed

<^ " L'ennemi s'est porte sur le camp retranche avec des echelles,

et a cherche a Temporter de vive force. II a fait son attaque en

deux colonnes, I'une du cote de la ville, la seconde sur le front de

la route de Santander. Cette derniere colonne donna I'assaut avec

resolution, et fut re^ue avec vigueur par cinq compagnies du deux-

ieme bataillon du trente-quatrieme de ligne. Quelques-uns des

assaillants parvinrent jusque sur le parapet, mais ils furent culbutes,

et le reste fut mis en fuite par notre fusillade et par des obus

charges que nous roulames dans le foss6. La colonne qui attaqua

du cote de la ville fut re^ue avec la meme vigueur, et ne put

descendre la contrescarpe. EUe se retira alors dans les premieres

maisons, d'oix elle fit un feu tres-vif sur le fort ; elle fut en revanche

vivement battue par notre artillerie. L'ennemi a beaucoup soufFert

dans cette action, et a laisse dans les fosses les echelles qu'il avait

apportees, et une quarantaine de morts, dont trois officiers. II a

du remporter un grand nombre de blesses, si Ton en juge par les

debris abandonnes sur les points qu'il a attaques."

—

Dubreton's

Report. Ed.
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^mT^' ^^ detachments from different regiments, (a mea-

sure replete with ill for night movements or ha-

zardous enterprises,) there was some difficulty in

ascertaining who was the senior officer, and the

whole remained for above a quarter of an hour

under the destructive efforts of the garrison, " un-

able to advance, unwilling to retire, and having

given up all hope of success." At length, the

point of seniority being determined, and all the

officers agreeing in the necessity of withdrawing,

the order was given, and the remnant retired,

leaving nearly half their numbers killed, or lying

wounded under the wall.

23rd September.— This morning the garrison

fired with more than their usual vigour, and par-

ticularly concentrated discharges of all natures

against that portion of the communication through

the rear of the hornwork, blinded with gabions (T),

and, in the course of two or three hours' firing,

succeeded in levelling most of the parapet. The

working party, however, continued in battery No. 2

throughout the day.

At one P.M. a truce of two hours admitted of

bringing into the trenches the men wounded during

the escalade last night, and who, having fallen in a

most exposed situation within a few feet of the

escarpe wall of the place, it had been hitherto

impossible to succour.

Night between 23rd and 24:th September.—The

attack by escalade having failed, it became neces-

sary to revert to the original project of forming a

breach in the outer or first line, by working up to

the wall, and forming; a mine under it.
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With this view, at dusk, pickets of direction were ^18^2^'

put in for converting a hollow road, at 50 yards

distance from the outer line, into a parallel, by cut-

ting steps along the summit of the bank (r k). A
communication, from the suburbs of St. Pedro to

this advanced trench or parallel, was also traced.

Two hundred and fifty men, furnished with 380

gabions, opened this ground, undiscovered from the

castle. Soon after 9 p. m. heavy rain began to pour

down.

24ith September.—Notwithstanding the rain, the

work opened last night was every where tenable this

morning at daylight, and fresh workmen were

distributed throughout its whole extent.

A firing party was introduced into the parallel,

to cover the progress of the trenches, which were

necessarily made very deep and narrow, to gain

cover from the commanding fire from the parapet

of the escarpe wall of the castle.

The firing party kept the musketry of the para-

pets in front of the parallel so completely under,

that rarely a shot was fired from thence ; but two

or three marksmen placed behind a projecting pali-

sade (R), serving as a flank to the escarpe wall, did

great execution, and numerous casualties occurred

in the trenches in the course of the morning.*^

The palisades were placed close together, with

only space between them for the barrel of a mus-
ket, and, the lower four feet being strongly planked,

men were quite secure behind them. After in-

effectually trying throughout the day to dislodge

^ " L'ennemi a fait un feu tres-vif sur nos ouvrages, et a rendu

pourle moment nos batteries inhabitables."

—

Dubreton's Rep. Ed.
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^isT"^'
^^^^ marksmen by musketry fire, the struggle, being

found too unequal, was relinquished, and it was

proposed to try the fire of battery No. 1.

Night hetiveen 24th and 25th Sept.—During

the afternoon, a supply of fascines and gabions

having been deposited in rear of the parallel (r k), as

soon as it became dark a flying sap {m k) was pushed

from the right of the parallel to within twenty

yards of the escarpe wall.

The work was very perilous on account of the

number of shells rolled down the bank by the gar-

rison, and from a steady musketry fire maintained

from the parapet on the right of the sap. Captain

Williams, who directed this operation, was shot

through the heart.

The artillery moved the two 18-pounders out of

No. 1, and drew them part of the way along the

trench towards No. 2.

The 18-pounders were replaced in No. 1 by two

24-pounder howitzers.

25th Septe?7iber.—This morning battery No. 2,

revetted with sand-bags, was completely finished,

and the platforms laid. In order to prevent the

battery being recognised as such by the castle, the

embrasures were filled up with earth ; two very

stout gabions only being placed at the interior of

each cheek of each embrasure, to insure the guns

opening at any required moment.

A trench of 6 feet in depth, besides the height of

the gabion above it, noAV scarcely gave cover in the

sap, and the consequent difficulty of pushing it

further forward became very great; therefore, the

soil appearing favourable for mining, at ten a.m.
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the miners of the line, attached to the engineers,

commenced a gallery towards the wall from the

head of the sap {m). The distance had been mea-

sured in the night, and found to be 60 feet.^

The howitzers in No. 1 battery opened a fire to

destroy the palisades (R) used as a flank on the

outer wall, but without success, it being found that,

from the want of precision in the howitzers with

round shot, a greater expenditure of ammunition

would be required to effect the object in view, than

the limited means of the equipment would afford.

The following ammunition was expended in this

attempt

:

24-pounders, round shot . . 1231
Ditto, common shells . 6 > 141 rounds.

Ditto, spherical case . 1 2 J

Night hetweeii 25th and 26th September.—This

evening three zigzags (o o o) were carried down
from No. 1 battery towards the ledge of the hill

below, with the view to establish a trench or parallel

for musketry fire {p p).

The hill to be descended with these approaches

being open to the whole artillery of the castle, at

^ " Journee du 25 Septembre.—Pi-esumant toujours que I'ennemi

ferait breche par la mine, nous preparames plusieurs moyens de

chicane pour repousser I'assaut. Une pifece de 4 fut disposee dans

le seul emplacement de I'enceinte superieure qui put voir le de-

bouche de la breche ; on pratiqua des banquettes dans le parapet.

Ton construisit des augets pour jeter a la main des obus dans le

fosse, et Ton etablit des traverses avec des futailles et des caisses

remplies de terre, pour empecher I'ennemi de s'etendre dans les

terre-pleins. On commenga a miner les piliers du clocher de San-

Roman, qui domine la seconde enceinte, afin de la faire sauter

dans le cas ovi la garnison serait forcee d'^vacuer ce poste."

—

Dubrelofi's Report. Ed.

VOL. I. T
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distances from 150 to 200 yards, and the workmen
being perfectly exposed, an appalling fire was

opened upon them the moment they began to use

their tools.

The showers of grape-shot, which fell without

intermission all round the spot, causing an incessant

whizzing and rattling amongst the stones, appeared

at the moment to be carrying destruction through

the ranks; but, except the necessity of instantly

carrying off the wounded, on account of their suf-

ferings, it caused little interruption to the workmen.

It was remarked here, as it had been on former

occasions, that a wound from a grape-shot is less

quietly borne than a wound from a round shot or

musketry. The latter is seldom known in the night,

except from the falling of the individual ; whereas

the former, not unfrequently, draws forth loud

lamentations.

2Qth September.—The gallery, at the end of this

day, had advanced 18 feet. It was 3 feet wide and

4 feet high ; the soil stiff, and standing well without

support.

The fire of musketry from behind the palisaded

tambour continued to be very destructive to the

workmen in the sap whenever they became exposed

to it. A gabion having been knocked down by a

shell this morning, Captain Kenny, 9th regiment,

assistant engineer, was shot through the head in the

endeavour to replace it.

Night between 26th and 21th Sept.—This night

a trench {kt) was made in continuation of the

right of the lower parallel, and carried to within

23 yards of the wall of the rampart, with a view to
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run in another gallery to form a second mine (M),
^J'|'f2°^'

and to give cover for a firing party, to oppose that

directed on the sap.

A working party of 300 men was employed on

the left of the attack, and two additional zigzags

{p o) from No. 1 battery were added to those formed

last night, and the musketry trench {pp) was

opened.

The garrison, anticipating this operation, had

prepared most of their artillery and musketry to

open on the ridge, which they did, with the utmost

accuracy, as soon as the engineer, with a few men,

began to picket out the trench. Two or three

casualties occurred in effecting the trace, and it

being evident that no body of men could work

collectedly under such a fire, each gabion was

carried forward and placed separately, the two men
so employed immediately retiring, and by this

means the whole row was placed with little loss.

In a similar manner, two or three gabions only

were filled at the same time, till about midnight,

when the whole party was at work tolerably covered,

and before daylight the musketry trench was in a

state to be occupied by a few men, who were di-

rected to confine their attention and fire to the

lower works and the tambour.

The total casualties of the working party did not

exceed twelve.

21th September!—^he attention of the garrison

^ Lord Wellington to Earl Bathurst.

" To Earl Bathurst. Villa Toro, 27th Sept. 1812.

" We are getting on, but not so rapidly as I could wish ; and I

wish I could be more certain of final success. It is not easy.
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was now evidently directed to preparations for an

obstinate defence of their second line, after the loss

of their outer line. They had worked hard during

the night in forming a covered -wa}^ to that line,

by cutting a step along the upper edge of the

counterscarp, and had planted a strong stockade in

front of the gateway, to secure their communication

with their new covered-way,

A gallery (t) for a second mine was commenced

at daylight, from the trench on the right of the

lower parallel opened last night, and in the course

of the day the trench was widened and deepened

into a commodious parallel, and a firing party posted

in it.

At evening the first gallery had only advanced

28 feet. The workmen, not being accustomed to

military mining, and not having miners' tools, but

only the large English pickaxes, was the cause of

their slow progress.

The garrison now threw stones over the wall

into the nearest part of the sap, and occasionally

wounded the men with them. They also pitched

into the sap great numbers of hand-grenades, or

small shells, which, being thrown over the parapet

at a high angle from the small distance of 20 or

however, to take a strong place, well garrisoned, when one has

not a sufficient quantity of cannon ; when one is obliged to save

ammunition on account of the distance of our magazines ; and

when one is desirous of saving the lives of soldiers. Then,

nothing in the way of assault can be done excepting by a British

soldier ; and we cannot afford to lose them at this distance from

England and the sea. I shall know in a day or two whether I can

take the place, and how soon."

—

Ed.
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25 yards, had much the appearance in descending ^1812^'

of cricket balls. These drew off the attention of the

workmen from their employment; but, except in

the crowded parts, appeared to do little execution.

A fire of artillery was most pertinaciously main-

tained against the musketry trench (pp) opened

last night, although there were only a few men em-

ployed in the interior. In the course of the day

the gabions were mostly destroyed, and the parapet,

being yet little more than a screen, gave so little

security, that the workmen and guard were both

withdrawn.

Might between 27th and 2Sth September.—Five

hundred men were ordered to parade for work at

the upper trenches ; but at dark only 350 could be

found.

They were employed to open a trench of com-

munication (i 0) from the upper works, on the right

of No. I battery, to the lower works near the suburbs

of St. Pedro, it being required for their mutual sup-

port, and for the more ready communication oforders.

About 150 yards of the communication to be

opened was along the face of a steep hill, entirely

exposed to the view of the castle, at distances from

150 to 200 yards.

The workmen were spread along the communica-

tion or parallel as far as their numbers would ex-

tend, and were at work before the garrison gave

them any interruption ; but soon after they began

to use their tools, two or three light-balls, which

fell amongst them, were followed by heavy dis-

charges of grape-shot.

The working party exerted themselves to the
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^\liT'
"^"^^'^^^ ^"^ ^^6 fi^6 of the place, though steadily

maintained throughout the night, was at no time

well directed. Nevertheless, at day-break some

portions of the communication remained imperfect,

owing to the steepness of the hill, which rendered

necessary nearly double the usual height of parapet

to gain cover for a man in the trench.

The musketry trench (pp) was during the night

brought into a state to afford good cover.

2Sth September.—This morning an endeavour

was made to complete the communication (io), by

means of gabions and fascines placed in the openings ;

but it was found that the reverse of the trench,

being much higher than the front, the enemy's shells

either stuck into it, and burst there, or, when pitched

beyond it, rolled back from the hill into the trench,

which rendered the work so perilous, that it was

deferred till night.

In the evening the first gallery measured 42 feet

in length, and the second gallery 32 feet, the soil of

the latter being similar to, and standing equally well

with that of the first.

Night hetiveen 2Sth and 29th September.—At

night the parapet of the communication between

the upper and lower part of the trenches was

heightened and thickened, so as to afford good cover

to those passing along it ; but, throughout the siege,

the inconvenience of its being formed on the slope

of a steep hill was severely felt, whenever the gar-

rison made an effort to interrupt the communication

by a fire of shells.

29th September.— This day the garrison con-

fined their fire very much to small shells, which
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they threw in great numbers into the lower
^\li2^'

trenches.

The guard distributed in the trench (pp), and in

the work perfected last night, kept up an incessant

fire of musketry on all the works of the place.

In the evening the second gallery measured 43

feet.

About noon, when the first gallery had been

driven 60 feet, the miners reported themselves to be

under the foundation of the escarpe wall of the

castle. This on examination appearing to be the

case, from large blocks of masonry obstructing the

end of the gallery, a chamber of 5 feet in length

was ordered to be made under the wall. The ex-

cavation was finished at 10 p.m., and being charged

with 12 barrels of powder of 90 lbs. each, the gallery

was well tamped for 15 feet, with bags filled with

earth.

Night behveen 29th arid 30th September.

Working party .... 400 men.

At dusk, an attempt was made to extend the

musketry trench (^7:^) on its left, so as to enclose

and see down the caponniere, and bring a greater

front of fire on the space above the outer line between

F K. There being no gabions to spare for this

service, the men were set to work uncovered, but

the fire of the place was immediately concentrated

on the spot, and in a few minutes, several men
having been killed or wounded, the attempt was

relinquished.

SPRINGING OF FIRST MINE.

At midnight, a storming party of 300 men having
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^isr?^'
paraded in the lower trenches, and a working party,

with the necessary tools and materials, being in

their rear to form a lodgement, the mine was sprnng.

The explosion made very little report, but brought

the wall down (K). The earth of the rampart be-

hind the ruined escarp remained very steep, but

next the broken parts of the wall, on both sides, the

ascent was easy. The breach, however, was not

such as a charge of 1080 lbs. of powder, placed as

above described, ought to have produced ; and the

probabilities are, that the masonry which obstructed

the gallery was the remains of some old foundation,

in front of the escarp wall.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR ASSAULT OF THE BREACH.

The assault was ordered to be made as follows,

under cover of a vigorous fire of musketry, to be

directed on the defenders from the trench or parallel

(ivk). An officer and twenty men to ascend the

breach ; that effected, a detachment of fifty men to

follow, and then the remainder of the 300 men to

push up.

EXECUTION OF THE ASSAULT.

A Serjeant and four men, being the advance of the

leading party of twenty men, mounted the breach,

and found the defenders so panic-struck, from the

unexpected explosion of the mine, as to make no

effort to oppose them ; and these brave fellows were

some minutes on the top of the parapet before the

garrison recovered from their surprise. Then, seeing

only five men without an}^ support opposed to them,
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they rushed upon them and drove them down,

slightly bayoneting two, and maiming a third.

The night being dark, and the circumstances of

the case novel, the officer commanding the first

division of the storming party erred in the direction

of the breach, and reached the escarp wall too much

to his right ; where, finding the masonry uninjured,

he returned with his party into the parallel, reporting

that the mine had produced no effect, and in conse-

quence the storming party* was ordered to retire.

Soon afterwards, the serjeant and three men re-

turned, and being examined, proved the existence of

the breach by their bruises and bayonet wounds ; but,

as during the interval, the garrison had formed

under arms, and a considerable force had marched

to the breach, so as to preclude all hope of success

in a second attempt, no further effort was made.

The gun ammunition not being sufficient to admit

of a fire of artillery being maintained on the breach

during the night, and the parallel being situated

too low to admit of the musketry having effect over

the wall, the garrison before daylight had formed a

parapet in rear of the breach, and placed many
obstacles on the ascent.

30th September.—The troops had now been work-

ing for twelve days, exposed to a close and well

directed fire from the artillery of the castle, without

* This was the first assaulting party of a breach, which advanced

from the trenches in Spain, unattended by an officer of engineers,

and it was occasioned by there never having been more than four

engineers present : one had already been killed, one had his arm
broken, a third was sick, and it was wished to preserve the other

for the daily duties of the trenches.

Burgos,
1812.
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^is^r*
^ useful shot having been fired from their own bat-

teries in their support, and a discouragenient, which

showed itself in decreased exertion and diminished

confidence, began to be general. In the sap com-

municating with the mine, the men were excessively-

annoyed by the marksmen behind the projecting

stockade on the top of the tower in the outer line.

The musketry fire directed from that point on the

sap was so close and accurate, that every man was

hit who exposed himself in the slightest degree ; and

it became absolutely essential that the stockade

should be knocked down by fire from the batteries,

and orders were given to that effect. In consequence,

a French six-pounder gun being taken into No. 1,

and a howitzer run back, that battery opened at 10

A. M. on the stockade (R), and notwithstanding the

garrison had strengthened it by sand-bags and bar-

rels, after three hours' firing it totally demolished

every palisade.

The ammunition expended in this operation was

24-pounder round shot 90

6-pounder (French) do. do 40

5^-inch common shells 6

Captain Dansey was slightly wounded on this

occasion.

From the commencement of the siege, the soldiers

had been rewarded for bringing in shot fired from

the castle, and the result to this date was as follows.

, „ , 1 , o (rv r made to serve for the
1 6-pounder shot . . 340

| j,^^j.^j^ ^ g^^^^^^.^^

„ J J ^r,r f fired from the English
8-pounder do. . . /3o< „ , r ii •^

1^
9-pounder field-pieces.

6-pounder do. . . 73

4-pounder do. . . 330

6-inch shells ... "21
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The four-pound shot were of no immediate use,

but such was the desire to increase the stock of shot,

that it was thought best to pa}^ for all brought in,

to encourage the soldiers in their search.

The effects of the first mine being lost, every ex-

ertion was used to push forward the second gallery
;

and not to depend upon it alone. Lord Wellington

ordered a battery (No. 3) for three guns, to be con-

structed below the outer wall, to form a breach in

the lower escarp wall.

It was proposed to place the battery so imme-

diately under, and close to the outer defences of the

castle, that they should screen it from the fire of

their own upper batteries; in which case, as there

was no artillery mounted on the lower defences, the

parapet of the new batteiy need only be musket-

proof, which would save both time and materials.

The second gallery measured this evening 55 feet

in length.

Night between 30th September and 1st October.

Working party .... 500 men.

At dusk, battery No. 3 was picketed out, at the

distance of Q5 yards from the escarp wall. The
operation not being suspected by the garrison, and

the men working well, a good screen was speedily

raised.

The artillery at the same time employed a party

of 200 men of the line, to remove the three 18-

pounders from the trench, near No. 2, and brought

them under cover of the battery before daylight.

\st October.—The carpenters were diligently

laying the platforms of the new battery (No. 3)

lURGOS,

1812.
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Burgos, wlieii day broke, and the g-arrison discovered their

occupation. In a very short time a most galling

fire was directed against them, but these cool men
steadily persisted till they had completed their

labours at 9 a. m. The artillery then run the guns

on to the platforms, and being prepared to commence

battering in breach, the sappers began to unmask

the embrasures; but, whilst so employed, the gar-

rison added to their missiles a fire of 6-inch shells,

from a howitzer or mortar, which apparently they

had moved to their outer line for that purpose.

These shells, thrown at a high elevation with small

charges, did some damage to the parapet ; and very

shortly afterwards the garrison made an opening in

the parapet of the flank (E) of the outer wall, and

brought a light gun to bear on the battery, which

fired through its parapet every round ; and, with the

addition of a brisk fire of musketry on the interior,

rendered it so hot, that Lord Wellington ordered

the artillerymen to evacuate the battery, without

the guns having ever been unmasked.

In the course of the morning the fire of the castle

was increased to three guns, assisted by two or three

mortars or howitzers, which nearly demolished the

parapet of the new battery, disabled two of the gun

carriages, and knocked a trunnion off one of the

18-pounders.

The guns, from their elevated situation, and being-

fired from the rear of the platforms, were served

all day by the garrison with little loss, although the

best marksmen were selected from the guard of the

trenches, and posted in different situations, from 30

to 100 yards distance, to fire in at the embrasures.
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Some officers, good shots, who had frequently
^\lfo^

shown their skill in picking off individuals, at-

tempted to play the same game on this occasion

;

but the French marksmen speedily drove them out

of the field.—Lieutenant N . . . . , assistant engineer,

lost part of an ear in this personal contention.

In the evening the gallery of the mine measured

65 feet.

Night between \st and 2nd October.—In con-

sequence of the destruction dealt out to No. 3 bat-

tery, and the garrison having obtained its precise

range, it was deemed better to commence a new
battery. No. 4, on its left, than to endeavour to

thicken up the ruined parapet.

In the course of the afternoon a number of wool-

packs had been taken from a store in the town, and

collected in the suburbs of St. Pedro, also many
gabions and fascines.

At dark, 150 men paraded for work at this

depot, and not being discovered by the castle,

contrived in the course of the night to raise a

very great mass of cover. The wool-packs formed

good revetments ; and strong gabions stuffed with

wool-packs being placed to sustain the cheeks of

the embrasures, they were blinded with other

wool-packs.

During the night the guns were withdrawn from

No. 3, and placed under cover of a steep bank in

the immediate vicinity of No. 4 battery. One gun

had a trunnion off, with several injuries from shot

which had struck it ; another gun had been struck

eleven times, and was partly split in the muzzle;

one carriage was totally unserviceable, another car-
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riage injured but repairable; the third gun and

carriage untouched.

2nd October.—At daylight the garrison opened

with five pieces of ordnance on the new battery,

No. 4, and in a short time concentrated upon it such

a fire of shells, that the parapet began to fly about

in every direction, and it became apparent that

under such a plunging fire the guns could never be

served. Lord Wellington, therefore, ordered the

working party to be withdrawn, and determined to

relinquish the idea of employing ordnance in the

lower attack.

Notwithstanding a constant fire of close musketry

upon the breach (K), formed by the first mine, the

garrison continued, by means of sapping, to raise

a parapet behind it, and to render the ascent diffi-

cult.

The gallery was 72 feet long this evening, and

the distance being measured from its mouth to the

wall, was found to be only 75 feet. It being,

therefore, expected that this mine would be pre-

pared to form a second breach (M) to-morrow, the

two serviceable 18-pounders were ordered to be

removed in the night to battery No. 1 , in readiness

to open in the morning against the breach (K), with

the view to render it practicable, and to beat down
the parapet the garrison had constructed behind

it, so as to have every thing clear for a double

assault.

Night between 2nd and 3rd October.—This night

was excessively wet, dark, and tempestuous, and

the working party mostly separated to seek shelter,

and all the enoineers could effect, was to retire
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the wool-packs and other materials from No. 4

battery under cover from the fire of the place.

A working party of 200 infantry, with all the

artillerymen off duty, paraded to move the two ser-

viceable 18-pounders to battery No. 1, and to bring

the disabled gun and carriages to the park. In con-

sequence of the very heavy rain, the greatest diffi-

culty was experienced in the movement; and all

the infantry working party (with the exception of a

detachment of the brigade of Guards) having ab-

sented themselves, the two guns had not been

dragged further than the top of the hill in front

of the left salient of the hornwork, when daylight

put an end to the attempt. (23)

37'd October.—This morning the gallery of the

mine only measured 74 feet, owing to the impedi-

ment of a large stone, which could not be removed,

and the gallery had to pass over it.

In driving these galleries a great delay was oc-

casioned after 45 feet, from the difficulty of keeping

the candles burning : frequently the gallery was

obliged to be cleared of workmen for half an hour,

to admit air. Under these unexpected delays, the

assault of the outer line could not take place

to-day.

The disabled 18 -pounder and carriages were

brought into the park, and the artificers were set

to work to fit up a Portuguese block carriage to

serve as a gun carriage, to mount on it the 18-

pounder without a trunnion.

The only spare 18-pounder carriage was brought

into use in place of one of the disabled carriages.

Night between 3rd and 4tk October.—In order

Burgos,
1812.
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^1812*^' ^^ insure the chamber of the mine being placed

sufficiently at the back of the wall to form a good

breach, officers were employed after dark, sepa-

rately, to measure with a cord the distance from the

mouth of the mine to the escarpe wall. This was

effected without accident, and the measurement of

each gave between 73 and 74 feet, whilst the in-

terior measurement of the gallery gave 79 feet : it

was therefore certain, even allowing for the gallery

not being in the shortest line, that the miners had

arrived under the wall ; and to arrive behind it they

were ordered to gain other 4 feet in length, making

the total length 83 feet.

The two 18-pounders were moved during the

night into battery No. 1, and a 24-pounder iron

howitzer and French 6-pounder were taken back to

the mouth of the trenches.

Ath October.— About 9 a.m.. No. 1 battery

opened to render the breach of the mine (K) prac-

ticable, with the following ordnance :

18-pounder guns 2

24-pounder howitzers 3

In the first instance, the 18-pounder with a split

in the muzzle was only fired with 2 Tbs. of powder,

but after a few rounds it was increased to 4 lbs., and

shortly afterwards to the service charge of 6 lbs.

The fire was kept up with precision and effect,

and by 4 o'clock in the afternoon, the breach was

perfectly practicable for its whole extent, about

CO feet. The expenditure was upwards of 100

rounds for each piece of ordnance : one howitzer

carriaf»:e was disabled.
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The expenditure of ammunition from the 1st

October, including this day's firing, was as follows

:
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^mT*^' ^^® selected to storm, and for that purpose were

formed in the parallel at fifty yards from the mine

to be exploded. An advanced party, under Lieut.

Holmes, was posted as close to the expected breach

as was judged consistent with safety, having orders

instantly on the explosion to rush up the ruins.

Another party, under Lieutenant Fraser, was simi-

larly posted in the nearest part of the trenches to

Plate VIII. breach K, and the remainder of the battalion was

prepared to follow the advance as quickly as

possible, and form wherever they could obtain

cover.

A reserve of 500 men was brought into the

trenches, and a considerable working party paraded

in the suburbs of St. Pedro, with gabions, &c., to

follow the storming party up the breach, and com-

mence the lodgement.

SPRINGING OF SECOND MINE.

Plate IX. fig. 2. At the appointed moment the mine was sprung,

and made an excellent breach {ab) 100 feet in front,

sending up into the air many of the garrison who
happened to be posted just above it, but without

occasioning the slightest accident amongst the troops

of the besiegers posted closely around it.

The assault was conducted with the greatest re-

gularity and spirit. In an instant the advanced

party were on the ruins ; and, before the dust

created by the explosion had subsided, were in

contact with the defenders on the summit of the

breach. The party to assault the breach (K) were

equally regular and equally successful ; and, after

a struggle of a few minutes, the garrison were
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driven into their new covered - wa}^, and behind

their pahsades.

This gallant achievement, which overcame the

greatest obstacle to the success of the siege, was

effected with the loss of only 37 men killed, and

7 officers and 189 men wounded: amongst the

latter was Lieutenant-Colonel Jones, of the En-

gineers,^ who was charged with carrying into effect

the arrangements for the assaults.

A great deal of musketry fire was maintained by

the garrison from their upper lines during the

assault; and, on its success, they fired as quickly

as possible from all the ordnance of the place. ^

Night between Ath and 5th October.—During the

night a lodgement was formed in front of the sum-

mit of the breach (K,) and a communication made

to it; but owing to the confusion occasioned, by

the working parties being ordered to their arms to

support the storming parties, and the difficulty of

separating them afterwards, only a small front was

obtained. The same interruption caused the lodge-

e The Author.—Ed.
^ "A cinq heures et demie du soir, I'ennemi donna le feu a la

mine qu'il avait preparde sous la partie basse du camp retranch^ :

I'explosion fut tres-forte ; aussitot une colonne de grenadiers se

porta brusquement sur la breche, tandis qu'une autre colonne

assaillait en meme temps la breche anciennement faite un peu plus

loin. L'ennemi, malgre notre feu dirige sur lui a brule-pourpoint

nous forca par ses efforts redoubles a nous retirer derriere nos

coupures, Ce fut en vain qu'il tenta de nous en deloger, mais il

resta maitre des deux breches et du camp retranche.

" Nous avions commence un retranchement en arriere de I'em-

placement que nous supposions que la nouvelle breche devait oc-

cuper, mais ce retranchement se trouvait si peu avance que nous

ne pumes nous en servir."

—

Dubreton's Report. Ed.

Burgos,
1812.
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ment at the newly made breach to be less perfect

than had been anticipated.

It was now arranged, with the view of making a

flank attack at the moment of the assault in front

of the second line, and by such means rendering its

success certain, and with a small loss of men, that

No. 2 battery should be employed to breach the

pia'e VIII. re-entering angle (F) where the wall of the first

line meets the second line ; and further, that how-

itzers from No. 1 should fire hot shot to try and

burn the church of La Blanca. For this latter

purpose, a furnace was ordered to be constructed

to heat the shot.

In consequence, during the night two 18-pounders

and one 24-pounder howitzer were removed to

battery No. 2, and an additional 24-pounder how-

itzer was moved into No. 1, making the disposition

of ordnance as follows

:

No. 1, four 24-pounder howitzers.

No. 2, two 18-pounders, and one 24-pounder howitzer.

^th October.— This morning Lord Wellington

deferred opening the batteries against the before-

mentioned objects; but he desired the howitzers in

No. 1 to open a fire, and try to break down the

palisades in the ditch of the second line.

'

Battery No. 1 fired, therefore, to break the pali-

sades, which was eflfected in some degree, and a few

rounds to check the fire of the second line on the

lodgements at the breaches.

The expenditure of ammunition Avas as follows

:

24-pounder round shot 79

24-pounder spherical case 21

24-pounder common shells .... 9
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During the day the working parties were em-
^jji'"*^'

ployed, besides improving the lodgements on the

breaches, in removing the fraises, and turning the

parapet of the line carried last evening into a

parallel against the place, in making other openings

through the exterior wall for communications, and

in draining the trenches.

At 5 P.M. the garrison made a sortie with 300

voltigeurs from their covered - way, who gained

possession of the breach (K) with little loss, and

maintained themselves there long enough to throw

over the gabions, ruin the lodgement, and carry off

the tools. They did not, however, gain possession

of the breach (M), nor of the parallel along the

parapet to the left of the first breach (K n). The loss

of the besiegers from this sortie exceeded 150 in

killed and wounded.

Night of 5th October.—At dark, workmen were

employed to repair the damage done by the sortie,

and flying saps were broken out from the parapet

of the outer line, at the points 7i and n, which it

was proposed to connect about the shot piles (S), so

as to form a parallel along the glacis of the second

line, to hold the garrison in check.

6th October.— About 11 o'clock this day the

batteries opened as follows :

The howitzers in No. 1 continued their fire against

the palisades of the second line and the line itself;

but succeeded in breaking very few of the palisades.

Battery No 2 opened with two 18-pounders and

a howitzer, to breach the wall in the re-entering

angle (F), where the outer line joins the second line,

under the left corner of La Blanca.
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^isiT^'
'^^^^ garrison returned a heavy fire from the

Napoleon and four-gun batteries.

After No. 2. battery had fired for a short time,

it was found that the soles of the embrasures were

so high, that the pieces could not be sufficiently

depressed to bear on the point intended to be

breached ; the battery, therefore, was obliged to

cease firing for the day, and the embrasures were

masked.

AMMUNITION EXPENDED.

24-pounder round shot 73

24-pounder spherical case 8

24-pounder common shells .... 3

18-pounder round shot 53

The garrison could not depress their guns suffi-

ciently to bear upon the lodgement on the outer

wall, but kept up a constant fire of musketry, and

occasionally rolled large shells down the steep

glacis. These in the night, when breaking ground,

either carried away the gabion, or, lodging against

it and bursting, blew it to pieces. Endeavours

were made to advance the work at the full sap by

the men of the line attached to the engineers ; but,

owing to their entire ignorance of the operation,

and there being scarcely any fire of artillery to

derange the efforts of the garrison against the ap-

proaches, no progress was made at this time, nor,

indeed, during the remainder of the siege, at the

full sap.

The approaches towards the second line were

pushed this evening within 30 yards of the covered-

way.

7th October.—The fire of the howitzers in No. 1
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being found too uncertain to keep in check the fire ^181^2^'

of the second line, and the approaches to that line

being so close as to render it dangerous for the

battery to fire shells, two of the howitzers were

drawn back, and were replaced in No. 1 by an

8-pounder and 4-pounder French of the ordnance

taken in the hornwork. There was an ample pro-

portion of French shot for their supply, and these

pieces proved of good service.

The breaching battery No. 2 opened again this

morning, and its fire was kept up with such good

effect, that by 5 o'clock in the evening a con-

siderable impression had been made on the wall

(F), and 40 or 50 feet of the parapet had been

beaten down. The castle kept up a very brisk fire

in return, and one of the 18-pounders was disabled

by having a trunnion knocked off.

AMMUNITION EXPENDED.

24-pounder round shot 67

24-pounder spherical 19

1 8-pounder round shot 230

8-pounder ditto ditto 48

4-pounder ditto ditto 43

Night between 7th and Sth October.—This night

the 1 8-pounder disabled on the 1st inst. was brought

into No. 3, mounted on a block carriage, and a

second block carriage having been hastily prepared,

it was also brought into the battery, ^nd the gun
that lost a trunnion on the 7th was mounted
upon it.

The rains now became exceedingly heavy, and

much time was daily occupied in draining the
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trenches, and keeping the communications prac-

ticable up the steep banks and breaches.

A third sap (s) was attempted along the glacis,

in the direction of the gate of the second line, and

the workmen were put as usual to prolong the

heads of the other saps, but the night was so

extremely inclement, they made but little progress

at either.

8^^ October.—At 2 a. m. the garrison made a

sortie from their covered-way with 400 men, which

force in an instant pushed over the advanced

covering party, and falling unexpectedly on the

guard and workmen in the parallel on the summit

of the outer line, drove them down the wall. The

guard and workmen, however, being re-formed,

they charged up the approach, and forced the

assailants back into their covered - way, but not

before they had levelled all the work and carried

off the tools.

In this sortie the commanding officer in the

trenches, Lieutenant-Colonel the Honourable W.
Cocks, an officer highly distinguished for zeal and

intrepidity, fell, and above 200 men and officers

were either killed or wounded.'

i " ige J^uit, du 7 au 8 Octobre.—L'ennemi continuant ses tra-

vaux dans le camp retranche centre la deuxieme enceinte, et

paraissant meme y vouloir diriger une attaque souterraine, le gou-

verneur ordonna une nouvelle sortie. Trois compagnies de gre-

nadiers, deux sections de voltigeurs, et un detachement de pionniers

et de travailleurs, deboucherent avec rapidite, et marcherent avec

une telle precision sur les debouches par lesquels l'ennemi commu-

niquait a sa parallele, que tout ce qui se trouvait dans le camp

retranche, hormis deux officiers Anglais et trente-six soldats faits

prisonniers, fut passe a la baionnette par les voltigeurs et enterr^
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After this severe loss, any further effort to push ^^

the works between the outer and second line was

forbidden.

The parallel was extended to its left, to embrace

the whole extent of the front attacked.

The breaching battery, No. 2, continued its fire

this day with such good effect, that by the evening

the breach (F) was practicable on a front apparently

from 20 to 25 feet.

Very great difficulty was found in pointing cor-

rectly the guns on block carriages; once or twice

the guns dismounted themselves when fired with

the full charge, and it became necessary to use

them with very reduced charges, which greatly

diminished their effect.

Captain Power was slightly wounded this morn-

ing.

No. 1 battery continued its fire, to keep that of

the castle in check.

AMMUNITION EXPENDED.

24-pounder round 30

24-pounder spherical 20

24-pounder common shells . . . . 15

1 8-pounder round 310

8-pounder ditto 39

4-pounder ditto 50

At night a communication {v v v) in zigzags was
carried to the left, along the ditch of the lower line,

to the tambour of strong palisades, constructed at

dans les tranchees. Nos troupes, apres avoir comble les travaux

de I'ennemi, firent leur retraite en bon ordre. Nous eumes dans

cette sortie un officier et dix hommes de tues, deux officiers et

vingt hommes de blesses."

—

Dubreton's Report. Ed.

R60S,

1812.
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the salient angle to flank the ditch. These pali-

sades were now cut through, in order to turn those

of the ditch of the breach (F), and a trench {v w)

was formed to bring a musketry fire on that breach,

and prevent its being cleared.''

dth October.—Orders were given to discontinue

the fire on the breach, as the excessive expenditure

of small - arm ammunition by the guard of the

trenches in supplying the deficiency of artillery fire,

had reduced the quantity as low as could be con-

sistent with the situation of the army in presence of

an enemy ; and, therefore, no assault could be given

till a further supply could be obtained from the

rear. (24)

Waiting the arrival of the small-arm ammunition,

the artillery were desired to try to burn the church

of La Blanca with hot shot.

Temporary grates had previously been completed

in both batteries, and a fire with hot shot was kept

up this day from the 18-pounders and howitzers,

but without the desired effect; for, though the roof

of the building frequently smoked a gi'eat deal,

it would never break out into a blaze.

Lieutenant Pereira, of the Portuguese artillery,

was killed this day.

The miners commenced a gallery from the nearest

houses towards the church of St. Roman, which the

garrison maintained as a post, and in which they

'^ " II ^tait fort difficile de retablir le retranchement constrait

au sommet de cette breche ; on se contenta d'etablir sous les d6-

combres un chapelet de bombes, afin de faire sauter I'ennemi au

moment oil il entrerait dans la contre-garde."

—

Dubreton's

Report. Ed.
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kept stores : it was understood to be ready mined

for destruction if necessary.

The garrison attempted in the night to work

at the new breach (F), but were several times

driven in by the judicious conduct of a party under

Ensign Buckeridge, of the Coldstream Guards,

posted in the trench {wv), who, unfortunately, was

killed in performing this service.

\Qth October.—The fire of hot shot was con-

tinued this day against the church of La Blanca

without the desired effect, chiefly owing to the

difficulty of heating the shot in sufficient numbers

to keep up a vigorous discharge ; for the shot fixed,

evidently, in the building, and produced frequent

signs of serious combustion, but which the garrison

found time to extinguisli, or keep under, between

each discharge.*'
^

In the evening there only remained about forty-

two rounds of 24-pounder shot. The 18-pounder

* Would it not be desirable, under similar circumstances, to

maintain a discharge of cold shot with the heated shot ? From
such a mixed fire, many dangerous hot shot might escape obser-

vation till too late, or at least the constant fire and consequent

danger from exposure, would take from the enemy's coolness

whilst searching for and removing the hot shot.

' " Journee du 10 Octobre.—L'ennemi, qui toute la nuit n'avait

cesse de faire une vive fusillade, recommenca au jour son tir a

boulets rouges. Le feu prit a des caisses dans la salle d'armes,

qu'il a fallu evacuer, et nous fumes obliges de bruler les armes

hors de service, ne sachant oh les placer.

"Depuis plusieurs jours, le temps etait extremement pluvieux,

et la garnison, qui depuis le commencement du siege etait sans

abris et toujours de service, soufii-ait beaucoup. Un tambour du

trente-quatrieme passa a l'ennemi."

—

Dubreton's Report, Ed.

Burgos,
1812.
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ammunition, also, would now have been very low,

had it not been for the French shot, 16-pounders,

collected, 426 in number, and 34 English shot dug

out of breach K.

AMMUNITION EXPENDED THE LAST TWO DAYS.

24-pounder round . . . . 179

18-pounder ditto .... 150

8-pounder ditto .... 60

4-pounder ditto .... 41

A supply of 40 barrels of powder was received

this day from St. Andero.

The garrison were getting forward with prepara-

tions for a vigorous defence of their works. They
had, or pretended to have, fougasses under the

south end of the church of La Blanca ; two sau-

cissons were very apparent up the walls, and large

shells were ranged along the parapets. They also

cut off the new breach from the right of their

works by a row of strong palisades, extending from

the second to the third line.

During this and the succeeding days no new
work was undertaken ; but there was much employ-

ment in draining, and keeping up the batteries and

communications.

llth October.—The fire of hot shot against La

Blanca was renewed this morning from the 18-

pounders, but without better success; and after

firing about 50 rounds, the battery ceased, and no

further attempt was made.

At night the 18-pounders and howitzers were

taken out of No. 2 and drawn back to the gate

of the hornwork, to secure tliem from the fire of

the castle.
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The distance of the terrace in front of the church
^ig^]^2"^'

of St. Roman, from the house where the gallery

was commenced, was found by measurement this

night to be upwards of 50 yards, which was much
more than expected, but the soil working extremely

easy, the gallery was continued.

\2th October.—The weather was very bad, with

violent rains.

The gallery towards St. Roman measured in

the morning 27, and in the evening 34 yards.

The only fire of artillery to-day was a few rounds

from a field-piece in No. 1.""

13^A October.—During the cessation of artillery

fire, the garrison, notwithstanding every endeavour

on the part of the guard of the trenches to prevent

them, had contrived to clear away about 8 feet of

the top of the breach (F), and had formed a small

trench at the back of the rubbish, which enabled

them this morning to work under cover.

The only fire of artillery this day was again

confined to a few rounds from a field-piece in No. 1.

Night between \2th and I4th October.—It being

now determined to try and bring down the wall

of the keep, on which the Napoleon battery stood,

the embrasures of No. 2 were opened to bear on it.

The badness of the night, however, prevented the

guns being run in.

\4:th October.—There was no fire of artillery this

™ " Journee du 12 Octohre.—La pluie continua de tomber avec

violence, et nous fumes obliges de renouveler les saucissons des

fourneaux que nous avions prepares sous le terre-plein de la deux-

ieme enceinte. L'ennemi ne cessa de tirer a boulets rouges,"

—

Dubretons Report. Ed.
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day, but at night No. 2 battery was armed as

follows, to open on the keep of the castle.

18-pounder, on travelling carriage .... 1

1 8-pounders, having each lost a trunnion, on

block carriages 2

24-pounder howitzer, on a travelling carriage . 1
"

\^th October.—No. 2 battery opened upon the

keep of the castle this morning, to try and breach

the wall; but Napoleon and the four-gun batteiy,

with two mortars in the second line, returned such

a fire, that they ruined the merlons, and silenced

the battery, after three-quarters of an hour's firing.

The guns were not damaged, but a wheel of the

18-pounder carriage, and another of a block-

carriage, were broken.

In consequence of this. Lord Wellington ordered

battery No. 2 to be again altered to bear on the

breach (F).

A large quantity of French 6-inch shells having

been collected, (326 in number,) a French 6-inch

" " Journee du 14 Octobre.—L'ennemi reprit le feu de toutes

ses batteries de Saint-Michel et de la rive droite de I'Arlanzon

;

nous y ripostames avec vigueur. Sur le soir, nous entendimes

scier du bois dans le fosse de la premiere enceinte, pres du point

oil nous soupconnions qu'il dirigeait une attaque souterraine

;

nous en conclumes que ses fourneaux etant charges, il s'occupait

de les bourrer, ou qu'il debitait du bois pour faire des chassis de

mine.

"26^ Nuit, da 14 au 15 Octobre.—Nous supposames que l'en-

nemi continuait son attaque souterraine sous la traverse du camp

retranche. L'approvisionnement en viande diminuant conside-

rablement, le gouverneur ordonna qu'il n'en serait plus distribue

par jour qu'un quart de ration a chaque soldat."

—

Dubreton's

Report. En.
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howitzer, taken in the hornwork, was put into No. 1 ^Yg^J^'

battery last night, and it opened its fire this

morning, in conjunction with two 24 - pounder

howitzers, against the rampart of the second line

with shells, having long fuzes, to try and ruin the

parapet, and make the bank more practicable at

a point where the palisades had been broken by our

previous fire. The practice from the howitzers was

good, and considerable effect was made on the bank

of the rampart.

Indeed, the earth escarp of the second line under

La Blanca was so much injured by the little firing

that had been directed against it, that if the supply

of ammunition would have admitted of a further

expenditure, a perfect and extensive practicable

breach would readily have been made in it.

AMMUNITION EXPENDED.

18-pounder round 30

6-inch shells 60

24-pounder ditto 50

This day 300 rounds of 18-pounder ammunition

Avas received from Ciudad Rodrigo, and a supply of

small-arm ammunition from the rear depots.

16th October.—It was intended to have opened

No. 2 battery again upon breach F this morning,

but the rain last night was so heavy, as to ruin the

sand-bag revetments, the greatest part of which fell

down, both in No. 1 and No. 2. All offensive

operations with artillery being suspended for this

day, some alterations were made in the block

carriages to facilitate pointing, and to enable the

guns to be depressed with greater certainty.

At the extremity of the sap (5), which was near
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^iTiT^'
^^^® point where tlie palisades, which the French

planted on the night of the 26th September, joined

their covered-way, an attempt had been made to

construct a cavalier-de-tranchee, but the workmen

had not skill enough to effect it. This evening, the

garrison commenced a cavalier within the angle, to

drive the guard out of the sap.

The gallery towards the church of St. Roman
was 35 yards long early in the morning, and the

miners reported, that the garrison were working

against them. On examination, however, that did

not appear to be the case, but the French were heard

quite distinctly talking in the church : for fear,

therefore, that they should hear the miners at work,

the gallery was only carried a few feet farther,

when a return was made for a chamber, which was

loaded with 900 lbs. of powder, and left till orders

should be given to explode it. Two miners were

left constantly in the gallery to watch if the gar-

rison should attempt to work to it, in which case it

was to be immediately exploded.

In driving this last gallery, though so much
longer than the former galleries, little or no diffi-

culty was experienced for want of air, which was

attributed to not being more than 6 feet under the

surface of the ground.

The violent rains having brought down all the

sand-bag revetments, working parties were em-

ployed throughout the night to replace them with

gabions.

\lth October.—The batteries being put into com-

plete order, they resumed their fire this morning as

follows

:
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Battery No. 1, with one French and one English
^"gfj^'

howitzer, to damage the second line with shells,

which it did with effect.

Battery No. 2, with three 18-pounders and a

24-pounder howitzer, as before, against the breach

(F), to render it again practicable,* where it had

been scarped by the garrison. This was effected

by half-past three in the afternoon, but Lord Wel-

lington, not deeming the ascent sufficiently easy,

ordered another day's firing previously to giving

the assault.

The fire of the castle was very brisk at intervals,

from the four-gun battery and two mortars, but the

ordnance sustained no damage from it. The axle-

tree of the howitzer carriage in No. 2, however,

broke by its own fire, and was replaced by one of

the serviceable howitzer carriages.

AMMUNITION EXPENDED THIS DAY.

„. J J , o r Being all that
24-pounder round .... 42 < P..^

I was left.

24-pounder common shells

24-pounder spherical . .

1 8-pounder round . . .

6-inch shells ....

46

30

350

70

In the course of this day, the garrison killed nine

men in the sap, from the little cavalier they had

just raised.

At 7 P.M. a small mine or fougass, of two barrels

of pow^der, was sprung, from the extremity of the

sap (5), to make a breach in the angle of the enemy's

palisades and cavalier. The effect of the explosion

reached the angle, but did not make the opening

* The lame guns only fired with a charge of 2 ibs.

VOL. I, X
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^mT^' ^fisired. The garrison, nevertlieless, instantly

abandoned that part of the work, and an at-

tempt was made to form a lodgement, connected

with the sap, to keep them out. The French,

however, returned in about half an hour in force,

and as there was no authority to be obstinate

in maintaining the recent acquisition, it was aban-

doned.

18^^ October. — Notwithstanding a continued

musketry fire kept up during the night from the

trenches, the garrison contrived to put a parapet of

sand-bags on the breach (F), and also to place a

chevaux-de-frize on the parapet to its right.

At 9 o'clock the batteries recommenced their fire

as follows.

No. 1 battery, with one French and one English

howitzer, to annoy the garrison with shells and

spherical case ; and the two field-pieces to keep up

a brisk general fire.

No. 2, with three 18-pounders as before, and one

24-pounder howitzer, firing 18-pounder shot, to

render the breach (F) perfectly practicable, and

demolish all obstacles to the assault.

The fire was first directed to beat down the sand-

bag parapet, and improve the slope of the breach,

which was fully effected by 12 o'clock. The fire

was then turned to destroy the chevaux-de-frize on

the right of the breach, which was accomplished in

a few rounds, and the good gun was afterwards

pointed against the fraises of the third line, whilst

the fire of the defective guns and howitzers con-

tinued to improve the breach till half-past four, at

which time the fraises were partly beat away, and
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the rampart in a certain degree breached, by the

shot that had gone over breach F.

The garrison returned a very brisk fire of shot

and shells at intervals. One of their shells blew

up all the cartridges in the battery, from 12 to 15

in number, but without materially hurting any

man. A howitzer wheel was shot away, but it was

immediately replaced.

The expenditure of ammunition this day was as

follows

:

18-pounder round shot .... 330

24-pounder common shells . . . 36

24-pounder spherical 32

6-inch shells ....... 62

The Marquis of Wellington, having minutely

examined the breaches, and the injury done to the

defences, judged them in a state to be assaulted,

and issued the following Memorandum.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR STORMING SECOND LINE.

No. 1. The enemy's second line is to be attacked this

afternoon at half-past 4 o'clock.

No. 2. The mine under the church of San Roman is to

be exploded at that hour, and Lieutenant-Colonel Brown
will immediately order an officer and 20 men of the troops

under his command to rush forward and establish them-

selves on the breach which the mine will have made : an

officer and 50 men will be in readiness to support these.

No. 3. Colonel Brown will have the effects of the mine

well reconnoitred, and if he should find that it is practi-

cable to enter the second line, after his troops will have

been established on the emplacement of the churchy he

will order them to do so, and establish themselves in the

second line, communicating by his left with the troops

Burgos,
1812.
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^I8f2^'
which will attack the second lines from the piles of

shot.

No. 4. If Colonel Brown should find that he cannot

enter the second line, he will keep a fire on it from the

emplacement of the church.

No. 5. Six ladders of 18 feet length must be sent to

Colonel Brown.

No. 6. The troops of the 6th division cantoned in

Burgos must be under arms to support the attack upon

the second line, if it should be necessary.

No. 7- When the mine will explode at half-past 4, a

colour will be displayed on the hill to the west of the

castle, which is to be the signal for the attack on the other

parts of the line. At 4 o'clock the parallel along the

parapet of the first line must be fully occupied.

No. 8. When the signal will be made, an officer and

20 men, who must previously be placed in the sap leading

to the palisades in front of the gate of the second line, are

to rush forward and drive the enemy from behind that

palisade, and follow them into the covered-way.

No. 9. The sap must be immediately re-occupied by an

officer and 30 men, who are to protect the rear and right

flank of the detachment which will have entered the

covered-way.

No. 10. At the same time an officer and 40 men, 18 of

them carrying ladders, must rush forward from the left

breach in the first line, to the shot piles, and thence to the

line in front of the shot piles; where they will descend

into the ditch, which they will pass at the places where

the palisades have been destroyed by shot ; they are then

to scale the line at that point.

No. 11. An officer and 50 men are to be in readiness at

the trench in the first line, to rush forward to the shot

piles as soon as the first party, which vrill have gone there,

will have advanced from thence ; these troops are to sup-

port the storming party, and are to move on from the

cover of the shot piles as soon as they will find the head
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of the storming party established on the parapet of the ^7jf]'^°^'

second hne. These men are to carry with them 3 ladders.

No. 12. Fifty men must be in readiness to move up to

the shot piles, as soon as the 50 ordered in paragraph 1

1

will have moved forward to the escalade. These are like-

wise to carry 3 ladders.

No. 13. As soon as the party will have succeeded in the

escalade, they are to turn to their left, and communicate

with those who will storm the breach in the second line.

No. 14. As soon as the party will have escaladed the

line, the 30 men ordered into the sap are to endeavour to

force the gate of the second line ; and if they should suc-

ceed, to communicate by their left with the party which

will escalade.

No. 15. Three hundred and fifty men of the relief for the

trenches this evening, must go down under the command
of a field officer, so as to be in the trenches at 3 in the

afternoon. As soon as they arrive, the whole of the cover-

ing party now in the trenches which will be on the left are

to go down to the right, and the left of the trenches and

hornwork will be occupied by the relieving party.

No. 16. When the signal will be made that the mine is

sprung, an officer and 20 men are to rush forward from

the advanced trench to storm the breach.

No. 17. Fifty men are to be in readiness to follow these,

and are to move out as soon as the head of the first de-

tachment will have ascended the breach.

No. 18. One hundred men are to be in readiness in the

advanced trench to support the storming party in the

breach; but they are not to leave the trench till the

storming party will be established in the breach ; and then

only in case support should be wanted.

No. 19. When the storming party will enter the breach,

they must turn along the parapet to the left, and drive the

enemy from the stockade which is there established.

No. 20. The troops formed in the parallel along the

parapet of the first line, and in the trenches under the
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Burgos, hornwork, must keep up a fire, during the storm, on the

enemy's third line and the castle, so as to keep down
the fire of the enemy.*

A working- party was prepared to make a lodge-

ment on the parapet of the second line, to destroy

the palisading, effectually breach the escarpe, and

make communications from the outer line.

EXECUTION OF THE ASSAULT.

At the appointed hour of half-past four p.m., the

party of 200 men of the King's German Legion,

under Major Wurmb, advanced in a most gallant

style, and carried the breach (F) with very trifling

loss. Some of the men even pushed into the third

or upper line ; but, being immediately attacked by

very superior numbers, the assailants were in a few

minutes driven back through the breach, with the

loss of Major Wurmb, and most of their other

officers killed or wounded.

Under these circumstances, they could not attack

and drive the garrison from the palisades on the left

of the breach, as ordered by memorandum No. 19,

but the whole joined the assailants on their right.

The party of 200 men of the Guards advanced

in an equally gallant style with ladders through the

breach (K), to the part of the second line opposite

the shot piles, where the palisades in the ditch had

* The several arrangements for assaulting or escalading, in-

serted in these Journals, were mostly written by the Marquis of

Wellington on the ground, after looking at the breach or point to

be escaladed ; and usually, as one side of a bit of paper was filled,

it was handed to his secretary. Lord Fitzroy Somerset, or other

staff officer, to be copied, and was immediately distributed.
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been beaten down by the fire of the batteries, and ^^^12^'

readily gained the summit of the parapet. In this

position they formed, opposed by a fire of musketry

from a strong body of troops, which assembled on

the terreplein of the second line. After about ten

minutes' sharp fighting, another body of the gar-

rison joined the defenders from their left, when the

whole defensive force advanced in overpowering

numbers, and drove the assailants completely back

from the line.

Both detachments conducted themselves with the

utmost order and gallantry, and failed merely from

the inferiority of their numbers. When the French

turned out, their works appeared quite swarming

with men. (25)

The mine under the church of St. Roman made

a large breach in the terrace in front, but did little

injury to the church itself. On its explosion, how-

ever, and the advance of the Portuguese and Spa-

niards, the garrison abandoned it, and exploded their

own mines, which destroyed great part of the church,

and the besiegers lodged themselves in the ruins.°

This attack of the second line having failed,

° " Journ^e du 18 Octobre.—L'ennemi fit des le matin un feu

vigoureux de toutes ses batteries pour perfectionner les brfeches,

et il reunit dans ses tranchees huit bataillons, divises en trois

colonnes, pour donner I'assaut.

"A quatre heures du soir, au feu d'une mine preparee sous la

terrasse de I'eglise de San-Roman, qui fit sauter tout le mur cre-

nele qui entourait cette eglise, les trois colonnes de l'ennemi

s'ebranlerent et se porterent brusquement, la premiere sur la

breche de San-Roman, la seconde sur la pointe de la deuxieme

enceinte, et la troisieme sur la breche de la contre-garde du c6t6

de Saint-Michel. La compagnie qui etait a San-Roman, n'ayant
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Burgos, nothing was clone in the night but carrying a com-

munication to the ruins of the church of St. Roman.

Indeed, it is probable, the determination was now
formed to raise the siege, although an officer (Lieu-

tenant Robe) was detached with twenty pairs of

Portuguese artillery mules, and twenty pairs of

bullocks, to bring forward two 24-pounder guns

from Reynosa, which had been sent there by the

navy from St. Andero.

I9th October.— Notwithstanding the musketry

fire during the night, the garrison succeeded in

putting a sand-bag parapet upon the breach ; and

this morning they made a sortie upon St. Roman,

in which there was a small guard, and obtained

possession of it for a short time before they were

driven back.

20th Octobe7\—The troops had been for some

time by degrees drawn to the front, in consequence

of the movements of the French army for the relief

of the castle, and this morning Lord Wellington

and Staff, having finally moved to the front to

direct the operations of the covering force, Bri-

pu arreter rennemi, se replia derriere la seconde enceinte, et Ton

mit aussitot le feu aux poudres qui etaient placees dans I'eglise

:

I'explosion fut telle que cette dglise s'ecroula en entier et ecrasa

un grand nombre d'Anglais qui y etaient entres, tandis que le feu

de la demi-lune battait en flanc toute la colonne. L'ennemi

dpouvant6 se retira en desordre dans les maisons de la ville d'oii

il etait sorti.

" La seconde colonne, qui tentait I'escalade de la deuxieme en-

ceinte, fut re^^ue avec tant de vigueur qu'elle dclioua egalement.

" L'attaque seule de la breche de la contre-garde, que fit la

troisieme colonne, et pour laquelle l'ennemi avait reserve scs

meilleures troupes, rdussit un instant, et quelques Anglais pene-

trerent jusque dans le terre-plein du rdduit."

—

Dubreton's Rep. Ed.
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gadier- General Pack was left in command before

the place, with between 2 and 3000 men only.

In the evening the picket was again driven out

of the church of St. Roman, but the post was reco-

vered before morning.

The artillery received an order early this morning,

to withdraw all the guns and stores from the bat-

teries, leaving only a French howitzer and gun in

No. 1, to fire a shot occasionally.

The stores were got out of the batteries imme-

diately, and the guns were removed to the park

during the night.

2l5^ October.—An order was received this even-

ing from Lord Wellington, immediately to destroy

such part of the train as could not be carried off,

and for the troops to raise the siege next morning

at 5 A. M., as he intended to retire at that time with

the covering force.

In consequence of these orders, the artillery dis-

abled and buried the French guns, burnt their

carriages and other incumbrances, and, about 11

o'clock at night, commenced their retreat with the

18 -pounders and howitzers and the remaining

ammunition.

Finding, however, from the badness of the roads

and weak state of the bullocks, that they could not

get on with the three 18-pounders, they knocked

all their trunnions off, demolished their carriages,

and left them on the road ; after which, they con-

tinued their march to head-quarters at Frandovauez,

with the five howitzers and a French 4-pounder,

which they reached early in the morning, and at

9 o'clock, marched again for Celada-del-Camino.

Burgos,
1812.
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Burgos, 22nd Octobev.—The troops drew off at tlic ap-

pointed hour without molestation. Some mines of

destruction, which had been prepared in the horn-

work of St. Micliael, were to have been fired the

hist thing, and 20 barrels of powder, which had

just arrived from St. Andero, were ordered up for

that purpose, but they were, unfortunately, taken

to a wrong place, and the mines could not be

exploded.

CASUALTIES.

The total loss at this siege was 24 officers and

485 men killed, G8 officers and 1487 men wounded

and missing.

That of the artillery' was as follows

:

Non-commissioned officers and

privates, Royal Artillery

Non-commissioned officers and 1

privates, Portuguese artillery J

Total . . 15 19 24 58

OFFICERS.

Killed, Lieutenant Pereii-a, Portuguese artillery.

Killed.
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Ammunition brouglat to the siege

French shot and shells brought
"]

iu by the soldiers, and paid V

for dm'ing the siege . . . J

EngUsh shot dug out of the]
breach (K), or found near it . J

Arrived from Ciudad Rodrigo, ]
October 15th J

Total .

Expended

Remained after the assault of]

the 18th

900

20

1306

*426

34

300

9202066
9201854

208 236 100

3261166

100 326,1166 176

62 1001341 833

* French 16-prs.

It is a pleasing act of justice to the artillery

officers employed in this attack, to state, that they

vied with each other in their exertions and expe-

dients to meet the hourly difficulties they encoun-

tered, and that no set of men could possibly have

drawn more service than the}^ did from the limited

means at their command.

DISBURSEMENTS.

Money expended during this attack for the en-

gineers' service.

£. .9. d.

For candles for the mines, tracing lines, cloth

for saucissons, saws, chisels and gimlets, &c.

for the carpenters 3790
Large gabions paid at Is. each; smaller do.

paid at 8c?. each ; fascines paid at 6d. each , 226
Pay of officers acting as engineers, at IO5. per

day each 152 10

Burgos,
1812.

Carried forward 415 19
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Burgos,
^^^2- Brought forward .

Working pay of Royal military artificers ^ .

Working pay of artificers from the line i

Working pay of miners from the line

Paid for task-work, in driving galleries, in ad-

dition to the regular daily pay of the miners'" 152 15 6

Woolpacks taken from a Spanish store in the

town, to aid in carrying forward the trenches,

were paid for 2025

£.
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have taken the place, notwithstanding the abihty with Burgos,

which the governor conducted the defence, and the gal-

lantry with which it was executed by the garrison. Our
means were very limited ; but it appeared to me that if we
should succeed, the advantage to the cause would be great,

and the final success of the campaign would have been

certain.

" I had every reason to be satisfied with the conduct of

the officers and troops during the siege of Burgos, parti-

cularly with the brigade of Guards. During the latter part

of the siege, the weather was very unfavourable, and the

troops suffered much from the rain. The officers at the

head of the Artillery and Engineer departments, Lieut.-

Colonel Robe and Lieut.-Colonel Burgoyne, and Lieut.-

Colonel Dickson, who commands the reserve artillery,

rendered me every assistance, and the failure of success is

not to be attributed to them. By their activity we carried

off every thing in the course of one night, excepting the

three 18-pounders destroyed by the enemy's fire, and the

eight pieces of cannon which we had taken from the enemy
on the night of the 19th ultimo, in the storm of the horn-

work, not having cattle to move them."

—

Ed.

OBSERVATIONS.

The castle of Burgos, although sufficiently and

even skilfully fortified to defy the utmost efforts of

a corps of guerillas, or an ill-equipped regular corps

of Spaniards, could only rank as a very insignificant

fortress, when opposed to the efforts of a good army:

therefore, its having made so long a defence, and its

successful resistance having produced serious ill

consequences to the allies, the operations against it

have been canvassed with more than ordinary inte-

rest, and the merits of the attack have been severely

arraigned.

That the artillery brought against the castle
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^18^2^' (three IS-pounder guns and five iron howitzers),

(26) were totally inadequate to any regular opera-

tion, is universally admitted—an admission nearly

implying a necessity for failure, and one which will

be viewed by every professional man, as a sufficient

apology for any miscarriage or ill success in the

prosecution of the plan of attack. There were,

however, some officers who thought those means

not judiciously applied. Other modes and other

points of attack were suggested, and even submitted

to Lord Wellington ; but they were all found to be

the visionary schemes of men unacquainted with the

details—beautiful as a whole, but falling to pieces

on the slightest touch. His Lordship condescended

to receive the projects offered, analysed them, saw

their fallacy, and rejected them ; which, as marking

his approval of the attack adopted over every other

plan that could be suggested, must be conclusive as

to its superior merits under the peculiar circum-

stances of the case, and renders unnecessary any

further observations upon it. It therefore only re-

mains to show from what causes that attack, as an

engineer operation, failed.

In all the former sieges, almost every misfortune

during their progress has been readily traced, next

to the smallness of the means with which they were

undertaken, to the defective state of the siege esta-

blishments of the army, which were seldom equal

to draw the full benefit from even the small supplies

that were brought up. But on this occasion even

such as those did not exist : there was not the sem-

blance of an establishment of that nature ; not even

a half-instructed miner, or half-instructed sapper

—
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barely an artificer: hence the deviations from the
^jgfg^'

original project, and the delay in the execution of

such parts of it as were followed, which, combined

with accident, served to render the project un-

availing.

To make this apparent, it is only necessary to

point out those deviations and delays.

The first deviation arose from the want of an

establishment of miners with the instruments of

their art, which, giving just cause to doubt the

capability of the engineers to mine under the outer

enceinte, -led to the assault of the outer wall without

a breach, on the night of the 22nd September.

The repulse on that occasion dispirited the besiegers,

whilst it, in the same degree, raised the confidence

of the garrison ; and as the original project, of

working up to the wall, was afterwards carried into

effect, two days were lost by it.

Some miners selected from the troops at the mo-

ment without other instruments than the common
pick and shovel, were then set to work, to form a

gallery under the wall ; but from its being their

first attempt at military mining, they were 108

hours piercing through 60 feet ; their inexperience

thus causing a delay of 36 hours beyond the time

practised workmen would have required to complete

it. On the night of the 29th September the mine

was sprung, and formed a breach which might have

been assaulted with every probability of success.

The accident of the storming party on that occasion

having been led to a wrong spot, occasioned a loss

to the besiegers of five days (the additional time

occupied in preparing the second mine), and the
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^181*2^' expenditure of a considerable quantity of ammuni-

tion to keep the breach practicable. It also led to

the fatal measure of putting the guns into batteries

close under the walls, where one of the three was

disabled.

At and after the assault of the breach made by

the mine on the 4th October, the proposed fire on

the second line was diminished almost to nothing,

in consequence of the expenditure on the first

breach, which, added to the extreme ignorance of

the workmen in sapping, caused the lodgement to be

very imperfect, and a further advance by sap im-

practicable. Indeed, from these causes, the work

within the outer wall was neither sufl[iciently exten-

sive nor sufficiently supported, and the garrison

profited by it to make their two successful sorties.

The state of things after those efforts became very

awkward : the artillery, which was never able to

make head against the fire of the place, had been

still more reduced : the engineers, for want of the

necessary assistance, were unable to advance the

trenches, and the garrison were hourly destroying

the troops, without being molested themselves.

If to storm the second line had now been decided,

it would probably have succeeded ; but how deter-

mine on such an advance, when even the existing

lodgements were not secure ? The feelings of the

two parties had undergone a complete change.

Repeated failure had rendered the British cautious,

whilst brilliant success had rendered the enemy

confident. A measure of further surety, good in

itself, though perhaps not absolutely necessary, was

now adopted, to breach an exposed part of the
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second line through the ditch of a flank, directed ^Ygfo^'

on the hill of St. Michael. This was effected in an

unexpectedly short period, and the assault should

have been immediately given, whilst the impression

of a new danger was fresh on the minds of the

garrison, and before precautions could be adopted

to render the danger less : but that was found to be

impossible, in consequence of the excessive expen-

diture of musket ammunition by the guard of the

trenches in supplying the deficiency of artillery fire.

During the delay of waiting for small-arm am-

munition, the garrison cleared the breach, and did

much to improve their defences ; and No. 2 battery

having, contrary to the original intention, opened

on the keep of the castle, whilst the French were

still in possession of their lower Avorks, they con-

centrated all the artillery of the front upon that

battery, speedily silenced it, and disabled two car-

riages.

The besiegers, being thus deprived of nearly all

their instruments of attack, hastened, as soon as a

supply of musket ammunition arrived, to render

the breach in the second line again practicable, and

to give the assault. The breach was instantly

carried, and the earthen lines were found so much
damaged and of so weak a profile, that the troops

were quickly over them—some men and officers

even gaining the upper enceinte—and nothing pre-

vented the assailants from retaining possession of

the second line, but being attacked by superior

numbers before they could receive support. Con-

sidering, therefore, how much was effected with

scarcely any engineers' means, it may fairly be

VOL. I. Y
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18^2.^' concluded that, had there been a siege estabHshment
|

with the army, even moderately efficient, so as to
j

have admitted of the successful performance of the
|

rudiments of the art, the proposed attack, even with

the inadequate support of artillery it received, would !

have been carried through, and Burgos have fallen
j

under it in ten days. (27) i
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NOTE 1, p. 10.

At the period of commencing the preparations for these Sieges, the

estabUshment of the engineers' department in the Peninsula was as

underneath.

Engineers.
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ferent times by various officers, urging the necessity for an improved

organization of the service, and the instruction of the officers and men in 1

siege duties, but in vain; and in 1811 the siege establishment of the

empire was as imperfect and as uninstructed as in 1793.^

NOTE 2, p. 21.

The following is the Detail of the Engineers^ Suppliesfor this Siege.

On the 5th March, the French army mider Marshal Massena com-

menced its retreat out of Portugal. At that moment Badajos was in a

condition to have resisted till relieved, and a corps under Lord Beresford

was detached to the Alemtejo for that purpose ; whilst Lord Wellington

in person commenced the pursuit of the retiring force, with his \dews

directed to the recovery of Almeida and Ciudad Eodrigo,

The commanding engineer, Lieutenant-Colonel Fletcher, and three

officers, accompanied head-quarters, and Captain Squire, the Alemtejo

division ; all the other officers being left in charge of the works still

going forward for strengthening the lines and Almada position.

\bth March.—Head-quarters being at Losoa, orders were sent to

Lisbon for a proportion of intrenching tools to be forwarded to Coimbra,

and remain there in depot in readiness for the attack of Almeida.

22n(l March.—A detachment of 59 rank and file of the corps of Royal

military artificers disembarked at Lisbon. On their landing, as had

been previously arranged, one-half was told off for the duty of the lines,

and the other half marched to the head-quarters of the army, under

Captain Ross and Lieutenant Stanway.

31s^ March.—In consequence of orders from Lord Wellington, Lieu-

tenant Meinecke was detached from the head-quarters at Celorico to

Elvas, by the route of Miranda de Corvo, Condeixa, Pombal, Leiria,

Thomar, and Abrantes, with instructions to turn the detachment under

Captain Ross, wherever he might meet them, to Elvas.

dth Jpril.—Lord Wellington, having driven the French out of Por-

tugal in a most disorganized state, and having his head-quarters at

Villa Mayor on the Coa, directed Colonel Fletcher to draw out a pro-

portion of stores to be forwarded from Lisbon to Elvas, for the purpose

of laying siege to Badajos, and, having approved of the list, issued the

following memoranda.

" See Lord Wellington's Letter to the Earl of Liverpool, p. 224.—Ex>.
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Memorandum for Colonel Fletcher and the Commissarij-General,

lOth April, 1811.

1

.

Colonel Fletcher is to give directions that the tools, of which he

has given me a list, shall be sent by sea to Setuval ; I will write to the

Admiral on the subject,

2. He will make a requisition on the Commissary-General for boats

at Setuval, to remove the articles from thence to Alcacer do Sal, and

for carriages to remove them from Alcacer do Sal to Elvas.

3. The Commissary-General will take measures to supply these

boats and carriages.

4. Colonel Fletcher will give directions that Marshal Sir W. Beresford

may be apprised at what time the articles will arrive at Setuval, Alcacer

do Sal, and Elvas, respectively.

5. The Marshal is directed to provide an escort for them, but they

must not wait for the escort, unless there should be an appearance of

danger from their moving without.

Proportion of Engineers' Stores approved for the Attack of Badajos.

Gun platforms
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Spikes, 6-iiich

Hammers, claw .

Axes, broad

Do. felling

Rope, tarred, 3-inch, coils

Fascine choakers .

Box rulers .

Padlocks and hasps

Adzes

Saws, pit

Do. hand .

Gimlets, spike

Do. common, of sorts

Miners' tools, chest

Do. jumpers

Do. borers

Do. gads

TheodoUte .

200

10

12

50

1

12

6

10

12

2

12

12

20

1

6

6

4

1

At the same time, his Lordship authorized two car loads of the mos!

indispensable small stores and artificers' tools to be ferried across thi

harbour to Aldea Gallega, to be forwarded from thence on mules.

To supply the deficiency of stores, the few contained in the magazine i

of Elvas were put at the disposal of the engineers, and the Governoi

General Leite, did his utmost to collect tools from the country, am;

such as could be spared from Juramenha were ordered back to Elvas
|

but the Portuguese using generally enxadas, a small hoe, instead o;

shovels, the collection thus made was most unsatisfactory in quality a

well as quantity.
!

2oth April.— Colonel Fletcher fixed upon a spot a little below th

junction of the Caya with the Guadiana for the position of the flyiuj

bridge, and selected the Quinta (large country-house) de Falcata, in it I

vicinity, on the right bank, as an entrepot for depositing the stores, ill

readiness to be ferried over.
j

2Qth April.—Weather settled fair.

Fifty bullock cars were this morning delivered over to the department^

They were immediately employed to transport the materials for renewinj

the infantry bridge of casks to Juramenha, the Guadiana having fallei

five feet.

The Spanish boats were removed from Juramenha to the entrepot a

the Quinta de Falcata.

27th Ajjril.—The following orders were issued this morning.

Almendralejo, 27th April, 1 811.

1 . The British infantry will furnish a party of artificers, to be attachet
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the engineer department until further orders, according to the follownic

'etail

:
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The other three brigades of carpenters were ordered to be similarly;

employed on the north side, for the attack of Christoval.
]

The men, not carpenters, were in the mean time to be daily instructec!

in the duties they would be required to perform at the approaching

attack. I

216 shovels received from Abrantes. i

Ath May.—The place was invested on the southern side.
j

The large Spanish boats moved from the glacis of Elvas to the'

Guadiana, and were lamiched as a flying bridge ; but there being no in-

1

vesting force on the right of the river, they were for security hauled or!

shore on the left bank, and a guard sent for their protection.
;

5th and %th May.—One hundred and twenty cars furnished to thfj

department were employed in removing stores and materials fromj

Olivenca, Juramenha, Elvas, &c., to the ground on the right of the!

river.
I

7th May.— Sixty cars remained loaded all day with tools and stores,;

in readiness to move to Christoval when invested. The other sixty

were employed as yesterday. I

Wi May.— Christoval invested, and all the engineer transport given!

to that attack.

Ground opened in the evening on both sides the river.

9th and IQth May.—Ninety-eight cars, divided between the two

attacks, were employed in bringing forward splinter-proof timbers, plat-

forms, gabions, &c. It was found that a car would not bear a greater

weight than six or eight cwt., and that not more than three gabions and

six fascines could be placed on each.

The bullocks seldom travelled more than ten miles in the day.

Wth May.—Fifty cars employed as yesterday at the attack of

Christoval.

Thirty of the cars from the south attack detached to Elvas.

\2th May.—At noon the reduced proportion of stores, as arranged

on the 23rd April, arrived at Elvas, and fresh means of conveyance

being held in readiness, a considerable number of the tools were brought

to the park by 8 p.m., in time to be delivered to the workmen on

breaking ground.

\Zth May.—All the cars which could be procured employed to take

back the tools, sand-bags, &c.

\Ath May.—All the gabions, fascines, splinter-proof timbers, and

platforms, collected into piles and burned.
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NOTE 3, p. 33.

About the time that the proportion of engineers' stores, detailed in

the foregomg note, was ordered from Lisbon, (10th April,) Lord Wel-

lington directed the following proportion of heavy ordnance and ammu-
nition to be sent from Lisbon to Salvaterra, to be forwarded to Elvas, to

replace the gims and shot to be taken for the siege of Badajos.

24-pounders, iron, 7|^-feet Portuguese marine guns G

24-pounders, brass, 10-feet garrison guns . . 9

18-pounders, brass, garrison guns ... 5

Sea- service carriages, with side-arms

24-pounder shot

18-pounder do.

Triangle gyns ....
20

6000

2000

4

Deficiency of carriage, however, prevented more than the six iron

24-pounders and the 24-pounder shot reaching Elvas in time to be used

at this siege.

NOTE 4, p. 39.

It was this decision which occasioned the great distance of the breach-

ing battery from the castle. The parallel had been opened at the precise

spot, and traced in the direction originally planned ; but the small num-
ber of workmen the besieging corps could supply would not admit of its

being opened the first night to its full extent, which would have brought

it to the intended distance of 500 yards from the castle. It should be

recollected, that the original project was to keep the left of the parallel,

which was exposed to a great front fire, far retired, and to make the

parallel incline towards the place with its right, on which little or no
fire could be directed, and, consequently, every yard the parallel was
lengthened brought it a certain degree nearer to the place. On the dis-

tribution of tli8 workmen the second night, as their numbers were still

insufficient to open the parallel to the proposed extent, and throw up
the batteries likewise, it became a question, whether to defer the com-
mencement of the batteries till the following night, and place them in

their proper situations, or save 24 hours in their construction, by placing

them at the distance the front of the parallel then was from the castle.

The latter was preferred.
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NOTE 5, p. 68.

The brass 24-pounders used at this siege were very long and heavy-

pieces, cast chiefly in the reigns of Phihp II. and PhiUp III. of Spain,

and John IV. of Portugal ; their bores were very wide for the shot sup-

plied, and the windage consequently far exceeded that allowed in the

guns of the present period.

The shot indeed were so small, that, in general, there was room be-

tween the shot and the bore to put a man's finger in.

These guns were also badly bored, and generally enlarged in the

muzzle from former use ; the carriages were awkward and lumbering,

and were very much shaken and otherwise injured at the conclusion of

the siege; and there were no means of repairing or replacing them.

The probable daily expenditure of ammunition was at first calculated

at the rate of 120 rounds a gun, and ^0 rounds a howitzer; but after

the first day's firing of the south attack at this rate, when the failure of

the brass gmis became evident, it was thought necessary to regulate the

period between each round, in order to give the guns time to cool. This

interval was fixed at seven or eight minutes, which brought the daily

expenditure to about 100 rounds a g\m, and latterly it was diminished

to about 90 rounds per gun, by carefully allowing ten minutes between

each round.

But these precautions do not seem to have been of much value, for

the deterioration of the ordnance was pretty equal at both attacks, though

the greatest expenditure on the Christoval side scarcely amounted to

100 rounds a gun, and after the first two days it did not exceed 80

rounds each.

It is to be observed, that in this siege the principal object of both

attacks being to breach, a very small portion of the fire was directed

against the ordnance or defences of the place, and every round was fired

with the full charge.

The howitzers were of the old construction, and luiequal in the dimen-

sions of their chambers.

NOTE 6, p. 73.

If it were deemed necessary to bring forward any authority to support

the feasibihty and propriety of this attack, it would be found in the

remarkable coincidence between it and the successful attack of the castle

of Nice, by the Duke of Berwick, in 1 705, as stated in the Me'moires

de Berwick, and in Quincv's Historv. We there read that the castle
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of Nice was exceedingly strongly fortified on three sides, with several

lines of works ; but on the fourth side, which was very high, and of

difficult ascent, its enceinte was composed of a single line only, and that

a naked wall built on the edge of a precipice, it being imagined that its

great height would prevent the wall being breached by cannon, or, if

breached, being assaulted.

The Duke, nevertheless, attacked the })lace on the side of the heights,

and in a first parallel, at 600 yards distance, placed 50 pieces of ordnance

in battery to breach the exposed wall, and other 20 pieces in situations

to take in reverse and enfilade it ; he also put 1 6 mortars in battery to

annoy the mterior. These batteries opened simultaneously on the 1 6th

November, and firing incessantly till the 6th January, had nearly beaten

down the whole extent of the exposed wall. The assault was ordered to

take place the same night, but at dusk the governor beat the chamade,
and capitulated.

The two operations were therefore as exactly similar as possible, and
the difference in their results must be looked for in the difference of the

means employed.

Marshal Berwick put in battery 70 guns and 16 mortars, and ex-

pended 700,000 ibs. weight of powder.

At Badajos, there were put in battery only 30 guns, 6 howitzers, and
4 substitutes for mortars, and the expenditure of powder was only

139,008 fts.

It is but justice to this attack to add, that in every document, both

public and private, found in Badajos, the breaches in Christoval are

represented to have been not only practicable, but easy ; and the breach

in the castle was considered to have been in a state to be assaulted from

the night of the 8th June.

NOTE 7, p. 88.

The injury done to the defences of Almeida by General Brenier was
very judiciously planned, and very successfully executed. (Plate X.
fig. 1.) The fronts selected for destruction were those attacked by
Marshal Massena, being next the Coa on the south-west, and which
fronts have always been considered the weakest, in consequence of their

scarps being much exposed to the fire of batteries from a height at

a m.oderate distance, and also from their ramparts being too elevated to

see, in a sufficient degree, the ground in their front.

Along the chemin des rondes of these fronts, at intervals judged to

be 25 feet, shafts were sunk to the depth of 15 or 18 feet, close at the

back of the escarp wall, (which is 30 feet in height,) and chambers

VOL. I. Z
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formed behind the coiuiteiforts on each side of the bottom of the shaft

for the reception of cases of gmipowder. These being deposited and

well secured from the effects of moisture, the shafts were firmly tamped,

and a saucisson led upwards from the gunpowder through the tamping,

to the extremity of which a fuze or portfire was attached.

The escarps of two fronts, with those of a face and two flanks of

adjoining fronts, being thus prepared to be blown down by means of

150 fougasses, all the field guns, carriages, shot, implements, and

military stores in the place, were ranged along the ditch at their foot.

On the night of the 1 0th May, at the moment of the evacuation, port-

fires, intended to burn till the rear guard was well off, were lighted, and

though the mines went off in very irregular succession, still they blew

down the entire revetment, some of it in pieces of enormous magnitude,

(10 or 15 feet square of superficies,) other parts in smaller compact

portions, and some as loose stones and rubbish. The mass thus thrown

forward nearly filled the ditch, and buried or destroyed evei-y thing

which had been placed on its surface. The revetment being overturned,

the earth of the rampart behind it loosened by the explosion formed a

very easy slope, and the ramparts of Almeida were for the moment laid

completely open. The counterscarp, covered-way, and glacis, however,

remained uninjured.

Several shafts, loft in an unfinished state by the French, were by

order of Sir Brent Spencer completed and exploded, when he marched

with his corps to the Alemtejo in the following month, and utterly

demolished other considerable portions of the revetment.

In the performance of this duty, Lieutenant Trench, the only officer

of engineers with the corps, was from the aAvkwardness of the unhi-

structed soldiers employed under him, blown to pieces ; and, in conse-

quence, no report could ever be obtained of the details of the operation,

or of the quantity of powder used, nor of the exact distances of the

French shafts, or the precise manner in which they applied the powder.

With a view to supply this deficiency of detail, those of two or three

similar operations are here given.

Fig. 2.—In the year 1810, Forts Barbara and Felipe, in front of

Gibraltar, were ordered to be blown up, under the direction of Captain

Harding. To effect this, he sunk shafts from the top of the parapet, at

the interior extremity of the counterforts, to the level of the bottom

of the ditch, where he excavated a chamber into the masonry of each

counterfort, and loaded each chamber with 8^ barrels of powder. The
shaft was then filled up with clay or sand, and fired by means of a

saucisson led through the stopping of the shaft to the top of the ])arapet.

These mines, like those of Almeida, exploded very irregularly, but,

from the magnitude of their charges, utterly blew the forts to

pieces.

Figs. 3 and 4.—In 1809, Lieutenant-Colonel Johnston destroyed the
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revetment of the bastion La Valiere of Fort Bourbon, at Martinique, by
an application of the powder considered to be similar to that of the

French at Almeida.

The height of the revetment at the salient angle of the bastion was
38 feet, and the parapet rose 1 8 feet above it, making the total height

56 feet. The thickness of this revetment at its base was 10 feet, with

counterforts 1 2 feet apart : the counterforts were 6 feet thick next the

rampart, 5 feet at their inner extremity, and 6 feet in length.

Colonel Johnston perforated from the face of the revetment through
the thickness of the wall, and formed five chambers in the clay at the

inner extremity of the counterfort at the points 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and
loaded them as follows :

1 with 180 fts.

2 270

3 360

4 90

5 180 placed under the counterfort.

The explosion blew down the entire revetment for 114 feet in length

of the right face, and for 147 feet in length of the left face, except

a portion of 1 2 or 15 feet, a b, which, though much injured, remained
standing in the long space between mines 3 and 4. The earth of the

rampart behind the wall blown down generally laid at an angle under
45°, as at Almeida.

The destruction of the revetments of Menin in 1 744, as detailed by
Cormontaigne, was also very similar.

Fig. 5.—The height of the revetment was 30 feet, and the counter-

forts 1 5 feet from centre to centre, and the chambers of the mines were

placed at 30 feet distance from each other, so as to be in the centre of

each comiterfort ; the charge was 100 fts., French, of powder, and the

effect extended from mine to mine.

On clearing away the rubbish in 1817, the foundations were generally

found sufficiently perfect to serve for the new walls, but any portions of

the counterforts or scarp wall which remained were cracked in every

direction.

The workmanship was paid for at 3s. 2d. for every six feet running

of gallery in the clay at the back of the escarp wall between the counter-

forts, and 4*. for every six feet in the masonry, and the tamping was
paid for at 2*. 4d. per six feet, making the expense, without the powder,
about 5*. for every 40 cubic feet of revetment blown down.

The galleries were made 3 feet high by 2^ feet wide.

After the second blowing up of Almeida, its state was aa follows

;
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I

Two fronts bad the scarp walls of their faces, flanks, and curtains, and
j

one face of their ravelin, blown mto the ditch. One front had both '

flanks and one face of a bastion blown into the ditch, and a fourth front

had one flank of its left bastion blown down.
j

The ditch, 60 feet wide, was so full of rubbish that the counterscarp

formed no obstacle, and the top of the rampart could be attained from

the covered-way without difficulty.
j

There lay scattered abovit 197 pieces of ordnance, either spiked or
j

unserviceable, 155 gun carriages or mortar beds, with a vast number of

tumbrels, field carriages, and other stores, completely knocked to pieces

or buried by the explosion.

Almeida remained in this state of ruin till the 5th October, when

Lord Wellington took his chief engineer wdth him round the fortress,

and having ascertained that only some short lengths of the scarp, not
j

exceeding 10 or 12 feet in height, remained perfect, decided to render

the ruined fronts defensible against a coup-de-main by means of a dry

stone revetment, to be built parallel to the original revetment, but 1 or

12 feet in its front. The new wall to be formed with the stones found in

the ruins, and, to give it strength to resist the pressure of the earth, to

be carried up at an angle of some degrees less than the perpendicular.

The height of this demi-revetment was to be regulated by the level at

which the counterscarp ceased to cover the ramparts from the hills
j

beyond the glacis, which was generally at 14 feet, and, on the summit i

of the new revetment, a row of strong fraises being laid, the remaining
j

height of the rampart was to be gained by an earthen slope. I

Lieutenant - Colonel Caula, of the Portuguese engineers, Avith 40

masons and 800 labourers from the Trancoso militia, was charged with J

restoring the revetments.

The restoration of the parapets and other defences was performed

under the superintendence of Captain M'Culloch, by military w^orking

parties from the army ; and the whole was completed in December,

1811.

The expense was defrayed out of the military chest.

The tools of the field depot were applied to this service, till others

could be brought forward from the depot at Villa de Ponte.

The two following orders show the regulations under which the

military worked.

G. O. Frenada, 7th October, 1811.

A working party, consisting of 200 rank and file of British troops,

and 200 rank and file of Portuguese troops, with officers and non-

commissioned officers in proportion, of the 6th division, are to proceed

to-morrow morning to Almeida, to be employed on the works of that

place. The party are to take their arms, &c., with them, and the

commissaries of the 6th division will take measures to supply them
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with provisions. This party are to work on the 9th, 10th, 11th, and

12th, on which last day a similar party are to be sent to relieve them,

and they are to return to their quarters on the 13th, and the relieving

party will hkewise be relieved after four days' work.

The men are to receive working money at the rate allowed to the sol-

diers of the several nations, and this working money is to be paid to the

officers before the men march away, after being relieved by the officer of

engineers under whom they shall be employed.

Such of the party as are bricklayers or stone-masons will be employed

as artificers, and will receive double pay.

It is to be clearly understood, however, that those who do not work

will get no pay.

G. O. Frenada, 1 6th November, 1811.

All the masons in the British and Portuguese regiments iii the 6th

division, and in the regiments of General Pack's brigade, are to be sent

to Almeida on Monday ; those of the 6th division under charge of an

officer, those of General Pack's brigade under charge of a non-com-

missioned officer, where they are to work till the following Sunday, and

to return to their regiments on Monday. On Sunday, the 24th inst.,

these masons are to be relieved by the masons in the British and Por-

tuguese regiments in the 4th division, and by the masons in the regi-

ments of Colonel M'Mahon's brigade, under charge of an officer and

non-commissioned officer ; and these are to be relieved again on Sunday,

the 1st December, by the masons in the 6th division, and in General

Pack's brigade, and the relief is to be made weekly in the same manner.

The officers and non-commissioned officers in charge of these men
must be paid their working money, before they quit the fort, when relieved.

This order is not to interfere with the execution of the order of the

7th October, regarding the working parties of the 6th division for

Almeida, only that the number, instead of being 400, is to be 360, of

which one-half English, and one-half Portuguese.

Fig. 1 shows the progress the French trenches had made at the

moment of the explosion of the magazine on the 26th August, 1810,

which caused the surrender of the place.

NOTE 8, p. 88.

The following are the details of the removal of the battering train and

siege stores from the transports in the Douro to VUla de Ponte, and

from thence to Almeida.
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Lord Wellington, on the 19tli July, selected from tlie train, detailed

p. 81, the following proportion, to be immediately brought forward.

24-pounders, iron . . .34
18-pounders, do. . . .4
1 0-inch mortars, iron . . 8

8-inch howitzers, brass . . 2

48

with a sufficiency of ammmiition for two days' firing, at the rate of 1 75

rounds a gun, and 80 rounds for each howitzer and mortar, per day.

The original calculation for the attack proposed by Colonel Fletcher

being

Twenty 24-pounders, for breaching and direct fire,

8 days, at 100 rounds per day .... 16,000

Eighteen 24 or 18-pounders, to ruin the defences,

10 days, at 50 rounds 9,000

In order to make up this quantity of gun ammunition, it was arranged

to bring forward 1 200 barrels of powder, and to select from the Portu-

guese shot scattered about Almeida all such as could be made to serve

for the English guns. This measure supplied 8000 good 24-pounder

shot, and nearly 4000 Spanish 16-pounder shot, which answered very

well for the 18-pounders.

The ordnance were calculated to require eight pair of draft bullocks

each for their removal, and the whole equipment the number underneath.
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randum), having arrived at Oporto, the trans-shipment of the guns, siege

stores, and tools, into boats commenced.

The commissariat had been using every exertion in their power for

many days previously to collect a sufficient number of boats for this

service, and, to aid their endeavours, an embargo had been laid on all

traffic up and down the river ; but during summer the water is so low

in the Douro, that the largest description of boat cannot, when loaded,

navigate over the shallows between Oporto and Vimeiro, and the small

boats dare not attempt to pass the rapids above Vimeiro ;
so that only

boats of a medium burden can be employed between Oporto and Pezo de

Regoa. Even these only take two-thirds of their cargo to Vimeiro, the

remainder following them in small boats, and being trans-shipped when

above the shallows ; and at this period of the year it required 10 or 11

days to reach Pezo de Regoa, opposite Lamego, from Oporto.

The trans-shipment of the guns and stores, though occasionally delayed

from want of conveyance, was completed, and the boats sent off in

divisions as follows

:

August 7th, sailed

8th

9th

10th

11th

12th

13th

14th

Large.
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Trancoso road, and that one of those places should be the entrepot, in-

stead of Trancoso. Villa de Ponte having in consequence been named,

every thing was ordered to be directed upon that place as soon as dis-

embarked at Pezo de Regoa (Lamego)

.

14th Allff list.—Major Dickson being, from severe sickness, unable to

leave Oporto, the arrangements for the march of the train were confided

to Major May ; and a sufficiency of bullock cars ha^-ing been collected

at Lamego through the exertions of Commissary-General Boyes, the

train was sent oflF in divisions for Villa de Ponte, without delay, under

the following instructions :

Instructions to Oncers commanding the Divisions and Reserve of the

Battering Train.

Pezo de Regoa, 26th August, 1811.

No. 1 . The whole of the battering train moving for Lamego vdll form

five divisions and a reserve, as follows :
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and 20 3-ib, for spherical case empty, which will require 2 barrels of

powder.

The 5|-inch iron howitzers will have 80 common shells, 70 spherical

case and 10 common case, for which thei-e is a sufficiency of 2-ft. filled

cartridges.

5. The 5th division will have 160 common shells for each mortar, at

4 fts. charge, requiring 93 barrels for that and filling the 2-fl3. cartridges

to burst the shells.

Note.—It is considered an unnecessary detail to point out the quantity

of side-arms, tubes, portfires, fuzes, slow match, &c., to render the

divisions complete, since no mistake should occur where the number of

pieces of ordnance and quantity of ammunition has been so fully given.

6. The reserve will consist of the spare carriages, and the whole of

the ammunition not already enumerated, to bring up which, the bullock

carts, travelling with divisions, must be sent back as soon as they have

deposited their loads at Villa de Ponte.

This reserve will be commanded by an officer of Captain Holcombe's

company upon its arrival ; he will be assisted by Mr. Assistant Com-
missary Butcher, who is charged with the particular superintendence of

the ammunition and stores, and will have under his direction the whole

of the artificers not required with divisions.

7. The officers commanding divisions and reserve are held responsible

in every particular for the good order and apphcation to immediate ser-

vice of the same. The want of a sufficiency of officers of the civil

branch renders a substitute necessary ; therefore, each officer in command
will report the names of such non-commissioned officers as they may
consider capable of acting as conductors of stores, who will be im-

mediately appointed, and receive an extra allowance of pay as such ac-

cordingly. These assistant conductors will have a particular superin-

tendence of the ammunition and bullock carts, and have distributed in

charge a certain number of gunners, attached to a proportion of the

same, with which they must always travel and remain, reporting every

accident and occurrence to the assistant conductor, and he to his

officer.

8. On no account is any officer to attach to his division more than

the given proportion of ammunition, nor any article of stores above what
is absolutely necessary to equip the divisions : an infringement of this

order must be a great detriment to the service, and can be of no utility

to him.

9. Each officer commanding a di\dsion, or the reserve, will make out

and keep by him, ready to produce, a return of the number of pieces of

ordnance in his charge, quantities of ammunition, conductors, gunners,

militia men, oxen, bullock carts, drivers, &c., &c., with the same.

10. It is requested officers in command will keep together the brigades

of bullock carts, in the manner directed by Mr. Deputy Commissary-
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General Boyes, than wliich a more simple and efficient mode cannot I

perhaps be adopted.

One division consists of about 1 00 carts, under the charge of a Por-

tTiguese conductor, which is subdivided into three brigades, having each

a cabo or corporal.

1 1

.

The movement of a battering train of artillery, through such a

country as Portugal, should call forth all the zeal, activity, and intelli-

gence of the officers and men, without which it would be impossible to

meet the expectations of His Excellency the Commander of the Forces,

as to the time he has laid down for its completion.

12. Enclosed are returns to facilitate the execution of these instruc-

tions, viz.

A. contains the quantity of weight and ammunition considered as

sufficient to load the large carts to 6 cwt., and the small ones to 5 cwt.

;

but should any carts break down on the march, and there be none at

hand to replace them, the bullocks may be applied to double their draft

with the strongest carts, in which case the weight drawn may amount to

7 or 8 cwt. One-tenth of the carts, however, will be taken on as

spare.

B. the quantity of shot, shells, full and empty cartridges, and barrels

of powder, attached to the several divisions and reserve, together with

the number of oxen for draft of ordnance, and spare carriages and
transport of ammunition.

John May, Major of Brigade.

(A.) PezodeRegoa, 1811.

Return of the Number of Boxes of Ammunition of the following nature,

lohich is considered necessary to be loaded on Wains of the description

herein mentioned.
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General Boyes, than which a more simple and efficient mode cannot

perhaps he adopted.

One division consists of ahout 100 carts, under the charge of a Por-

tuguese conductor, which is subdivided into three brigades, having each

a cabo or corporal.

1 1

.

The movement of a battering train of artillery, through such a

country as Portugal, should call forth all the zeal, activity, and intelli-

gence of the officers and men, without which it would be impossible to

meet the expectations of His Excellency the Commander of the Forces,

as to the time he has laid down for its completion.

12. Enclosed are returns to facilitate the execution of these instruc-

tions, viz.

A. contains the quantity of weight and ammunition considered as

sufficient to load the large carts to 6 cwt., and the small ones to 5 cwt.

;

but should any carts break down on the march, and there be none at

hand to replace them, the bullocks may be applied to double their draft

with the strongest carts, in which case the weight drawn may amomit to

7 or 8 cwt. One-tenth of the carts, however, will be taken on as

spare.

B. the quantity of shot, shells, full and empty cartridges, and barrels

of powder, attached to the several divisions and reserve, together with

the number of oxen for draft of ordnance, and spare carriages and

transport of ammunition.

John May, Major of Brigade.

(A.) PezodeRegoa, 1811.

Return of the Number of Boxes of Ammunitio7i of the following nature,

which is considered necessary to be loaded on Wains of the description

herein mentioned.



(B.)

RETURN BY DIVISI(|)NS OF THE NUMBER AND JATURE OF ORDNANCE COMPOSING THE BATTERING TRAIN,

Having part of its Ammunition immediately travelling with it, consisting of 350 Ro\mds a Gun, and 160 eaeli Howitzer md Mortar, the Remainder following in Reserve, showing what it requires to complete it to 800 a Gun and 400 each Howitzer and Mortar.

Peza delicgoa, 28th August, 1811



800 a Gun and 400 each Howitzer and Moi^tar.

Peza de Regoa, 28th August, 1811,
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Two compani

Major Dickson.

Two companies of British artillery and 250 Portuguese artillery under

[aior Dickson.
Pairs of
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to bring forward from Villa de Ponte a single shell for the mortars

or howitzers, the available train for the operation was limited to

24-pounders 34

18-pounders 4

NOTE 9, p. 89.

G. O. Frenada, 1 8th Nov. 1811.

1. The 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th divisions are to send artificers to

Almeida, to march on Wednesday as undermentioned, to work under

the directions of Major Sturgeon, of the Royal Staff Corps. A steady

non-commissioned officer must go in charge of the men, from each

division.

Carpenters. Sawyers. Wheelers. Blacksmiths.

3rd division
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NOTE 10, p. 104.

At this siege ground was broken the very night of the investment,

and Lord WeUington showed much judgment in thus departing from

ordinary custom. It was so doing which enabled him to reduce the

place in a period so short as to be inexplicable to Marshal Marmont,
who, being ignorant of the circumstance, naturally calculated an invest-

ment of four or five days. But, however excellent such proceedings in

this case, it would not do for a general practice. There were peculiar

circumstances which rendered it applicable to this attack.

1st. Kodrigo is a small, and by no means first-rate fortress, therefore

only moderate preparation was required for the attack of it.

2nd. It may be said to have been invested from the 18th December,

the day the ultimate preparations for attacking it commenced ; for the

place was shut up by the guerillas, and the siege stores and materials

were collected, and, though not positively on the ground, such arrange-

ments had been made, and were carrying into effect, as insured their

being deposited in the depots at any required moment.
Many might suppose from the rapid movements on this occasion,

that a siege can be undertaken lightly and on the spur of the moment

;

but if they peruse the various arrangements made by Lord Wellington

from July to January, they will feel that this attack affords no grounds

for such ideas ; that on the contrary it received the most ample con-

sideration—that the arrangements were made with the utmost care, and

that they were in progress through a long period previously to the final

day. In fact, if the troops had been before the place, the stores could

only have been one day's march more forward ; and as they commenced
that day's march so as to be on the ground immediately after the

troops, the place may be said to have undergone a long investment.

The same peculiar circumstances of being able to collect the materials

in the immediate vicinity of the place, apply also to the short invest-

ment of Badajos prior to the final attack.

It is of so much importance, it should be understood that the time

occupied after an investment in collecting materials previously to breaking

ground is not in all cases time lost, that no excuse is offered for the

further extension of this note.

The most advantageous period of defence, in a well-constructed place,

being during the progress of the attack from the third parallel till the

final lodgement on the breach, it becomes a principal consideration with

a besieger to be assured of the supply of the vast mass of materials

required for that purpose previously to breaking ground ; as the delay

of a day in such a forward situation occasions more loss of life than the

delay of a week at the distance of the second parallel. No policy at a
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siege can be worse than beginning the operation with a small quantity

of materials, and making the attack keep pace with the supply. It has

the appearance of gaining time, but in fact it is otherwise. Suppose a

commander, after investing a place, to ascertain that by deploying his

full force, he can crown the crest of the glacis in ten days ; that on the

day of the investment, he is able to bring up stores and materials

sufficient for the first parallel; on subsequent days for the second

parallel, and progressively sufficient for crowning the glacis on the tenth

day ; but that the great load of materials necessary for the operation

beyond that point cannot be collected till the fourteenth day. Under

such circumstances, let him begin the attack the first or fourth day

of the investment, on the fourteenth day the work can be no further

advanced than the crest of the glacis. To begin the fourth day would

have the following advantages over beginning on the day of the invest-

ment. The garrison would have four days less time to form their

retrenchments, move their artillery, make their temporary magazines

and splinter-proofs, double palisade their covered-way, and adopt a

hundred other precautions, which can only be commenced after the side

of attack is known. The besiegers themselves would be so much less

time exposed to the fire of the place, and as the enfilading batteries

must continue open till the crowning of the covered-way commences,

four days' consumption of powder, and the tear and wear of the

carriages, and the consequent fatigue to the artillery and their working

parties, would be avoided.

The same reasoning applies to any other point of the attack. There-

fore the period of investment previously to breaking ground is neither

nine days, as usually stated by military writers, nor any other fixed

number of days, but depends on a comparison of the number of days

the trenches will be open, with the number of days required to bring up

the whole of the supplies. When a General decides to attack a place,

and has fixed on his plan of operations, the engineers calculate the

number of days required for carrying it through, say 20, and also the

quantity of materials necessary for its details. Should the General, on

a reference to the carriage he can command, find that he cannot deposit

that quantity of materials on the ground in less time than 35 days, then

the period previously to breaking ground would be 1 5 days ; for as the

attack cannot be carried through till the necessary materials arrive, or

35 days, it is evident that every hour the siege commences, previously

to the expiration of 15 days, is so much additional trouble to the

besiegers, additional expenditure of ammunition, and additional time

granted to the garrison to prepare their means of resistance.

A principal object of the investment being to prevent the garrison

procuring the necessary supplies to sustain a siege, and sending out of

the place their useless incumbrances, the investment should be under-

taken when least expected, and, if possible, under the show of being in-
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tended for some other operation. The several investmg corps should

march secretly, and each arrive at the same moment before the side of !

the town it has to blockade. By such an arrangement, frequently,
\

bodies of the garrison out foraging, &c., mil be prevented returning
j

into the place ; for instance, when Lord Wellington reconnoitred
j

Badajos in April, 1811, his escort, consisting of a strong body of light

troops, and some cavalry, forded the Guadiana, and arrived unex-
'

pectedly in front of the town, whilst the sappers, with the carts and I

waggons of the garrison, attended by an escort of two or three battalions,
!

were two leagues from the place felhng wood, and they were conse-
!

quently cut off from all possibility of returning into Badajos, had the
'

circumstance been known. As it was, they arrived so near the defences

before any arrangements could be made for attacking them, that the
i

garrison sent out additional troops to cover the entry of the convoy, J

which, thus supported, forced through the British, occasioning them a

considerable loss.

During an investment the garrison should, if possible, be confined to

their works. This cannot always be effected in the day time ; but at

night it generally may, and the investing corps should regularly at dusk

push forward all its posts. Great care, however, should be taken to

support them well, and to change the situation of the pickets frequently,

or they are likely to be swept into the place. Should parties of dif-

ferent strength be made to patrol at uncertain hours to the glacis, it

will keep the garrison from sending out small bodies, and tend greatly

to prevent their discovering the working parties on the night of breaking

ground.

At these sieges, the bivouacs of the investing corps were invariably

formed beyond the range of the artillery of the place, and generally out

of view of the garrison ; but, at each attack, posts both of cavalry and

infantry, and even of field artillery, were permanently established in

covered and concealed situations, from 800 to 1200 yards from the

defences.

NOTE 11, p. 117.

Light-balls are of such excellent use in discovering working parties,

that surely some means ought to be taken to render them of dangerous

approach, by attaching a grenade or other missile so prepared as to

explode at uncertain periods of their burning.

At these sieges, two or three bold men of the engineers' brigade were

alwavs in readiness to run up and extinguish the light-balls as they fell.
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and generally succeeded in a few seconds in smothering them with filled

sand-bags, or by shovelling earth over them.

The garrison always directed their fire on the men whilst so occupied,

which diverted it altogether from the working party, employed perhaps

at a few yards distance from the ball, to its right or left. Some casu-

alties occurred to the men thus employed, but generally they had ex-

tinguished the light-ball before a second discharge of artillery could be

brought upon them.*

NOTE 12, p. 136.

The time and labour required for these batteries cannot be measured

I

by the time and labour required for ordinary siege batteries. First, the

' period of the year was the commencement of January, when there is

j

more dark than daylight. Secondly, the weather was bitterly cold at

night, and the ground frozen. Thirdly, the men employed to raise the

j
batteries were in march, or on duty, for thirty hours consecutively.

I Fourthly, the fall of the hill caused the excavation of the terreplein of

these batteries to be two or three feet deeper in rear than in front, being

! a great increase to the labour. Lastly, these batteries were not, like all

j

other first batteries at a siege, merely temporary shelter for a superiority

of guns to fire against, and overpower other guns ; but masses of earth,

I to screen and keep in security guns and men, against a steady and mi-

j
interrupted fire from the commencement till the conclusion of the siege.

I
They were, in consequence, made of far more than the usual height,

! thickness, and capacity. A battery, thus passive, and of patient en-

j
durance under a violent cannonade, becomes at the end of the day a

I

scene of ruin scarcely to be imagined, and if not of the most solid con-

jstruction, would assuredly be silenced.

j

The fire of the garrison being, during the erection of No. 4 battery,

[divided between it and the batteries previously finished, the workmen,

notwithstanding its being made of more than the usual height and thick-

ness, completed it in fifty hours.

* Light-balls should in all cases be thrown beyond the point where the enemy is

supposed to be at work : if they fall short of that point, it will be very difficult to

discover what is passing beyond them.

—

Ed.
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NOTE 13, p. 139.

Detail of the proportion of Tools and Stores orderedfor the Siege of

Badajos, Jamiary, 1812.

Shovels .
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and equipments complete, must be sent up the Tagus in boats to

Abrantes.

The commissary-general is requested to bear in mind that three

brigades of bullocks will be required to draw this bridge equipage

forward.

The chief engineer is requested to order an officer to attend this

equipage ; and a sufficient proportion of the establishment of artificers

attached to the pontoons ; and he will report what proportion of water-

men it would be convenient to have attached to it. W.

In furtherance of these instructions, an order was the same day sent

to Lieutenant Piper, R.E., at Lisbon, to take the pontoon train under

his charge.

The number of Portuguese seamen to be attached to the train was

fixed at tAvelve, and by an order, dated the 21st February, they were

directed to be paid at the rate of sixteen Adnteens per day, and to have

the same I'ations as British soldiers.

NOTE 14, p. 147.

The following are the details of the movements of the heavy artillery

and siege stores.

3lst January.—Major Tulloch, commanding the Portuguese artillery,

at Elvas, received orders to examine the resources of that garrison, and

found available for the meditated siege,

Enghsh iron 24-pounders, George IL . . 4

Do. do. 18 do. . . 2

24-pounder round shot ..... 10,000

18 do. do. . . . from 3 to 4,000

Barrels of English powder . . . . 3,.500

There were also 16 Portuguese iron 24-pounders, and 5 Portuguese

iron 18-pounders, but it was deemed better not to appropriate them to

this seriice, in order to avoid complication of ammunition, on account

of the difference of calibre.

Sth February.—The transports with the sixteen 24-pouuders, English

battering guns, and a full proportion of artillery stores and ammunition,

anchored ui the harbour of Setuval ; also transports mth the proportion

of engineers' stores and tools detailed in the preceding Note. Lieut.

Gipps, charged with forwarding the latter, also arrived.
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loth February.— Major Dickson reached Setuval from Elvas, and

the same day a company of British artillery, under Captain Dansey,

joined from Lisbon, and the trans-shipment of the train and stores into

boats immediately commenced.

Wth February

.

—It being reported to Major Dickson that the 18-

pounder guns, which Admiral Berkeley had undertaken to supply for

the siege, were Russian guns, equal to 20-pounders of English calibre,

and consequently far too high for the English shot, he went to Lisbon, and

made every endeavour to have this appropriation changed ; but without

success, it not being considered advisable to take any part of the arma-

ment of the Barfleur, 98 guns, which was the only ship in the Tagus

having 18-pounders.

As the English shot would answer very badly for these Russian guns,

arrangements were in consequence made for sending to Setuval all the

largest of the 18-pounder Portuguese shot from the arsenal at Lisbon,

A good supply was thus obtained ; but many thousands were obliged to

be rejected, being far too low.

\2th February.—A detachment of IGO Portuguese artillery joined at

Setuval from Lisbon.

XMh February.—The first division of loaded boats proceeded up the

river Caldao from Setuval to Alcacer do Sal, under Captains Dansey and

Cox.

Ibth February.—The second division followed.

Fourteen of the Russian 18-pouuder guns arrived at Setuval from

Lisbon.

16M February.—The last of the 24-pounder guns and the engineers'

stores left Setuval.

18^A February.—The fourteen Russian 18-pounders and 10,000

18-pounder shot sent off from Setuval.

Alcacer do Sal, between I5th and 26th February,

From the moment of the arrival of the first division of guns and

stores at Alcacer, all the artificers were kept employed in fitting poles

to the gvm carriages, repairing block carriages, fitting sling carts for

bullock draft, and making frames to keep the shot from rolling off the

bullock cars.

During this period the remaining six 18-pounder Russian guns, with

a considerable quantity of shot, arrived at Alcacer do Sal from Lisbon,

via Setuval ; and convoys of cars, mules and asses, were dispatched for

Elvas as fast as animals could be obtained, laden with ammunition and

stores.

26M February.—A division of sixteen 24-pounders marched for

Elvas under Captain Cox.

27th February.—Ten Russian 18-pounders marched for Elvas.
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A company of Portuguese artillery joined at Alcacer to assist in

bringing forward the train.

28/A Februanj.—The remaining ten Russian 18-pounders marched
for Elvas.

2nd March.—Admiral Berkeley having written to say that he Mas
about to send to Setuval ten Enghsh 8-foot 18-pounders which had
arrived at Lisbon, Lord Wellington ordered every exertion to be made
to bring them on from thence to Elvas. These guns, however, having

only reached Estremoz at the commencement of the siege, when every

animal was required for its immediate duties, were never brought
further forward.

%th and 7th March.—The operation of sending off ammunition and

stores of all sorts was continued with the greatest activity, in con-

sequence of the successful exertion made by Assistant Commissary-

General Laidlow to furnish animals. The asses, of which great numbers
were employed, were found very useful in conveying shot ; for, although

the loads they carried were very small, they made long marches and

returned with great expedition, scarcely sustaining any casualty.

^th March.—The last division of guns reached Elvas, and the whole

were parked on the glacis, viz.

24-pounders, iron . . , . .16
18-pounders, do. ..... 20
24-pounders, do. howitzers . . .16

52

\^th March.—The whole of the engineers' tools and stores, and the

platforms for the siege, were deposited on the glacis of Elvas. The
22 pontoons and the large Spanish boats were also parked at the same
spot.

Wth and \2th March.—Every animal that could be procured was
employed to bring splinter-proof timbers, fascines, and gabions, from the

woods to the park on the glacis.

\^th March.—The commanding engineer fixed on the precise spots

for putting down the permanent and flying bridges. They were very

nearly the same as at the former siege.

\Ath March.—Lieutenant Piper marched with the bridge equipment,

having under his orders Mr. Packenham, foreman of bridges, and a party

of troops of the line to act as poutooners, in addition to the Portuguese

seamen.

loth March.—The intrenching tools, sand-bags, &c., were divided

into proportions, to be brought forward as means presented themselves

;

and, this afternoon, the first proportion was loaded on 135 bullock cars,

in readiness to move in the morning, and 500 gabions were laid out to

be carried by men.
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I6th March.—This morning the stores were put in movement at

dayhght, attended by the companies of Royal military artificers ; but

only 1 20 pair of bullocks and their drivers were forthcoming, although

every precaution had been adopted to keep them in \dew throughout the

night.

It would appear that the Portuguese attach no value to their cars in

comparison with their animals, as invariably, on every opportunity,

they slipped their bullocks out of the yoke and fled with them, leaving

their cars to their fate on the road or in the depot.

17th March.—Major Holcombe marched from Elvas to the bridge

with eight 24-pounders, ten 18-pomiders, and eight 24-pounder iron

howitzers.

The first proportion of stores and tools being deposited in the park

before Badajos, the cars were sent back to Elvas, guarded by 20 sappers,

to bring forward the second proportion.

18th March.—The remainder of the heavy ordnance moved from

Elvas to the bridge, under Captain Rettberg.

Idth March.—Late in the evening a second proportion of stores

reached the engineers' park on 80 cars, being chiefly platforms, spUnter-

proof timbers, and sand-bags, with a few fascines.

Every animal now left to the department was ordered to be kept

steadily at work to bring forward to the park further numbers of fascines

and gabions. The quantity, however, thus added to the original supply

was but small, as the cars hourly diminished in numbers, and in three

or four days were all taken away for the service of the commissariat, or

to aid in bringing forward shot.

The mules of the field-depot, not required for rationing the parties,

were, however, kept constantly at work to bring brushwood to the park,

which was immediately made up into fascines and gabions.

21st March.—Mr. Packenham, who had been left in charge of the

bridge, reported, that it began to be seriously injured by the swelling of

the river and force of the current. In consequence, Lieutenant Piper

was ordered back to resume the charge of the communication.

22nd March.—The following memorandum was forwarded to Lieu-

tenant Piper.

Memorandum, March 22nd, 1812.

1

.

The pontoon bridge to be taken up, and brought to this side of the

river. A report to be made as soon as possible of the damage received,

and inform Lieutenant Piper that ******
2. The stage on the right of the river for the flying bridge to be re-

placed as soon as possible. That part of the stage on the left of the

river which is not necessary, to be taken up.

3. At all events the planks on both stages to be taken up during the

night.
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4. Mr. Piper to report whether it will be necessary to place pontoons

on each side of the river to communicate with the flying bridge,

W.

In the afternoon a report was received that the fixed bridge, formed of

the English tin pontoons, had been carried completely mider by the

current ; that the temporary stages erected on the banks were partly

washed away, the tackle of the flying bridge broken, and the passage of

supplies of every nature suspended,

23rd and 2Ath March.—The river continued to rise, and the passage

remained suspended.

2oth March.—Lieutenant Piper reported that the water in the

Guadiana was falling, and that two of the pontoons had been recovered

in a damaged state, but that ten still remained invisible at the bottom

of the river.

Two additional country boats, brought from Abrantes, were conveyed

to the river side, with the \iew to form a second flying bridge,

2Gth March.—The report this morning was, that the force of the

current had considerably abated, and Lord Wellington issued the fol-

lowing memorandum to regulate the passage, which was not again inter-

rupted during the siege.

Memorandum, March 26th, \Q\2, for the Chief Engineer, Commanding

Officer of Artillery, and Quarter-Master-General.

Lieutenant Piper to be desired to employ six pontoons, as row-boats,

near the flying bridge, to carry over principally powder and shot.

Care must be taken that they are not overloaded ; not more than

forty 24-ib. shot to be put in each, or an equal quantity of powder.

Plank must be placed in the bottom, and the lower part of the sides

should have a plank, in order to prevent the shot from rolling against

them and making holes.

The pontoons must not be used as passage-boats,

Mr, Piper to be requested to mention in his report, whether he has

bullocks in sufficient numbers, and in good order, to move the bridge.

W.

NOTE 15, p. 154.

The Earl of Wellington was very desirous of directing the attack

against one of the south fronts ; but Sir R. Fletcher, on calculating the
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details, found it would require at least 30 pieces of ordnance, including

mortars, beyond the number that could be made available for the ope-

ration, five or six times the number of gabions, and twenty times the

quantity of timber and other materials, for which carriage was likely to

be procured ; and further, an additional number of well-instructed miners

as well as sappers.

On this point it should be stated, that Badajos is far more strongly

fortified than Ciudad Rodrigo, and men who would be able to sap to the

walls of the latter would make but little advance towards the former, on

account of its greater front of fire, its countermines, and the means it

possesses, in its covered-way and advanced works, to make successful

sorties.

The soldiers of the line acting as sappers at these sieges were too in-

expert for the nicer operations of the art, and could not possibly, without

the aid of miners, and the artillery of the place being utterly silenced,

have crowned the crest of the covered-way.

It is, however, but justice to the brave men employed at these sieges

to state, that wherever success was to be obtained by exertion, the

qualities they possessed, (qualities above every thing valuable in sappers,)

daring courage, and great zeal for the reputation of their diTdsion, (the

3rd,) led them to persevere when ordinary soldiers would have been

appalled.

The project of attack adopted will not stand the test of criticism as a

scientific operation ; but it certainly possessed great merit as a bold

and well conceived experiment, to reduce, in an unusually short time, a

considerable fortress, well armed and well countermined, by the agency

of unskilful sappers, no miners, and such an insufficient ordnance

as 16 English 24-pounders and 20 Russian I8-pounders,— for the

howitzers used as siege pieces only served to waste ammunition.

—

See

Note 26.

The Earl of WeUington, in a letter which he wrote to Major-General
Geo. Murray, dated Euente Guinaldo, 28th May, 1812,^ attributes the

great loss sustained at Badajos to two causes, viz., the want of a corps

of Sappers and Miners, and the want of skill on the part of the

Engineers. As publicity has been given to that letter, it is only justice

to the officers of the corps who were employed at the sieges in Spain, to

state that they were fully equal to the difficult duty of crowning the

crest of the glacis, and blowing in the counterscarp, had they been

assisted by a proper trained body of men : in fact, a few months after-

wards, at the siege of Burgos, they showed what they were capable of

performing, when assisted only by eight rank and file of engineer

" See Earl of Wellington's Letter to Major-General G, Murray, p. 223.

—

Ed.
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soldiers, by working up to and forming practicable breaches by mining
in the castle walls.

—

Ed.

NOTE 16, p. 168.

This circumstance shows the necessity of investing a place on all sides,

as, otherwise, a skilful governor may draw numberless resources from

the territory open to him, to impede the attack. Sieges, however, have

frequently been undertaken without fully investing the place, and even

with the side open by which supplies could be most reachly received, and

the result has invariably been a very protracted or successful resistance.

Ostend and Rochelle, in former times, are examples of defences pro-

longed for years, by means of succours received from the sea ; and in the

general war, at the beginning of last century, two very strong instances

of the mischievous, and even fatal effects, of leaving the communications

of a besieged town open on one side, can be pointed out. First, the

siege of Verrua by the Due de Vendome in 1 704, which, being invested

only on the right of the Po, and having its communication open with

the army of the Duke of Savoy on the left bank, resisted till the be-

siegers had expended all the means they had provided for the siege.

They were then obliged to invest it entirely, and trust to famine, which

vdtimately caused its surrender. The second is that of the siege of the

Citadel of Turin by the Duke de la Feuillade in 1706, who, by com-

mitting a similar error to that of the Due de A'^endome at Verrua, of

only investing the work on the left of the Po, and leaving its communi-

cations open on the right bank, wasted from the 13th May (broke

ground the 2nd June) to the 1 st September in a most murderous siege,

and then, being attacked in his lines, was beaten, and obliged to retire

with the loss of all his artillery, stores. See. In our own sieges we have

the example of Flushing, which, could it have been invested by sea the

day it was by land, would probably have immediately capitulated like

Camp Veer ; or, at all events, it might have been left to the blockade of

a division, as there were scarcely any troops in it. The communication

with Cadsand remained open for many days of the attack, and the

French every night passed over the Scheldt troops and every nature of

supply, and enabled General Monnet to persevere in the defence.**

Whilst the communications of a fortress remain open with an army in

the field, to attack the fortress is to attack that army by a single front

» At the siege of St. Sebastian, in 1813, the French had nightly communications

with Bayonne by boats, wliich brought ammunition, artilleiymen, engineer officers,

medicine, and many other essential articles, and taking back such wounded men as

could be moved.

—

Personal knowledge. En.
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of fortification, for every man in his turn shares in the defence ; and if

the two armies be in any way on an equaHty in point of numbers, per-

severance in such an attack must almost inevitably lead to the destruction

of the assailants. They cannot obtain success till they have disabled a

number of men nearly equal to themselves, and it is not to be supposed

that can be efPected without something like a similar return on the part

of the defenders, who have the advantage of strength of position.

From the same principle it is, that small works in advance of a large

fortress, with good and assured communications to them, such as Fort

Kehl at Strasburgh, are enabled to make such long defences. To attack

them is in the same way to attack the fortress itself by a single point,

and with a fresh garrison daily relieved, and therefore should rarely be

undertaken whilst any other point can be selected.

NOTE 17, p. 186.

The experience of these sieges shows that an exposed wall may be

breached with certainty at distances from 500 to 700 yards, even when

elevated more than 1 00 feet above the breaching battery ; aiid it is

believed, that in a case of extreme necessity, it would be justifiable

to attempt to batter down an exposed wall from any distance not

exceeding 1 000 yards ; but then the quantity of artillery must be con-

siderable, and it will require from four to seven days' firing, according to

the number of guns in battery, and the period of daylight, to render a

breach practicable.

In forming a breach from such distances, it is absolutely necessary to

commence battering the wall at its very foot ; for this distant fire does

not admit of great precision, and the whole face of the wall intended to

be brought down is struck throughout pretty equally at every round

fired from the battery. Consequently, the wall is never cut through in

regular lines, as when battered from a distance of 50 or 60 yards, and

brought down bodily ; but the breach is formed by the bricks or stones

which fall successively. Therefore, if the fire be not at first directed

very low, the rubbish from the upper part quickly accumvilates in front

of the lower part of the wall, and it becomes covered and sheltered from

the eflFect of the shot before it has received any considerable injury ; in

which case the total quantity of stone, earth, and clay, brought down,

seldom suffices to form a good road over the portion of the wall left

standing untouched, which in some of these breaches was found to

exceed 12 feet in height. Many shot will, of course, in the endeavour

to fire low down, strike the ditch, and be thrown away from want of
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elevation ; but sucli loss is not to be put in comparison with tbe greater

chance it aifords of forming an easy breach.

The difference of breaches formed by commencing to batter at the

foot of the wall, or at 10 feet above that level, w^ns particularly ex-

emplified by the comparative effects of batteries No. 7 and 8 against

the face of the bastion of Trinidad, and that of No. 9 against the flank

of St. Maria, at the attack of Badajos.

The breach in the face of La Trinidad, of which 1 feet from the

bottom of the escarp was covered by a low earthen counterguard, was

steep, although the line of fire at which the artillery commenced to

batter was as low as is recommended for making breaches, where a

choice exists ; but the breach in the flank of Santa Maria (and also that

in the curtain), the escarps of which being totally exposed were battered

from the level of the ditch, were remarkably easy and good ; the dis-

tance of the breaching batteries, in both cases, being nearly similar.

As whilst forming breaches from svich great distances, the fire of the

batteries is necessarily suspended during the night, the garrison fre-

quently attempt to clear away the rubbish, and did so at these sieges

with considerable success ; it is, therefore, very desirable that a constant

discharge of grape or canister-shot should be kept up on the breach

during the cessation from battering, and a hberal prodsion should in-

variably be made for that ser\ice, in the proportion of ammunition

brought up at every siege.

The artillery practice at these sieges, compared with any thing we

read of at prior operations, is altogether extraordinary. The fact is,

that iron guns had for many years past been gradually impro^dng and

obtaining a superiority over those made of brass, both as to capability

of supporting severe firing and as to their accuracy in throwing shot,

which was scarcely suspected till the experience of these sieges.

Brass guns were never able to support a heavier fire than 1 20 rounds

in twenty-four hours,* and were rarely used to batter at distances

exceeding 300 yards ; whereas three times that number of romids were

fired with effect from three times the distance at St. Sebastian's, several

consecutive days, without other injury to the guns than the enlarge-

ment of their vents ; which increased to an opening of an inch and an

inch and a half in diameter, and it became necessary to make use of

sand-bags in serving the vent, in order to load with security.

At Woolwich, iron 32 and 24-pounders have been fired (partly

double-shotted) 10 romids in 8 minutes, to the extent of 100 rounds

* In the defence of Gibraltar, an important battery, armed with very beautiful

looking 24-j)Ounders of brass, became nearly useless from drooping of the muzzle, after

a few days of very moderate firing ; and all the brass guns captured in St. Sebastian

were utterly unserviceable from the same cause, and the extreme enlargement of their

vents.
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each, without injury ; and accurate practice has been made at 750 yards

with 24-pounders, which fired 200 rounds in 5 hours and 2 minutes.

"With respect to the superior correctness of their shooting at long

ranges, the facts of good breaches having been made from distances of

600, 700, and 800 yards, and hues having been accurately plunged into

at 1500 yards distance, at these sieges, are irrefragable proofs.

This perfection does not appear to be owing to any change in the

form of the machine, to give it increased strength or correctness of

firing, or in the nature of its composition, but to have arisen solely

from the progress made in the mechanical processes of refining the

metal, forming the bore correctly, and casting the shot perfectly

spherical.

Those who have known Woolwich for twenty or thirty years must
recollect the infinite varieties of guns which have been adopted into the

service, each for the moment being regarded as a great improvement,

and giving celebrity to its projector. One for its length—another for

its weight— a third for its lightness— a fourth for its muzzle—and a

fifth for its breech :—till at length above a dozen natures of battering

ordnance being registered in our arsenals, to perplex, burthen, and

render our outfits inefficient, it is confessed by all that the 24-pounder

of the construction used before the war is the best piece of ordnance for

almost every purpose of a heavy gun.

Nor is this increased strength and accuracy of fire confined to English

iron ordnance, as the iron cannon cast at Liege, and in the Prussian

provinces on the Rhine, are found to resist the most trying proofs on

both these points. In a few years such improvement will be general,

and must materially affect the attack and defence of fortresses.

Whilst on the subject of the increased force of siege ordnance, it may
be as well to observe, that gunpowder has also most materially increased

in strength, probably twofold, during the last fifty years, previously to

which time all the sieges took place from which our received notions

with respect to defensive expedients are founded ; and consequently an

officer must make great allowances on every head, in calculating the

relative powers of the attack and defence at the present moment, com-
pared with former periods.

[See Article ArtiUerrj, ' Aide-Memoire to the Military Sciences,'

published by Weale, London, 1845.]

NOTE 18, p. 189.

To drive the garrison out of the lunette of St. Roque was not neces-

sary to the success of the operation, according to the plan laid down

;
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but if it could have been efiected without much loss, it was very de-

sirable, as then the dams retaining the water in the inundation might

have been destroyed, and the water let off.

This would have admitted of a closer approach to the ramparts, and

would have had a good effect on the feeiiiigs of the troops, w ho, looking

no further than at the immediate object in their front, imagined the

inundation to add greatly to the difficulties of storming the breaches.

Besides, the water extending in the ditch of the place, in front of the

main breach, as could be seen from the distant hills, made it a question

how far the garrison might have been enabled, from the heavy rains

which had fallen since the commencement of the siege, to form of it an

impassable obstacle, which would have rendered an assault imprac-

ticable. The fire of the place, which continued as efficient as on the

first day of the attack, the small number of gabions, and the general

inexperience of the workmen, precluded all hope of pushing the sap in

any moderate time sufficiently near to gain possession of the covered-

way of the lunette ; and in consequence an attempt was ordered to be

made, secretly, to blow down the batardeau crossing the ditch on its

left flank, which was one of the principal dams to retain the inun-

dation.

Plate X. fig. 6.—To effect this, five barrels of powder of 90fts. each

were, for the sake of portability, emptied into two cases, and twenty

sand-bags were filled with earth. The cases of powder were directed to

be placed iigalnst the batardeau, and the sand-bags to be laid against

the exterior of the cases. Twenty sappers were selected to carry the

cases and bags, and thirty armed men to accompany and protect them.

Lieutenants Stanway, R.E., and W. Barney, Assistant Engineer, were

charged with the undertaking. As soon as it became dark, they marched

the party out of the right of the first parallel to the bed of the Ri\'illas,

where they turned to their left, and having halted the covering party at

a proper distance, proceeded with the powder to the batardeau ; but

could not place the cases against the masonry as directed, on account of

a stream of water, occasioned by the late rains, wdiich ran over the top

of the batardeau vrith great violence ; and from the circumstance of the

garrison having supported the batardeau wall against the unvisual pres-

sure of the water by a bank of clay (ab c) 7 or 8 feet in height, its

exterior lying at a slope of fifty degrees. Lieutenant Stanway, how-

ever, put the cases (c) as near the batardeau as the overfloAving of the

water and the slope of the supporting bank would admit ; but did not

bring the men forward with the bags to cover the cases, from the cer-

tainty of discovery, which would have rendered the attempt abortive,

the sentries of the garrison placed on the bridge and in the rear of the

lunette having already twice challenged, and once fired upon the men
with the powder. Lieutenant Stanway, having lighted the slow-match,

retired. The water, or some other cause, extinguished the slow-match,
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and after waiting beyond the time calculated for the explosion, he

returned and lighted it afresh. In due time the two cases of powder

exploded almost simultaneously, when the garrison immediately opened

a fire of musketry on the spot from various posts all round it.

After the reduction of the place it was apparent, that could the

powder have been placed as intended against the foot of the wall (b),

the destruction of the batardeau would have been accomplished ; for

the explosion, which was found to have acted against the revetment of

the covered-way (a wall of the most solid construction, and built against

a natural bank of earth), had made a considerable rent in it, and had

even blown off some of the dos d'ane of the batardeau by its lateral

effects. The sand-bags would probably have added but little to the

effect of the explosion, as the quantity of powder (450 lbs.) had been

calculated as sufficiently great to cause the destruction of the batardeau

wall without being confined ; but as the direction in which loose powder

acts is very uncertain, it was deemed right that some weight should be

placed along the exterior of the cases, if practicable, to turn the action

of the powder against the batardeau.

It was never intended permanently to occupy the lunette, but merely

to dislodge the garrison from it, in order to be able to destroy the dams,

lower the inundation, and draw off the water which had been introduced

along the counterscarp wall of the main ditch in front of the breach

forming in the right face of La Trinidad bastion.

NOTE 19, p. 201.

The artillery arrangements for the assault were

—

Lieutenant Bourchier, with 20 gunners,

Weston do.

Goeben do.

Sinclair do.

under Captain Latham, to accompany the 4th, light, 3rd, and 5th divi-

sions, respectively, in readiness for any artillery service that might be

required in the place.

Captain Gardiner's company to follow the column of the 3rd division

into the castle, and occupy the batteries of the castle bearing on

Christoval.

Major Holcombe to man the fourteen 24-pounder howitzers in No. 12,

as ordered in the general Memoranda.

Captain de Rettberg, with his reUef, to man the breaching and en-

filading batteries.
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Captain Latham was killed on the great breach. Lieutenant Goeben
was severely wounded, whilst aiding to plant the ladders against the

castle wall, and Major Tulloch was severely wounded, standing in the

breaching battery.

Engineers' Arrangements.

Major Squire, director on duty, will retain the general charge in the

trenches, and hold the brigades on duty in readiness for any operation

which may be ordered.

Major Burgoyne, having under his orders Lieutenant Wells, will con-

duct the 3rd division to their point of attack.

Captain Nicholas, having Lieutenant Emmett under his orders, will

conduct the 4th division to the breach in the face of La Trinidad bastion,

and to the breach just formed in the curtain.

Captain WiUiams, having Lieutenant de Salaberry under his orders,

will conduct the light division to the breach in the flank of the bastion

of Santa Maria.

Lieutenant Lascelles, having Lieutenant Melhuish under his orders,

will conduct the 5th division to the low escarp wall next the Guadiana,

beyond the bastion of St. Vicente.

Lieutenant Wright will conduct the storming party of the guard of

the trenches into the rear of the lunette St. Roque.

These officers will immediately take charge of their parties of car-

penters and miners, volunteers from the Royal military artificers, or the

men of the line doing duty with the department, who have been told off

in the park to accompany the several assaulting columns. These men
are furnished with the necessary axes, crow-bars, &c., to cut away any

chevaux-de-frize, palisades, or other obstacles, upon or behind the

breaches, which may prove too strong for the infantry to force over.

The ladders for the escalades will be found ready laid out in the park,

with six volunteers attached to each escalade.

A party of Roj^al military artificers, who have been instructed in the

duty they will have to perform, are told oif to follow Lieutenant Wright,

with three cases containing different quantities of powder, which he Mill

fix under the main sluice and dam of the inundation, immediately on

carrying the lunette, so as to insure their destruction at any moment.

The remaining men of every description will be formed in the sap on

the glacis of the lunette of St. Roque, with gabions and intrenching

tools, prepared to form any lodgement which may become necessary at

any period of partial success of the assault.

The commanding engineer will be with the commander of the forces

(the spot will be notified before evening), from whence he will send his

orders, and where any communication must be sent to him.

(Signed) John T. Jones,

Major of Brigade.
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NOTE 20, p. 208.

Badajos may be said to have been twice carried by escalade this

night. First, by General Picton with the 3rd division, in gaining pos-

session of the castle ; from which moment further resistance was useless,

as from the castle the besiegers could have poured their whole army

into the town ; and secondly, by General Leith with the 5th division,

which was the more immediate cause of the fall of the place : for,

although General Picton' s successful escalade of the castle placed the

garrison at the mercy of the besiegers, still the 3rd division remaining

formed in the castle without further movement, their success produced

no instant effect on the defence, and the 5th division met with the same

opposition as if the castle had not been escaladed. This suggests the

necessity in a combined attack of furnishing the different corps em-

ployed with rockets, or other means of making their success known to

each other. As General Picton carried the castle before half-past

eleven, and General Leith was accidentally delayed in his attack till

that hour, such a notification of success from the castle would have

rendered unnecessary any attempt by the 5th division, and the m.en lost

in their escalade would have been saved.

It had been arranged by General Philippon, in the hope of being

relieved by Marshal Soult, to hold the castle,^ the tete-de-pont, and

Fort Christoval, after the breaches should be forced. With this view,

depots of provisions and ammunition had been formed in the castle, the

gates had all been built up, and the battery T, which the garrison

•• " Le Gouverneur etait revenu a son premier poste sur la petite place en arriere

des breches, apres s'etre rassure sur leur defense, lorsqu'il vit arriver au galop le

Lieutenant de Dragons Lavigue, qui lui annon^a que I'ennemi avait escalade le chateau.

La fausse nouvelle qu'il avait regue de la prise des breches lui fit aussi douter de I'ex-

actitude de celle-ci. On avait toujours pense que le chateau etait inattaquable, tant

par sa position que par la hauteur de ses murailles, et, avant de croire a un revers qui

paraissait impossible, on perdit un temps precieux dont I'ennemi profita pour se recon-

naitre au miUeu du dedale de traverses et de retranchements qiu encorabraient cet

ouvrage, et se mettre en mesure de s'y defendre. Toutefois le General Philippon en-

voya de ce cote quatre compagnies sous les ordres du Lieutenant Saint -Vincent, Aide-

de-Camp du General Vielaud, la seule reserve qu'il eut a sa disposition. Ces troupes

se dirigerent sur la porte du chateau qui donne dans le bastion 9, mais il etait trop

tard ; deja I'ennemi avait ferme cette porte, et il re9u nos compagnies par une vive

fusillade. Le Lieutenant Saint-Vincent fut blesse, ainsi que plusieurs autres officiers,

et sa troupe dispersee. Le Gouverneur avait aussi donne I'ordre a deux compagnies

bu bataillon du neuvieme regiment leger, de garde aux bastions 1 et 2, d'attaquer le

chateau par la seconde porte, situee pres des fronts de la Guadiana. Mais par suite

d'un malentendu et par une fatalite inouie, ces deux compagnies se rendirent aux
breches, ou elles resterent inutiles. La perte inattendue du chateau, qui formait le

reduit de la place, et la dispersion des quatre compagnies de reserve, ebranlerent quel-

ques officiers, et le desordre commen9a."

—
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erected towards the close of the siege, and the houses they pulled down

in front of it, were further preparations for the defence of the castle,

after the town should he carried. This plan was very judicious, and

would probably have added some days to the defence, had not the suc-

cessful efforts of General Picton prevented its being carried into effect.

NOTE 21, p. 217.

All the ladders used this night were the ordinary ladders of the

English mechanics, and were made during the course of the siege.

There were twelve supplied for this escalade, and the same number for

General Leith's. They were called 30 -feet ladders, but some of the

longest measured 32 feet, and three or four not more than 28 feet.

The experience of all the escalades in the Peninsula leads to the

belief that such description of ladder is the best that can be used. The
greatest difficulty experienced was to bring such unwieldy machines to

the spot ; but once there, they were raised readily enough, when not

seriously opposed.

Had the joixited scaling ladders, supplied as an engineer store, been

sufficiently strong for the purposes of an escalade, they could not have

been put together under the fire and missiles poured down on the

assailants from the parapet on these occasions ; and should any more

perfect jointed ladders be substituted, it will always be found necessary

to put them together before the garrison discover the party.

These unwieldy ladders travelled on cars many marches with the

army ; but they are so readily made when required, that it can seldom

be worth the trouble of removing them from place to place. Their

weight and strength were considered great advantages when once raised,

as there were many hard struggles between those above to throw over,

and those below to support the ladders, which would have broken less

solid machines.

It is believed that the honour of raising and forcing up the first

ladder on this occasion attaches to Lieutenant-Colonel Ridge, in com-

mand of the .5th regiment, who met his fate on the castle wall.

NOTE 22, p. 222.

The following extracts, from the Orderly Book of the garrison and

of the chief engineer, are inserted as being the authority for some of the

statements in the Journals.
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GENERAL PHILIPPON S ORDERS.

Ordre du 26.—L'ennemi s'est rendu maitre du fort Picurina hier

dans la nuit apres trois attaques de vive force : le General-Gouverneur

ne pent attribuer cet evenemeut qu'au pen de sang froid des militaires

qui defendaient ce fort, et qui ont oublies qu'il fallait continuer a resister

pour se couvrir de gloire et sauver leur existence.

line terreur panique, vraisemblablement, a paralis6e le niouvement

des bras qui devaient sans contredit, rejeter dans les fosses d'un ouvrage

bien ferme, tout homme assez audacieux pour monter avec des eclielles.

II n'y a pour cela qu'a se bien penetrer que lorsqu'un homme monte

ainsi, il ne pent se servir de son arme que lorsqu'on le laisse parfaite-

ment libre ; sa tete paraissant toujours la premiere, il n'y a nulle doute

qu'un militaire attentif doit en detruire autant comme ils s'en presentent.

Cette defense qui aurait du etre tres glorieuse et causer una perte

considerable a l'ennemi augmente an contraire son audace.

Le General-Gouverneur mettra sous les yeux de la brave garnisou

actuelle de Badajos les intrepides defenses du fort San Christoval pen-

dant le dernier siege. Ce fort, qui avait deux breches praticables, a

avec 75 hommes resiste a 1600 hommes de troupes d' elite, qui ont fuit,

laissant leurs echelles dans les fosses et une tres grande quantite de

morts et de blesses.

La seconde attaque de ce meme fort ne fut pas moins vigoureuse

malgre qu'uue partie des murailles etaient eboulees et les palissades

brisees, done il ne faut que de sang froid. La plus-part de messieurs

les officiers de la garnison en sont bien penetres, la troupe doit y re-

fle'chir.

La garnison de Badajos sera sauve'e, nous ne pouvons en douter, mais

il faut de I'energie, du courage, et de la bonne volonte ; avec cela elle se

couvrira de gloire, honorera I'armee Francaise et ne sera point exposee a

un esclavage qui est mille fois pis que la mort,

II y a des braves dans la place qui ont ete fait prisonniers par les

Anglois. Ils ont du raconter a leurs camarades les maux qu'ils ont

soufferts etant sur les pontons, mourant de faim, de soif, &c.

Le General-Gouverneur se fait un devoir de parler ainsi aux braves

qu'il gouverne, bien persuade qu'ils sentiront la ne'cessite de se de-

fendre dans une circonstance o\x ils ont infiniment d'avantage sur leurs

ennemis.

Enfin que chacun fasse son devoir, qu'il ne s'e'carte point des prin-

cipes de I'honneur que doit avoir tout militaire Francais, et nous verrons

tons l'ennemi fuir devant nous apr^s avoir arrose les alentours de la

place de son sang.

Deja les colonnes Francaises qui doivent nous secourir s'avancent, or,

les efforts de l'ennemi sont inutiles si cliaque soldat s'arme de patience,

et se penetre bien de ses devoirs ;—bientot nous aurons la jouissance de
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voir arriver les m^mes braves qu'il y a un an vinrent nous delivrer au

moment oil I'ennemi, quoiqu'ayant fait trois breches, pris la fuite

honteusement.

'A compter de ce soir a 8 heures toutes les troupes devront sortir de

leurs quartiers pour se rendre cbacun au poste qui lui est assigne

;

rintention du Ge'neral-Gouverneur est que Ton coucbe sur les remparts

jusqu'a nouvel ordre pour pre'venir les cvenemens.

Ordre du 29.—Le Geueral-Gouverneur s'empresse de tcmoigner sa

grande satisfaction aux braves cannoniers qui ces jours ci out e'crases les

batteries de I'ennemi par leur feu, et lui out fait eprouver une perte con-

siderable.

Les tirailleurs sont aussi trfes digues d'eloges ; ces braves gens in-

quietent si bien I'ennemi qu'il lui est impossible de travailler ni le jour

ni la nuit. Le Sieur Stoll, caporal de mineurs, a aussi fait bier un trait

de bravoure bien digne d'etre cite; ce militaire a la nuit tombante a

ete deranger de place le cordeau que le genie ennemi avait place le jour

pour le travail de la nuit :—Le General-Gouverneur a ordonne qu'il

recevrait une recompense pecuniaire de 200 fr., et que sa belle conduite

serait soumise a S. E. M. le Mare'chal Due de Dalmatie.

Le bon esprit et le zele de la garnison de Badajos degoutent I'ennemi

qui jusqu'a present n'a encore rien fait qui puisse nuire a la place.

Ordre du 2 Avril.—Copie d'vme lettre ecrite de Castuera pres don

Benito par M, le Comte D'Erlon a M. le Commissaire de Police de cette

place le 28 du mois dernier.

M. LE Commissaire,
J'ai re^u votre lettre du 22 et je I'envoye de suite a M. le

Marechal. J'ai ccrit au General Pliilippon ; mais dans le cas ovi ma
lettre ne lui serait point parvenue, dites lui que j'ai recu la sienne, et

que toutes les troupes sont en mouvement pour faire lever le siege.

Le General -Commandant I'Aile Droite,

(Signe) Comte D'Erlon.

Ordre du 4.—La breche pouvant deveiiir praticable, le General-

Gouverneur ordonne qu'elle sera defendue par 2 bataillons de troupes

d' elite, composes de 4 compagnies de grenadiers, 4 de voltigeurs, afin

que la gloire de defendre les breches soit partagee entre ces deux armes,

plus les sapeurs et les mineurs. Le ler de ces bataillons sera com-

mande par M. Babot, chef de bataillon du 88me, et le 2d par M.
Meistre, chef de bataillon du regt. de Hesse ; M. le General Vieland est

charge de I'organisation des dits bataillons.
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COLONEL LAMARRE S ORDERS AND LETTERS.

Ordre du 19 Mars.—^"A 10 heures et demi precises les travailleurs

rentreront pour se preparer a une sortie;—120 hommes pris dans les 3

compagnies du genie seront commandes pour cette sortie. M. le Capi-

taine Levoir et M. le Lieutenant Vallon, 4 sergens et 4 caporaux, com-

manderont nos troupes dans cette sortie, et marcheront immediatement

apres I'infanterie ; leur objet principal est de combler les tranchees

faites par I'ennemi, et de ramasser les outils que I'ennemi pourrait

kisser en se retirant : chaque outils sera paye un demi douro a toutes

les troupes.

II est de'fendu expressement a messieurs les officiers et aux troupes du

genie de s'occuper d'autre objet que du comblement des tranchees. Get

article ne sera communique aux troupes qu'a 10 heures, et ils devront

etre rendu all heures et demi precises a la porte de la Trinite.

Je pense qu'il ne faut pas perdre un instant pour organiser deux

compagnies de bons tireurs bien payes pour faire un feu continue sur

la tete de la sape ennemie. En attendant cette disposition, quelques

travailleurs ont ete places pour tirer pendant cette nuit.

Bu 22 Mars.—Au Colonel d'' Artillerie.

La mitraille que vous avez en approvisionnement ne porte pas sur les

ouvrages de I'ennemi, d'apres le dire des officiers d' artillerie, et cela

vient de ce qu'elle est trop fine ;—je me rappelle que dans notre dernier

siege, elle portait a une distance une fois plus eloignee que ne sont les

ouvrages ennemis sous le chateau. Ne pourriez vous pas avec le plomb

que vous avez en magazin, ou avec celui que vous pourriez vous procurer

en ville, en faire couler de smte, car a la distance ou se trouve Tennemi

sur quelques points, la mitraille doit faire un effet bien plus meurtrier

que le boulet.

A M. le Chef de Bataillon d*Artillerie Lespagnol.

On vient de me faire le rapport que I'ennemi continuait sa parall^le

vers la Guadiana sous le chateau ; il sera bien utile pour le contrarier de

faire tirer quelques coups de grosse mitraille sur ce point ; la mitraille

faisait un excellent effet pendant notre premiere defense, et I'ennemi

etait bien plus eloigne qu'il ne Test a present.

Bu 30 Mars.—Au Gin4ral-Gouverneur.

On a distribue des bombes, des boulets et des bois sur les rempart^

pour les precipiter sur les assaillans en cas d'attaque, mais je doute que

Ton ait designe des hommes pour y mettre le feu et les lancer a propos.
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II serait peut-^tre n^cessaire que vous vous fassiez renclre compte de

la maniere dont on a organise ces moyens de de'fense. Les hommes que

Ton doit employer pour lancer ces bombs doivent etre intclligens et

munis de tout ce qui leur est n^cessaire pour ope'rer utilemeut. Je

pense que Ton pourrait employer les mineurs et sapeurs qui ne sont

point de service, et de les faire venir quelques fois sur les lieux, pour

donner a chacun d'eux les explications sur I'objet de leur emploi.

Du 1 Avril.—A M. Je Commandant d^Armes.

J'ai besoin de 100 hommes d'infanterie pour deblayer la breche et

commencer ce travail aussitot la nuit tombante ;—Veuillez donner vos

ordres povir que ce nombre soit rendu a 6 lieures pre'cises sur la place

Saint Jean. Je les demande de meilleur heure que les autres afin de ne

pas perdre un instant et de me'nager les hommes ; il est necessaire que

ces travailleurs soient commandes par deux officiers et deux sergens.

L'officier du genie charge de ce travail sera rendu a 6 heures pre'cises

sur la place Saint Jean pour y prendre ces ouvriers.

Note sur la Disposition des Troupes pour la Defense de la Breche.

Cinquante hommes de troupe d' elite avec au moins un fusil de re-

change conmiande's par un bon officier et un sergent devront rester dans

le petit reduit entre les bastions 6 et 7 ; 25 hommes commandes par un

bon officier seront place au saillant du chemin convert du bastion de

la Trinitc ; .^0 hommes commandes par un bon officier et im sergent

devront etre a la face gauche et a la place d'amies de gauche du chemin

convert du front 5 et 6. Ces troupes doivent avoir I'ordre de tenir dans

ces ouvrages et d'y mourir s'il le faut. Ces postes qui sont les plus

perilleuses doivent etre confies a des officiers devoues auxquels on puisse

donner des recompenses. Independamment de cette distribution, il faut

du monde dans le bastion 7, au long de la courtine 6 et 7, et dans le

bastion 6. Les troupes qu'on y logera devront etre choisies ainsi que les

officiers ; car sans contredire, c'est le point le plus essentiel a de'fendre.

Les troupes qui s'y trouveront sur les remparts ne doivent dinger

leurs feux que dans les intervals qui resteront entre les trois detachemens

que doivent tirer du chemin convert, a moins qu'ils ne soient renverses

par les assaillans. Le restant de la garnison pent continuer d'etre

distribue suivant I'ordre qui a ete donne.

Du 2 Avril, 1812.

—

Au General-Gouverneur.

J'ai visite le bastion No. 7, que Ton bat en breche, et je pense que

nous devons nous attendre a voir tomber incessamraent le parapet de ce

bastion. 11 faut que nous soyons en mesure de faire un artificiel une
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demi-heure aprfes ou bien aussitot la nuit tombaute : ce parapet ne peut

etre fait que de pieces de bois, ballots de laine, et sacs a terre. Je donu6

I'ordre a I'officier du genie de service de faire remplir deiix ou trois

mille sacs a terre et les mettre en reserve,— il faut que I'artillerie de son

cote fournisse des ballots de laine, et que Tofficier d'artillerie de ce

bastion de concert avec I'officier du genie de service fasse faire ce

nouveau parapet lorsqu'il y aura lieu ; mais il faut que vous ayez la

bonte de doiuaer des ordres en consequence a I'artillerie. II n'est pas

moins urgent, mon General, de designer les troupes qui doivent defendre

la breche, car c'est du lieu meme ou nous rcfe'rons ce nouveau parapet,

que doivent partir les feux les plus terribles de mousqueterie contre les

assaillans ; il faut aussi qu'on ait des bombes de 14 pouces de pre'parees

sur ce parapet et des homines intelligens pour les lancer a propos. II

seroit bon que vous leur parlassiez pour les inflammer, et que vous

poussiez juger par vous-meme s'ils sont en etat de remplir le but que

Ton se propose. J' en trouverai quelques uns parmi les troupes du
genie.

II reste une piece de canon sur le terreplein de la face droite de ce

bastion, il faut qu'on I'euleve ou qu'on la culbute de son aifut pour que

I'emiemi ne puisse pas en faire usage contre nous, s'il venoit a s'emparer

du bastion:—Cette mesure me parait pressante, on aurait du avissi

enlever les mortiers pour les placer en arriere des coupures que j'ai fait

faire dans ce bastion. II ne faut pas non plus qu'on conserve plus de

poudre dans ce bastion qu'on ne doit en consommer dans 12 heures, on

est toujours libre de I'approvisionner.

Ordre.—Les travailleurs se releveront par moitie de maniere a travailler

avec le plus d'activite possible ;—s'il n'y avait pas assez d'ouvriers on

fournirait du 58™^ regiment le supplement necessaire.—Ces travailleurs

recevront Feau-de-iie de gratification extraordinaire et seront payes

genereusement. II faut que le deblai des breches soit fait a tout prix

et qu'au jour on y trouve pas une pierre de decombres au pied. II sera

fait une coupure dans le fosse a Tangle de I'epaule de la face droite du
bastion battu en breche qui sera dirige vers I'extre'mite de la gorge de

la contregarde de maniere a empecher que I'ennemi ne parvieune au

pied de la breche apres avoir descendu la contrescarpe.

Du 3 Avril, 1812.

—

Au General de Division Gouverneur.

Je vous prie d'avoir la bonte de donner des ordres pour que les

travailleurs au nombre de 200 qui doivent deblayer les breches soient

rendus a 6 heures et demi pre'cises sur la place Saint Jean. II est

necessaire qu'ils soient rendus aux breches a la nuit tombaute afin de

ne pas perdre un instant pour les deblayer. Le 28™^ et 103"« doivent

marcher cette nuit pour cet operation, et apres eux ce sont les Hessois.

11 faut au moins trois officiers pour les commander, et il serait bien
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avantageiix d'y faire transporter lie I'eau-de-vie pour encouragcr les

travailleurs.

L'ennemi pouvant tenter une attaque cette nuit vu que les breches
seront a peu pres praticables il est essentiel de pourvoir ces travailleurs

de cartouches.

La breche paraissant devenir praticable, les troupes du genie doivent
concourir a la defendre, en consequence tons les mineurs et sapeurs qui ne
feront point partie du tiers qui doit etre au travail, meme le de'tachement
de la 5™"^ compagnie devront etre en permanence avec les troupes d' elite

sur la breche. M. le chef de bataillon Barbot du 28""^ qui a le com-
mandement de ces troupes leur donnera ses ordres. Les officiers des
troupes du genie se tiendront avec leurs compagnies.

Si I'assaut a lieu pendant que les travailleurs deblayeront la breche

Tofficier du genie se retirera avec les travailleurs dans la contregarde du
bastion 1, battu en breche ainsi que dans le reduit en avant de la

courtine 6 et 7. lis doivent maintenir la plus graude silence et attendre

que l'ennemi soit a bout portant pour I'aneantir par leur feu.

Bii 4 Avril.—Listruction pour le parapet artifidel du bastion No. 7.

II faut continuer de perfectionner le parapet artificiel en arriere de la

breche, faire attention de ne pas elever la crete inte'rieure au-dessus des

dimensions d'un parapet ordinaire, de maniere que les de'fenseurs puissent

faire feu sur les assaillans, et lui donner la plus d'e'paisseur qu'il sera

possible.

II faut encore faire pour la coupure de droite du bastion No. 7 ce que

vous ferez pour celle de gauche ; c'est-a-dire achever les fosses, former

les cretes interieures avec un rang de sacs-a-terre ; cette coupure doit

egalement etre apuyee par sa droite contre le parapet, et pour que

Tennemi ne puisse pas tourner ce rctranchement par le parapet, il faut

avoir des chevaux-cle-frise prets vers cette coupure pour les placer sur ce

parapet au besoin. Ayez bien soin de mettre ces chevaux-de-frise a

convert de maniere a ne point les laisser briser par le canon.

II n'est pas moins necessaire de continuer le parapet artificiel derriere

le bastion No. 6 avec les memes conditions que pour celui du bastion

No. 7.

Les fosses du retranchement sont assez profonds il faut s'attacher

maintenant a former les cretes inte'rieures des parapets de maniere a

yionvoir y placer des troupes aujourdhui ; il faut aussi que les masons

achevent de creneler les murs oii Ton a indique des creneaux.
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Le d^blai des br^ches ^tant trfes perilleux et produisant peu d'efFet, je

pense, mon General, qu'il faut se dispenser cette nuit d'y travailler.

Les retranchemens sont aussi tres avances et peuvent dans I'etat ou ils

sont etre defendus ; si vous le jugez convenable nous n'aurons point de

travail de nuit, et tons les troupes seront disposibles pour repousser les

attaques. Les troupes d' elite qui sont chargees de de'fendre les breches

ont travaillees la nmt derniere de bonne volonte, j'ose croire qu'elles le

feront encore la nuit prochaine et elles suifiront.

Les fermetures du chateau seront egalement continuees au moyen de

ma9onnerie en terre, et Ton mettra une porte de plus a chaque issue qui

seront disposees comme celles qu'on a deja plac^es.—On les percera de

quelques creneaux s'il est possible.

Ordre du 5 Avril.—Les troupes du genie seront chargees de defendre

les breches avec les troupes d' elite de la garnison : M. le Lieutenant

Mailhet et la compagnie des mineurs qu'il commande seront sous les

ordres de M. le chef de bataillon Mettre a la breche du bastion No. 6

;

MM. les Lieutenants Lepard et Vallon avec les sapeurs a leurs ordres

seront a la disposition de M. le chef de bataillon Barbot du 88°^^ a la

breche du bastion No. 7. Ces officiers se rendront avec leurs detache-

naens a 6 heures et demi precises aux dits bastions, et se pre'senteront a

ces chefs pour prendre leurs ordres ;— ils ne quitteront les breches

qu'apres en avoir re9U I'autorisation. II faudra qu'ils de'signent des

hommes pour placer les chevaux-de-frise et preter la main a I'artillerie

pour tous les travaux que tiennent a 1' artifice.

100 fusils de rechange seront mis a la disposition des troupes du

genie, et I'adjutant les fera prendre de suite chez le commandant de la

place.

II sera etabh un chapelet de bombes de 14 pouces au long de la con-

trescarpe du front battu en breche, depuis la fin de I'inondation jusqu'au

saillant du bastion No. 6. On y communiquera le feu au moyen de

saucisson que Ton guarantira de I'humidite par des augets faites en

tuiles.

Du 6 Avril, 1812.

—

Au General-Gouverneur.

L'ennemi parait commencer encore une nouvelle batterie a tres

petite distance pour battre la face droite du bastion No. 8, pour le

retarder dans ce travail il serait utile de faire tirer de quelques points

de la place quelques pieces de petit calibre ; il n'est pas encore bien

convert et la consommation de poudre que Ton ferait pour I'inquieter

serait la mieux employee pour le moment, car les coups de canons que

nous tirons ailleurs produisent peu d'eifet ; il n'y a pas de doute que

cette batterie sera retarde'e d'un jour si Ton veut tirer dessus.

Depuis trois jours il'y a une piece de 4 allongee qui est hors de son
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afFut et qui etait destinee a flanquer le retranchement
; je vous prie,

mon General, de donner des ordres pour la faire mettre en batterie, cette

piece pouvant etre d'un tres grand utilitc.

SuppUment a VOrdre du 5.— 100 liommes I'infanterie et un sergent

du genie seront employes apres midi a approfondir la eunette de la face

gauche du bastion No. 1, les terres seront jettees du cote de la place.

M. le Capitaine de Genie Meynhardt donnera ce travail a la toise.

Bv. 6 Avril, 1812.

—

Au General-Gouverneur.

On pourrait encore opposer un obstacle a Tennemi pour I'empecher

de monter a la breche, en faisant une ligne de voitures de I'artillerie

dans le fosse en avant de la breche du bastion No. 6, depuis les

barrieres jusqu'au saillaiit de ce bastion : je j)ense, mon Ge'neral, que

vous gouterez cette idee. L'artillerie pent encore aujourd'hui mener

toutes ces voitures dans le fosse et elle pourra les y introduire en les

sortant par la porte de la Palma, leur faire parcourir le glacis et les faire

introduire dans les fosses par le petit pont qui communique a Par-

daleras que nous avons detrvut mais sur lequel on pent mettre dans un

instant des madriers pour former la passage ; ce nou.vel obstacle avec le

chapelet de bombes qid sera etabli avant la unit, le sang froid et le

courage de nos troupes, devront infailliblement repousser les assauts de

I'eimemi.

J'ai riionneur de vous rendre compte que le chateau sera ferme ce

soir, que des magasins sont disposes pour recevoir des vivres et qu'il

existe plusieurs citernes avec de la tres bonne eau et en assez grande

quantite. En consequence je pense qu'il faut que vous ayez la boiite de

donner des ordi-es de suite pour faire un apjjro^-isionnement de biscuit,

d' eau-de-vie, de bois et de A'iande salee ; ou pourrait aussi y introduire

tons les soirs une partie du troupeau : je pourvoirai de mon cote a tout

ce qui tient a mon service ; mais il n'y a pas un instant a perdre pour

que le commissaire des guerres et l'artillerie preparent tout ce qui est

relatif a leur partie ; il faut que les ofticiers de saute ce poiu'voyent

aussi de qvielques effets de pansement ; avec tons ces moyens nous

serous encore a meme de tenir trois ou quatre jours dans le chateau : si

nous etions reduit a cette extremite nous aurions la consolation de

donner I'exemple de la defense la plus heroiquc et d'interesser I'univers

a uotre sort.

Taut que le chateau tiendra San Christoval pourra tenir, il faut que

ce fort soit egalement approvisionne, dans ce cas la la lunette Verley

doit enclouer ses pieces et se retirer dans San Christoval. La tete de

pont pourrait en faire autant ; avec des signeux et un porte-voix vous

pourrez leur communiquer vos ordres ; mais il faut que la garnison de

ce fort se procure de I'eau ; elle a des jarres en assez grande quantite.
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Supplement a V Orclre du 6,—M. le Lieutenant Mailhet avec un de-

tachement des troupes du genie et un d'infanterie fera construire un
petit parapet artificiel derriere la 3me breche pratiquee dans Tangle

rentrant de la courtine et du flanc droit du bastion No. 7. Ces tra-

vailleurs seront pris de bonne volonte parmi les gardes des breches.

NOTE 23, p. 303.

The conduct of the troops at these sieges, whenever required to storm,

to use their bayonets, or remain exposed to severe fire, demands a meed
of unmeasured praise ; for never did they display more gallantry or

more firmness than on those occasions ; bvit in the performance of the

laborious duties of the trenches, requiring zealous and persevering labour,

watchful attention, and a patient endurance of fatigue, commendation

must be withheld.

At this siege, the men, fatigued with the exertions of a campaign

which had been incessantly active for nine months, and disheartened by
the little support they were receiving from the batteries, laboured with

absolute reluctance. Their want of exertion, compared with that of the

garrison, was clearly seen by all the staff of the army.

A hill, used as a look-out, commanded a full view of the interior of

the castle and of the besiegers' approaches. In the trenches, a working

party of 300 men was seen excavating the lower parallel, and imme-
diately in front of them in the castle, a party of about 100 men throwing

up an interior retrenchment. The shovels-full of earth thrown up by
the 300 besiegers were so few as to be readily counted, whilst from the

100 men in the castle the quantity rising was incessant. Their work
was completed in 36 hours : the third day witnessed the besiegers'

shovels lazily rising one after another from the same spot.*

Continued exertion amongst large bodies of troops, particularly during

night, can only be induced by the most unremitting vigilance aud super-

intendence of the officers of every rank ; and to insure this, it is neces-

sary that the commanding officer in the trenches, and subordinate to

him, every senior officer of a detachment, should be made responsible

for a certain quantity of laboixr being performed, and no relief of any
party should be permitted till an assigned task had been completed.

* Since the above was written in 1813, two reasons have been suggested to recon-

cile this difference. First, that men working for self-preservation, and to avoid

capture and imprisonment, will naturally feel more interested, and use more exertion

to complete any task assigned to them, than men merely labouring on an ordinary

tour of duty, for a certain number of hours. Secondly, that the French shovels, being

made expressly for the facility of field carriage, are little more than half the size and
weight of the British shovels.
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The following general orders were issued on this subject.

" G. O. Adjutant-General's Office,

Villa Toro, 1st Oct. 1812.

" 1 . The Commander of the Forces is concerned to state, that the

working parties in the trenches do not perform their duty, notwith-

standing the pains which have been taken to relieve them every six

hours.

" 2. He desires that Lieutenant-Colonel Burgoyne will report to him

every morning, who commanded the working parties in the trenches

during the preceding 24 hours, and whether each of the parties performed

the work allotted to it with due dihgence."

" G. O. Adjutant-General's Office,

Villa Toro, 3rd Oct. 1812.

" 1 . The Commander of the Forces noticed in General Orders on the

1st inst. the complaints he had received of the working parties, and he

is concerned to have again to notice, that he has received complaints of

the working parties ordered for last night.

" 2. The whole of the working parties ordered for the trenches, from

Brigadier-General Pack's and Brigadier-General Bradford's brigades,

from 6 to 12 o'clock last night absented themselves from the trenches.

"3. The Commander of the Forces desires that and

may be put in arrest, and the non-commissioned officers and

soldiers composing these parties from General Pack's and General Brad-

ford's brigades may be employed at working parties for six hours during

the twenty-four hours of the next four days, and that during the re-

mainder of the twenty-four hours of the same four days, they may be

kept at their arms in front of the encampment, fully accoutred, and in

readiness to turn out at a moment's warning.

"4. The Commander of the Forces is concerned likewise to have to

notice, that the working party ordered last night for the commanding

officer of artillery did not perform their duty.

"5. All the officers and the whole of the Portuguese detachments

absented themselves, and of course, when such an example was set by

the officers, much was not to be expected from the soldiers.

" 6. The following officers are to be put in arrest for quitting their

duty without leave, on the night of the 2nd inst., viz.*******
"7. At the same time that the Commander of the Forces notices this

misconduct of the working parties, he is happy to make an exception in

favour of the Guards, who, he is informed, have invariably performed

this duty, as they have every other, in the most exemplary manner.
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"8. The officers and soldiers of the army should know, that to work

during a siege is as much a part of their duty as it is to engage the

enemy in the field; and they may depend upon it, that unless they

perform the work allotted to them with due diligence, they cannot

acquire the honour which their comrades have acquired in former

"9. The siege of the castle of Burgos has afforded more than one

instance of the fatal effects of the omission of the working parties to per-

form their duty. And the Commander of the Forces hopes that he shall

have no reason to complain of any in future."

NOTE 24, p. 314.

The guard of the trenches generally at these sieges, but more par-

ticularly at this attack, fired much too rapidly, and too indiscriminately

at all points of the defences ; and the consequence was, an excessive ex-

penditure of musket ammunition.

It is so natural for troops to fire before them without consideration,

that the musketry of the guard of the trenches can only be rendered

effectual through the utmost attention and vigilance on the part of the

officers. They should select out the best shots, and see that they are

well covered with sand-bags, placed on the top of the parapet, with an

opening between them, just sufficient for their musket barrels, and
should explain to the men the object of their being so posted, and caution

them only to fire when a probable chance of success should present

itself. The remainder of the guard should be kept seated on the ban-

quette under cover, in readiness to receive and repel sorties. Any
general fire of the guard of the trenches cannot be otherwise than

wasteful and ineffectual.

The French certainly at this siege acted most strictly on these prin-

ciples, for the men of their firing parties were invariably posted behind

good cover, and never for a moment exposed themselves to view ; and
they must have been selected marksmen, for every gabion placed by the

full sap was pierced by at least twenty bullets, although apparently the

fire on the head of the sap was not very great.

During the early periods of this siege, a single Frenchman, who took

an unerring aim, killed or wounded an extraordinary number of the

besiegers. He remained patiently concealed for hours together behind

the stockade, used as a flank to the outer wall, with the muzzle of his

piece directed on the sap, through an opening in the palisades. His

companions, by lifting up a hat, throwing over stones, or making a great

noise, used at intervals to draw the attention of the workmen or guard
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to a different part of the wall, when they too frequently forgot the fatal

mnsket, exposed themselves to view, and were invariahly shot.
The deficiency of musket ammunition, which paralysed the efforts of

the besiegers at this period, called forth the following general order

;

"^' O- Adjutant-General's Office,

Villa de Toro, 27th Sept. 1812.
"1. From the quantity of musket ammunition called for by the

several divisions since the commencement of the siege of the castle of
Burgos, the Commander of the Forces is persuaded that his orders on
this subject have not been obeyed.

" 2. These orders prescribed, that the officers commanding companies
shall inspect the ammunition of every soldier in his company at every
parade, and see that it is complete.

' The object of these orders is to
prevent waste, the sale of ammunition, and that requisitions may be
made on the stores at the moment any deficiency occurs.

"3. The stores of musket ammunition are necessarily limited, and
the state of them is founded iipon the certainty that every soldier in the
ranks has at all times in his possession 60 rounds : but this certainty
cannot exist, and the stores must be insufficient, if the officers command-
ing companies neglect their duty, and do not inspect their ammunition
at every parade, according to orders ; and the consequence is, as hap-
pened in a late instance, that before the soldiers are engaged for five

minutes, ammunition is Avanting, and the stores are unnecessarily ex-
hausted at a great distance from all means of supplying them."

NOTE 25, p. 327.

These sieges furnish examples of two veiy different modes of assault-
ing breaches and escalading works. It may therefore be instructive to
discuss their respective merits.

The storming of the breaches at Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajos, the
escalades of the latter place by the 3rd and 5th divisions, the assault of
Fort Picurina, the stormhig of Fort Napoleon at Almaraz, the assault of
the breaches in the outer line at Burgos on the 4th October, and the
storming of the hornwork at the same place, were all executed by strong
columns of men, pushing forward at the same moment, and with the
exception of the breaches at Badajos, (the cause of the failure of carry-
ing which has been shown to be foreign to this inquiry,) they all

succeeded.

The escalades of the outer line at Burgos, on the 22nd September,
and the general assault of the second line at the same place, were under-
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taken by small parties, and on the principle of advancing by successive

detachments, and they both failed.

To this principle of advancing in detachments, intended closely to

support each other, may also in some degree be traced the failure of the

first assault of the breaches at St. Sebastian.

Success, therefore, speaks in favour of the first method of attacking

v\^ith strong columns pushing forward as one body.

The arguments generally advanced in favour of the second mode are,

that it does not expose more men than can enter a breach, or ascend the

ladders at the same period, and still has all the strength of the first

method ; as the support is up in time to enter at the tail of the pre-

ceding party, and join in their eiforts to secure the breach. But surely

the argument is not just, that the support follows the preceding party

so closely as to form one body with it ; for from the very nature and

object of such mode of attack, the second detachment must remain

under cover till the head of the first party enters the work, in which

case it alone carries the breach ; or, if unsuccessful, till the first party

has been beaten back, in which case the men of the second party have

to advance over the bodies of their fallen companions, with the cheering

probabihty of meeting the same fate ; and should that probability be

verified, what must be the feelings and what the hopes of the third

party, when ordered to advance ?

Large bodies of men animate and encourage each other, and carry

with them the confidence of success. The impression they make on

the minds of an enemy is also very different from the feeble efforts of a

small detachment. But then the difference of loss in exposing a large

or small body of men is to be taken into consideration, and abstractedly

it throws a great weight into the scale of the second method ; but taken

relatively to the greater probability of success which it holds out, it is

otherwise. For instance, the 3rd division stormed the castle of Badajos

with only 12 ladders, which would not admit of more than 80 or 100

men mounting at the same time ; still the whole division was brought

under the walls, and thereby sustained a loss of more than 600 killed

and wounded. Such a loss could not very well have occurred if the

number of men required to raise and mount the ladders only had been

exposed ; but then it is extremely doubtful if the castle would have been

carried ; for so obstinate was the resistance, that it required the utmost

exertions of the ofiicers of the different battalions, excited by honour-

able emulation, to persuade the men to mount the ladders ; and it was
only by the pressure of numbers an entry was ultimately forced. And
surely that policy is best, which sacrifices at one attack, to the speedy

and certain attainment of an object, a number of men, probably not

greater than would be wasted in repeated slight efforts and a protracted

operation.

Daylight is certainly the best time for storming works, when the
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troops can advance nnder cover to tlie breach or point of escalade, or

have the support of a powerfid artillery. But when the garrison have

preserved an extensive front of fire, and the trenches have not been

pushed very forward, to storm in daylight can be seldom advisable, as

the troops would most frequently suffer so much in advancing as to be

disabled from any serious effort when arrived at the breach. Such was

the case with the French at their attack of Tarifa in 1810. They
formed a good breach in the body of the fort from distant batteries,

but neglecting to work forward to it, and making their columns advance

openly to the assault, they suffered so severely from the musketry fire

of the place that the men dispersed before reaching the breach. The
firing party against the hornwork of St. INIichael, at Burgos, and Major

Cock's escalade of the same work on the 19th September, are further

proofs of the risk of advancing openly to the assault of a place prepared

for defence. The evening was sufficiently clear for the defenders of the

hornwork to see the parties advancing, and though neither had more

than 1.50 yards to march, the one was nearly annihilated, and the other

lost half its numbers.

The most preferable time for such open advances is at the moment of

daybreak. In the dark the troops are liable to imaginary terrors, and

being concealed from the A-iew of their officers, the bravest only do their

duty. The British soldier is particularly apprehensive of the explosion

of mines and combustibles, of which the French make great use. In

the dark these have a very appalling effect, but daylight deprives them

of nearly all their terrors.

Do not permit the mind of the British soldier to be cast down by

ideas of imaginary danger, and his natural intrepidity will always lead

him to face real danger in the person of his antagonist. A ridiculous

instance of this occurred at the storming of Badajos on the night of the

Cth April. The troops under Major-General Walker, after performing

prodigies of valour in escalading a wall 3 1 feet in height, whilst pur-

suing their vanquished antagonists round the ramparts, were opposed

by a single field-piece placed on the terreplein of the curtain of the

front 4, 5 . On the appi-oach of the British, the gvnmer lighted a port-

fire, which threw out a sudden blaze. A man amongst the foremost of

the pursuers called out "a mine ;" the word was re-echoed through the

ranks— caused a panic—and the wdiole of these brave fellows imme-

diately dispersed; such as could find a hole or corner creeping into

it. The fugitive French then rallied, turned on their pursuers, and

bayoneted them back to the very bastion where they had forced in.

Luckily, the battahon which last entered was there, formed in reserve,

and steadily received the French with a volley and charge ; the same

men who had fled from the imaginary danger of a lighted port-fire,

turning round, and sho\ving the same intrepidity in again facing the

enemy as previously to their panic.
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When it is decided to assault a place immediately before daybreak,

the utmost attention should be given on the previous morning to ascer-

tain the exact moment of its becoming light ; and the most energetic

and decided measures must be taken to insure the columns advancing at

the instant fixed upon, as it will be found equally prejudicial to their

success to be too soon as to be too late.

The error of advancing too soon was committed at the assault of St.

Sebastian on the 25th Jidy, 1813. The advanced party reached the

breach unperceived from the right of the attack, and, although some

time engaged with the defenders, it was still too dark when they retired

for the artillery in the batteries to distinguish objects sufficiently to aid

the troops by their fire.

Considerations on the usual mode of securing the Gorges of Detached

Works.

Whilst on the subject of storming works, it may be as well to inquire

whether theory more than experience has not led to the practice of

making the rear of all detached works in advance of a fortress without a

ditch. Such a construction is often of serious ill consequences, as the

assailants never fail to attack such a work at the gorge, and generally

succeed by it ; therefore, if it be not founded on sound principles, it

should be rectified.

The reasons urged agamst making a ditch round the gorge of de-

tached works are, that it serves as a lodgement for the assailants after

carrying the work, and that it is an obstacle to driving them out of it

again by a sortie.

This reasoning certainly holds good when the work is not advanced

beyond the glacis, as then it cannot very well be attacked at the gorge,

and the enemy ought to be repeatedly driven out of it ; besides, its

proximity to the place renders the musketry fire upon it so destructive,

as to make immediate cover for the assailants indispensably necessary

for their safety. Works in such situations cannot be made too acces-

sible at the gorge ; but these considerations lose all their weight when
applied to a work more advanced from the place than 500 yards, as then

the chance of recovering it by a sortie is nearly hopeless, and any

engineer of experience would, instead of entering the work, prefer

making a lodgement by the flying sap on its flank, as being more readily

executed, and of the most use when finished. Any cover created within

the work must necessarily be very confined, and the garrison always

prepare marks to direct their artillery, and usually keep up a constant

fire on a detached work throughout the night after it is carried.

The line to draw would therefore seem to be,—no ditch around the

gorge of works within 300 yards of the place,—in the construction of

works from 300 to 500 yards, to be governed by circumstances,—but

VOL. I. 2 c
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to all works beyond 500 yards distant from the place, to make a ditch,

and create the same obstacles to an assavilt round the rear as in front of

the work.

The French plant admirable palisades in the ditches and rear of their

works : each palisade is the rough stem of a young tree, or the half of a

larger tree, fixed to a hea\'y beam 4 or 5 feet under the ground. To
cut through these palisades, in their usually confined situations, is the

work of half an hour, and to force them out is impossible, so firmly are

they planted. They are, therefore, an excellent defence when covered

from cannon, and might be adopted by the English in many situations

with great advantage to the Service.

For the better defence of thick parapets, the French also adopt an

excellent expedient, which is, to make a cut two or three feet wide,

parallel to the exterior line of the parapet, at about the same distance

from it, with occasional communications from the rear. This cut enables

the soldier effectively to use his bayonet, which is of no service to resist

an escalade from behind a thick parapet, and also admits of his firing

much more directly into the ditch, and with less exposure to himself.

It is from these cuts the French throw down, with so much accuracy,

the immense quantity of grenades and combustibles with which they

always second their defensive efforts. From these advanced cuts they

are able to drop them at the very foot of the ladders ; whereas, from

behind a thick parapet, the impetus the shell receives while rolling over

its surface causes it to form a curve, during its descent, within which

the assailants are secure. Such a cut, likewise, aflPords the means of

forming a double line of defence. A few brave cool men are sufficient

for the front line, and the main body can remain in reserve, sheltered by
the parapet. This disposition of the troops to sustain an assault cannot

but tend to prevent that general cessation of defensive efforts which too

frequently occurs on a few of the assailants forcing in at some unguarded

point. At Badajos, many French soldiers in these cuts, not aware that

the body of the defenders had deserted the interior of the parapet, con-

tinued to fire into the ditch after the alUes were in possession of the

terreplein.*

All these advantages were gained by the ancient chemins-des-rondes,

with the additional benefit of adcUng to the height of the escarp, at a

small expense, and rendering the breach more difficult to form, by the

parapet being retired its whole breadth. As this addition to a front

* Indeed, in the ardoiu- and excitement of a determined resistance, brave men are

frequently so occupied with their own etforts, as to be insensible to any thing passing

at the smallest distance. At the assault of the lunette of St. Roque, which was carried

by escalade at the gorge, whilst menaced and tired upon in front, the officer with the

ladders (Lieutenant Wright) was obliged, on going round to the front faces, to strike

several of the defenders with the flat part of his sword, to make them aware that the

work was carried.
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costs little, do the objections virged against it justify its omission in all

modern fortresses ;
particularly when it is considered that Vauban, in

his latter days, frequently expressed the greatest regret at having

omitted it in the places he had fortified on his new system ?

NOTE 26, p. 334.

The 5|-inch or 24-pounder iron howitzer, whatever may be its good

quahties for field service, is, undoubtedly, the least adapted for a siege

of all the natures of ordnance in use. Its value for battering may be

estimated from a statement of its charge being 2 fts. of powder. The

momentum such a charge imparts to a 24-pounder shot, whilst passing

through a tube only 33 inches in length, is so trifling, that, when

directed against a wall from a moderate distance, it bounds off without

making any impression on the masonry. In an advanced battery it can

scarcely be worked, from the destruction of the gmmers, in consequence

of the wide openings necessary to prevent its blowing away the em-

brasures ; and, judging from the practice at Badajos, Salamanca, and

Burgos, it will not throw its shot with sufficient accuracy to enfilade a

line of works at the distance of the first parallel. Such being its defects,

uidess it has some very superior properties for throwing spherical case,

it should never be admitted into a battering train.

In estimating the efficient ordnance used at the sieges hi Spain, these

howitzers ought in fairness to be excluded from the calculation, as they

did little more than waste invaluable ammunition.

NOTE 27, p. 338.

The advantages or disadvantages attending the attack of a place

situated on a height are so little understood by officers in general, that

it may be in some degree useful to discuss the real value of height of

situation.

Every one must have observed, that there exists amongst all classes

of men a sort of vague and general impression, that missiles projected

from elevated situations have a more destructive and more irresistible

effect than when projected from an equal level. This impression pro-

bably arose, and has been handed down from a period anterior to the

discovery of gunpowder, when height certainly added force and effect to
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the catapulta and balista ; but, since guns and mortars have been so

perfected as to give a momentum to projectiles from all situations as

great as can possibly be useful, it must be ranked as a popular

error.

No one can doubt that artillery, firing from an elevated situation, is

less destructive to bodies of troops than when firing on the same level,

in consequence of its great plunge, which scarcely admits of one shot

killing more than a file or two ; whereas a horizontal discharge fre-

quently sweeps or bounds through a whole column.

With respect, however, to the effect of artillery firing from a height

on a besieger's approaches, there is little accordance of opinion even

amongst professional men, and probably for this reason, that it is almost

entirely dependent on distance. Thus, for instance, a battery of 24-

pounders, placed on an elevation of 1 00 or 1 20 feet, (about the height of

the Castles of Burgos and Badajos,) though firing down on a trench at

the distance of 700 or 800 yards, requires an elevation of one or 1;^

degrees above its crest to reach it ; and the same guns firing at a trench

on an equal level at the same distance require scarcely more elevation

above it ; so that the difference of the curve formed by the shot at the

instant of striking the trench from either situation is almost imperceptible

;

and the force of the shot being in both cases the same, no other cause

can be assigned why the action of the one should be more destructive

than that of the other.

It is, however, very different with the same guns when firing from a

similar height, of 100 or 120 feet, at a battery or trench only 3, 4, or 500

yards distant ; as the guns being then fired directly down on the work,

the shot frequently strikes near the interior edge of the parapet with its

greatest force, and, passing through 4 or 5 feet of the interior revet-

ment, renders every part of a battery insecure. From these causes there

were more casualties in No. 6 battery at Badajos, third siege, from the

fire of the castle, than in all the other enfilading batteries united ; and

in almost a similar proportion of height and distance, the jire of the bat-

teries at Burgos, having a command of 50 feet over the besiegers'

batteries, Nos. 3 and 4, at 150 ^^ards in their front, was nearly irre-

sistible, plunging on the very platforms.

The deduction is, that guns firing from a height on a besieger's ap-

proaches, unless the height be within 400 or 500 hundred yards, are less

destructive than similar guns firing a ricochet on an equal level.

Height of situation invariably gives a most destructive effect to mus-

ketry on the approaches, as its use implies close approximation, in

wdiich case it is nearly impossible to raise the parapet of a trench or sap

sufficiently to cover more than a very small breadth of its surface.

Thus, when the head of the sap came within 30 yards of the outer line

at Burgos, it required three gabions in height to obtain cover for the

troops ; and whenever one of the gabions happened to be knocked over.
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which was not unfrequent from their want of base, the loss was always

Yery considerable in replacing it.

In the attack of a mountain fortress, the effect of direct fire does not

seem to be materially diminished by the height of the defences above

the battery, as was strongly exemplified in the instance of Willis's bat-

teries at Gibraltar, 400 feet above the isthmus, the parapets of which

were frequently destroyed by the enemy's shot as well as shells, and of

Marshal Berwick's successful attack of the Castle of Nice, before quoted,

and the breach effected in the Castle of Badajos in 1811 with ordnance

of a very inferior quality. Therefore, a wall standing without any cover

on the crest of a height, not exceeding 100 or 150 feet, though a very

usual construction, can no more be considered secure from being breached,

than if built on a plain. Nor does height of situation screen the interior

of a place from the effect of shells, for the highest works at Gibraltar,

1340 feet above the enemy's batteries, were several times, during the

siege of 1 782, destroyed by shells ; and shells, discharged from mortar-

boats in the bay, frequently passed over the mountain into the Medi-

terranean.

Height of situation is even likely to offer a facility for reducing small

posts by means of the miner
;
particularly those occupying the summits

of lofty rocks from which guns cannot be sufficiently depressed to see

their base, and there is not sufficient extent of front to establish flanking

points for that purpose, as the destruction of the Castle del Ovo at

Naples, and the Citadel of Alicante, sufficiently testifies. Even on the

extensive northern faces of Gibraltar, previously to the flanking batteries

being perforated in St. George's Hall, the enemy's miners found oppor-

tunity to make an alarming impression under the defences.

Works on heights, however, when properly constructed, have the ex-

cellent defensive property of more effectually covering their scarps,

palisades, and defenders, than works on a plain ; and, when the rise of

the height is very rapid, it utterly precludes the formation and use of

batteries a ricochet ; besides which, their glacis necessarily terminating

in a very sharp angle at its crest, occasions an enormous labour to the

besiegers to form a sufficient base on which to place their breaching

batteries. Such are the glacis of St. Salvador at Corfu, and of Fort la

Lippe at Elvas.

It should, however, be mentioned, as some counterbalance to these

advantages, that a height of one continuous and rapid ascent gives a

facility to a besieger for pushing forward his approaches, because, on an

inclined plane, less height of parapet gives cover in the sap than when
formed on an horizontal base ; and the guns of works on steep heights

can seldom be sufficiently depressed to fire directly on the trenches, and

the progress of the sap can only be opposed by musketry or vertical

discharges.

This was also strongly exemplified at Burgos, where, after a lodge-
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ment was formed on the top of the outer precipitous line on the 4th

October, and there was no further sudden rise, but a continued ascent

to the summit of the castle, the workmen and troops found themselves

in comparative security from fire.

To carry approaches from a height against a work situated on a

parallel height, ha\ang a valley between them, is attended with conside-

rable difficulties ; for, if the side of the hill to be descended be very

steep, no practicable depth of trench or height of parapet will give cover

to the troops, unless each return of the approaches be directed very

much clear of the salients of the work under attack, which increases

considerably the length of each return, and consequently the labour of

forming it ; and, even after this additional labour, the ordnance next the

salients of the besieged place which take the approach en echarpe, have

a murderous eflFect.

The depth reqviired to obtain cover will, of course, be greater or less

in descending equal slopes, according to the relative height of the

ground to be opened for the a}>proach, and of the enemy's work; but,

to give a practical instance of the extent of the evil, it is mentioned that

an approach, six feet in width, required to be made of a similar depth,

not to be seen into from the upper batteries of the castle, when descend-

ing the steep height on the south of the hornwork of St. Michael at

Burgos.

Another inconvenience, incident to carrying approaches down very

steep declivities, is, that the rear of the trench is higher than the para-

pet in front, and many howitzer shells, fired a. ricochet, which miss the

former, are stopped by the latter, and fall into the trench ; and fre-

quently, shells from mortars, pitched beyond the trench, roll back into

it, in consequence of the steepness of the face of the hill.*

It is apparent that as the approaches nearly reach the bottom of the

valley these evils increase, and that all the advantages of defence to be

drawn from height of situation, operate against the besieger's trenches

in a ratio according to the steepness of the descent and the relative

height of the sides of the valley ; therefore any plan of operations,

W'hich necessitates carrying the approaches across a valley for the attack

of a work on the opposite side, shovdd, if possible, be avoided.

From these various counterbalancing properties, resulting from height

* The workmen, from ckead of this reaction, which can never occur without being

observed by them, usually endeavour to throw up a bank of earth along the rear of

the trench to stop the rolling shells, which practice, however, shoidd be forbidden,

as the bank catches more of the shells fired at low angles than it stops from rolling

back : besides, a great depth of trench is at all times an inconvenience, from the

diificulty of getting out of it in cases of necessity, and therefore any thing which

serves to increase its depth should be guarded against. From a neglect of keei)ing

the rear of the trenches practicable at Badajos, fifteen men were killed or wounded

by one shell, which fell into the parallel at the time of the relief of the parties.
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of situation, it may be concluded, that a fortress is not to be pronounced

of great strength from the circumstance of elevated situation alone ; for,

even to form a moderately just opinion of its strength, it must be ascer-

tained that its walls are all covered from distant batteries, that its interior

be casemated, that the face of the height be under fire of the ramparts,

or, if precipitous, that it be flanked on every point. If such, however,

be found the case, height of situation must be considered to add greatly

to the defensive powers of a place, and demands our respect.

Considerations on the Disadvantages accruing to a place from being

commanded.

Having endeavoured in the preceding Note to discuss the real value of

height of situation as a defensive quality, it may not be amiss to endeavour

to ascertain the amount of the ill arising from its reverse, or a place

being situated lower than the hills without it ; and to inquire if it really

be an evil of such magnitude as is generally supposed ;—the term ' com-

manded' being usually accepted as denoting every thing bad; and

many oflftcers even carrying their feeling on this point so far as to believe

that a very commanding height deprives a fortress of all powers of

resistance.*

The most prominent disadvantages under which a fortress labours

from being commanded are, that the defenders of the work, and the in-

* In 1806, when the British force in Sicily occupied Messina only, the Author was

employed by Sir John Stuart, with consent of the Sicilian Government, to make

a confidential report on the fortresses of Augusta and Syracuse, to ascertain what

might be expected from them. and their governors in case of invasion.

He was made minutely acquainted with eveiy particular, connected with the defence

of those places, by the commandants of artilleiy and engineers, and at Augusta those

officers accompanied him when he waited on the Governor to take leave. The

Governor, after asking them if they had pointed ovit every thing, and being answered

in the affirmative, beckoned Captain J to follow him into a private and very

retired apartment : then, carefully shutting the door, and looking round with much
anxiety lest the walls might hear, he began.—" Have you discovered the defect of my
place ? "—" I have observed some of the scarps to be imperfectly covered."—" No ;

not that."—" A great facility for carrying the town by a coup-de-main from the

harbour ?
"—" No."—" The parapets and platforms faulty .'

"—" No."—" A want of

casemated cover.'"—"No—no—no, an infinitely more important defect—a fatal

defect—it is unknown to the engineers and to all my officers, and, 1 hope, to all the

world ; but as you have letters from the Minister to be made confidentially acquainted

with every thing relating to Augusta, it becomes my duty to communicate it to you ;"

and then, closely approaching with a look of importance and self-approbation, he

whispered—" I have ascertained that the land front is commanded eight feet by a

hill in its front, and of course a besieger once established on that point, further resist-

ance becomes hopeless, and I must instantly capitulate on the best terms he wil

grant
;
" adding with a squeeze of the hand and a look of horror, " secrecy, secrecy,

mio Caro !

"
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terior of tlie place, are seen and exposed to the direct fire of a besieger's

artillery, that its escarps are also exposed to be battered in a certain

degree lower down, according to the greater or less height of the hill

which commands them, and that in the same degree the range of the

enemy's projectiles is increased.

Considered abstractedly, to be seen is rather an inconvenience than a

positive ill, and as projectiles are never used at sieges from situations re-

quiring their utmost range, the prominent evils from being commanded
reduce themselves to two,— the greater exposure of the escarps, and

the direct fire' of a besieger's artillery on the garrison whilst defending

the works, and on the works themselves and their armament. Now the

point-blank range of a 24-pounder being under GOO yards, and as it will
"

not batter with good eflFect at a greater distance than 800 or 1000 yards,- *

it would seem that all command in front beyond the latter distance is''
'

nearly harmless, except from the inconvenience it occasions to the gar-

rison of being seen.*

Within the distance of 800 yards, being commanded is, indisputably,

a most serious detriment to a place, as its artillery may be dismounted, .*

its defenders killed, its escarps laid open, and its buikhngs destroyed '

by a direct and accurate fire from the height ; but the effects of sui

command may be greatly reduced, or even rendered null, by a just

position of the works, and their relief. If a place be only commanded
by one hill, and that of a moderate height, it requires no stretch of the

imagination to comprehend, that if, instead of being built on an hori-

zontal plane, as is customary, the works were constructed on a plai,

passing from some point in the interior, a few feet over the top of the

hill commanding them, they would equally cover each other, and their

parapets equally cover the defenders, as if the hill did not exist, and

they had been built on an horizontal plane. Upon a similar principle,

but by a process too difficult to explain in a note, the exposure arising

from the direct command of several moderate hills on the same front

may be avoided ; and even the works may be screened by the above

method, and by the addition of traverses, parados, &c., from the com-

mand of such hills all around the place.

But if the hills are of a great height, and near the place, the mischief

arising from their command cannot be obviated by defilement, and even

in many cases where it is possible to effect the defilement, the great

labour and expense of so doing put it out of the question. Under such

circumstances, the best resources are casemates and countermines, or to

* It should be mentioned that the fire of the iron 24-poiinders has attained so

much force and precision, that battery No. 11, placed on a commani'' j height against

the Castle of St. Sebastian, and which took the high curtain of the land front

en echarpe at the distance of 1500 yards, repeatedly struck the terreplein with

effect.
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occupy the summits of the commanding hills by works of sufficient

strength to restore the equilibrium of defence, such, for instance, as

Fort Montjuic at Barcelona, Gonzaga and Castelacio at Messina, and La

Lippe at Elvas, which even render the side commanded the strongest of

the place ; and such will be the work constructing at this moment on

Mont Feron at Ath.*

There remains a disadvantage still to be mentioned accruing to a

place from being commanded, which is, that a besieger's first batteries,

placed on the height which commands it, may remain open till the last

moment of the attack without incommoding his near approaches ; but

when the height falls rapidly in one continued plane to the glacis of the

j)lace, this advantage is much counterbalanced by the difficulty men-

tioned in the former note, of carrying the approaches down hill ; and

should the fall of the ground be gradual, it will frequently happen that

the fire of the batteries on the height will prove almost as annoying to

those in the advanced part of the trenches, as to the defenders of the

place.

From these causes command is far more prejudicial to the defence of

hse works of a place, the general prolongation of which it intersects,

tii^^^i to the defence of those works to which it is parallel ; even if the

distance of the lateral command of such height be greater than that of

its direct command. This may be exemplified by reference to the

attacks of Ath, in 1G97 and 1/00, by those great masters of the art,

v-aubiin and Marlborough, and subsequently by the Count de Clermont

in 1745.

Plate X. fig. 7.—Two fronts of the enceinte of that fortress (ab, be)

* This latter remedy for command costs the engineer so little trouble to plan, and

is so generally approved, that a redoubt placed on the summit of any commanding

height is becoming a sort of panacea to neutralize the effects of command. It should,

however, never be resorted to except where the heights are close to the fortress, say

within 600 _\<irds, or that the resources of the engineer's art prove unequal to obtain

an equilibrium of defence, by a superiority of construction of the fronts of the enceinte

commanded by the height ; for advanced works cost more in their construction, and

add more to the ordnance, stores, and men required for the defence of a fortress in

proportion, than a similar degree of strength gained for a place by additions to the

enceinte, for they must be most complete in every defensive detail ; and, unless their

communications be extremely well secured, they must, when near the theatre of

operations, be kept fvdly manned, to secure them from being surprised, and be

furnished with a full proportion of every thing necessary for their own defence ; and

when vigorously attacked they are seldom capable, from want of space, of making a

protracted resistance.

"Who has not ' bserved, whilst examining fortresses in hilly countries, (Genoa, for

instance,) that auv'anced fort after advanced fort, thrown up to occupy hill after hill,

and requiring an army for their occupation, might have been dispensed with, and the

place increased in strength, if one -half the labour, thus scattered over miles of

country, had been iudiciously confined to strengthening and securing the commanded
fronco ^
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are traced parallel to Mont Feron, which, at 600 yards distance, over-

tops their ramparts 75 feet, the interval being a regular slope to the

foot of their scarps, and which no exertion of art has been able to screen

from the direct fire of artillery from so domineering a point in their

immediate front. Still in neither attack did those officers avail them-

selves of batteries on this commanding height to breach the scarp walls

of the fronts opposed to it, or to establishing a commanding fire to ruin

their parapets, and then carry their approaches almost unopposed down
the face of the hill to the counterscarp ; but, on the contrary, esta-

blishing on the height powerful enfilading batteries to ricocher the

collateral fronts, the prolongation of which the command of INIont Feron

intersects, Vauban carried his approaches towards the front (a e) to the

right, and Marlborough his towards the front (c d) to the left, and to

each Ath fell an easy conquest.

The Count de Clermont, in 1745, followed with equal success the

path traced by the British general ; so that it may safely be inferred

from these exam})les, that the side of a place most closely commanded,

when that command is direct, is not consequently the weakest.

From the above statement it is apparent, that a fortress is not to be

lightly and utterly condemned, because it may happen to be com-

manded ; for if the heights commanding it be at a greater distance than

800 or 1000 yards, and do not enfilade any general line, they can have

very little influence on the attack or defence. If the heights are not

more distant than 600 yards, and on one side only, the effects of their

command may have been parried by defilement, and by the same art a

certain degree of strength may have been given to a fortification when
closely surrounded by moderate heights ; and even where defilement

has been impracticable, casemates, countermines, reverse batteries and

retrenchments on the weakest fronts, may have more than compensated

the general exposure. But if on examination these precautions are

found to have been neglected, a fortress which is closely commanded by

heights may safely be pronounced of little strength,—though there are

innumerable instances in former, and some few in late Avars, of such

places having made good defences, from the intelligence of the governor

reserving the troops for the last stages of the defence, when the com-

batants becaiue too closely in contact to admit of the interference of fire

from distant batteries.
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